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ABSTRACT 

Memphis is considered to have been the main metropolis of dynastic Egypt. For more than 

3000 years the settlement played a primary role in political, economic and cultural life of the 

state, functioning as capital for long periods. Nonetheless, little is known about the setting and 

archaeology of the city itself, even when compared to other Egyptian settlements. This work 

investigates the context and archaeology of Memphis, recognising distinctive development 

phases, and examines potential reasons for historical changes.  

Sedimentary records of 77 boreholes taken in the area of Mit Rahina are analysed to 

detect palaeoenvironmental conditions and palaeo-landscape features. Their interpretation is 

sustained by a multidisciplinary approach drawing together prior archaeological, historical 

and geomorphological studies. A model reflecting the transformations of Memphis is 

formulated and multi-scale landscape and environmental changes in the Memphite region 

over the last 5000 years are established.  

According to this new model, a settlement was founded during the Early Dynastic 

Period on a complex of sandbanks which were separated and surrounded by three branches of 

the Nile. After its foundation and during the Early Dynastic Period and the Old Kingdom, the 

city grew on the western cluster of sandbanks while the West Channel was losing flow. 

During the First Intermediate Period and the beginning of the Middle Kingdom extreme 

floods significantly affected the settlement. It recovered during the Middle Kingdom when 

large-scale landscape management initiatives and strong interventions on the margins of the 

Central Channel were undertaken. By the New Kingdom, the Middle Birka was already dry 

land, mainly as a result of human intervention. The East Channel became the only active 

branch of the Nile serving the city and the Eastern Koms were intensively settled. In the Late 

Period the city had expanded to the Northern Koms and the North Birka silted up. During the 

Ptolemaic Period, the city reached its maximum extension, despite important changes in its 

status and social-economic background. Subsequently, the importance of the city declined 

with the end of the dynastic state, while the East Channel started to migrate slowly eastward. 

The city decayed and was abandoned after a few centuries.  

Some landscape and environmental changes are positively associated both with urban 

mutation and with different social, economic and political phases of Memphis’ history. 

Human interventions actively induced the evolution of both landscape and local environment. 

Events at the supra-regional level, both natural and especially anthropic, also had impact and 

are linked to changes at Memphis. Conversely, contingencies restricted to the Memphite 

region influenced the development of the state. Local situations at Memphis—e.g., crisis, 
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disaster, conflict, prosperity, or affluence—could be magnified to the extent that they have 

been perceived as having affected the state as a whole. 

The foundation and development of Memphis were tightly interconnected with the 

fortunes of state and power. The city embodied the cultural and political identity of the state 

and maintained its prominence through dynastic Egyptian history. Triangular complex cause–

effect relations between local changes in Memphis, historical change in Egypt, and climatic 

and environmental evolution both at regional and supra-regional scales are recognised. The 

significance of each varied with time, determining the evolution of Memphis and also of 

dynastic Egypt. 
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INTRODUCTION 

I.1. Preamble 

The city of Memphis was the main political, economic and cultural centre of Egypt during the 

major part of the dynastic period. The existence of the city itself, its dawn and its twilight, can 

be coupled with the fortunes of dynastic Egypt. Nonetheless, very little is presently known 

regarding the urban structure, the architecture or the surrounding landscape of Memphis, 

particularly when compared to other major cities and sites of Egypt, despite the city being 

both the subject of a vast published literature and a target of intense archaeological 

investigation since the 19th century. This dissertation intends to add to that debate and to 

contribute to a better understanding of Memphis through the recognition of landscape and 

environmental changes during dynastic times, in order to relate those events with episodes of 

political, social and cultural transition in Ancient Egypt. The main aim is to detect and to 

debate a nuanced interpretation of any possible cause–effect relationship between 

anthropogenic actions and natural changes which might have affected not only the history and 

the development of Memphis, but also the city’s role in dynastic Egypt. 

 

I.2. Memphis, a hidden capital 

 

‘The greater portion, then, of this country (...) was land deposited for the 

Egyptians (...); all that lies between the ranges of mountains above Memphis (...) 

seemed to me to have once been a gulf of the sea (...)’ in Herodotus (The Histories 

II.10; Godley 1920) 

 

Set in a land prone to geomorphological transformation, it is not surprising that so many 

uncertainties regarding the urban configuration of Memphis and its surrounding landscape 

still persist today. It has been shown that the landscape and the environment in the Memphite 

area have changed dramatically during the last 5000 years; however, those changes have 

remained virtually unexamined until recently (Smith et al. 1983; Jeffreys 1985; 2008; 2010: 

191–92; Smith & Jeffreys 1986: 89–90; Lutley 2007; Bunbury & Lutley 2008). In fact, most 

of our knowledge regarding the city originates from the great necropolis of Memphis located 

in desert areas along the western fringes of the Nile Valley between Dahshur in the south and 

Abu Rawash in the north (Smith 1985: ix) (Figure 2). Conversely, Memphis’ urban centre 

was probably located in the middle of the Nile Valley. This position is one of the main 
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reasons for the difficulty in gathering knowledge about its urban configuration and its 

environmental conditions. Memphis apparently collapsed after the end of the Roman Period. 

Although the region was not completely abandoned, the city slowly became no more than lost 

ruins forgotten in the midst of the Nile valley (Jeffreys 1985: 11–12). 

 

 
Figure 1 – Location of Memphis 

 

 A probable whereabouts of the city’s centre has been connected to the area known as 

the ‘Memphis ruin field’ (Figures 3 and 4), close to the village of Mit Rahina (Jeffreys 2010: 

191–92). Here, for instance, the Ptah temple enclosure is located, which is an architectural 

feature traditionally associated with the nucleus of the city. Today, largely engulfed by the 

strong urban growth of Mit Rahina, primarily during the last three decades, this monument is 

surrounded by a series of mounds on which both finds and structures dating back from the 

Old Kingdom and up to the Roman Period have been detected. Regardless of this, both the 

exact location of Memphis and its extent are still matters of discussion. For example, the 

Memphite necropolis spread for more than 40km along the valley edges. Also, whilst 

Memphis has always been described as a riverine city (Smith et al. 1983: 39; Jeffreys 2010: 

193), the Nile is currently located c. 3km east of the Memphis ruin field. Such distance has 

prompted suspicions in the past regarding the location of the capital city in the mounds 

E   G   Y   P   T 

Memphis ● 
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surrounding Mit Rahina. Some scholars have assumed the river was stable and, to solve this 

supposed contradiction, it has even been proposed that buildings and monuments in the 

Memphis ruin field were connected to the River Nile by lateral latitudinal canals (Kitchen 

1982: 114–16, fig. 38; Jeffreys 1985: 49; 2010: 193–94). 

 

 
Figure 2 – Location of the main Memphite necropoleis and of the Memphis ruin field 

 

In the last few decades, geological and archaeological investigations have substantiated 

that the course of the Nile changed continuously during the Holocene at a significant speed 

(Jeffreys 2010: 193–94; Bunbury 2013; Macklin et al. 2015: 122). For instance, in the 18th 

century AD the distance from the Nile to the Memphis ruin field appears to have been half of 

the present-day distance, indicating a channel migration of greater than 1km in less than 300 

years (Panckoucke 1823: pl. I) (Figure 8). Apart from the river’s changing location, the local 

landscape has long been affected by an intense accumulation of sediments with a consequent 

continuous rising of the valley floor, caused by extremely regular annual floods (Hamdan 

1961: 121–22; Butzer 1976: 33–36; Said 1993: 57–61; Woodward et al. 2007: 278–79). For 

example, a rise of the valley floor of approximately 2m has been suggested in the Memphite 

area since the end of the Roman Period (Butzer 1976: 33–36; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 158). 

Thus, it is expected that old landscape features, both natural and artificial, as well as 

Saqqara ▲ 

Abu Rawash ▲ 

Giza ▲ 
Zawyet el-‛Aryan ▲ 

Abusir ▲ 

Dahshur ▲ 
□   Memphis ruin field 

○ Cairo 
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constructions, have been buried at considerable depth. On the one hand, such thick deposits 

have been a significant impediment to finding these deeply buried Memphite structures. 

However, on the other hand, those accumulated sediments most probably sealed and 

preserved significant archaeological, sedimentary and geomorphological remains of Memphis 

and its landscapes. 

 

I.3. A landscape and environment model 

The last 30 years have added much to our knowledge regarding both the city itself and, more 

specifically, the Memphis ruin field. A substantial part of that work was developed under the 

auspices of The Survey of Memphis (SoM), an Egypt Exploration Society (EES) 

multidisciplinary research project led (or co-directed) by David Jeffreys. This project not only 

excavated, surveyed and compiled data from the Memphis ruin field, but also thoughtfully 

reviewed historical and literary sources, as well as archaeological works performed here over 

the last two centuries (Smith et al. 1983; Jeffreys et al. 1984; 1986; 1987; 1995; 1997; 1998; 

2000; 2001; Jeffreys 1985; 1996; 2003; 2004; 2006; 2010; Smith & Jeffreys 1985; 1986; 

Jeffreys & Málek 1988; Jeffreys & Smith 1988; Jeffreys & Giddy 1989; Giddy et al. 1990; 

1996; Giddy & Jeffreys 1991; 1992; 1993; Málek & Quirke 1992; Giddy 1994; 1999; 2012; 

Jeffreys & Tavares 1994; Casey 1999; Gallorini et al. 1999; Jeffreys & Nicholson 2002; 

2006; Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005; Aston & Jeffreys 2007; Bourriau 2010a; Nicholson 2013; 

Bourriau & Gallorini 2016; cf. Aufrère & Golvin 1997: 17–19, 63–70; cf. Lehner 2009; cf. 

MSCD 2018). 

Importantly for this dissertation, the project comprised the hand-drilling of more than 

200 boreholes in and around the Memphis ruin field (Figures 21 and 22) during several 

fieldwork campaigns (vide IV.3). The sedimentary characteristics of the local upper layers of 

the Nile Valley were registered through macromorphology analyses of the sediments in the 

hand-drilled cores. As shown in previous works (vide IV.2) in valleys with regular 

depositional events similar to those of the Nile, the study of sediments enables the 

interpretation of buried geomorphological features and stratigraphic sequences, which can be 

used to recognise landscape and environmental changes. Fluctuating rates of deposition in 

both time and space, and localised dissection events do not sustain dates for sediment 

deposition based on stratigraphic height. However, the pottery recovered in the sediment 

cores can be used to date the sediments through comparison with well-dated archaeological 

material from nearby sites. Thus, the detailed logging of boreholes permits the definition of 
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dated sedimentological facies and, consequently, both the identification of the depositional 

landscape and the environment associated with their formation.  

Despite the major contribution of many researchers and of the SoM, the data from cores 

drilled in the Memphite region have mostly been used to investigate confined geographical 

areas, periods of the dynastic history and particular archaeological or historical questions 

(vide IV.2, IV.3). The complete, exhaustive and detailed analysis of the sediments and 

matrices observed in cores and, especially, the correlation between the different cores had yet 

to be done, particularly in the area of the Memphis ruin field. Thus, the overall sequential 

evolution of the local landscape and environment during the entire dynastic period has not 

been entirely recognised. Consequently, it has been difficult to interpret the reasons for urban 

development in the Memphis ruin field, specific aspects of it, and the relationship between 

such development and the changing landscape. This work fills this gap by using the data from 

core drilling records of the SoM, including the description of sedimentary matrices and their 

components. Thus, for the first time, a new and detailed model essentially based on 

sedimentological data is developed and described in this thesis, which identifies and 

synthesises landscape transformations and environmental changes in the area of the Memphis 

ruin field during the entire dynastic period. With the recognition of these changes and their 

impact, it is now possible to substantiate earlier hypotheses and to develop new ones 

regarding the layout and evolution of urban features, political status and socio-economic 

aspects of Memphis, particularly in the area of the Memphis ruin field. 

 

I.4. Objectives and questions 

The main objectives of this thesis are to investigate landscape and environmental changes in 

the area of the Memphis ruin field, and to assess possible causes and effects between 

anthropogenic actions and natural changes, which might have affected not only the history 

and the development of Memphis, but also the city’s role in dynastic Egypt. In order to fulfil 

this objective, several direct and more circumscribed hypotheses and questions are posed. 

 

• Memphis’ geographical characteristics and even its location were prone to 

transformation. 

- In which ways was Memphis’ urban development influenced by landscape and 

environmental factors? 

- To what extent were those environmental and landscape changes a result of 

anthropogenic activities? 
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• The political, cultural and administrative importance of Memphis varied, sometimes 

dramatically, between its foundation and the end of the Roman Period.  

- At what scale did environmental causes contribute to changes in Memphis’ role as 

the main urban centre of Egypt?  

- Can we relate natural disasters or environmental events with those changes? 

 

 By discussing these hypotheses, questions and possible answers, this dissertation 

contributes to the development of a geomorphological context for the interpretation of 

archaeological finds, not only in the area of the Memphis ruin field but also in the entire 

Memphite zone. In addition, this dissertation adds to the discussion of the role that was played 

by both environmental changes and landscape transformation, not only in the historical events 

associated with Memphis, but also in the entire country. Moreover, it attempts to address the 

extent to which Egyptians were able and willing to alter their surrounding landscape and 

environment. Today, the Nile, its regime and its valley are largely a result of human 

interference, an aspect that must be strongly considered when interpreting changes in the Nile 

and its valley. The consequences of human activity are especially important for analysing 

areas that have been intensively inhabited, both in time and space; this makes Memphis a 

particularly rich playground to investigate the general impacts and effects that environmental 

changes have had on humans and vice-versa (Qin 2010: 51). Thus, this dissertation provides a 

case-study and possible examples of interrelated repercussions not only during a short period 

and in a limited locale, but also in the wider context of the entire area and span of dynastic 

Egypt. 

On an even broader scale, this research may inform debate on climate change and its 

effects on human populations, revealing a historical case-study. Data gathered on past 

environments can be applied in General Circulation models (GCM). Furthermore, by aiding 

better understanding of climate-human interactions in the Nile Valley, this thesis may be of 

great importance to land-use planning; for example, by highlighting future threats that the 

river may make to ancient sites or modern settlements. 

 

I.5. Development of the research and brief description of the dissertation 

The framework of this research is theoretically based on the Systems Approach (vide  IV.1), 

involving multidisciplinary-based research and methods, which has been used in several areas 

of inquiry, including branches of both the natural and social sciences (Kump et al. 2004: 18–

22; Dearing 2006). More specifically, there is a focus on critical review of archaeological and 
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geological evidence from an interdisciplinary point of view. This is applied through the 

development of a model based on data from sediment cores, including location, sedimentary 

matrices, pottery dating and quantity/quality of inclusions, which enable the recognition of 

buried landscape features, concealed urban structures and palaeo-depositional environments, 

as well as their spatial interrelation. In addition, the model also supports interdisciplinary 

correlations that are essential to providing a chronological dimension to the geomorphological 

context. It facilitates a critical overview of the identified features, taking into account known 

historical episodes and geological events.  

 Thus, possible urban development, landscape transformation and environmental 

changes in the area surrounding the Memphis ruin field during the whole dynastic period are 

synthesised in the model. Its interpretation and discussion are found in Chapter V, while the 

methodology used for its construction is described in Chapter IV. To fully understand how 

geomorphological and environmental events may have affected Memphis and its inhabitants, 

and also to construe any possible cause–effect relationships, there is a need, on the one hand, 

to acknowledge local landscape and environmental conditions during the dynastic period and 

to assess distal and large-scale climate and geologic events that might have had influenced it; 

this is outlined in Chapter II. On the other hand, it is also necessary to gather information 

about key events in the history of the city itself, its urban development and its socio-economic 

and cultural evolution; for this purpose, Chapter III summarises published literature regarding 

the history and archaeology of Memphis, and its role in the context of the dynastic period.  

Chapter VI synthesises the model and presents the results through a chronological 

description of the landscapes of Memphis. Finally, Chapter VII outlines the general 

conclusions and outcomes of this work, with a focus on the role that was played by 

geomorphological and environmental events in the history and evolution of both Memphis 

and dynastic Egypt, in particular the probable cause–effect relations. 

In addition, six Appendices are included in this dissertation. Appendix I assembles the 

logs of the analysed boreholes, which compiles the information gathered in the digital 

database (vide IV.4). The sediments, layers and elements of those cores are described in 

Appendix II. Appendices III, IV and V describe distinct aspects of the digital database and 

present several tables with descriptions of information regarding the interpretation of data and 

its adaptation to the digital database, as well as information tables to aid with the reading of 

this thesis (vide IV.4.4, IV.4.5). Finally, in Appendix VI the maps (Figure 43) and sections 

illustrating the interpretation of the generated model are presented. 
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I.6. Broad scope objectives 

A model is always a tentative reconstruction of a possible scenario (Dearing 2006: 190–91). 

Thus, this work and this dissertation should not be seen as providing definitive answers to the 

questions of how the landscape evolved and how the environment changed in the Memphite 

area during the dynastic period. Instead, this dissertation takes an intentionally speculative 

approach, which nevertheless may valuably inform debate regarding the city of Memphis. 

This dissertation intends to draw attention to how much both geomorphological 

transformation and environmental changes have affected the context and interpretation of 

archaeological findings. Although it is a general rule for all archaeological research, this work 

particularly should be interpreted as a ‘work in progress’, and further archaeological 

excavations and boreholes will surely add to, support, or contradict the model presented.  

The opportunity to contribute a different aspect to Egyptology presented itself during 

the development of this research: the protection and digitisation of previously obtained 

archaeological data. Despite being archived in a safe place, the utilised data was difficult to 

gather, being more or less lost on a series of shelves in the EES archives. It consisted basically 

of the original data record sheets that were filled in during fieldwork and kept in folders. 

Given that these boreholes were a substantial volume of the archaeological work performed in 

the Memphis ruin field during the last four decades, it was surprising to realise that such 

records and knowledge were not better safeguarded. Consequently, the urgent compilation of 

all the data in a digital database (vide IV.4.4), including scans of the record sheets, also 

became a major target of this work.  

 

I.7. Additional notes for readers 

In this work, particular attention was given to the use of standard and uniform names, units 

and acronyms. Note the following considerations: 

  

Dating systems – Dates were presented in years, applying the Gregorian calendar. Most 

dates used the Anno Domini calendar era and its common abbreviations: BC and AD. 

Exceptionally, when dates were taken from bibliographic sources, the original notation for 

timescale was maintained (e.g., years BP, cal BP, 14C BP, cal 14C BP). When dates were not 

accurately known, the abbreviation ‘c.’ for circa was used.  
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Historical names and chronology – Names and chronologies proposed by Shaw (2003a) 

were adopted, including identifications of dynastic periods, dynasties and kings. 

Exceptionally, the Ramessid Period was considered a sub-dynastic division and thus included 

in the New Kingdom. When alternative names were taken from bibliographic sources, the 

corresponding name in the system here adopted always appears together.  

 

Archaeological site identification – For sites in Memphis, both names and the identifier 

developed by the SoM (Jeffreys 1985: 2–3, figs 4, 8, 10) were adopted in the text and in 

graphic elements. It consists of a three-letters code (e.g., RAT) in which the first letter 

corresponds to a specific area of the ruin field. From the same authors, the spatial subdivisions 

within and in the surroundings of the Memphis ruin field (usually corresponding to 

topographic features: kōm, birka, ḥōḍ, etc.; vide II.1) are also adopted, including names and 

boundaries. This system has been largely applied for most archaeological works and finds in 

the Memphis ruin field, and in archives, catalogues and publications.  

  

Geographical names – Toponymic identification was preferably based on the Atlas of 

Ancient Egypt by Baines & Málek (1980). When a place name was missing in that 

publication, names were adapted from Jeffreys (1985) for the Memphite region, and from 

Shaw (2003a) for other regions. 
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GEOMORPHOLOGICAL CONTEXT 

This chapter begins with a geomorphological characterisation of the Memphis ruin field, 

revealing its main morphological and environmental conditions. After that, the factors that 

contributed to the development of the local landscape are presented and discussed, 

highlighting the main role of the River Nile. Based on a revision of published literature, 

changes in the regime of the Nile during the Holocene, particularly during the dynastic period, 

and its possible correlation with local transformation are reviewed. Variations in river flows, 

flood patterns, sea-level and climate changes at local and distal scales are described. These are 

related to previously hypothesised environmental and landscape transformations in the area of 

the Memphis ruin field, particularly the evolution of the fluvial system, migration of channels 

and topographic transformation. A reflection regarding the recent intensive transformations, 

which are mainly a result of human pressure, and the threats posed by it to archaeological 

remains are presented at the end of the chapter. 

 

II.1.  The Memphis ruin field – brief characterisation 

The area known as the Memphis ruin field surrounds the modern town of Mit Rahina (Mīt 

Rahīna), c. 30km south of the centre of modern Cairo, between Middle and Lower Egypt 

(Figure 2). It stands in one of the narrowest sections of the Nile valley (less than 10km wide), 

a north–south alluvial corridor bordered by arid plateaus formed of a sequence of largely flat-

bedded limestones with intercalated mudstones and marls belonging to the Upper Calcareous 

beds of the Saqqara member of the late Eocene Maadi Formation and capped with reddened 

unconsolidated gravels (Hume 1911; Bunbury in Jeffreys 2004: 9). These are dissected by 

approximately north–south faults, which created a graben (fault-bounded valley) in this 

region, of which the eastern bounding fault is apparently the more active, causing the valley 

floor to tilt down to the east (Bunbury in Jeffreys 2004: 9).   

 The Memphite region is a generally flat valley with an average height of c. 20m a.s.l. 

(Jeffreys 1985: 4, fig. 2; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: fig. 3), punctuated by mounds with varied 

heights (Figure 3). Some mounds are clearly noticeable in the landscape, but their visual 

prominence is today much less detectable than in the past (Jeffreys 2010: 195). Most of these 

mounds have historically been the inhabited areas of the valley, but recently, the intense 

demographic development of the region, together with the end of annual floods downstream 

of the Aswan High Dam (vide II.2), led to towns and cities sprawling towards the low areas of 

the valley. Nowadays, the section of the valley where the Memphis ruin field stands is almost 
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totally occupied by a conurbation which includes, from west to east, Saqqara, Mit Rahina, el-

Badrashein and Helwan, the latter enclosed between the Nile and the eastern plateaus. The 

Saqqara plateau, c. 3km to the west of the Memphis ruin field, was used extensively as a 

necropolis during all dynastic periods (vide III), and its impressive monuments still dominate 

the regional landscape. 

 

 
Figure 3 – The Memphite region 

 

The Memphis ruin field itself appears as group of mounds (kom or tell; Arabic kōm or 

tall) rising from the cultivated Nile valley floor where the town of Mit Rahina developed. 

Four clusters of koms can be distinguished: the Western Koms, including Kom Mit Rahina 

(Kōm Mīt Rahīna), Kom Fakhry (Kōm al-Fakhry) and Kom Rabi‛ (Kōm al-Rabī‛); the Eastern 

Koms, which can be subdivided into a southeastern cluster, including Kom Qala‛a (Kōm al-

Qala‛a) and Kom Helul (Kōm Helūl), and an eastern cluster including Kom Nawa (Kōm al-

Nawa) and Kom Arba‛in (Kōm al-Arba‛īn); the Northern Koms, including Kom ‛Aziz (Kōm 

‛Azīz), Kom Tuman (Kōm Ṭumān) and Kom Dafbaby (Kōm al-Dafbāby). Towards the south, 

Kom Sabakha (Kōm al-Sabakha) appears isolated from these clusters. Jeffreys (1985: 4, figs 

2, 6) described the topography of the ruin field: the heights of the koms vary from 24m a.s.l. 

at Kom Sabakha to 38m a.s.l. at Kom Tuman, being surrounded by a floodplain at 18m to 
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20m a.s.l.; the western cluster are generally higher; the Western Koms predominantly slope 

down more gently towards the west; the eastern side of the Western Koms is more sharply 

indented while the Eastern Koms have a smoother and more gradual slope; the eastern 

transition of the Eastern Koms to the cultivated plain is relatively abrupt. 

 

  
Figure 4 – The Memphis ruin field. Adapted from Jeffreys (1985: fig. 1) 

 

While the southeastern, eastern and northern clusters are simply separated by small 

depressions, three larger basins of low ground (Arabic birka) can be distinguished between 

these and the western cluster. The basins form a north–south sequence, and thus can be 

identified as the North Birka, the Middle Birka and the South Birka (Jeffreys 1985: 6). The 

birkas stand at an average elevation of 19.50m a.s.l., slightly below the surrounding plain 

level (Jeffreys 1985: 6). A small mound, Kom Khanzir (Kōm al-Khanzīr), rises on the 

northeastern quadrant of the Middle Birka. Another slightly higher area separates the Middle 
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Birka from the South Birka and connects Kom Rabi‛ to Kom Qala‛a: a gently rolling plateau 

bisected by a shallow linear north–south depression and terminating in a deeper depression in 

Kom Qala‛a. The birkas used to be cultivated, but today are largely occupied by urban sprawl, 

particularly in the case of the Middle Birka. Through the analysis of maps and texts of 

previous excavators, Jeffreys (1985: 5) noted that a seasonal canal (which partly remains 

today as a secondary drain) used to drain the birkas from the southeast of the Middle Birka 

towards the northwest corner of the North Birka and along the west edge of Kom Tuman, 

joining a main canal further to the north. 

Despite the urban growth, large areas of the valley are still used for agriculture. In the 

Memphite region the landscape remains largely shaped by the traditional field system 

composed of irrigation basins (hod; Arabic ḥōḍ) which acted as property boundaries even 

after the traditional irrigation had ceased to be used (Jeffreys 1985: 3). Hods were part of the 

irrigation system dependent on the annual flood of the Nile and were used in Egypt for 

thousands of years (Hamdan 1961: 121–26; Jeffreys 1985: 3). The floodwater was held in the 

basins and, when the flood subsided, the water was drained off under controlled conditions 

leaving fresh silt over the valley floor. The basins were bordered by levees, higher berms 

formed as the heavier silts tended to precipitate closest to the banks along the edges of the 

channels surrounding the hods (Hamdan 1961: 121–26; Jeffreys 1985: 3). The landscape of 

the valley was thus marked by a complex network of channels for distribution of the 

floodwater flanked by levees which rose from the flat valley floor. 

Canals and channels are in fact a constant in the landscape, not only here but in the 

entire Nile valley. Theoretically, the mounds of Mit Rahina can be considered an island, being 

surrounded by waterways, although all are today artificial and reshaped (Jeffreys 1985: 4; 

Lutley 2007). The main Saqqara Canal passes to the west of the mounds, while a subsidiary 

branch passes to the east to join the main drain 3km north-northwest of Mit Rahina. 

Westward, the ancient Bahr Libeiny is today a moribund and extremely modified water 

course, having been replaced by the nearby Muhit (Muḥīṭ) Drain, or Mariyutiya (Mariyūṭīya) 

canal (Figure 4), in the early 1900s as part of the reorganisation of the Egyptian irrigation 

network. 

 

II.2.  Memphis and the Nile 

The River Nile is not only the major geomorphological feature of the Memphite region, it also 

defines the landscape and environment of Egypt and is one of the most important natural 

features of northeastern Africa. The Nile is a fundamental artery that carries both vital water 
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and sediments and thus its valley draws a north–south strip of fertile land, constituting a long 

oasis crossing vast arid lands. Before the construction of the Aswan High Dam in the 1960s 

the river burst its banks annually, depositing a fresh layer of rich silt on the surface of the 

fields which allowed the Egyptians to produce food surpluses (Hamdan 1961: 119–26; Butzer 

1976: 106–11; Peacock 2003: 420; Kemp 2006: 8–11; Jeffreys 2010: 193). Thus, the Nile 

itself, rather than the local climate, is the main source of the country’s life and subsistence, 

and, in fact, the vast majority of Egyptians live and work in its valley and delta. Given this 

strong dependence on the river, its behaviour and changes in the fluvial system played a major 

role in shaping all aspects of human life in Egypt. 

 However, as well as adapting to, Egyptians have always manipulated the local 

environment, trying to capitalise on its benefits and control its threats. The Nile was the vital 

highway for economic interaction, long-distance trade, defence and administration, and thus 

has always culturally, economically and socially linked and unified all the inhabitants of the 

valley (Kemp 2006: 20–26). It is not surprising that the location and regime of the river used 

to be the main determining factor for settlement location in Egypt (Hamdan 1961: 119–22; 

Butzer 1976: 99–105). Control of the river was fundamental to hold sway over Egypt and to 

rule it effectively. Any centre of power had to be strategically located where the 

administration could oversee and easily access traffic on the Nile. Given the configuration of 

the river, the best point to achieve this in a unified Egypt was the apex of the Nile delta, the 

central point on which all the branches of the Nile converge (Málek 2003: 94; Qin 2010: 51). 

Thus, Memphis occupied a unique position, because, in a sense, the delta may have properly 

begun not so much where the river divided (vide III.3.5) but instead where the floodplain 

started to broaden. In this way, the position of the city was ideal to dominate trade and 

transport routes along the river and the delta margins, but also stood at the centre of a web of 

cross-desert routes to the east and west (Málek 1997: 91; Jeffreys 2010: 194). 

Today the Nile runs c. 3km eastwards of the Memphis ruin field (Figure 3), while the 

apex of the delta is located c. 60km further north (Figure 2). Nevertheless, Memphis has 

always been associated with the Nile, and apparently its location lay in close proximity to the 

river in antiquity (Smith et al. 1983: 39–40; Smith & Jeffreys 1986: 91; Jeffreys et al. 1987: 

11; Giddy 1994: 190). Given both the historical importance of Memphis and acceptance that 

the ruin field was a central part of the city, this strongly suggests that significant 

geomorphological changes in the Nile valley and in the Memphis region have occurred. 

However, it has been difficult to understand the processes that developed and transformed the 

Memphite region in general and the Memphis ruin field in particular (Bunbury in Jeffreys 
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2004: 9; Jeffreys 2008). To fully understand the palaeo-landscapes and environmental 

evolution of Memphis, it is necessary to evaluate the wider context of the Nile fluvial system, 

and how it has changed during the Holocene. As with all rivers, the Nile is a complex system 

where a multitude of factors act, producing multi-scale effects. Thus, the Nile fluvial system, 

its environments and its landscapes are permanently changing, adapting and evolving (Butzer 

1976; Said 1993; Woodward et al. 2007; Macklin et al. 2015: 119–20). As a consequence of 

its vast catchment basin, the behaviour of the Nile is dependent on climatic trends and 

conditions in distant regions, including sea level changes, rainfall patterns in the Sahara desert 

and monsoon regimes in the Indian Ocean. On the one hand, even small changes in remote 

regions can have a huge impact not only on the catchment basin as a whole but also in a small 

part of the valley or in a city like Memphis. On the other hand, significant changes in the 

basin may produce few effects in specific local areas. 

 

II.3.  The River Nile 

II.3.1. Regime and the catchment basin 

The Nile can be considered the longest river on Earth, containing a river channel system of 

more than 6,500km and having a catchment basin that occupies major parts of northeastern 

Africa, draining about one tenth of the continent (Woodward et al. 2007: 261) (Figure 5). The 

initiation of the River Nile can be traced back millions of years. In the Miocene, global 

climate changes caused an increase in both the gradient of the supra-regional waterways and 

the volume of runoff, creating the Eonile (Said 1993: 36–37). Within a few hundred thousand 

years, the Eonile downcut a massive canyon into layers of soft sedimentary rock, forming the 

cliffs bordering the modern Nile valley (Said 1993: 38–39). By the end of the Miocene, the 

carving of the valley stopped, and instead the canyon started to become slowly infilled with 

sequential events of aggradation which, despite a few degradation episodes, can generally be 

observed in the sedimentary record of the valley (Said 1993: 39–41; Woodward et al. 2007: 

267; Qin 2010). During the Pliocene and the Pleistocene, many tributaries along the river, 

both from the east and west, contributed greatly to the flow of the Nile, shaping the present-

day dry desert valleys called wadis (Woodward et al. 2007: 267; Qin 2010: 8).  

 Two main tributaries, the White Nile and the Blue Nile, drain the roughly upstream half 

of the catchment basin. The White Nile originates in the system formed by three of the 

African Great Lakes: Lake Victoria, Lake Albert and Lake Edward. From there, it runs 

northwards through the Sudd wetlands and the Sudanese plain. Close to Khartoum the White 
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Figure 5 – The River Nile catchment basin. Reproduced from Woodward et al. (2007: fig. 13.1) 

 

Nile joins the Blue Nile, which, like the River Atbara (another main contributor of the Nile), 

has its source on the Ethiopian Highlands. After this, the Nile crosses arid and deserted plains 

in North Sudan, drawing a looped route with large curves. Downstream of the modern border 

between Egypt and Sudan near the 2ª cataract, the course of the river has a considerably 

simpler geometry, being less curvilinear. Six cataracts cut the Nile between Khartoum and 
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Aswan, with the first located immediately downstream of the modern Aswan High Dam. 

From here and up to Cairo, the valley is clearly embedded between cliffs creating the 

landscape usually associated both with the Nile river valley and the dynastic civilisation. 

Downstream of Cairo, the valley opens dramatically forming a huge delta which distributes 

the water of Nile through several branches before being discharged in the Mediterranean Sea. 

In climatic terms, one of the most influential factors in Africa is the seasonal variability 

in the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) (Hassan 1996: 84; 1997a: 214). Its annual 

northward progression triggers the summer monsoon in northeastern Africa (Gasse 2000: 

190). Nile floods have been a consequence of this seasonal rainfall in the catchment areas of 

both the Blue Nile and the Atbara River: the Ethiopian Highlands (Said 1993: 82–84, 96–97). 

Almost 70% of the water and 97% of suspended sediments on the Nile originate from both the 

Blue Nile and the Atbara River, and their runoff is strongly seasonal: 70% of the annual 

rainfall falls between June and September, and 85% of annual flow is concentrated between 

July and October  (Woodward et al. 2007: 277–78). During the rest of the year the Nile’s flow 

comes almost totally from the White Nile.  

Besides its seasonal movement, the average position of the ITCZ has also changed at a 

multiannual timescale during the Holocene (Gasse 2000). Therefore, the Nile flood’s 

deviations are linked to both seasonal and multiannual shifts in the ITCZ position, with 

greater discharge contributions when the ITCZ is located northwards (Hassan 1996: 84; 

1997a: 220–21; Gasse 2000: 190; Krom et al. 2002: 72). Similar connections with the ITCZ 

movements have also been described for lake level changes in northern Africa and eastern 

Africa (Butzer 1980a; Hassan 1986a; 1996: 84–85; 1997a; Said 1993: 85–91; Woodward et 

al. 2001: 327; Kröpelin et al. 2008). At a larger scale, southward movements of the ITCZ, and 

consequently low floods in the Nile, have been linked both to cold events in Europe and to 

decadal variability in the mid- and high-latitude sea-surface temperatures of the North 

Atlantic (Fraedrich et al. 1997; Hassan 1997a: 216–18; Gasse 2000). Distant climatic 

phenomena like the ENSO and El Niño seem to affect the flooding regime of the Nile 

(Woodward et al. 2007: 277; Macklin et al. 2015: 110). Thus, the Nile presents enormous and 

frequent oscillations in its levels, not only seasonally but also at a multiannual scale (Said 

1993: 127–28, 133; Woodward et al. 2007: 275–79). Abrupt changes in the minimum and 

maximum flood levels of the Nile seem to occur almost synchronously and many of them are 

related to a 35–45 year timescale of persistence (Fraedrich et al. 1997). However, it has been 

difficult to recognise some of these short-scale changes, as its timescale falls within the range 

of error of radiocarbon dating (Hassan 1986a: 494). 
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II.3.2. Climate, flows and flood patterns 

II.3.2.1. Literature review 

The regime and behaviour of the Nile during the Holocene have been a matter of many 

studies and discussions. During the last decades, different approaches and methods were used 

to reconstruct climates, flows and floods in the Nile catchment. Despite the huge quantity of 

sources and evidence proposed by many authors, it has been extremely difficult to provide a 

clear and consensual picture. A brief account of some publications and authors that compiled 

and summarised available data is presented here.  

Karl Butzer (1976; 1984; 1997; 2002) largely discussed ecological and environmental 

aspects of the evolution of Egyptian civilisation through a multidisciplinary approach in 

which historical sources and archaeological data were combined with available data on 

population, settlement and technological factors, and changing environmental conditions, 

including dating of lake levels in north and east Africa and interpretations of geological 

stratigraphic sequences (Butzer & Hansen 1968; Butzer 1971; 1980b; Butzer et al. 1972).  

Fekri Hassan (1986a; Hassan et al. 2012) developed geoarchaeological research and 

isotopic analysis and revised prior geological and archaeological investigations in the Faiyum 

basin, suggesting the occurrence of several lake stages during the Holocene (Figure 6). 

Moreover, Hassan (1981; 1984; 1985; 1986b; 1988; 1996; 1997a; 1997b; 1997c; Hassan & 

Stucki 1987) inferred Holocene climatic changes in the Nile valley and in eastern and 

northern Africa based on revisions of palynological, geomorphological, sedimentological and 

other proxy data from several sites, lakes and oasis. Due to prolific publications, he became a 

much cited source of information regarding fluctuations in the height and discharge of the 

Nile.  

Barbara Bell (1970; 1971; 1975) took a completely different approach and compiled 

available records and analysed historical evidence on Nile flood levels.  

Rushdi Said’s (1993: 127–71) compilation of data and its interpretation was particularly 

clear and descriptive. He gathered information from several sources: fragmentary historical 

records of measurements in Nilometers; direct accounts of conditions in Egypt; and 

archaeological and geological evidence, the latter based on studies of river terraces and 

deposits of the river, wadis and sand dunes.  

Pollen and lake records from West Asia and North Africa with strong chronological 

control and good environmental indicators for palaeoclimate indicators provided Françoise 

Gasse and Elise Van Campo (1994) with the opportunity to distinguish post-glacial climate 
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events in areas affected by the monsoons. Later Gasse (2000) reviewed and compiled 

palaeohydrological data from the African tropics and subtropics, including lake, groundwater 

and speleothem records.  

Krom et al. (2002) used strontium (87Sr/86Sr) and Ti/Al ratios to distinguish the 

provenance of sediments deposited in the Nile delta and as a proxy for palaeoclimatic and 

environmental changes in East Africa (Figure 6). In northern Sudan, Woodward et al. (2001) 

have dated Holocene alluvial records of the Nile using OSL. Later, with new data retrieved 

from the sediment records of the delta and other areas in Sudan, Woodward et al. (2007) 

reviewed the evolution of the Nile drainage basin also taking into account recent examination 

of climatic, tectonic and geologic phenomena. At a supra-regional level, Kröpelin et al. 

(2008) presented a continuous and accurately dated palaeoenvironmental record covering the 

past 6000 years using multiple proxies and indicators (high-resolution sedimentological and 

geochemical data coupled with pollen, spores and the remains of aquatic biota indicators) 

preserved in a finely laminated lake-sediment sequence from northern Chad. In the area of 

Mit Rahina, the effects of those changes were investigated by Ying Qin (2010) through the 

study of borehole sediments. 

Finally, a much needed and recent collaborative meta-analysis (a systematic review 

procedure and common set of statistical techniques to combine the result of several studies) of 

published and publically available radiocarbon and OSL dated Holocene fluvial units in the 

Nile catchment was made and related to changing climate and hydromorphological 

development of the River Nile (Macklin et al. 2015). It integrated data from lakes in the Nile 

basin, Nile delta, offshore sedimentary records, Nubian desert and lower Blue and White Nile 

valleys (Macklin et al. 2015: 109–10, fig. 2, Appendix A). This approach provided, according 

to the authors, a probabilistic assessment of centennial-length and longer flooding episodes in 

the Nile basin but, because of the small number of units given the size of the Nile catchment 

and delta, hydrological interpretations should be viewed as preliminary (Macklin et al. 2015: 

110–11). Nevertheless, Holocene hydromorphic phases corresponding with significant 

nonstationarities identified in a range of independent and well dated palaeohydrological 

records in the Nile catchment were discussed (Macklin et al. 2015: 116, fig. 7). Importantly, 

OSL dates were recalculated to calendar dates using the year of sample collection, and 

radiocarbon ages were calibrated using IntCal13 (Reimer et al. 2013), the lack of which may 

account for many incongruities of dates detected in previous studies. 
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II.3.2.2. The Nabtian wet period 

The modern flow regime of the Nile was established slightly before 11500 BP and Nile flows 

were high until at least 6000 BP (Said 1993: 53–55, 128–33; Gasse 2000: 204; Krom et al. 

2002: 72; Woodward et al. 2007: 272). Palaeohydrological data from the African tropics and 

subtropics (Gasse 2000), as well as sediment records of the Nile delta (Krom et al. 2002), 

suggest that post-glacial hydrological changes from c. 15000–14500 BP, and decisively from 

c. 11500–11000 BP, activated a monsoonal regime over the Sahelian belt and the Ethiopian 

Highlands. The evidence of the rainfall surplus during the Nabtian is clear in lakes’ palaeo-

levels in the African tropics, Sahel and Ethiopian Highlands (Butzer 1980a: 271–77; Hassan 

1996: 84–85; 1997a; Woodward et al. 2007: 270–72). This climatic interval, with extremely 

wet conditions in equatorial and northern Africa during the first half of the Holocene, is 

known as the Holocene or the Nabtian wet (or pluvial) period (Said 1993: 128–29) and 

corresponds to the period of the ‘green Sahara’ (Gasse 2000: 204–5). Some authors assign 

slightly earlier dates for this wet phase, e.g., between 12000 BP and 6000 BP (Krom et al. 

2002: 72; Woodward et al. 2007: 270–72) (Figure 6). The ITCZ extended the front of 

monsoonal rainfall c. 700km further north than at present, leading to a longer wet season on 

the east Ethiopian Highlands, the plains of north Sudan and south Egypt, extension of the Nile 

basin, and increased rainfall (particularly during the summer), water circulation and sediment 

supply (Hassan 1986a: 485–89; 1996: 84–85; 1997b: 57–59; Said 1993: 82–84, 128–33; 

Gasse 2000: 203–5; Krom et al. 2002; Woodward et al. 2007: 272). In Nubia, by 9400 BC, 

the water surplus may have created a water column in the Nile 10m higher than the modern 

level, while between 9000 BC and 8000 BC its flows possibly reached annual values three 

times greater than today (Said 1993: 54–55, 131).   

In contrast, northern Egypt was generally arid given its northern position relative to the 

ITCZ (Hassan 1986a: 494; Said 1993: 88, 129). Rainfall was probably greater than today, at 

least in the area of the Faiyum (Wendorf & Schild 1980: 236; Haynes 1982: 630), but not 

greater than 300mm/yr (Hassan 1986a: 494). In the Faiyum, several lake stages existed 

between the Pleistocene and the Neolithic (Wendorf & Schild 1976: 222–26; Hassan 1986a) 

(Figure 6), which have been considered a good proxy for Nile flow heights during pre-

dynastic times (Said 1993: 78–81, 127). A low lake occurred at the beginning of the 

Neolithic, probably between 7000 BP and 6500 BP, followed by a high lake between c. 6500 

BP and c. 5500 BP (Caton-Thompson & Gardner 1934; Wendorf & Schild 1976: 223–25; 

Koslowski 1983; Wenke et al. 1983; Hassan 1986a; Said 1993: 79–81, 131–33; Koopman 

2010). A high Nile flow between 6550 BP and 5650 BP was also indicated by very low 
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sedimentation rates in the delta (Krom et al. 2002: 73) (Figure 6). The Holocene wet phase 

was in fact subject to oscillations. At least four short spells of aridity were recognised in the 

Nile basin, each lasting between 100 and 200 years, and alternating with wetter episodes, each 

500 to 1500 years long (Said 1993: 129, 133; Gasse 2000: 205–6).  

A Nile with strong and high flows together with mild living conditions on the eastern 

Sahara shaped the patterns of occupation of the Late Palaeolithic and Epipalaeolithic. The 

Egyptian Western Desert was inhabited during this period while human remains are absent in 

the Nile Valley between 11000 BP and 8000 BP (Hendrickx & Vermeersch 2003: 27–32). 

These people were probably hunter-gatherers who developed cattle herding and exploited a 

large territory and multiple environments all year round (Wendorf & Schild 1976: 317–19; 

Hendrickx & Vermeersch 2003: 31–32): people and cattle came into the desert during and 

after summer rains to avoid Nile floods and to take advantage of a greener desert; after the 

Nile flood receded they could return to the valley to take advantage of good conditions to feed 

cattle and to fish in the receding ponds bordering the river.  

After the end of the Nabtian period, i.e., between 6000 BP and 4500 BP, extreme high 

water levels in the Nile became considerably less usual (Said 1993: 138, 141; Krom et al. 

2002: 73; Woodward et al. 2007: 270–72; Macklin et al. 2015: 117–18). Since then, flows 

and floods generally decreased until the present day (Butzer 1976; 1980a; Hassan 1986a; 

Krom et al. 2002). Dry conditions prevailed in the eastern Sahara after 6000–5500 BP and in 

the whole Sahara after 4500–4000 BP (Gasse 2000: 202–5). In Chad, lake-sediments reveal a 

gradual reduction in annual rainfall from c. 250mm to almost half of that value between 6000 

cal BP and 4300 cal BP, followed by a drop to present day values of less than 50mm/yr 

(Kröpelin et al. 2008: 768). A declining Nile between 5650 BP and 4750 BP, with extremely 

low floods and with a strong contribution from the Blue Nile was shown by sedimentation 

rates in the delta (Krom et al. 2002) (Figure 6). Arid conditions in several locations in 

northern, eastern and equatorial Africa matched extreme low discharges in the Nile after c. 

4600 BP (Hassan 1996: 84–85; 1997a: 217; Gasse 2000: 203), as well as dropping lake levels 

in Chad (Kröpelin et al. 2008: 768), Turkana (Butzer 1980b), Sudan (Gasse & Van Campo 

1994) and Ethiopia (Hassan 1996: 84–85; 1997a: 218–20). In the Faiyum, a major drop in 

water levels coincided with the late Neolithic and reached its lowest level during the Maadian 

Cultural Complex, the Naqada III/Dynasty 0 period and the Early Dynastic Period (Butzer 

1976: 12–15; Hassan 1986a: 491; Koopman 2010: 99–100; Macklin et al. 2015: 118) (Figure 

6).  
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Climate became increasingly dry over most of the Nile basin, leading to the 

development of conditions that are comparable with those of the present day (Woodward et 

al. 2007: 272). Occupation in the whole Sahara region was strongly climate driven (Kuper & 

Kröpelin 2006: 806) and, thus, the desertification of areas adjacent to the Nile appears to have 

encouraged local people to move and gradually adapt to the valley environment, now 

characterised by lower floods (Butzer 1976: 11; Hendrickx & Vermeersch 2003: 36–40; 

Midant-Reynes 2003; Dufton & Branton 2010; Macklin et al. 2015: 118). 

 

II.3.2.3. The dynastic period 

Despite the general decline of Nile floods after the end of the Nabtian period, oscillating 

sedimentation rates in the delta show slightly bigger flows between 4750 BP (2nd Dynasty) 

and 2050 BP (Ptolemaic Period), which contrast with very low stages immediately after the 

end of the Nabtian, i.e., between the late Neolithic and the beginning of the Early Dynastic 

Period (Krom et al. 2002). 

 Between c. 2700 cal BC and c. 2550 cal BC, channel and floodplain contraction in the 

Nile valley followed significant decreases in river flow recorded in the Blue Nile and Nile 

delta at 2800 cal BC (Macklin et al. 2015: 118, fig. 7). This seems to confirm documentary 

sources (Bell 1970: 572) and earlier interpretations (Butzer 1984: 106; Said 1993: 133–42) 

that suggest a decline in flood levels between the 1st and 2nd Dynasties. The small increase in 

flood height in a generally low Nile, which Butzer (1976: 13) connected to the Early Dynastic 

Period, probably occurred slightly earlier. 

During the early Old Kingdom, Nile records (Bell 1970), geological downcutting in 

Nubia (Butzer 1976: 28), large-scale channel and floodplain contraction, delta sedimentary 

archives and strontium isotope records from the delta all indicate continuing drought and a 

general decline in the level of the Nile (Macklin et al. 2015: 116, 118). This dry interval does 

not seem to be recorded in the Faiyum, where high water levels were recorded out of phase 

with other hydrological records (Hassan et al. 2012). Geomorphological research and OSL 

dating of Holocene alluvial records in Sudan and isotopic analysis of the sediments of the Nile 

delta suggest that Nile flows may have started to decrease more rapidly and intensely after 

2500 BC (Woodward et al. 2007: 272), i.e., by the end of the 4th Dynasty (Figure 6).  

Between 4500 BP and 4200 BP (5th and 6th Dynasties), during the global climatic 4.2 

kyr BP event, the Nile flows were the lowest of the entire dynastic period (Krom et al. 2002) 

(Figure 6). A minimum was reached for several decades during the reign of Pepy II, c. 2200 

BC (Bell 1971: 7–14, 19, 24; Said 1993: 141–42; Málek 2003: 107; Macklin et al. 2015: 118). 
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Figure 6 – Correlation between the variation of water levels in lakes of the Faiyum basin (left-hand graphic) and 

the strontium (87Sr/86Sr) ratios in sediments deposited in the Nile delta (right-hand graphic), showing indirect 
evidence of the fluctuations in Nile flows. Adapted from: line in red, Hassan (1986a: fig. 6); line in green, 
Koopman (2010: fig. 6.1); line in pink, Krom et al. (2002: fig. 2) and Woodward et al. (2007: fig. 13.9). 

Calendar dates from Hassan and calibrated radiocarbon dates from Koopman and Krom et al. were roughly 
associated using the radiocarbon calibration curves proposed by Reimer et al. (2013) 
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At the scale of the Memphite region, palaeoecological indicators—beetle species and 

bones in owl pellets—confirm a transition from savannah to desert conditions as early as the 

reign of Teti (Bárta & Bezdek 2008: 223), an environmental change previously hypothesised 

given the environment and animals depicted in hunting and desert scenes carved in 

monuments at Saqqara and Abusir (Butzer 1976: 27). Archaeological, geomorphological and 

sedimentological investigations have shown that strong sand storms from the western deserts 

invaded the valley to the north of the Faiyum and in areas where such sand could be canalised 

by wadis (Dufton & Branton 2010), including at Dahshur (Alexanian et al. 2010: 10–15; 

2012: 29–30), Saqqara/Mit Rahina (Giddy & Jeffreys 1992: 2, 5, fig. 3; Jeffreys & Tavares 

1994: 157–59; Jeffreys et al. 1997: 3; 1998: 6; Jeffreys 2003: 9; Qin 2010: 49–50; Bunbury 

2013: 64), Abusir/Abu Ghurab (Giddy & Jeffreys 1993: 12–14; Jeffreys et al. 1995: 1, fig. 1; 

2001: 14–15; Bunbury in Jeffreys 2004: 11; Earl 2011: 83–88) and Giza (M. Jones 1995: 89–

91). 

After the very low Nile stage at the end of the Old Kingdom, a wetter phase interspersed 

with severe droughts commenced. The levels of the Nile may have started to rise again after 

2150 BC (9th/10th Dynasty), but might have continued to be low until the 12th Dynasty, albeit 

with frequent fluctuations (Said 1993: 142–43). However, sediments deposited in the Nile 

delta suggested that flood levels may have increased sharply after 4200 BP (end of 6th 

Dynasty), reaching a peak at c. 4000 cal 14C BP, probably the highest level since the end of 

the Nabtian period and the Neolithic (Krom et al. 2002: fig. 2) (Figure 6). In Elephantine, the 

inundation of Old Kingdom urban areas indicated rising flood levels during the First 

Intermediate Period (Kaiser et al. 1995: 131, 139–40; Seidlmayer 2003: 119; Moeller 2005: 

155–56). The model developed by Macklin et al. (2015: 119) and isotopic analysis of mollusc 

shells in the Faiyum (Hassan et al. 2012) suggest that the beginning of the Middle Kingdom 

was characterised by high water levels in the Nile. 

Thus, the period between the 6th Dynasty and the 12th Dynasty was apparently marked 

by extreme levels of floods, in the first instance a period of minimum Nile levels, followed by 

a stage with exceptional high floods. These floods represent the lowest and the highest peak 

of Nile floods between c. 6000 BP and c. 2000 BP, which occurred during an interval of less 

than 300 years, spanning just a few generations (Figure 6). Although most authors agree with 

the existence of these flood extremes, agreement on the dates of these events is far from 

unanimous. Very low Niles after the mid-6th Dynasty were considered the main reason for the 

collapse of the Old Kingdom Egyptian state for many years, given accounts in late Old 

Kingdom, First Intermediate Period and Middle Kingdom texts, together with suggestions of 
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desiccation in the Faiyum (Bell 1971; Butzer 1976: 28–29, 33, 54–55; Hassan 1986a: 491; 

1997a: 221–22; Said 1993: 142–43). Today, this direct connection is rejected by most 

scholars, some even arguing that environmental changes showed no indications of affecting 

the development of the Pharaonic civilisation during the Old Kingdom and the First 

Intermediate Period (Seidlmayer 2003: 134–36; Moeller 2005: 167; Gee 2015; Macklin et al. 

2015: 119). 

In fact, it is not clear if the First Intermediate Period was mainly a period of drought or 

if it was already affected by high floods. However, I suggest that such a sequence of extreme 

events profoundly affected and marked the Egyptian people, and led to the development of a 

new relationship with the Nile (this will be discussed throughout this dissertation). For 

instance, at the very beginning of the 12th Dynasty, Amenemhat I transferred the capital from 

Thebes to Itjtawy (vide III.3.2) and may have started the construction of hydrological 

structures connecting the Nile valley and the Faiyum depression (Ball 1939: 199–210; Butzer 

1976: 36–37), despite the claim from Herodotus (The Histories II.149; Godley 1920) that the 

depression was built by Amenemhat III (Butzer 1976: 37; Hassan 1986a: 483, 491; Jeffreys 

2010: 8). These works continued up to at least Amenemhat III, but it is unclear how much 

hydraulic work was undertaken by each king (Garbrecht 1996: 50; Callender 2003: 152–53, 

157). The natural channel leading to the depression (Hawara) was widened and deepened, and 

the Bahr Yusuf reactivated, with the passage of water hypothetically regulated by dykes near 

el-Lahun (Said 1993: 190–91, 199; Garbrecht 1996: 50; Callender 2003: 152–53). Structures 

and dams were built to protect areas of higher elevation and to reclaim new land (Ball 1939: 

200–201; Said 1993: 190–91, 199). Marshy lands were transformed into new arable land set 

with irrigation and drainage systems to increase agricultural production (Butzer 1976: 50–51; 

Garbrecht 1996: 50; Callender 2003: 152–53). Since this period, water entering the Faiyum 

has been almost entirely a result of human control (Ball 1939: 205–37). About 40% of the 

discharge of an ordinary flood could be diverted and would fill the depression below 21m 

a.s.l. in less than 40 days, reducing the level of water at Memphis by 1m (Said 1993: 190–91, 

198–99). Despite the more or less free flow of water between the Nile and the Faiyum, with 

water entering during the flood and flowing back during the rest of the year (Butzer 1976: 37; 

Hassan 1986a: 483, 491), the dykes ensured control against dangerous levels caused by high 

floods (Ball 1939: 205–7; Said 1993: 190). Thus, the Faiyum could be used both as a 

reservoir and as a river overflow, reducing flood damage in the areas downstream, including 

Memphis (Ball 1939: 199–206; Garbrecht 1996: 50, 70–71; Callender 2003: 157). 
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Egypt seems to have suffered from strong variability in Nile levels during the Middle 

Kingdom. As referred to above, the period apparently began with high floods. Flood-level 

inscriptions on cliffs at Semna—despite discussions regarding their interpretation—together 

with the relative heights from stratigraphic levels observed in excavations in the vicinities of 

Aswan lake (Bell 1975: 226–38), suggest that the reigns from Senusret III to the end of the 

12th Dynasty were characterised by strong river variability but with generally good floods, 

some of which were exceptionally high (Bell 1975: 223, 227, 229–30; Butzer 1976: 29; Said 

1993: 143–48). After the end of the 12th Dynasty, records of floods in Nubia, texts, 

inscriptions, archaeological evidence (Bell 1975: 237–38, 260–65) and low lake levels in 

eastern and northern Africa (Butzer 1976: 31–33; Hassan 1986a: 495; 1996: 84–85; 1997a) 

suggest a short phase of low Nile floods (Figure 6). A period of low Nile and famines 

between 1768 BC and 1740 BC was recorded on inscriptions, particularly in tombs at el-Kab 

(Bell 1975: 265; Said 1993: 149–50).  

High floods, some of which were exceptional, became common again in the 17th century 

BC, particularly between 1703 BC and 1635 BC (Said 1993: 150). This conforms with high 

water levels at Lake Turkana between 3700 BP and 2560 BP (Butzer 1980b) and records of 

rising river flows in the delta after 1700 cal BC (Macklin et al. 2015: 119, fig. 7). These 

events were probably the consequence of northward penetration of the summer monsoon 

causing unusually heavy rains in the catchment areas of the Atbara River and northern wadis 

(Bell 1975: 243–45; Said 1993: 84, 149). The Second Intermediate Period was marked by 

high water levels in the Faiyum depression and increasing river flow in the Nile delta 

(Macklin et al. 2015: 119, fig. 7). No major periods of low floods were recorded or suggested 

by historical sources and archaeological evidence (Bell 1975: 265–66; Said 1993: 150), and, 

instead, accounts in Karnak revealed that the temple was affected by very high floods during 

the 17th Dynasty (Butzer 1976: 51). 

The Thera volcano erupted in c. 1627–1600 BC, according to dendrochronology 

evidence, radiocarbon dating, ice-core records (Bourriau 2003: 205) and direct dating of an 

olive tree buried alive by tephra (Friedrich et al. 2006). No direct consequence of the eruption 

has yet been perceived in the behaviour of the Nile floods. A storm that affected the Theban 

region, as narrated on the Tempest Stela of Ahmose (Ryholt 1997: 144–47; Ritner & Moeller 

2014), might either refer to an exceptional flood or be a piece of royal and religious 

propaganda (Bryan 2003: 209–10). However, as Ritner & Moeller (2014) suggest, the 

descriptions resemble the effects of such a volcanic eruption despite not fitting the 

conventional Egyptian chronology. Nevertheless, a hydroclimatic and hydrological change in 
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the Nile catchment at c. 1600 cal BC was perceived, in terms of significant cooling in the Nile 

headwaters and falling water levels in the White Nile (Macklin et al. 2015: 116, 119). 

The New Kingdom was a period of pronounced hydroclimatic instability, following the 

climatic changes of c. 1600 cal BC. Rising lake levels in the Faiyum and increased river flow 

in the Nile delta were detected at c. 1450 cal BC, but, between c. 1380 BC and c. 1270 BC, a 

marked decrease in both the White and the Blue Nile flows occurred, as shown by several 

sediment and isotopic analyses in Nubia and by major channel and floodplain contraction 

(Macklin et al. 2015: 119, fig. 7). Although no major periods of low floods were either 

recorded during the 18th and 19th Dynasties or suggested by historical sources and 

archaeological evidence, the general height of temple floors indicates that New Kingdom 

floods were indeed generally lower than those of the Middle Kingdom (Bell 1975: 261, 265–

66). The 20th and 21st Dynasties were marked by a severe 200 year-long drought centred on 

1000 cal BC (Macklin et al. 2015: 116, 119, fig. 7). Lake levels in eastern and northern Africa 

and sedimentary records indicate drier conditions, showing that the period of usually generous 

Nile floods that followed the end of the Old Kingdom had finished by c. 3100–3000 BP 

(Butzer 1976: 33, 55–56; Said 1993: 150–52; Hassan 1996: 84–85; 1997a: 219–22; 

Woodward et al. 2001: 352–53; Krom et al. 2002: 72; Macklin et al. 2015: 116) (Figure 6). 

During the Third Intermediate Period, the average height of the floods started to rise 

steadily by 900 cal BC, according to multiple records (Butzer 1976: 29, 56; Said 1993: 152). 

Relatively high water levels in the White Nile catchment, increasing river flows in the delta 

and overbank flooding and floodplain sedimentation in the Nile Valley are seen (Macklin et 

al. 2015: 119). However, channel and floodplain contraction in Nubia after 800 cal BC 

suggest declining levels once again, although exceptionally high floods reflecting a stronger 

summer monsoon in the Blue Nile catchment have been OSL dated in Nubia to c. 780–730 cal 

BC (Macklin et al. 2015: 116, 119) and were also referred to during the reigns of Shabitqo 

and Taharqo on a stela at Karnak and in other accounts (Bell 1975: 243–44; Said 1993: 149, 

152). 

In general, regular overbank flows were reduced and decreasing during the Late Period 

and until at least c. cal AD 200, with water levels declining further after 500 cal BC (Butzer 

1976: 33, 36–38; Said 1993: 152–54; Hassan 1997a; Woodward et al. 2001: 350–53; Macklin 

et al. 2015: 116). This is clear in the component ratios and sedimentation rates of the Blue 

Nile deposited in the delta after 2500 BP (Krom et al. 2002: 72) (Figure 6). About the same 

time, drought events were recognised at various locations in northern and eastern Africa 

(Hassan 1996: 84–85; 1997a; Gasse 2000: 203–4), while lake levels fell in the Ethiopian 
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Highlands accompanied by widespread deforestation caused by Semitic tribes (Krom et al. 

2002: 73). In addition, the model developed by Macklin et al. (2015: 119, fig. 7) suggests an 

abrupt fall in water levels in the Blue Nile and particularly in the White Nile at c. 650 cal BC, 

coinciding with channel and floodplain contraction until at least 500 cal BC. Cooler 

conditions continued in the equatorial headwaters of the Nile during the Late Period, as well 

as diminishing lake levels and river flow, culminating in a major hydroclimatic shift in the 

lower Nile at c. 450 cal BC reflected by falling water levels in the Faiyum and reduced river 

flow in the delta (Macklin et al. 2015: 119, fig. 7). Despite this, the 26th Dynasty might still 

have been a period of high floods on average (Butzer 1976: 107; Said 1993: 152), with some 

exceptionally high floods described in historical accounts (Bell 1975: 243–44); Lake Turkana 

presents relatively high levels at c. 2560 BP (Butzer 1980b). Some major floods preserved in 

palaeo-channel contexts did occur (Macklin et al. 2015: 116), which can be related to the 1st 

Persian Period when unusually good floods were recorded in contemporary accounts (Butzer 

1976: 29). It was during this period that Herodotus (c. 450 BC) witnessed a lake in the 

Faiyum (The Histories II.149; Godley 1920; Butzer 1976: 37; Hassan 1986: 483, 491), a 

description that suggests that the Faiyum was still functioning as a reservoir and that overflow 

from floods allowed the existence of a lake with considerable size (Garbrecht 1996: 71–72).  

Low levels of flows and floods in the Nile continued as general pattern during the 

Ptolemaic and the Roman Periods. This is clearly shown in palaeohydrological records from 

East Africa (Butzer 1976: 37; 1980b; Hassan 1996: 84–85; 1997a: 218–19; Gasse 2000: 203–

4; Woodward et al. 2001: 353), sediment input to the delta (Krom et al. 2002: 73), a lack of 

overbank flood deposits in the Nile valley, a marked fall in the water level at Lake Faiyum 

and decreased river flow in the delta (Macklin et al. 2015: 116, 119, fig. 7) (Figure 6). 

However, a marked increase in sediments from the Blue Nile has been noted (Krom et al. 

2002), which resulted from some, probably rare, intensified summer monsoons and, 

consequently, extraordinary floods. This might explain why Butzer (1976: 107) and Said 

(1993: 152–54, 198–99) interpreted the Ptolemaic Period as a time of high floods. In fact, 

there are registers of exceptional and catastrophic flooding: at c. 100 cal. BC, preserved in 

palaeo-channel contexts (Macklin et al. 2015: 116, 119); between AD 41 and AD 68 and 

between AD 98 and AD 138, according to contemporary records and accounts (Butzer 1976: 

29; Garbrecht 1996: 64, 68, 74). Ostracod assemblages in the Faiyum reveal some fresh water 

incursions to the lake and also suggest the occurrence of occasional uncontrolled high Nile 

floods (Keatings et al. 2010: 169, 171–72). Floods in the Nile during the Roman Period were 

described by Pliny, the Elder (Natural History V.57–58; Rackham 1942). 
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The declining water levels in the Nile probably led to a decreasing importance of the 

Faiyum as a reservoir, which encouraged the Ptolemies, particularly, and later the Romans, to 

further colonise it and take advantage of its agricultural potential (Ball 1939: 210–19; Butzer 

1976: 37, 47–51, 93; Hassan 1986a: 483, 495; Said 1993: 81, 198–99; Garbrecht 1996: 64–

70). Diodorus Siculus (Library of History I; Oldfather 1933) described the extensive 

improvements to the local hydrological controls made by Ptolemy I and Ptolemy II (Ball 

1939: 210–17; Butzer 1976: 36–38, 47; Said 1993: 198–99; Garbrecht 1996: 50, 66–75). 

Dams at el-Lahun controlled the passage of Nile water and prompted the decline of the lake. 

New arable land quickly became available for the development of agriculture and the 

installation of new settlements. Plots (klēroi) of this land were given to allotment holders for 

their lifetime, mainly to Greek and Macedonian soldier–settlers (kleruchs), whose duties 

included the maintenance and cultivation of the land and also the further development of its 

productive potential, which led to the acceleration of the shrinkage of the lake (Bevan 1968: 

114–18, 170–71; Manning 2003: 99–125). Increased salinity and decreasing lake levels until 

the present day are revealed by ostracod assemblages in a core (Keatings et al. 2010) and by 

oxygen and carbon isotopic records in freshwater mollusc shells (Hassan et al. 2012) from the 

Birket Qarun, confirming that those changes were mainly a result of human interventions 

(Hassan 1986a: 498).  

After the 1st century AD, an apparent increase in the variability of the Nile, with the 

recognition of decadal and centurial oscillations, appears to be a consequence of more 

abundant records (Said 1993: 128, 152–55; Hassan 1996; 1997a; 1997b: 57–58; Fraedrich et 

al. 1997: 1302, 1311; Woodward et al. 2001: 331; Krom et al. 2002; Kondrashov et al. 2005; 

Woodward et al. 2007: 279; Macklin et al. 2015: 116, 119). Large sedimentary inputs derived 

from the Blue Nile demonstrate the strong seasonal differences in flow during at least the last 

two millennia (Krom et al. 2002). Fraedrich et al. (1997), used analytical tests based on the 

historical flood-level series of the Roda (al-Rōḍa) Island gauge, to recognise flood stages in 

the Nile and associate them with large-scale climatic events detected in Europe. For the last 

150 years, detailed registers have allowed for the recognition of synchronicity between the 

flood discharge of the Nile and rainfall in the Sahel, which is clear during the two stages of 

very low Nile discharges recorded prior to the construction of the Aswan High Dam (Said 

1993: 121–26; Hassan 1997a: 220). The Nile subsequently became a controlled river and the 

floods disappeared downstream of the dam. 
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II.3.3. Lateral movements 

The broad landscape evolution of fluvio-deltaic settings in the Nile during the Holocene is yet 

to be the target of a major study (Pennington et al. 2016: 4). However, Pennington (2011; 

Pennington et al. 2016), expecting globally similar patterns, proposed a Holocene landscape 

history of the Nile in Lower Egypt by looking at two of the best studied fluvial systems in the 

world (Pennington et al. 2016: 2): the Rhine (Berendsen & Stouthamer 2001) and the 

Mississippi (Aslan & Autin 1999). In his model, Pennington described the formation of a 

large sandy multichannel (either braided or anastomosing) fluvial system with large-scale 

crevassing (Figure 7) as a consequence of post-Pleistocene rapid sea-level rise (vide II.3.5). 

Stabilisation of the rate of sea-level rise in the late Holocene was suggested to lead to a 

transition towards a meandering river system (Pennington et al. 2016: 2–4; cf. Brown 1997: 

19–25; Boggs Jr. 2006: 250–58; Nichols 2009: 131–39) (Figure 7). Such a transition in the 

Nile fluvial system affected the Memphite region (Bunbury 2013: 61–63; Pennington et al. 

2016: 11–13). 

 

 

 
 

  
Figure 7 – Simplified representation of floodplain and fluvial sedimentary systems: depositional architecture (a) 
and morphological features (b) of a braided river; depositional architecture (c) and morphological features (d) of 
a meandering river. Reproduced from Nichols (2009), respectively: (a) – fig. 9.9, (b) – fig. 9.4, (c) – fig. 9.15,  

(d) – fig. 9.11 
 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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The Nile has been a meandering river confined to its floodplain during most of the 

Holocene (Butzer 1976: 35; Lutley 2007; Bunbury & Lutley 2008) (Figures 9 and 10). When 

not constrained, the movement and direction of meandering rivers generally depend on the 

curvature of the river, with bends tendentiously moving outward and downstream (Boggs Jr. 

2006: 252; Nichols 2009: 135; Bunbury & Lutley 2008). For the Nile, a combination of map 

analyses and interpretations of satellite data (SRTM and Landsat imagery) have revealed that 

outward and downward lateral migration of the river’s bends across the floodplain had a mean 

rate of around 2km/kyr, although lateral rates may have reached up to 9km/kyr in some areas, 

and have been frequently characterised by island production and capture (Hillier et al. 2006; 

Bunbury & Lutley 2008; Bunbury 2013: 63). High coarse suspended loads lead to the 

formation of high levees and aggradation of the river bed above the floodplain, causing 

avulsion (Boggs Jr. 2006: 252–53; Nichols 2009: 138–39) (Figure 7). In the Nile valley, 

levees have an average width of 200m to 300m and a height of 2m to 3m (Butzer 1976: 16; 

Hillier et al. 2006: 2, 4; Bunbury & Lutley 2008; Bunbury, Lutley, et al. 2009: 160). All these 

processes are driven by complex flows and bed form dynamic phenomena and are related 

both to flow separation in alluvial channels and formation of aggradation/degradation zones 

(Boggs Jr. 2006: 251–53; Nichols 2009: 50–58, 139–41). Thus, when the Nile migrated, it 

was not generally a simple and constant lateral movement. Instead, the river migrated in 

‘jumps’, suddenly abandoning the earlier channel and defining a new path. This process left 

behind related geomorphological features: depressed areas corresponding to ancient channel 

beds, which could be permanently flooded forming lakes, pools, or swamps; elevated and 

elongated areas corresponding to ancient levees; mounds corresponding to former islands or 

bars produced by the accumulation of coarse sediments during the lifetime of active flows in 

the channels (Figure 7). The significant deposition of rubbish and waste down the river banks, 

a practice attested at least since mediaeval times in large urban areas of Egypt, probably 

contributed to the changing course of the river when carried out over a prolonged period by 

creating embankments and landfills that influenced the water flow and altered the patterns of 

flooding (M. Jones 1995: 98; 1997: 106).    

The Nile probably moved eastward in the Memphite region (Figures 9 and 10), as 

suggested by references to its former courses (Smith & Jeffreys 1986: 91–94; Jeffreys 1996; 

2010: 193) and the calculations made by Butzer (1976: 33–36) for Middle Egypt. Resistivity-

meter surveys and core samples, which provide riverine fauna and other environmental and 

sedimentary evidence, have confirmed those suggestions (Jeffreys et al. 1987: 11–12, 17; 

Giddy & Jeffreys 1992: 8, fig. 9; Bunbury in Jeffreys 2004: 11). A main channel probably 
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Figure 8 – Map drawn by the French Expedition showing the position of the Nile in the Memphite region during 

the early 19th century. Reproduced from Description de l’Egypte, Antiquités tome V  (Panckoucke 1823: pl. I) 
 

existed close to the western fringe of the valley in pre-dynastic times, moving closer to the 

Memphis ruin field during the Early Dynastic Period and the Old Kingdom (Giddy 1994: 

195–96, 199; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 155–59, fig. 15; Bunbury in Jeffreys 2004: 11; Lutley 

2007; Bunbury, Lutley, et al. 2009: 163). This gives some credibility to Herodotus’ accounts 

that the river had once flowed close to the desert edge and had since moved gradually towards 

the east (The Histories II.99; Godley 1920; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 155; Jeffreys 2010: 6–

7). By the end of the First Intermediate Period the Nile may have run through the approximate 

centre of the present ruin field, moving further eastward during the Middle Kingdom (Jeffreys 
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1985: 51; 2006: 1, 137; 2010: 131, 157–58, 194; Jeffreys et al. 1986: 2, fig. 2; Giddy 1994: 

191; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 158; Giddy 2012: 204–5). However, Bunbury, on the basis of 

sediment core logs data, concluded that no major channel was present in the specific location 

of the Western Koms during and after the Old Kingdom (Jeffreys 2004: 11). In the 1850s, 

Joseph Hekekyan discovered a Roman waterfront at the eastern edge of Kom Arba‛in (vide 

III.6.2) with no artificial materials to the east of it; recent geoarchaeological work has 

confirmed the occurrence of a major water channel in this position between at least the end of 

the New Kingdom and the Roman Period (Smith et al. 1983: 40; Jeffreys 1985: 32, 49, 50, 76; 

2010: 7, 163–68, 194; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 9; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 158; Bunbury in 

Jeffreys 2004: 11; Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005: 9–10). The early 19th century map drawn by the 

French Expedition (Panckoucke 1823: pl. I) shows the Nile to be almost halfway between the 

Memphis ruin field and its modern position (Figure 8). In fact, according to the observation of 

old maps complemented by archaeological data and core analyses, the river possibly stayed 

more or less stable between the 3rd and the 7th centuries AD, but has moved 2.5km eastward to 

its current position in el-Badrashein since the Roman period (Jeffreys 1985: 49–51, 57–58, 

fig. 2; 2010: 26, 194; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 9; Giddy et al. 1990: fig. 1; Jeffreys & Tavares 

1994: 153–59; Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005: 9–10; Lutley 2007; Bunbury & Lutley 2008). 

The model developed by Lutley (2007; Bunbury & Lutley 2008) using a combination of 

archaeological and geoarchaeological data, historical maps, satellite imagery and field survey, 

has estimated in more detail the migration of the Nile in the area of the Memphis ruin field in 

the last 5000 years (Figure 9): a main channel was located westward of Mit Rahina during the 

Early Dynastic Period and up to the beginning of the New Kingdom; the channel moved from 

a central position to the far west of the valley around the time of the 4th Dynasty, and 

subsequently moved back significantly closer to the western fringe of Mit Rahina, where it 

stabilised by the Middle Kingdom; during the 22nd Dynasty, Memphis was represented as an 

island in the middle of the Nile; the river was already on the west side of the eastern mounds 

of the ruin field during the Ptolemaic and Roman Periods, still moving eastwards but at a slow 

pace; from the Roman Period it kept migrating eastwards until it reached its present location. 

The migration velocity for the Memphite region was calculated as being up to 9km/kyr, with 

this value including channel jumps in areas of islands (Bunbury & Lutley 2008: 3). However, 

the velocity of lateral migration in the Nile varied with time and location, as different values 

were estimated in other areas, for example 1 to 2km/kyr (Graham & Bunbury 2005) and 2 to 

3km/kyr (Hillier et al. 2006) in the Theban region. 
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Figure 9 – Reproduction of the map showing estimated positions of the Nile during the last 5000 years, as 

suggested by Bunbury & Lutley (2008: 5) 
 

Thus, it is now recognised that movements of the Nile in the Memphite region were 

particularly complex (Figure 10). These transformations were directly provoked by changes in 

the rate of sea level rise, river flows, sedimentary load and tectonic movements, causing the 

adaptation of the fluvial system and its regime as it tried to find a new state of equilibrium 

(Bunbury & Lutley 2008; Bunbury 2013; Pennington et al. 2016: 1–5). At a larger timescale, 

several successive migrations both eastward and westward were detected (Lutley 2007; 

Bunbury & Lutley 2008). The main cause of such tortuous channel movements was the local 

narrow character of the valley (today with less than 10km wide and even narrower in 

antiquity), which is bordered by rocky cliffs (Lutley 2007; Bunbury & Lutley 2008; Qin 2010: 

9). When it reached one side of the valley the river was essentially reflected and started 
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migrating in the opposite direction. The more recent migration may have been promoted by a 

tilt of the valley floor down to the east, which occurs due to the differential activity of tectonic 

faults on the edges of the valley (vide II.1) (Bunbury in Jeffreys 2004: 9). Today, the main 

course of the Nile lies 3km eastward of the Memphis ruin field in the most easterly course 

possible, restrained by steeply-banked wadi gravels bordering the east side of the valley 

(Jeffreys 1985: 10). A future westward migration would be expected if there were to be no 

human intervention. 

The model of Lutley clearly hypothesises the migrating character of the Nile, but it 

assumes that the river had a unique main channel from the dynastic period to today. However, 

several studies point to the possible existence, at least until the Roman Period, of one main 

branch on either side of the Memphis ruin field (Bunbury 2013: 62). In fact, there remains 

little doubt that a residual channel west of Mit Rahina was an earlier main course and indeed a 

second branch of the Nile and a major waterway in ancient times (Jeffreys & Tavares 1994; 

Casey 1999: 25; Bunbury & Lutley 2008; Jeffreys 2010: 6–7, 13–14, 48–50, 193; Qin 2010; 

Earl 2011; Bunbury 2013) (Figure 10). Here, the Bahr Libeiny (known as the Bahr Yusuf 

until the 19th century), which was originally a natural waterway but is today an atrophied and 

artificial waterway (Figure 4), is virtually the present-day northwards continuation of the Bahr 

Yusuf in Middle Egypt, despite the diversion of most of its water to the Faiyum (Jeffreys 

1985: 4–5; Giddy et al. 1990: 12–13). Artificially maintained at least since Roman times 

(Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 155), the Bahr Yusuf was the most important drainage feature close 

to the Memphis ruin field until human manipulation of the drainage system of the valley at the 

beginning of the 20th century (Jeffreys 1985: 4; 2010: 193). The floodwater approached the 

ruin field directly from this drainage feature, entering the North Birka and the Middle Birka 

from the northwest and eventually flowing through the narrow low-lying depression between 

Kom Arba‛in and Kom Qala‛a, where a dam had lain (Jeffreys 1985: 5). Also, at Giza, a 

branch of the Nile that was possibly a northward extension of the Bahr Yusuf had occurred at 

the far west of the valley prior to the construction of the local pyramids, according to 

geoarchaeological investigation (M. Jones 1995: 87–88; Bunbury & Lutley 2008: 4; Branton 

2009: 32–33; Dufton & Branton 2010; Bunbury, Lutley, et al. 2009: 163). By the time of 

Khufu, this branch must have already moved eastwards, perhaps enhanced by the deposition 

of waste resulting from local quarries. This migration process continued until recently in the 

Cairo area (M. Jones 1997: 107–11). Further south, at Abusir, a similar behaviour of the Bahr 

Libeiny has been suggested by core drillings and a resistivity-meter survey (Giddy & Jeffreys 

1992: 8, fig. 5). 
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Figure 10 – Reproduction of the time-frame sequence map of the positions of the Nile, based on cores bored by 
the Survey of Memphis and as suggested by Bunbury (2013: fig. 5) 

 

In the vicinity of Mit Rahina, the Bahr Yusuf possibly had similar behaviour to that 

observed in Giza and Abusir. Apparently the ancient western branch of the Nile had persisted 

in the area of the Memphis ruin field for longer than previously thought, possibly due to 

human intervention (Smith et al. 1983: 41; Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 19, 23, figs 4, 5; Jeffreys 

& Giddy 1989: 8–9, fig. 4; Giddy et al. 1990: 12–13, fig. 2; Casey 1999: 25; Jeffreys 2010: 

13–14, 48–50; Qin 2010: 48). The level of pottery fragments in drill cores suggests that a 

waterfront existed on the western fringes of the Western Koms before the New Kingdom 

(Jeffreys et al. 1987: 17; Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 19, 23, figs 4, 5; Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: 8–

9, fig. 4; Giddy et al. 1990: 12, fig. 2; Giddy 1994: 194–95). However, destruction on the 

erosional side of the river has impeded a clear evaluation of the river’s migration (Bunbury & 

Lutley 2008: 4). Either the western channel was the main channel of the Nile, with major 

flows subsequently migrating eastwards and leaving a secondary channel, or two main 

branches surrounded the Memphis ruin field during most of the dynastic period, technically 

creating an island where the city developed (vide II.3.5). Ancient Memphis has indeed been 

commonly regarded as an island, but such an image may result from the picturesque scenario 

created by the floods during a few weeks of the year (Jeffreys 2010: 6–7, 9–14). Until the 
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construction of the first Aswan Dam in 1908, and according to the observations of Joseph 

Hekekyan in the 1850s, dry ground in the Memphis ruin field at the peak of the inundation 

had consisted only of three islands formed by the clusters of mounds still perceived today 

(Jeffreys 1985: 6; 2010: fig. 11): the ‘Island of Memph’ in the southeast, comprising Kom 

Qala‛a and Kom Helul; the ‘Island of Metraheny’ in the west, comprising Kom Mit Rahina, 

Kom Fakhry and Kom Rabi‛; and the ‘Island of Taimoun’ in the north and northeast, 

comprising Kom Arba‛in, Kom Nawa, Kom Dafbaby, Kom Tuman and Kom ‛Aziz. In 

addition, the mounds of ‛Ezbet Ma‛mal (‛Ezbet al-ma‛mal) and the town of el-Badrashein 

(both to the east) were also dry ground, although all of these, including the mounds of Mit 

Rahina, were liable to flooding during exceptionally high Niles (Jeffreys 1985: 5; 2010: fig. 

10; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 9). 

 

II.3.4. The apex of the delta 

The probability that more than one branch of the Nile existed close to Memphis in antiquity 

increases if the development of a braided or anastomosing fluvial system during the early 

Holocene is considered (vide II.3.3) and with it the possibility that the delta apex (i.e., the 

head of the deltaic branches) was located further upstream. In fact, it has been suggested that 

the apex of the Nile delta may have stood considerably closer to the Memphis ruin field 

during part of the dynastic period (Rennell 1800: 481–545; Lyons 1906; Toussoun 1925; 

Jeffreys 1985; 2010: 77; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 159; M. Jones 1997: 111), a hypothesis 

that mirrors accounts in classical texts, e.g., Herodotus and Strabo (Love 2003; Bunbury & 

Jeffreys 2011). Recently, several geoarchaeological studies have considered local palaeo-

channels and settlement patterns, using the analysis of sedimentary sequences in cores and the 

interpretation of landscape features through old maps and satellite data, complemented with a 

specifically focused review of archaeological data and historical texts, and have reinforced 

that hypothesis (Lutley 2007; Bunbury & Lutley 2008: 4; Jeffreys 2008; Bunbury, Lutley, et 

al. 2009: 158, 163; Pennington 2011; Pryer 2012: 30–39; Bunbury 2013: 63, 66) (Figure 11).  

An upstream, i.e., southward, location of the Nile delta apex accompanied by the 

occurrence of a larger number of distributaries appears to have been a natural consequence of 

the profound transformation of the Nile fluvial system in the Memphite region between c. 

6000 BP and c. 4000 BP (vide II.3.3),  i.e., from before the Early Dynastic Period and up to 

the Middle Kingdom (Bunbury & Lutley 2008; Bunbury 2013: 61–63; Pennington et al. 2016: 

11–13). Global warming during the first half of the Holocene raised the mean sea level by c. 

60m, but, by c. 6000 BP, the rate of rise diminished substantially with a stabilisation of the 
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eustatic level until the present-day (Fairbanks 1989). The marine incursion did not reach as far 

south as Memphis but it caused the water in the Nile to be retained upstream in the valley, and 

thus the Memphite area developed a more marshy environment with an increasing number of 

channels in the floodplain (Bunbury 2013: 62–63). 

The exact location of the apex over time has been difficult to establish. For the Early 

Dynastic Period, Jeffreys & Tavares (1994: 159, fig. 15) suggested the region of modern 

Tirsa, while Lutley (2007) proposed Abusir. If the latter, it would have been located exactly 

where the Nile valley is narrower and roughly in line with the most intensively used 

contemporary Memphite cemeteries (North Saqqara and Helwan) (Jeffreys 2008) (Figure 3). 

If the apex was located here, and taking into account the evolution expected for the Nile 

fluvial system (vide II.3.3), then the environmental conditions of the Memphite floodplain 

during the first years of the city’s existence may have been those of a large sandy 

multichannel (either braided or anastomosing) river system (Figure 7), characterised by a 

multichannel network, narrow channel belts, poorly drained swampy/wetland environment, 

high and fast aggradation of both channel beds and floodplain, little lateral channel migration, 

frequent avulsion, continuous crevassing, localised and reduced soil formation and formation 

of complex and highly variable (both laterally and vertically) flood basin sediment deposits 

(Brown 1997: 19–25; Boggs Jr. 2006: 250–52; Nichols 2009: 131–34; Pennington et al. 2016: 

2–5). Similar conditions have been recognised in the area of Giza for the same period 

(Branton 2009; Dufton & Branton 2010). The tale told by priests of Memphis to Herodotus 

(The Histories II.4; Godley 1920) seems to echo similar landscapes, referring to Egypt as a 

marsh at the time of the first king, with the exception of Thebes, and that all regions north of 

the Faiyum lake were under water (Bunbury & Jeffreys 2011: 66). 

During the first centuries of the city’s existence, the apex possibly remained quite close 

to the Memphis ruin field (Málek 2003: 94; Jeffreys 2008). It has even been suggested that the 

location of the Old Kingdom pyramids might have been associated with the latitudinal 

position of the delta apex (Jeffreys 2008). From that time, and as a consequence of the 

stabilisation of the Nile regime, the delta apex may have started, on the one hand, to slowly 

migrate northward to its actual position, with the disappearance of most local distributaries, 

while the river moved laterally across the valley (Bunbury & Lutley 2008; Bunbury 2013: 

62). However, on the other hand, the effects of the transitional changes in the Nile might have 

continued for a longer time. 

Pryer (2012: 30–44, 50–51) examined historical documents, geoarchaeological and 

archaeological studies, and used remote sensing techniques to map delta apex movement over  
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Figure 11 – Delta head migration diagram with possible delta head locations based on bibliographic sources 
(black crosses) and on the location and date of royal pyramids (black triangles). Reproduced from Bunbury 

(2013: fig. 2) and based on Pryer (2012: figs 5.10, 5.11) 
 

the last 6000 years (Figure 11). He hypothesised a southward movement up to the end of the 

Middle Kingdom and a northward migration only after that period, with the apex again 

located in the vicinity of Mit Rahina by the New Kingdom. This study corroborates similar 

investigations focused on literary descriptions and geoarchaeological data (Bunbury & 

Jeffreys 2011: 66, 71; Bunbury 2013: 63). Pryer compared his model with the changing 

location of the pyramid fields and ancient settlements in the region through time, and, 

interestingly, pyramid construction appeared to follow the same hypothesised trend and 

migration as the delta apex. Yet, the same cannot be claimed regarding settlement locations. 

Despite this, the location of the capital during the 12th and 13th Dynasties (Itjtawy; vide 

III.3.2) may have been connected to the presence of the delta apex at this latitude: the 

inflexion of the apex movement occurred relatively close to the present-day city of el-Lisht 

and during the 12th and 13th Dynasties, although Maidum appears as the extreme possible 

southern limit of the apex drift (Pryer 2012: 39; Bunbury 2013: 63). A shrine called Pihapi, 

associated with the Nile flood god, might have marked the position of the apex during the 

Late Period, but its location somewhere on the east bank between Helwan and Old Cairo is 

uncertain (Jeffreys 2008: 7). The Roman fortress of Babylon might have also been associated 

with a nearby location of the apex in that period (M. Jones 1997: 111; Jeffreys 2008: 7; 2010: 

14–15). Later, the apex moved further north, probably to the area of Roda Island/Old Cairo 
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during late Roman and early Arab times (M. Jones 1997: 111), and since then a further c. 

20km northwards to its present location in el-Qanater el-Khayreya.  

Altogether, the complex fluvial changes in the Memphite landscape may explain why 

some Memphite sites were abandoned while others were being developed, creating the 

impression of a capital constantly changing position until the end of the 13th Dynasty (vide 

III.2, III.3): it was probably a pragmatic response to landscape and environmental change, 

taking advantage of the prevailing conditions (Bunbury & Lutley 2008; Jeffreys 2008; 

Bunbury, Lutley, et al. 2009; Bunbury 2013). In fact, the drift of the apex of the Nile may 

partially explain the ‘migration’ of most main cities/capitals of Egypt located in Middle and 

Lower Egypt (Bunbury & Lutley 2008; Jeffreys 2008; Giddy 2012: 204–5; Bunbury 2013: 

66). Curiously, post-dynastic capitals of Egypt appear to follow a similar location pattern, 

including the early Islamic el-Fustat and modern Cairo (Jeffreys 2008: 6).  

 

II.3.5. Topographic rising of the valley floor 

As shown in the above text, multiple processes have contributed to the development and 

evolution of the landscape and environment of the Memphite region. Consequently, 

topographic changes in the area of the Memphis ruin field have also been complex and 

regulated by a great number of factors. The post-Nabtian changes in the river regime, with a 

less wild, more stable and meandering Nile, were accompanied after 4200 BP by a 

progressive increase in sediment fluxes during the floods (Krom et al. 2002; Woodward et al. 

2007: 272). The result was a generally constant infill of the valley by siltation and the 

development of a much more homogeneous landscape (Butzer 1976: 15–18, 33–36; Said 

1993: 57–58; Woodward et al. 2007: 270–73; Pennington et al. 2016: 2–4).  

Deposits in the valley are mainly silty, originating from eroded volcanic material 

transported from the Ethiopian highlands by the Blue Nile and the River Atbara, together 

with, at a considerably lesser scale, sediments from eroded crystalline basement rocks of the 

White Nile catchment areas, and an even smaller sandy contribution from bordering deserts 

and wadi fans (Woodward et al. 2001: 331–33; 2007: 268–72; Krom et al. 2002; Bunbury et 

al. 2008: 352). The average thickness of river mud accumulated in the Nile valley between 

Aswan and Cairo is c. 8.5m (Said 1993: 59). When only natural means are considered, the 

floodplain has risen at an average rate of between 1m/kyr and 1.3m/kyr (Ball 1939: 173–77; 

Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 157–59; Hassan 1997b: 63; Jeffreys & Nicholson 2006: 17; 

Bunbury 2013: 64). If the annual overbank flood deposits were generally only a few 

centimetres thick, sandbars and banks in main river channels might have resulted from the 
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deposition of sediment several metres in thickness during a single short-lived event, e.g., 

recession of the annual flood (Bunbury et al. 2008: 357). The building up of the floodplain 

through river inundation was not always an even process and thus the accumulation rates 

varied immensely with time and location, being highly dependent on sea level, flood volume 

and velocity, sedimentary load of the river and local hydrology, geomorphology and geology 

(Said 1993: 57–81; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 157; Bunbury 2013: 64–66). At Cairo, for 

instance, the sedimentary column possibly grew 3.5m between c. 11000 BP and c. 2000 BP, 

after which it subsequently rose c. 5m (Said 1993: 60). Thus, making calculations of the 

height of the valley floor in the dynastic period based on average rates of sedimentation can 

be misleading. And, as Jeffreys (2010: 195) reminds us, an absolute value for past flood levels 

in the Memphite area prior to the Roman Period, which determines the definition of inhabited 

land, cannot be established at the present. Despite this limitation, some authors have proposed 

valley floor levels for the area surrounding the Memphis ruin field.  

During the Old Kingdom, the valley floor to the west of the ruin field might have stood 

between 13m a.s.l. and 14m a.s.l. (Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 158). The suggested average rise 

was of c. 13cm/100yr, meaning that the floor level in the valley was 6.5m lower than today at 

the beginning of the Early Dynastic Period (Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 158–59). Between the 

Memphis ruin field and the desert ridge between Saqqara and Abusir, a buried high bank of 

sterile black clay detected in boreholes, confined to the west of the existing ruin field, rising 

and opening out to the northwest and at a height of c. 16m a.s.l. (4m below the modern valley 

floor), was interpreted as possibly representing a natural palaeo-levee left by the eastern 

movement of the river and ground surface during the Early Dynastic Period (Giddy et al. 

1990: 12, fig. 2; Giddy & Jeffreys 1991: 5–6; 1992: 2; Giddy 1994: 194; Bunbury in Jeffreys 

2004: 11). Here, the level of occupation during the Old Kingdom was confirmed at c. 16.50m 

a.s.l., while unmixed deposits of the Early Dynastic Period occur between 14m and 16m a.s.l. 

and directly overlie sterile clays, supporting the idea that dry high ground occurred here 

during these periods (Jeffreys et al. 1997: 2, 4). At Saqqara, evidence from cores suggests that 

a settlement, probably of the Old Kingdom, was located between 6.39m and 7.53m below the 

surface, although it is unclear if this was founded on a palaeo-levee or on a high area of desert 

edge (Casey 1999: 25). In south Dahshur, at the end of the lower causeway leading to the 

Bent Pyramid of Sneferu, the floor of the wadi was detected at 13.80m a.s.l. immediately east 

of a U-shaped structure (a harbour according to the excavators, despite their caution in 

affirming that water reached this level at the time) (Alexanian et al. 2010: 6; 2012: 29–30, fig. 

5). 
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Meanwhile, parts of the Memphis ruin field had already risen above the valley floor 

before the Early Dynastic Period (Jeffreys 1985: 28–31, 51; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 156–

59; Qin 2010: 45, 54). The detection of Early Dynastic Period and Old Kingdom pottery and 

the relative height of sterile pre-dynastic deposits suggests that this was the case for the 

western mounds of the ruin field, i.e., Kom Mit Rahina, Kom Fakhry and north of Kom Rabi‛ 

(Kemp 1977a: 192–95; Jeffreys 1985: 28–31; 2010: 95–96; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 159; 

Qin 2010: 45, 49, 54). Their ground surface at the time might have stood at 15m a.s.l. to 

16.5m a.s.l., i.e., c. 2m above the average plain floor (Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 157–59; Qin 

2010: 45). This higher area was probably a turtleback, a palaeo-feature constituted by coarse 

sands, possibly a palaeo-bar that was built up during the Pleistocene by a significantly wilder 

Nile (Hamdan 1961: 120; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 157–59; Qin 2010: 50, 54; Bunbury 2013: 

62). Other hypotheses for the formation of these mounds have been discarded (Qin 2010: 50; 

Bunbury 2013): the model of a horn bar island does not seem to fit for the whole Memphis 

ruin field in terms of scale, island formation and site development; the same can be said of the 

hypothesis of the mounds being a levee; wadi washouts and their resulting fans do not appear 

to have reached this area of the valley, and, even if they did, their sandy sediments were 

mainly overprinted or transported downstream. 

Despite the later continuous infill of the floodplain, these mounds were not engulfed by 

the rise of the valley floor. Instead, the mounds kept rising as a result of different processes. 

As described in the above text, this elevated area might have been totally or partially 

surrounded by channels (vide II.3.4, II.3.5). Thus, it acted as a nucleus for fluvial sand 

deposition and lateral accretion (Bunbury et al. 2008: 357–58; Qin 2010: 54). Smaller 

contributions were probably made by sediments resulting from wadi washouts, either directly 

deposited or transported by the river from upstream, as well as by aeolian sands blown from 

the desert, particularly in periods of increased aridity such as between the 6th and the 12th 

Dynasties (vide II.3.3) (Giddy & Jeffreys 1992: 2; 1993: 12; Jeffreys et al. 1995: 1; Qin 2010: 

50, 54; Bunbury 2013: 64–66). However, thick deposits of cultural debris reveal that 

continued human occupation was the main reason for the continuous rising and shaping of the 

Memphis ruin field, combined with, to a lesser extent, the accumulation of sediments from 

other origins, e.g., sand from the desert (Kemp 1976: 26–27; 1977a: 192–95; Jeffreys 1985; 

2006: 137–38; Qin 2010: 54). Higher mounds (Kom Mit Rahina, Kom Rabi‛, Kom Fakhry 

and Kom Tuman) show not only more intensive and long-lasting occupation but also richer 

archaeological content (Jeffreys 1985; 2006: 137–38). With time, nearby areas of palaeo-high 
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ground (levees, horn bar islands or channels bars) were also settled and, through that process, 

merged with the initial mounds (Qin 2010: 48–54).  

A rapid rise of the floodplain was observed to have taken place at Dahshur between the 

Old Kingdom and the New Kingdom. Boreholes and excavation trenches in a wadi leading to 

a harbour (an interpretation made by the excavators) which served a causeway to the Bent 

Pyramid of Sneferu, have revealed a local floor rise of 7m on the valley (Alexanian et al. 

2010; 2012). In the Memphis ruin field, the 19th Dynasty newly-built areas in the birkas (vide 

III.4.5) had consistent floor levels of c. 18m a.s.l. (Jeffreys 1985: 51, 93–94, 109; Jeffreys & 

Tavares 1994: 158). This floor level should have been enough for the structures to be safe 

from normal floods, as floodplain silts were recorded by prior excavators at levels of c. 14.5m 

a.s.l. (Jeffreys 1985: 51, 109). The birkas remain today as depressed areas of the ruin field, 

sometimes even below the floodplain. Their diminutive rise has been attributed to long lasting 

maintenance of the same monuments and activities. The aggradation of cultural debris was 

considerably smaller, while natural deposition of Nile silts was avoided with the construction 

or reinforcement of levees by Egyptians: the Middle Birka is generically coincident with the 

enclosure of the great Ptah temple which existed here since at least the New Kingdom and up 

to the Roman Period (vide Chapter III); its oval shape is due to aggradation at the corners of 

the enclosure (Jeffreys 1985: 6); the North Birka was identified as the possible locale of the 

‘sacred lake’ of the Ptah complex (Petrie 1909a: 3, pl. I) or as a remnant of another temple 

enclosure (Jeffreys 1985: 6, 39, 42, 103; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 10) (vide III.4.5, III.5.3; 

Figure 18); the South Birka was also considered a probable large precinct, possibly of Hathor 

(Jeffreys 1985: 6). 

The floodplain kept rising until recently. In Kom Arba‛in (AAD; vide III.6.2), 

archaeological remains suggest that the ground level at the river edge rose at least 1m in the 

1st millennium BC (Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 10). In Cairo, a general ground level in Roman 

times was suggested between 15m and 16m a.s.l. (M. Jones 1997: 109–10). By the end of the 

Roman Period, the valley east of the ruin field might have stood at 18m a.s.l., possibly rising a 

further 2m by the 19th century (Jeffreys 1985: 50–51, 53; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 158). 

Similarly, the mounds also grew in height, through a more complex process which was 

dependent on building activities. The level of the settlement in the Western Koms might have 

reached 21m a.s.l. to 24m a.s.l. during the Roman Period (Jeffreys 1985: 26). Despite the 

uncertainties regarding specific values, it is clear that the Memphite landscape has changed 

immensely since pre-dynastic times. This is one of the main difficulties of studying ancient 

Memphis—when not destroyed or washed out by river migration, features of ancient 
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landscapes and human constructions (particularly those on the low valley floor) have been 

buried under thick accumulations of Nile sediments (Jeffreys 1985: 4–6, 51, fig. 50; Jeffreys 

& Tavares 1994: 155–58; Qin 2010: 44–45). Strong human influences since the Old Kingdom 

have increased the complexity of factors affecting the development of the landscape. More 

details about changes in the various parts of the Memphis ruin field will be assessed in the 

following chapters.  

 

II.4.  Recent transformation and threats to the ruin field 

Today, both memories and remains of Memphis are at risk of disappearing. Despite the 

protection and recording of some archaeological sites during the last two centuries, there has 

been recent intense transformation of both landscape and environment in the Memphite area. 

Modernisation of fluvial networks and agricultural practices, together with industrialisation 

and urban development (particularly intense since the 1960s) all have contributed to 

profoundly alter the geomorphological characteristics of the Memphite region (Jeffreys 1985: 

3–5, 58–59, fig. 3; Smith 1985: x). Descriptions from the 19th century suggest that the ruin 

field extended 6km north–south, including ‛Aziziya (‛Azīzīya), and 3km east–west, which 

represents almost double the present-day extent (Jeffreys 2010: 63–69, 195). More recently, 

between only 1982 and 2005, roughly 10% of the archaeological land of the mounds has 

disappeared under intensive cultivation or has been built over (Jeffreys & Nicholson 2006: 

19). Such changes threaten not only possible undetected archaeological remains, but have also 

destroyed the physical layout, i.e., the landscape, which is essential for fully understanding 

the local heritage.  

One of the most prominent causes of such changes was the development of perennial 

irrigation in the valley during the 20th century (Hamdan 1961: 126–34; Jeffreys 1985: 3–5, 

58–59, fig. 3; 2010: 195). A major reshaping of the irrigation/drainage system led to massive 

canal-digging works in 1904–08 following the construction of the first Aswan dam. The 

changes in the network of canals and channels, the end of the floods and the transformation of 

agricultural practices had a significant impact on the landscape. The traditional system of 

hods (vide II.1), in which channel-banks were used as roads, became obsolete. This led to 

changes in the use of spaces (Jeffreys 1985: 5, 41, 43, 58–61, figs 3, 4): the north side of Kom 

‛Aziz has retracted under the cultivation by about 350m southwards since 1850 (over 50% of 

the surface area of the kom), while even more severe attrition may have occurred during 

previous decades (the original profile of the mound is defined today by the footpath skirting 

its northeastern perimeter); Kom Dafbaby has lost over 50% of its area under cultivation in 
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the last 60 years, especially most recently on its eastern side; in Kom Tuman, half of the 

original mound of the Apries palace foundations had almost certainly already disappeared 

when Petrie started to excavate it in the beginning of the 20th century. Further southwards, the 

ruin field appears to have been larger and less broken (Jeffreys 1985: 5, 17–18, 21–22): the 

south of Kom Rabi‛ has also been sharply cut away by agricultural activity; Kom Sabakha 

might have been connected to the southern tip of Kom Helul in the mid-19th century, despite it 

being separated today by a main, but artificial, canal and despite Kom Sabakha having been 

ignored as an integral part of the ruin field, except by Hekekyan. The reduction of the area of 

the mounds in favour of agricultural activities has either destroyed or affected archaeological 

deposits. By the end of the 19th century, Antiquities Service officers were routinely reporting 

individual objects brought to light by sabākh-digging and farming, mostly at the eroding 

edges of the ruin field (Jeffreys 1985: 14).  

The preservation of archaeological deposits has been affected by other factors and in 

other areas of the Memphis ruin field. One factor is the rising water table and corrosive 

ground salts, which are related to modern agricultural activities and particularly destructive 

for ancient structures (Smith et al. 1983: 30; Qin 2010: 12). Moreover, shallower deposits 

have been destroyed due to economic activities and urban development. By the beginning of 

the 20th century, the rich sediments that resulted from the decay of the ancient site’s materials 

(particularly raw bricks) were increasingly being open-face mined as raw material for 

saltpetre, bricks and fertiliser (sabākh) (Kemp 1977a: 192; Jeffreys 1985: 4). The deep 

depression between Kom Fakhry and Kom Mit Rahina (at 18m a.s.l., i.e., 2m below the 

present plain level), which was probably once a gentle rise, was dug for brick earth by the 

1830s (Kemp 1976; 1977a: 194–95; Jeffreys 1985: 26, 28). In Kom Rabi‛, the presence of 

pottery from the Old Kingdom and up to the 26th Dynasty (RAP/RAT; vide III.2, III.3.2, 

III.5.2), indicates a massive reduction (5m or more) in level over a large area on this side of 

the Memphis ruin field, resulting from either levelling down or reuse of soil sediments after 

the Roman Period (Jeffreys 1985: 26). Curiously, many changes in the topography of the 

Memphis ruin field were caused by archaeological exploration, particularly during the first 

half of the 20th century, including excavations by Petrie in both the Middle Birka and in Kom 

Tuman, and by Petrie and Fisher in Kom Qala‛a (Jeffreys 1985). Kom Qala‛a, for instance, 

must have been one of the most imposing parts of the ruin field, but, despite being still an 

impressive sight, it appears today as a group of mounds separated by depressions as a result of 

both sabākh-digging and archaeological excavations (Kemp 1977a: 194; Jeffreys 1985: 15, 

19–20, 63–64, 93–94, 114–15). Thus, although they are presently well distinguishable, it is 
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probable that the divisions between several koms were significantly less marked in the past 

(Jeffreys 1985: 4). The early 19th century map made by the French Expedition (Panckoucke 

1823: pl. I) shows the ruin field not only as a complex of mounds considerably larger than the 

other hillocks of the region, but also as having a more homogeneous configuration (Figure 8). 

However, the Memphis ruin field is still conspicuous in the Memphite landscape given its 

height and its extension. 

Probably the biggest threat to the archaeological remains, to the landscape and to the 

environmental conditions of the Memphis ruin field has been produced by recent and intense 

urban development (Jeffreys 2010: 195–96). Until a few decades ago Mit Rahina was a small 

village occupying not much more than Kom Mit Rahina and the western parts of Kom 

Fakhry. Its irregular street pattern suggested that this was the oldest part of the settlement 

(Qin 2010: 39). Only a few additional small hamlets were located in the fringes of some of the 

other koms. Today, Mit Rahina has absorbed these hamlets, spread to larger parts of the 

surrounding mounds and invaded neighbouring low areas of the valley, particularly the 

Middle Birka (Jeffreys 1985: fig. 3; 2010: 195; Jeffreys & Nicholson 2006: 19). Kom Rabi‛ is 

now almost totally occupied by local cemeteries and the expanded ‛Ezbet Ariyany (‛Ezbet al-

Arīyāny) and ‛Ezbet Khatib (‛Ezbet al-Khaṭīb) (Jeffreys 1985: 21–22, 25, 59). Kom Helul is 

occupied partly by ‛Ezbet Arab (‛Ezbet al-‛Arab) (Jeffreys 1985: 19) and Kom Tuman by 

‛Ezbet Gabry (‛Ezbet al-Gābry) (Jeffreys 1985: 40). Large areas to the east and west of the 

ruin field are now under modern building, much of it high-rise with deep foundations 

(Jeffreys & Nicholson 2006: 19). Despite this demographic pressure, large parts of the 

Memphis ruin field are still not under immediate threat from urban growth. These include 

areas within a military camp, which occupies extensive parts of the Eastern and Northern 

Koms (Jeffreys & Nicholson 2006: 19). Although this has saved some areas from being taken 

over by construction, it has also impeded archaeological exploration by rendering it 

impossible to evaluate the preservation conditions of the archaeological remains within 

(Jeffreys 1985: 59). Note as well that recently, and following the Egyptian revolution of 2011, 

there were incursions into archaeological areas, including sites under the responsibility of the 

Egyptian antiquities authorities. In that year, a warehouse in Mit Rahina and its content 

(including archaeological remains and geoarchaeological samples) were destroyed as a 

consequence of vandalism. Today the access to archaeological protected areas and to remains 

is again more controlled, but the degree of destruction and looting of archaeological remains 

in areas still to be studied is yet to be properly evaluated. 
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MEMPHIS AND THE DYNASTIC PERIOD 

In this chapter the state of knowledge of the archaeology of the Memphis ruin field is revised. 

A summary of the key events in the history of Memphis, its socio-economic and cultural 

evolution and its role in the context of the dynastic period is presented. The focus is on 

relationships with known local urban development and landscape transformation. This enables 

the recognition of possible cause–effect relationships, which will be discussed in Chapter V 

and tentatively interpreted in Chapter VI. The last subchapter (III.7) presents a concise 

historiography of the Memphis ruin field. 

 The structure of this chapter follows a chronological order. I believe that this allows the 

reader to have a broader understanding of the evolution of the area as a whole. This approach 

complements the work of previous researchers, particularly that of the SoM and Jeffreys 

(1985; 2010), in which discussions and results have tended to be made with regard to either 

small scale areas (e.g., a specific kom or birka) or at the level of single sites.  

 

III.1.  The foundation of Memphis 

A tale retold by Herodotus (The Histories II.99; Godley 1920) in the 450s BC, which 

Herodotus states that he heard from the priests of the Ptah temple in Memphis, claims that 

Memphis was founded by Min (Aha), the first king of the 1st Dynasty (Jeffreys 2010: 7; 

Málek 1997: 90). Although this account is considered to be far from factual, the foundation of 

the city of Memphis as the capital of Egypt has been historically connected to the emergence 

of a unified and centrally controlled state in the beginning of the Early Dynastic Period, i.e., 

by c. 3000 BC.  

 The capital of the new state was most probably established in the Memphite region 

during the 1st Dynasty and maintained during the entire Early Dynastic Period (Bard 2003: 64; 

Málek 2003: 83, 104). Evidence that the region was the administrative centre of the country 

has been provided by the Memphite cemeteries, particularly North Saqqara and Helwan 

(Figure 3), which, from the beginning of the Early Dynastic Period onwards, reveal graves 

and tombs of state officials of diversified ranks (Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 143, figs 1, 3; 

Málek 1997: 90–94). Some kings of the 2nd Dynasty may have been buried at Saqqara, given 

the sealings of some of these kings found in extensive underground galleries beneath later 

pyramids and a granite statue of the priest Hetepdief, incised with the names of kings 

Hetepsekhemwy, Raneb and Nynetjer, supposedly found at Mit Rahina, but the provenance 

remains unconfirmed (Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 150; Bard 2003: 79). The architecture and 
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richness of those burials in the Memphite region is suggestive of a monumental capital 

(Jeffreys & Tavares 1994). The cemetery at North Saqqara is located on a prominent 

limestone ridge overlooking the valley and large tombs there would have therefore been 

impressive symbols of status (Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 147–49). Although far from this 

region, contemporary architecture for the living reveals such monumentality. Early dynastic 

Abydos, Kom el-Ahmar and Tell el-Fara‛in suggest that towns developed or were founded as 

administrative centres of the state, and included mud-brick buildings and possibly cult 

structures (Kemp 2006: 81–91, 99–101). 

Early dynastic jar labels (Petrie 1901: pl. XXIII) refer to the capital as ‘White Walls’ 

(Ineb-hedj). The location of Ineb-hedj is unknown as no structure or in situ remains of this site 

have been found (Love 2003: 71; Jeffreys 2010: 9–10, 193). Moreover, there is current debate 

about whether this name refers to a building, an area of a larger settlement, a city or even a 

region (Málek 1997: 91). The western fringes of the Nile valley between Abusir and Saqqara 

have been considered a possible location. Materials recovered mainly through core drilling 

and open-cut trenches reveal that an Early Dynastic Period and Old Kingdom settlement or 

settlements probably occurred along the desert escarpment, i.e., north of Saqqara (Giddy & 

Jeffreys 1992: 2, figs 1, 3; 1993: 12, fig. 1; M. Jones 1995: 98; Jeffreys et al. 2001: 15; 

Bunbury in Jeffreys 2004: 11), Saqqara and South Saqqara (Giddy et al. 1990: 12–13; Casey 

1999: 24–25; Qin 2010: 14–16). Additional similar settlements existed in the region of high 

ground on the eastern fringe of the Nile valley (Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 154, figs 4, 5; 

Jeffreys 2008). In fact, pre-dynastic settlements tended to be located at the mouth of wadis, 

from where populations could have easy access to the greener plateaus while being safe from 

high Nile floods (Dufton & Branton 2010).      

With the stabilisation of the Nile regime and the establishment of generally cooler and 

dryer conditions (vide II.3.3, II.3.6), areas of the valley above the level of the annual flood 

became extremely attractive for settlement, while, at the same time, wadis were becoming 

unstable and dangerous washouts were threatening settlements at their mouths (Giddy & 

Jeffreys 1992: 2; Dufton & Branton 2010). With the development of artificial irrigation and 

the demographic growth of the Memphite region, networks of levees, dykes, canals and 

ditches may have been built, as suggested by contemporaneous representations and indirect 

evidence of extensive and artificial basins at the desert edges of the region (Hamdan 1961: 

121–22; Butzer 1976: 41–46; Garbrecht & Bertram 1983; Dreyer & Jaritz 1985; Qin 2010: 

52). 
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A stretch of high ground, coincident with a buried bank of alluvial black clay (vide 

II.3.5), running parallel to the Early Dynastic Period cemetery on the North Saqqara plateau, 

and detected in drill cores and archaeological investigations lying on the valley floor directly 

between the 1st and 2nd Dynasty cemeteries of North Saqqara in the west and Helwan in the 

east (Figure 3), seems to have been one of those areas of high ground during the Early 

Dynastic Period and has been considered to be a strong potential place for a settlement 

(Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 23, figs 4, 5; Giddy et al. 1990: 12–13, figs 1, 2; Giddy & Jeffreys 

1991: 6; 1992: 2–8; 1993: 12–14; Giddy 1994: 194; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 156–57, figs 7– 

9; Jeffreys 1997: 2; 2000: 26; Bunbury in Jeffreys 2004: 11). This is, in fact, an alternative 

location for Ineb-hedj, although areas a little to the north, in Abusir, have been also proposed 

(Málek 1997: 94). Core drillings, resistivity-meter readings and open-cut trenches have 

confirmed that a main area of occupation during the Early Dynastic Period and the early Old 

Kingdom was already detached from the desert escarpment and possibly located to the west or 

northwest of Kom Tuman (Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 23, figs 4, 5; Giddy et al. 1990: 12–13, 

figs 1, 2; Giddy & Jeffreys 1992: 2–8; 1993: 12–14; Giddy 1994: 194; Jeffreys et al. 1997: 3–

4). The settlement might have spread north–south along the western side of this natural ridge, 

bordering a channel to the west (Giddy 1994: 196), with the possibility of this being the same 

channel that bordered the east side of other settlements detected on the desert edges at 

Saqqara and South Saqqara (Casey 1999: 25). Consequently, the area of occupation in the 

valley might have expanded to areas of the valley west, southwest and northwest of Mit 

Rahina (Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 19–23; Giddy et al. 1990: 12; Giddy & Jeffreys 1991: 5–6; 

Love 2003: fig. 3). Thus, it can be hypothesised that the area of the Memphis ruin field is the 

location of at least a pre-dynastic or early dynastic settlement, a ‘proto-Memphis’. It had 

adequate geomorphological conditions (vide II.3.6) and has yielded some Early Dynastic 

Period materials, which, despite some doubts regarding their exact provenance, appear to 

confirm other isolated finds from the same period that have been reported to have been found 

here since the 18th century AD (Giddy et al. 1990: 12, fig. 2; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 154–

55). Moreover, recently it was suggested that the name Ineb-hedj might be connected to the 

natural topography of the region, a visual reference to the cliffs of the Saqqara plateau as seen 

from either the river or the valley, with their limestone and mudstone strata resembling 

courses of masonry (Jeffreys 2003: 9; 2010: 10). 
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III.2.  The capital of the pyramids 

Memphis was the capital of Egypt during the entire Old Kingdom. Lists of kings compiled by 

the Egyptians themselves reveal that the kings of the 3rd to the 8th Dynasties were considered 

Memphite kings (Redford 1986; Kemp 2006: 62–63). Well into the 5th Dynasty, all of the 

known cultural achievements that attest to the grandeur of the Old Kingdom (e.g., royal 

burials, temples dedicated to Ra) were located in the Memphite region (Málek 2003; 

Seidlmayer 2003: 111–12). These monuments, despite being funerary are an indication of the 

probable grandiosity and wealth of Memphis as the capital city of the Old Kingdom.  

Non-funerary structures from the Old Kingdom in Memphis, including royal palaces 

and residential areas, are yet to be found. Nevertheless, possible locations have been 

proposed, as have the urban structure and dimensions of the city. The Memphis ruin field is 

located east of the South Saqqara pyramid complexes (Figure 3), where the pyramid of Pepy I 

is located. Pepy’s pyramid town had the hieroglyphic name Mn-nfr, from which the Greek 

name Men-nefer and the modern name Memphis are derived (Jeffreys 1985: 58; Smith & 

Jeffreys 1986: 88; Giddy 1994: 193; Málek 1997: 93–95). Gardiner (1947: 122) translated 

Mn-nfr as ‘[Pepy is] firm[ly established] and well’, and believed the town was located at the 

foot of Pepy I’s pyramid complex, close to the escarpment but on the valley floor. Through 

similar arguments and based on ceramic finds and sedimentary records, Krol (2007: 284–85; 

CESRAS 2017) suggested that Kom Tuman might also have been settled during the Old 

Kingdom. Following Badawy (1978: 29), he proposed the existence of a palace of Djoser at 

Kom Tuman (located eastwards of Djoser’s mortuary complex), adding that the architectural 

layout of the palace of Apries (TAA; Figure 12 and Map M08 in Appendix VI; vide III.5.3) 

intentionally copied the main features of the Djoser mortuary complex, that 26th Dynasty 

reliefs found in the palace were imitations or copies of sed-festival reliefs in the underground 

galleries of the Djoser’s Pyramid, and finally that the choice of location of the palace of 

Apries was based on an earlier palace of Djoser (Krol 2007: 285–86). In addition, the palace 

of Teti, Djet-isut (a name derived from his own pyramid and pyramid town), was suggested to 

have been located in the area of modern ‛Aziziya (Figure 3), which is directly east of Teti’s 

pyramid (Málek 1997: 93–95).  

In fact, it has been suggested that the location of pyramids and residential palaces were 

closely linked, in the Old Kingdom at least, and moved together in the Memphite region 

(Stadelmann 1981; Málek 1997: 92–95). However, the mechanism of specific distribution and 

whether connected to function, geological conditions, intervisibility between sites motivated 

by religious or architectural factors, political motivations or personal preference, has not been 
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entirely clarified (Jeffreys 2010: 195). Moreover, as mentioned above, the view of Egyptian 

cities, including Memphis, as straggling ribbon developments along abandoned levees and 

active riverbanks, seasonally active under flood conditions but less intensively occupied 

during other times of the year is favoured over the idea of cities as delineated concentrations 

of built-up areas and open spaces moving up and down the valley (Jeffreys 1999: 255; 2010: 

195). Love (2003) reviewed classical accounts, historical records and evidence from 

archaeological work and core drillings, and fundamentally agreed with the view of Memphis 

as a straggling ribbon development on abandoned levees along the western bank of the Nile 

(Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 159; M. Jones 1995: 96–98). Love described Memphis as a 

dynamic urban centre, a long and narrow occupational zone, parallel to the Old Kingdom 

pyramids (Abu Rawash, Giza, Zawyet el-‛Aryan, Abusir, Saqqara, Dahshur and Maidum) and 

constrained by the desert ridge to the west and the Nile to the east (Figures 2 and 3). Thus, the 

Old Kingdom capital could have encompassed the entire Memphite region—Lehner’s ‘capital 

zone’ (1997: 7, 15; 2009)—and not a specific site, despite the changing location of royal 

palaces and royal funerary monuments (Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 151; Love 2003: 79, 81–

82).  

Nevertheless, the Memphis ruin field has traditionally been identified with the location 

of the capital, with the Ptah temple being the city centre, the heart of the social, religious and 

commercial area (Love 2003: 70–71). Its location in relationship with the South Saqqara 

pyramids, the association with their names, as well as the occurrence of contemporary sherds 

and possible high ground in the area of the Memphis ruin field (vide II.3.5, III.1) seem to 

support the hypothesis of an Old Kingdom town core in the valley, perhaps on the Western 

Koms. However, Old Kingdom structures are yet to be found in the Memphis ruin field, and, 

moreover, their occurrence anywhere in the valley is rare—exception is made for the Old 

Kingdom settlement remains detected near Ausim and Abu Rawash (M. Jones 1995)—but 

they may lie underneath Nile alluvium or thick cultural debris (Kemp 1977a: 192–94; Jeffreys 

1985: 28–30, 68; Giddy 1994: 193; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 154, 159; Love 2003: 76–79). 

Other finds have been scarce and essentially composed of sherds, mostly from a restricted 

area of the western mounds (Figure 12, Maps M01 and M02 in Appendix VI): sherds were 

found in pits in a deep basin (c. 18.00m a.s.l.) created by sabākh-digging (FAK) between 

Kom Fakhry and Kom Mit Rahina (Kemp 1976: 26; 1977a: 194; Jeffreys 1985: 28–29); a late 

Old Kingdom relief in a tomb of the First Intermediate Period or early Middle Kingdom 

cemetery (FAC; vide III.3.1) (Jeffreys 1985: fig. 19; Giddy 1994: 193); Old Kingdom sherds 

(RAT; vide III.4.3) in redeposited materials from a nearby site (RAP; vide III.3.2, III.5.2) 
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(Jeffreys 1985: 26, 98); potsherds and some artefacts, including two clay sealings from 

Nyuserra, from recent excavation in the same site (RAT) (Giddy 1994: 193; Bourriau 2010a: 

34; Bourriau & Gallorini 2016: 211); sherds in the west gate of the great Ptah temple 

enclosure (BAA; vide III.4.2, III.4.5) (Giddy & Jeffreys 1993: 12; Jeffreys et al. 1995: 5); 

sherds in the fill of the construction-trench of the south wall of the Ptah temple enclosure 

(RAF) (Jeffreys 1985: 29, 98, figs 16, 17);  sherds in the fill of the foundation compartments 

of the ‘Place of Apis’ (FAG; vide III.5.2) (M. Jones 1990: 144–45); a fragment of a diorite 

bowl, out of context, in the small temple for Ptah (RAB; vide III.4.3) built by Rameses II 

(Anthes 1965: 30); pottery from the 4th to the 6th Dynasties in the Northern Koms in 

secondary contexts, although it has been argued that these came from local layers disturbed 

during extensive building activities in the Late Period (vide III.5.3) (Krol 2007: 284; 

CESRAS 2017). 

Recently some reused blocks also from the Old Kingdom have been identified in 

Ramessid constructions: in the small temple for Ptah (RAB; vide III.4.3), perhaps originally 

from a temple of the 6th Dynasty (Jeffreys et al. 1984: 31); a massive limestone block reused 

in the stairs of the throne dais of the Merenptah’s palace (QAB/QAC; vide III.4.4), which 

probably originated from a temple at Giza (Jeffreys et al. 1986: 13); large basalt and granite 

blocks in the west gate of the great Ptah temple enclosure (BAA; vide III.4.2, III.4.5), perhaps 

originating from pyramids or pyramid temples (Giddy et al. 1990: 4, 7; Giddy & Jeffreys 

1993: 14; Jeffreys et al. 1995: 4–5); several blocks elsewhere in the Memphis ruin field, most 

probably taken from Saqqara (Jeffreys et al. 1986: 13). Still, probably the most notable Old 

Kingdom find was a 4th–6th Dynasty cache of statues and a libation vessel acquired by the 

Cairo Museum in 1888. Petrie (1908: 15; 1909a: 8) identified a large sand bed to the west of 

the Middle Birka (BAL; vide III.4.2), some 150m northeastward of FAK, as its finding spot, 

but that remains uncertain (Jeffreys 1985: 35, 102; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 155). Petrie 

interpreted this as a Ramessid favissa or sacred pit where the pieces were reburied, and he 

further suggested that this marked the position of an Old Kingdom temple.  

All these Old Kingdom finds in and around the Memphis ruin field had been reutilised 

or were found in later contexts (Jeffreys 1985; Giddy 1994: 193; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 

154, 155). They are mostly concentrated in and around Kom Fakhry (Jeffreys 1985: fig. 57). 

In this area, tip-lines in rarely observed sections probably represent some of the earliest intact 

stratigraphy at Memphis and suggest subsequent levelling of the area (Kemp 1976; 1977a: 

194; Smith et al. 1983: 35; Jeffreys 1985: 29). Consequently, an Old Kingdom town on Kom 

Fakhry and Kom Mit Rahina was proposed by Kemp (1976: 26–27; 1977a: 192–94, fig. 7). 
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Figure 12 – Sites and finds in the Memphis ruin field associated with the Old Kingdom (cf. Maps M01 and M02 

in Appendix VI) 
 

The settlement may lie under the First Intermediate Period, Middle Kingdom and New 
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1994: 194). Málek (1997: 94–95) has argued, however, that up to the 6th Dynasty, the Western 

Koms were a separate part of the city, a modest early dynastic religious site dedicated to Ptah, 

which was gradually transformed into the new city’s main temple by successive Old Kingdom 

kings. A settlement of priests and employees of the temple may have grown in its vicinity, but 

he argues that this was not a quarter of Memphis, which was located instead on the eastern 

fringes of the valley in the area of Abusir. 

The possible shift of the main nucleus of the settlement from the western escarpment 

(vide III.1) to the koms of the Memphis ruin field during the Old Kingdom may have been 

caused by environmental factors, particularly increasing sand fluxes from the western deserts 

(vide II.3.3, II.3.6) (Giddy & Jeffreys 1992: 2, 5, fig. 3; 1993: 12–14; Jeffreys et al. 1995: 1, 
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4; 2001: 14; M. Jones 1995: 91, 94, 96; Málek 1997: 95). However, the evidence does not 

confirm whether any palace, any central administrative building or even an early central part 

of the city of Memphis was located on Kom Mit Rahina, Kom Fakhry or Kom Tuman. But, as 

outlined in this section, it appears that, at least from the 6th Dynasty onwards, the area of Mit 

Rahina probably became fully identified both as a central part of the capital city and with the 

toponym Memphis. If this is the case, royal buildings, structures for the social elite, for the 

administration and for cultural institutions probably existed in these surroundings (Seidlmayer 

2003: 111). The cult of Ptah, the chief local deity in Memphis, was probably already 

operating in this area (Málek 1997; Quirke 2001: 88–90), and the main religious installations 

of the state were located in the vicinity: the cults of the deceased kings in the pyramid 

complexes, and the cult of the sun-god Ra in Tell Hisn (Heliopolis) (Silverman 1991: 72–73; 

Quirke 2001: 84–85; Málek 2003: 86, 104). A close-knit relationship between the city, 

Memphis, and the necropolis, Saqqara, probably existed, representing an active and 

functioning economic, political and religious unit, working as a whole (Giddy 1994: 197). 

Regardless of the lack of remains, the monumentality of the Memphite funerary monuments 

was probably also reflected in buildings for the living. They would also have been an 

important way of expressing the ideology of the state and the power of the kings, and, 

Memphis and its architecture would also have been a monumental demonstration of the 

development, growth and wealthy of the stable Egyptian Old Kingdom state (Kemp 2006: 

107–10).  

 

III.3.  The shrouding of Memphis (from the Old Kingdom to the New Kingdom) 

III.3.1.  The First Intermediate Period 

At the advent of the 9th/10th Dynasty, Memphis was substituted by Ihnasya el-Medina as the 

capital of Lower Egypt. Despite the divisions in the country, the Memphite region continued 

to be a part of the core area under the control of these kings. Some of these kings may have 

even built pyramids in the Memphite necropoleis, as suggested by references in inscriptions 

and stelae to a Merykara’s pyramid at Saqqara (Lehner 1997: 165; Seidlmayer 2003: 128). 

However, none of these monuments have yet been securely identified, perhaps because they 

were modest buildings, similar to the mastaba-tombs of the First Intermediate Period 

identified in the region, which revealed very conservative style and diminutive size 

(Seidlmayer 2003: 128–30). 
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 In this regard, the few finds of this period in the Memphis ruin field have not added 

significantly to our knowledge. The First Intermediate Period and early Middle Kingdom 

cemetery (FAC) found at Kom Fakhry (Figure 13 and Map M03 in Appendix VI) is the 

earliest in situ find at the ruin field to date (Lilyquist 1974; Kemp 1976; Smith et al. 1983: 35, 

figs 4, 5; Jeffreys 1985: 29, 68, fig. 19; Giddy 2012: 4). This cemetery revealed that funerary 

and religious activities were maintained and that the construction of private burials did not 

cease at Memphis. Moreover, it confirmed that Kom Fakhry was part of the city during these 

periods (Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 154).  

Although much was changing in the rest of the country, at Memphis the traditions of the 

Old Kingdom were apparently not forgotten, due to the endurance of local artistic, cultural 

and religious institutions. Some of these possibly contributed to the maintenance of a socio-

economic balance in the city, particularly religious institutions with their own resources and 

estates, such as the royal burial complexes and temples connected to the cult of the deceased 

kings (Daoud 2000; Málek 2000). Moreover, excavations and pottery remains have revealed 

that these cults were active and that private tombs were still being constructed well into the 

13th Dynasty (Bourriau 2003: 184–85; Baba & Yoshimura 2011). This supported permanent 

communities of artists and builders, and, consequently, centres of both knowledge and 

learning. However, the socio-economic structure of Memphis undoubtedly changed, as shown 

by the transformation of the social profiles of the occupants of local cemeteries (Martin 1991: 

26; Daoud 2000: 204–6; Málek 2000: 254–58; Seidlmayer 2003: 130). Memphis probably 

became not dissimilar to other provincial cities in Egypt.  

 

III.3.2.  The Middle Kingdom 

The 11th Dynasty maintained its capital in its home city, Thebes. However, Amenemhat I 

established a new capital, Amenemhat-itj-tawy (known simply as Itjtawy), in the area of el-

Lisht and close to the Faiyum region (Callender 2003: 146–48), not far from the capital of his 

predecessors of the 9th/10th Dynasty. Memphis did not regain its status as the capital but some 

royal burials were again made in the Memphite necropolis of Dahshur (Figure 3): Amenemhat 

II, Senusret III, Amenemhat III, Hor (Málek 2000: 244; Callender 2003: 152, 156, 157, 160). 

Several blocks of the 12th Dynasty were found in the Memphis ruin field (Figure 13 and 

Maps M03, M04 and M05 in Appendix VI). A large inscribed lintel and a door jamb of 

Amenemhat III were found by Petrie (Petrie et al. 1913: 32) lying to the south of the Ptah 

temple enclosure’s proposed north gate (BAT; vide III.4.2), but these had possibly been 

reused in later constructions (Anthes 1965: 41; Jeffreys 1985: 37, 103; 2010: 8). On the west 
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side of the Middle Birka, another 12th Dynasty inscription, possibly of Amenemhat II and 

from a temple to Ptah, was found reused as part of a pedestal of a statue of Rameses II at the 

west gate of the Ptah temple enclosure (BAA; vide III.4.2, III.4.5), while a smaller and much 

defaced piece of the same inscription was found in front of the same pylon (Petrie 1909a: 6–7; 

Farag 1980; Posener 1982; Jeffreys 1985: 35, 102, figs 22, 23; Málek & Quirke 1992; Giddy 

& Jeffreys 1993: 16, fig. 5; Giddy 2012: 5–6). In Kom Nawa (NAD), other blocks bore the 

name of Amenemhat II; these were observed by Lepsius (1849: I.9; 1897: 203), who claimed 

they had belonged to a temple of this king, and by Petrie (1909a: 4), who inferred that they 

were reused in a later building (Figures 18 and 19). The SoM (Jeffreys 1985: 39–40, fig. 54; 

2010: 8; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 6) detected in the same area a much eroded cartouche of the 

same king, possibly on one of the blocks observed by Lepsius and Petrie, mixed with several 

granite blocks in an extremely disturbed state. If these blocks indeed belonged to a temple of 

Amenemhat II, they could have been taken from other areas of the Memphis ruin field (vide 

V.5.2). In Kom Tuman, Middle Kingdom sherds were found in upper contaminated layers 

(CESRAS 2017) while pre-New Kingdom pottery was reported in the area of the palace of 

Apries (TAA; vide III.5.3) (Lopes 2010; 2012: 135; 2013: 37). 

At Kom Fakhry, immediately to the east of the First Intermediate Period and early 

Middle Kingdom cemetery (FAC) referred to above, and facing its east frontage, two phases 

of a Middle Kingdom settlement (FAD) were excavated (Kemp 1976: 25; Smith et al. 1983: 

35, 40, figs 4, 5; Jeffreys 1985: 29, 68, fig. 20; 1996: 287; Gaballa 1991; Giddy 2012: 4–5): 

the earlier phase revealed a kiln built against the east wall of the cemetery (the kiln cut into 

tombs superstructures, suggesting that the deceased were no longer being venerated); the later 

phase showed the presence of houses of some extension built along a broad corridor leading 

to a sizeable open court with large rooms arranged around it; tip lines on the north side of the 

excavation and falling away sharply to the north apparently represent the destruction of both 

cemetery and settlement phases.  

In Kom Rabi‛, some 150m southeastwards of those structures, sherds from the Middle 

Kingdom were detected in pits and on the surface (RAP), and in nearby redeposited materials 

(RAT; vide II.2, III.4.3, III.5.2), in the latter in high proportions (Kemp 1977a: 194; Jeffreys 

1985: 26, 98). Excavations in RAT (vide III.3.3, III.4.1, III.4.3), revealed 8 levels of 

occupation, of which the earliest ones (levels VI–VIII) were of late Middle Kingdom age, 

probably 13th Dynasty (Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 17–18, figs 1–3; Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: 2–8, 

fig. 5; Giddy & Jeffreys 1991: 1–4, fig. 1; Giddy et al. 1996: 2; Giddy 1999: 2–3; 2012: 2, 6–

7, 185–205; Jeffreys 2006: 137; Bourriau & Gallorini 2016: 1–2, 207–12). These comprised 
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large house or room units with a domestic character, showing several rebuilding phases and 

variations, but all maintaining a general orientation and layout through the three levels, clearly 

terraced, with a pronounced ground level fall towards the east. These terraces were bounded 

on their east by a wide ‘boundary wall’, which seems to continue towards the north. This wall 

was detected further north (FAM, FAO) in a resistivity-meter survey (Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 

17–18, figs 1–3), and has similar orientation to both the Middle Kingdom structures in RAT, 

including the ‘boundary wall’, and the previously described First Intermediate Period/Middle 

Kingdom structures (FAC, FAD) on Kom Fakhry. To the east of the wall, the ground level 

fell away markedly.   

The stratigraphy reported by Kemp and the field observations made by the SoM were 

assumed to indicate large-scale soil displacements carried out until recently, resulting in a 

ground level reduction of 5m or more, at least over a large area of Kom Rabi‛. In contrast, 

towards the east, New Kingdom structures were founded in clean silts (vide III.4.5), which led 

Jeffreys (1985: 26, 51; 1986: 2, 9; 2006: 1, 137–38; 2010: 194) to suggest a channel running  

 

 
Figure 13 – Sites and finds in the Memphis ruin field associated with the First Intermediate Period (red), Middle 

Kingdom (orange) and Second Intermediate Period (yellow) (cf. Maps M03, M04 and M05 in Appendix VI) 
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through the Middle Birka during the Middle Kingdom, with its riverfront lying either where 

the west wall of the Ptah temple was subsequently built or where the ‘boundary wall’ was 

detected (vide III.4.5, Maps M03, M04 and M05 in Appendix VI). The results of the 

excavations in RAT seem to support this hypothesis. Apart from the slope detected in the late 

Middle Kingdom settlement, these remains were buried beneath a mass of collapsed debris 

composed of eroded mud-brick rubble, lumpy silt and sandy dust, covered in turn by a 

sequence of spreads of coarse aeolian sand (with thin lenses of finer sand) and gritty silt, 

particularly visible in the eastern reaches of the site (Giddy 1999: 2–3; Jeffreys 2006: 30, 36, 

67). These washes were interpreted as possibly being the result of exceptionally high floods 

which led to the destruction of a wall immediately to the east and consequent gradual 

abandonment of this site (Jeffreys et al. 1987: 16; Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 17–18, figs 1–3; 

Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: 2, 7, fig. 5; Giddy 1994: 191; 1999: 3; 2012: 2, 6–7, 201–2; Jeffreys 

2006: 30, 34, 36, 137). However, there is no consensus about the precise timing of these high 

floods, with possibilities ranging either from the late 12th/early 13th Dynasties (Giddy 2012: 

201–2) or from the second half of the 13th Dynasty (Giddy 1999: 3; Bourriau & Gallorini 

2016: 212).  

With the exception of the reused blocks at Kom Nawa and the sherds at Kom Tuman, 

all First Intermediate Period and Middle Kingdom finds are concentrated on the Western 

Koms or in the west half of the Middle Birka, as were the Old Kingdom finds. These locations 

and the level discrepancies between those finds and later ones (located mainly to the east; vide 

III.4.5) (Kemp 1976; 1977a: 192–94; Smith et al. 1983: 40, fig. 5; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 10; 

Jeffreys et al. 1986: 9, fig. 2; 1987: 12; Jeffreys 2006: 1) led Kemp (1977a: 194–95) and 

Jeffreys (1985: 51; 2006: 137–38) to suggest that the Middle Kingdom and early New 

Kingdom nucleus of the town was located at the west of Kom Rabi‛ and Kom Fakhry and that 

the ground on the Western Koms was higher than today. The possibility of an original pre-

New Kingdom temple for Ptah on Kom Fakhry was raised, perhaps to the west or northwest 

of the west gate of the Ptah temple enclosure (BAA; vide III.4.1, III.4.2, III.4.5), and almost 

certainly dismantled either before or during the early New Kingdom (Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 

29; Giddy & Jeffreys 1993: 16; Málek 1997: 95; Jeffreys 2006: 29; 2010: 8; Giddy 2012: 6). 

Recently, Krol (2007: 285; CESRAS 2017) argued that, following earlier settlement (vide 

III.2), Kom Tuman was also occupied in those periods (vide III.4.5). It is possible that parts of 

Memphis that were previously unoccupied were being urbanised during the Middle Kingdom, 

at least during the 13th Dynasty, in a planned way over new land naturally reclaimed to the 

east of the old city (Giddy 2012: 204). The Eastern Koms may have been an island (Jeffreys 
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2010: 194), but no evidence has yet been found that shows occupation during the Middle 

Kingdom. 

 

III.3.3.  The Second Intermediate Period 

Memphis was under the control of the 15th Dynasty kings during the Second Intermediate 

Period (Ryholt 1997: 132–37; Bourriau 2003: 182–85). The study of pottery, mostly from 

cemeteries, from both the Memphite and el-Lisht regions reveals a predominant Egyptian 

culture and an unbroken cultural development from the 13th Dynasty to the end of the Second 

Intermediate Period (D. Arnold 1982; Bourriau 1997; 2003: 182–87; 2010b: 13–22; Bader 

2008). Despite some evidence of statues’ usurpation (Ryholt 1997: 133–34), evidence of 

destruction and looting by the Hyksos, as described in later Egyptian texts (Waddell 1940: 

77–91; Ryholt 1997: 145–48), is rare (Bourriau 2003: 183; Bader 2008: 216). Apart from the 

apparent partial abandonment of the cult of the deceased kings (D. Arnold 1982), it appears 

that socio-economic and cultural patterns in Memphis evolved but were not significantly 

affected by any sudden breaks until the beginning of the New Kingdom (Bourriau 1997: 163, 

165–66; 2003: 184–87). The funerary stela of Horemkhauef (Hayes 1947: 10–11) suggests 

that cultural institutions of the Middle Kingdom in the regions of el-Lisht and Memphis 

continued their function. During the kingship of Apepi there are indications of a revival of 

Egyptian scribal traditions—seen, for instance, in the copy of the Rhind Mathematical 

Papyrus and references to important scribes on palettes, stelae and other objects (Bourriau 

1997: 160; 2003: 180–82; Bader 2008: 206–7)—such practices were indispensable for 

controlling the complex Egyptian bureaucracy. Thus, the Hyksos probably had access to and 

were taking care of the cultural institutions in Memphis, including the temple of Ptah, its 

centres of scribal learning and their archives (Bourriau 1997: 160; 2003: 186–87).  

There are no references to royal monumental or funerary architecture in Memphis from 

the 15th Dynasty, but any such building might have been destroyed by Ahmose’s widespread 

demolition of Hyksos monuments and cities, or might have been later dismantled for reuse of 

materials: blocks of stone carrying the names of 15th Dynasty rulers were found in New 

Kingdom buildings in areas supposedly never controlled by the Hyksos (Bourriau 2003: 183–

84). In fact, strata from the 13th Dynasty at Memphis are followed by a sequence of sandy 

deposits (RAT; vide III.3.2, III.4.1; III.4.3), in which no permanent structures were built and 

with increasing quantities of Upper Egyptian ceramic types dating to the very beginning of 

the 18th Dynasty (Jeffreys et al. 1987: 16–17; Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 17, fig. 3; Jeffreys & 

Giddy 1989: 2, fig. 5).  
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At Kom Rabi‛ (RAT; Figure 13 and Map M05 in Appendix VI), level VI reveals 

continuous activity from the late Middle Kingdom to the Second Intermediate Period, with its 

last stage being represented by collapsed mud-brick debris and silt washes (vide III.3.2). 

Above this was a blanket of sand deposits (level V) which effectively sealed off earlier 

structures from the New Kingdom levels (vide III.4.1) built directly on top of these sands 

(Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 17, fig. 3; Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: fig. 5; Giddy 1999: 2–3; 2012: 2; 

Jeffreys 2006: 30–36; Bourriau & Gallorini 2016: 210). It remains uncertain whether the sand 

spreads were deposited during the Second Intermediate Period, or whether they were 

associated with filling and levelling operations in preparation for New Kingdom construction 

activity (Giddy 1999: 3; 2012: 2, 205; Jeffreys 2006: 32, 36). Particle-size analysis and 

stratigraphy suggest that the deposit was of mixed origin, and that it does not represent a 

single, short-term event, but rather may be fluvial sediments reworked locally and transported 

by the action of wind. However, it is also possible that these sands were laid down artificially 

(Jeffreys 2006: 30–31, 36, 67). If the sand represents reworked fluvial sediments, this would 

mean that they represent a period of some decades (Jeffreys 2006: 32). Moreover, the pottery 

content suggests that level V represents a relatively short duration period of transition and 

instability during the very late Second Intermediate Period, the time of the conquest of Tell el-

Dab‛a (Avaris) by Ahmose and the establishment of the 18th Dynasty at Memphis (Jeffreys 

2006: 32; Bourriau 2010a: 5, 33). This sand level marks a break in ceramic styles and in the 

continuity of the site’s occupation (Jeffreys 2006: 32; Bourriau 2010a: 33; 2010b: 13). The 

sand seems to be contemporaneous with or to just post-date a period when an at least partial 

abandonment of the city may have occurred, corresponding to a perceived hiatus in the use of 

the Memphite necropolis, and probably extensive appropriation and removal of Memphite 

monuments after the end of the 13th Dynasty (Ryholt 1997: 79–84, 133–34, 145–46; Jeffreys 

2006: 36, 137).  

As Jeffreys (2006: 137–38) observes, the evidence for a series of major alluvial 

episodes over a period of several decades encourages us to question whether these, as much as 

any political factor, contributed to the discontinuity observed between the Middle Kingdom 

and the 18th Dynasty (vide III.3.3, III.4.1), not only in Memphis, but also at all the adjacent 

cemetery sites on both sides of the valley. Even a partial and relatively short-term 

depopulation would have significantly affected collective ability to maintain the city’s river 

defences, and areas close to the river such as RAT will have been particularly vulnerable 

(Jeffreys 2006: 137). Several textual records describe the conflicts and great destruction 

leading up to the definitive conquest of the region by Ahmose, but no direct evidence of this 
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destruction has yet been found (Bourriau 2003: 197–203): Ahmose’s strategy appears to have 

been to bypass Memphis and take Tell Hisn (Heliopolis) directly, and thus the city probably 

suffered little. It was probably in the interest of both contenders to control the city but to 

neither to destroy it or affect its cultural institutions. In this regard, (as shown by the material 

culture recovered in Memphis) the Theban conquerors had more cultural affinities with the 

local population than the Hyksos rulers. 

 

III.4.  New Kingdom Memphis 

III.4.1.  The administrative centre of the 18th Dynasty 

After the reunification of the country at the hands of Ahmose, the 18th Dynasty kings moved 

the seat of government back to Memphis (van Dijk 1988: 41; 2003: 266; Kemp 2006: 264, 

272), and the city once more became the capital and administrative centre of Egypt for most 

of the 18th Dynasty (van Dijk 1988: 38, 40; Martin 1991: 28, 195; 2000: 119–20). 

 In the Memphis ruin field (Figure 14 and Map M06 in Appendix VI), early–mid 18th 

Dynasty occupation (level IV at RAT) was distinguished on the basis of ceramic evidence and 

small finds (Jeffreys et al. 1987: 15–17; Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 17; Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: 

7, fig. 5; Giddy et al. 1990: 14; Bourriau & Nicholson 1992; Giddy & Jeffreys 1993: 11–12; 

Giddy 1999: 2–3; 2012: 2; Jeffreys 2006: 27–30, 67; Bourriau 2010a: 5, 65). This level lay 

directly over a blanket of sands (level V) which may represent either the transition from the 

Second Intermediate Period to the 18th Dynasty at Memphis or slightly later filling and 

levelling operations in preparation for New Kingdom constructions (vide III.3.3). The overall 

orientation and layout of these 18th Dynasty installations (level IV)—possibly partly planned 

and determined by temple foundations to the east and northeast—determined the overall 

orientation and layout of later constructions (vide III.4.3) but were markedly different from 

those of Middle Kingdom (vide III.3.2) (Giddy 1999: 2–3; 2012: 2; Jeffreys 2006: 27–28, 32, 

67, 137–38). Profound changes from the earlier levels were also detected in the ceramic 

repertoire (Bourriau 2010a: 65, 415). Level III has been well-dated by several objects with 

royal names and associated ceramic corpus to the mid–late 18th Dynasty, revealing house 

units, street patterns and—confirming the impression of earlier levels (vide III.3.2)—a clear 

west to east slope across the settlement as a whole (Jeffreys et al. 1987: 15–17; Giddy 1999: 

1–3; 2012: 2–3; Jeffreys 2006: 24–27, 138; Bourriau 2010a: 6, 139, 179). These houses seem 

to have accommodated a largely artisan community who undertook mainly domestic 

activities, particularly food preparation and consumption but also household crafts, and who 
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were dependent on neighbouring, but segregated and separated, larger town houses inhabited 

by members of the Ptah temple priesthood (Giddy 1999: 3, 10; Jeffreys 2006: 67, 137). 

 Instead of resettlement following a hiatus during the Hyksos–Theban wars (Bryan 2003: 

209), this archaeological record probably represents the transformation of some aspects of the 

city (Bourriau 2003: 184), perhaps deliberate dumping and levelling of either fine water-borne 

or aeolian sand following natural events during the Middle Kingdom (vide III.3.2) and in 

preparation for the installation of New Kingdom buildings (Giddy 1994: 191; Jeffreys 2006: 

32–36, 138). Ahmose might have wanted to transform the city in his image, thus making a 

statement that he was king of the old and venerated capital of the previous great kings and the  

 

 
Figure 14 – Sites and finds in the Memphis ruin field associated with the New Kingdom (cf. Map M06 in 

Appendix VI) 
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ruler of a reunified Egypt. Yet, the only evidence for Ahmose in the Memphis ruin field, was 

a reused block found at the centre of the Middle Birka (BAC; vide below in the text; Figure 

15 and Map M06 in Appendix VI) (Petrie et al. 1910: 39; Jeffreys 1985: 37). As in other 

cities with gods and temples which flourished during the Middle Kingdom, Ahmose may have 

built in Memphis to honour Ptah (Bryan 2003: 209). The development and recovery of the 

importance of the Memphite region is confirmed by the increase of burial activities at Saqqara 

after a hiatus from the late 13th Dynasty for which, to date, only one isolated intact burial has 

been found (van Dijk 1988: 39–40; Martin 1991: 26; Bourriau 2003: 184–85; Bryan 2003: 

211–12). The wealth and number of high officials’ burials increased further after the time of 

Hatshepsut (Zivie 1988; Martin 1991: 38–41; Raven 2000: 134–36; van Dijk 2003: 279–81). 

Above the sands in RAT (vide above), two similar construction levels were dated from 

the early to the late 18th Dynasty, from in situ dated pottery, scarabs and amulets of Thutmose 

I, Thutmose III, Amenhotep II and ring-bezels of Amenhotep III, Tutankhamun and 

Horemheb (Jeffreys et al. 1986: 7; 1987: 14–17; Giddy et al. 1990: 14; Bourriau & Nicholson 

1992; Giddy & Jeffreys 1993: 11–12). Other finds in the Memphis ruin field suggest 

increasing activities during the mid- and late 18th Dynasty, especially in the area of the Middle 

Birka. An alabaster jar fragment of Queen Hatshepsut has been found (Bryan 2003: 230). An 

uninscribed colossal Egyptian alabaster sphinx (QAS; Figure 15) has been also associated 

with the 18th Dynasty, particularly with Hatshepsut (Anthes 1965: 42–43; Jeffreys 1985: 21), 

but its date is uncertain and the sphinx may have been resited by a Ramessid king (vide 

III.4.3). A stela of Amenhotep II was found reused in the tomb of the high priest Sheshonq 

(RAB; vide III.5.1) (Badawi 1943; 1957; El-Amir 1946: 56–58; Jeffreys 1985: 70–71, fig. 

26). From the reigns of Thutmose I and Thutmose IV, many votive stelae and pieces of 

statuary were recovered from the foundations of the Ramessid west gate of the great Ptah 

temple enclosure (BAA; vide III.4.2, III.4.5) (Petrie 1909a: 7–8; Smith et al. 1983: 42). On 

the western approach to this gate, probably dating to Thutmose IV, a foundation deposit was 

found associated with both a north–south brick wall and a nearby basalt statue-pedestal 

(Daressy 1902a: 23, 25; Petrie 1909a: 8; Jeffreys 1985: 34, 69, fig. 23). In the pylon of the 

same gate, blocks with inscriptions from kings of the late 18th Dynasty and one from the el-

‛Amarna period have been found reused (de Morgan 1897; Petrie 1909a: 9; Jeffreys 1985: 35, 

69, fig. 23; 2010: 189–90; Giddy et al. 1990: 4; Jeffreys et al. 1995: 5). 

Several blocks associated with Amenhotep III were also detected. Quartzite blocks were 

found in the central areas of the Middle Birka (BAC; Figure 15 and Map M06 in Appendix 

VI), together with a block of Ahmose (Petrie et al. 1910: 39; Jeffreys 1985: 37; 2010: 144). 
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Jeffreys has suggested that they were probably reused and were simply concentrated in two 

distinct areas, although Petrie described them as being in standing walls from an ‘axial 

sanctuary’. In another area, that of the later ‘Place of Apis’ (FAG; vide III.4.2, III.5.1, III.5.2, 

III.6.1), some blocks were found and might originally have been of Amenhotep III date given 

their similarity, according to Michael Jones (Jeffreys 1985: 43, 105), to an inscribed 

embalming table from this reign found in Kom Tuman (TAP; vide below). A reused limestone 

fragment bearing the prenomen of Amenhotep III was also found at Kom Nawa (NAE; vide 

III.4.4) (Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 6). Blocks from both Amenhotep III and Amenhotep IV were 

used in the construction of the Rameses II’s small temple for Ptah (RAB; vide III.4.3; Figure 

15 and Map M06 in Appendix VI) to the southwest of the Middle Birka (Anthes 1965: 5; 

Jacquet 1965: 58; Jeffreys et al. 1984: 31; 1997: 5–6; 1998: 6; 2001: 15; Jeffreys 1985: 72, 

102; Giddy et al. 1996: 2–3; Johnson 1998: 65). In the pylon of this temple (RAC), an el-

‛Amarna-style block was reused in a later infill (Anthes 1965: 65; Jeffreys et al. 1984: 31; 

Jeffreys 1985: 72). Also from the el-‛Amarna period, Joseph Hekekyan reported blocks 

presenting cartouches with either the early (BAO) or the late (BAF; vide III.4.2) form of the 

Aten at the centre of the Middle Birka (Jeffreys 1985: 36, 103; 2010: 145, 169–73; Smith & 

Jeffreys 1985: 9; Pasquali 2011). 

Johnson (1998: 65) has connected the finds related to Amenhotep III to ‘Nebmaatra-

United-with-Ptah’, a great temple built in Memphis and described in an autobiographical 

inscription on a statue of the official responsible for its construction as being built on arable 

land (Morkot 1990: 325–35). In fact, the blocks that were studied by Johnson and reused in 

the small temple for Ptah built by Rameses II (RAB) possibly originated from a dismantled 

barque sanctuary dedicated to Ptah-Seker either built or renovated by Amenhotep III. 

Therefore, despite the absence of conclusive finds to date, it is possible that such a major 

temple existed in the Middle Birka during the 18th Dynasty (É. Brugsch 1893; Petrie 1909a: 7; 

Petrie et al. 1910: 39; Giddy et al. 1996: 3; Jeffreys et al. 1997: 5–6; 1998: 6; 2000: 11–12; 

Gallorini et al. 1999: 5; Jeffreys 2010: 190). The occurrence of embalming tables possibly 

dating to Amenhotep III’s kingship in the southwest quadrant of the Middle Birka (Figure 15 

and Map M06 in Appendix VI), specifically in the area of the later ‘Place of Apis’ (FAG; vide 

III.4.2, III.5.1, III.5.2, III.6.1), is also suggestive. This site would subsequently become 

associated with Apis cults, which may thus have begun here during the 18th Dynasty; note that 

Amenhotep III was associated with the first known Apis bull burial in the Serapeum in 

Saqqara (Mariette 1857: 8–11; Bryan 2003: 257; Kemp 2006: 374). If the sphinx described 
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above was indeed erected by Queen Hatshepsut, it is one of the earliest indications of the 

existence of a temple in the Middle Birka.  

All the blocks that support the possibility of a 18th Dynasty temple in the Middle Birka 

were reused or relocated, and thus provide no clues regarding its precise location or 

configuration. Although these finds might have been brought from disparate locations during 

later activities, they suggest the presence of late 18th Dynasty monuments in the Middle Birka 

and a settlement expanding eastwards into an area free from prior constructions (Kemp 1977a: 

194–95; Jeffreys 1985: 51; 2010: 194; Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 29; Giddy 1994: 191; Qin 

2010: 43–44) (vide Maps M05 and M06 in Appendix VI). 

More 18th Dynasty finds were located on the Northern Koms of the Memphis ruin field 

(Jeffreys 1985: 43). At Kom Tuman (Figure 14 and Map M06 in Appendix VI), blue-painted 

sherds in the fill of the compartments of the Apries’s palace foundations (TAA; vide III.5.3) 

were noted by Petrie (1910: 40) and Kemp (1977b: 103). A large amount of New Kingdom 

pottery, and some even earlier material, in the area of the same building were recently 

reported (Lopes 2010; 2012: 135; 2013: 37). More blue-painted potsherds, although 

redeposited in much later layers, were detected in other areas of Kom Tuman (Krol 2007: 

283). An embalming table inscribed for Amenhotep, steward of Memphis in the time of 

Amenhotep III (TAP), was found ‘south of the ruins of Apries’s palace’ (Habachi 1967). A 

cylinder seal of Thutmose III (Chassinat 1911) and an offering table of Thutmose IV 

(Gauthier 1910: 201) probably also came from Kom Tuman (TAP), but their specific origin is 

unknown (perhaps found in ‛Aziziya instead; Figure 3) (Jeffreys 1985: 106).  

The reused blocks from the el-‛Amarna period, referred to above, suggest that 

Akhenaten constructed, or made transformations to, buildings in the Memphis ruin field, 

hypothetically in the Middle Birka, or, as Málek (1997: 98–99) suggested, in Kom Qala‛a. It 

is unclear what happened to the civil administration during his kingship but Memphis 

probably retained its position as administrative centre for the country, despite el-‛Amarna 

being the capital city of Akhenaten (Martin 1991: 30; van Dijk 2003: 278–79). After the el-

‛Amarna period, the court returned to Memphis under Tutankhamun (van Dijk 1988: 38, 45) 

but very little has been found in the Memphis ruin field relating to the last kings of the 18th 

Dynasty. However, from this time onwards and during the following dynasties, high officials 

were buried at Saqqara where Horemheb built a magnificent pre-royal tomb (van Dijk 1988; 

Zivie 1988; Martin 1989; 1991; Raven 2000: 134–36).  
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III.4.2.  The Ramessid Middle Birka 

The 19th Dynasty had its roots in the eastern delta and Rameses II constructed a new residence 

and capital in Qantir (Piramesse), on the outskirts of Tell el-Dab‛a (Avaris) (Bietak 1981; van 

Dijk 2003: 286–87, 292). The religious importance of Thebes and Amun-Ra was kept, and the 

kings of the 19th and 20th Dynasties kept the tradition of building mortuary monuments in this 

city (Assmann 1995; van Dijk 2003: 287, 291, 295, 298–301; Kemp 2006: 262–76). Qantir 

remained the capital until the end of the 20th Dynasty, but the gradual silting-up of its harbour, 

particularly after the reign of Rameses III, diminished the economic and strategic importance 

of Qantir and Tell el-Dab‛a, contributing to the power decline of the last kings of the 20th 

Dynasty (Bietak 1981; van Dijk 2003: 298, 302). 

 Despite the relevance of the Delta during the Ramessid Period, the early 19th Dynasty 

kings in particular paid great attention to Memphis. Surviving monuments confirm that by the 

19th Dynasty the Middle Birka was an important part of the urban structure of Memphis 

(Figure 15 and Map M06 in Appendix VI). In its southwestern quadrant, Sety I built a small 

chapel (RAD; vide III.5.1), which housed 3 statues, namely a central figure of Ptah seated and 

two flanking figures of the deities of Memphis personified, alongside a large limestone cult-

model of the ‘Memphite Tower’ representing the hearing wall of Ptah (Desroches-Noblecourt 

1949: 14–17; Perkins 1949: 41; Leclant 1951: 345–46; Habachi in Anthes 1959: 4–5; Habachi 

1965: 60; Berlandini 1984; Jeffreys 1985: 22, 73–74, fig. 37; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 10). The 

chapel was recently restored and raised c. 1.5m (Jeffreys 1985: 73–74) above its floor original 

floor level of c. 19.50m a.s.l. Nearby and northwards, columns from a building of Rameses II, 

paving, and a block of alabaster with a dedication from the same king to Apis, were reported 

by Petrie (1909a: 10, 12–13, pl. XXX; Jeffreys 1985: fig. 25) and by Dimick (1959a: 75–76, 

78, pl. 44). The block of alabaster, together with adjacent ones of Sheshonq I (FAH; vide 

III.5.1), were reused in later buildings, but, as pointed out by Dimick (1959a: 75–76), provide 

the earliest dating for a possible Ramessid structure related to the Apis bull, which preceded 

later constructions (FAG; vide III.5.1, III.5.2, III.6.1). A concentration of alabaster items, all 

inscribed with texts dedicated to Apis, some naming either the ‘Living Apis’ or ‘Osiris-Apis’, 

none of which are found elsewhere in Memphis, led Michael Jones (1990: 143) to propose a 

continuous cult of Apis in this area from the reign of Rameses II. However, as mentioned 

above (vide III.4.1), it is possible that these cults began here during the reign of Amenhotep 

III. 

Despite the possible occurrence of an earlier temple at the centre of the Middle Birka 

(vide III.4.1), the earliest in situ finds related to such a monument are from the 19th Dynasty.  
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Figure 15 – Sites and finds in the Middle Birka, and its surroundings, associated with the New Kingdom (cf. 

Map M06 in Appendix VI)  
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(KAA, KAB; vide III.5.2, III.6.1), he found an ‘altar’ comprising an oblong table supporting 

five cylindrical ‘vases’, courses of limestone paving, brick walling, loose blocks, fragments of 

basins and large dumps of limestone chippings (Jeffreys 1985: 38, 75–76, fig. 45; 2010: 157–

62; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 6, 9). These might correspond to ‘the lower parts of a building of 

Rameses II’ discovered by Auguste Mariette (Maspero 1889: 8, pls 31, 32; Jeffreys 2010: 

184–85). Others finds from the Middle Birka possibly attributed to the 19th Dynasty include 

reused blocks bearing the cartouche of a Ramessid king incorporated in an apsidal building 

(QAG; vide III.6.1) (Jeffreys 1985: 20, 64, fig. 14).  

Unfortunately, the central area of the Middle Birka has not been significantly explored, 

apart from the excavations of Joseph Hekekyan in the 19th century (Jeffreys 1985: fig. 7); thus 

there is no further evidence for the possible occurrence of a temple in this area. Today, due to 

urban expansion in the Middle Birka, most of these sites have disappeared, finds have been 

moved to other places, and their context has been destroyed (Jeffreys 1985: 33–38; 2010: 93–

94). 

Indirect evidence from other locations in the Middle Birka support the existence of 

either a temple or a religious complex in the area during the early 19th Dynasty. The walls of 

the great Ptah temple enclosure, which are probably of late Ptolemaic/Roman date (vide 

III.6.1), were probably a rebuilding of an earlier enclosure, given their connection to pre-

Ptolemaic finds and its general shape in relation to New Kingdom monuments (Figure 15 and 

Map M06 in Appendix VI). This is certainly the case for the west gate (BAA) of the 

enclosure, which included a pylon and a hypostyle, and is located at the west end of the east–

west axis of the Middle Birka (Maspero 1889: 7–8; É. Brugsch 1893: 24; de Morgan 1894; 

1897; Daressy 1902a; Petrie 1909a: 5–10; Haeny 1970: 68; Jeffreys et al. 1984: 25; 1995: 4–

6, fig. 2; Jeffreys 1985: 34–35, 69, figs 22–24; 2010: 127–34, 189–90; Jeffreys & Málek 

1988: 26–29, fig. 7; Giddy et al. 1990: 4–11; Giddy & Jeffreys 1993: 11–12, 14–15). Here, as 

in the inner Ptah temple (BAF), the oldest cartouches on in situ pedestals are those of 

Rameses II and Merenptah, despite the presence of Old Kingdom and Middle Kingdom 

sherds, reliefs, inscriptions and blocks, as well as possible 18th Dynasty constructions (vide 

III.2, III.3.2, III.4.1). Colossal statues of Rameses II, facing west outside the pylon probably 

occurred on both sides (Petrie 1909a: 9–10; Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 28; Giddy et al. 1990: 4; 

Giddy & Jeffreys 1993: 16). The gate was approached from the west by a ramp (descending 

eastwards) aligned with the central aisle of the pylon, with a roll-toped granite parapet and 

with steps inscribed by Merenptah and Rameses III (Jeffreys et al. 1984: 25; Jeffreys 1985: 

34, 69, figs 15, 22, 23). From the steps to the gate, the ground rose eastwards through a 
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system of ramps and terraces (Jeffreys et al. 1995: 5; Jeffreys 2006: 1). The monument seems 

to have been altered or rebuilt several times during the New Kingdom (Giddy et al. 1990: 4–

11). The large sand bed containing pieces ranging from the Old Kingdom to the New 

Kingdom (BAL; vide III.2), which Petrie (1908: 15; 1909a: 8) considered a Ramessid favissa 

or sacred pit, was located c. 100m north-northwest of the gate. The connection between the 

19th Dynasty gate and the late Ptolemaic/Roman wall led Petrie (1913: 32) to wrongly assume 

that the existing wall was a New Kingdom construction. Both the gate and its pylon are 

connected with and aligned with the wall, while between the west wall/pylon frontage and the 

hypostyle there was a variation in alignment of only 6º from a right angle, which strongly 

suggests the existence of a similar enclosure wall here during Ramessid times (Anthes 1965: 

40; Smith et al. 1983: 41–42; Jeffreys 1985: 65, figs 15, 22; Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 29). No 

evidence has been found for an east wall of the enclosure. Jeffreys (2010: 145, 162) suggested 

that the supposedly inner Ptah temple (BAF), lying well within the line of the later east wall 

of the enclosure (vide III.6.1), might also represent either a recess in the enclosure, or a 

Ramessid main gate set in an east enclosure wall located considerably to the west of the later 

one. 

The south and north walls of the great Ptah temple enclosure provide more suggestive 

evidence. Possible remains of a south gate and pylons of the Ramessid enclosure, perhaps 

with structural similarities to the west gate (BAA), may have been described by Joseph 

Hekekyan (RQA; vide III.4.3, III.4.5) (Jeffreys 2010: 120–27). The western part of the south 

wall was excavated by the team of the University of Pennsylvania. Initially they assumed that 

the south enclosure wall was built or enlarged by Merenptah (Anthes 1959: 66–67, 72–73, pls 

6–8; Jacquet 1959: 12–14), but they soon realised that it was instead a late Ptolemaic/Roman 

construction (vide III.6.1). They also argued that no evidence was observed at that site for an 

earlier great Ptah temple enclosure, and, as such, assumed that such a wall probably occurred 

further northwards during Ramessid times (Anthes 1965: 8–9, 32, 40–41). Jacquet (1965: 50) 

suggested that other buildings existed here and that these were razed for the construction of 

the later wall. However, Rameses II’s construction of the small temple for Ptah (RAB; vide 

III.4.3) located immediately to the south and following the same alignment as the south wall 

of the later Ptolemaic/Roman enclosure, seems to have been constrained by an earlier wall 

immediately to the north, given the composition of the main façade of the sanctuary, while 

brickwork perhaps belonging to this north wall was cut by the later enclosure (Jeffreys et al. 

1984: 25, 30–31; Jeffreys 1985: 22, 71–73, figs 15, 17, 25, 29). Thus, the late 

Ptolemaic/Roman enclosure wall of the great Ptah temple may have followed a Ramessid 
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alignment (Jeffreys 1985: 65, 72). Furthermore, Anthes (1965: 33) reported a structure of 

large black bricks at this site, and, further eastwards, a structure built with a mixture of black 

and yellowish bricks, both at a deep level, with a similar orientation, beneath and cut by the 

later enclosure wall; he noted that these black and yellowish bricks were similar to ones in the 

walling (QAE, QAF) abutting the south gate of the Merenptah complex (QAD; vide III.4.4), 

and thus they may represent a 19th Dynasty structure. In the same area (RAF), the SoM 

confirmed the occurrence of a wall of black/brownish yellow bricks cut by the construction 

trench of the later enclosure wall (Jeffreys et al. 1984: 25; Jeffreys 1985: 23, 67, fig. 17; 2010: 

124). 

The north wall of the Ptah temple enclosure (vide III.6.1) was still visible in section in 

the 1980s, with its construction trench clearly cutting earlier deposits (BAR; vide III.6.1), but 

no indication of an earlier wall was observed (Petrie et al. 1913: 32; Jeffreys 1985: 37; Smith 

& Jeffreys 1985: 6). Nevertheless, to the west, Petrie detected a 35m break on the same wall 

(BAT) which he proposed was a north gate to the enclosure (Petrie 1909a: 2, pl. I; Petrie et al. 

1913: 32; Jeffreys 1985: 31, 37, 103) (Figures 15 and 18, and Map M06 in Appendix VI). 

Here, all in situ structures were of 19th Dynasty date or later, and Petrie again suggested a 

Ramessid date for the great brick wall: numerous statue fragments were found along both 

faces of the wall, including a colossal granite sphinx inscribed for Merenptah; earlier reused 

blocks, including a large lintel and door jamb both of Amenemhat III (vide III.3.2). Jeffreys 

proposed the existence of a hypostyle as in the west gate (BAA), given evidence for a 

colonnade perhaps with a north–south orientation. The head of a colossal statue of Rameses II 

in alabaster (BAG) was found slightly to the west (Petrie et al. 1913: 33). This was most 

probably located inside and close to the northwest corner of the great Ptah temple enclosure, 

certainly not far from where Joseph Hekekyan saw fragments of a colossal statue of red 

granite (Petrie 1909a: 2; Jeffreys 1985: 37, 103). Despite being apparently larger, the 

alabaster head may belong to the statue (BAH; lower part of a seated statue of a king in 

alabaster) found nearby during an unpublished excavation made in 1967, together with a 

granite block of unknown age showing a royal figure before a female deity (Jeffreys 1985: 31, 

37, 100).  

 

III.4.3.  South of the great Ptah temple enclosure 

Immediately south of the Middle Birka, the high ground area between Kom Rabi‛ and Kom 

Qala‛a revealed extensive building activity during the 19th Dynasty, particularly during the 

reign of Rameses II (Figure 15 and Map M06 in Appendix VI). This king built a small temple 
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for Ptah (RAB) with pylons (RAC) immediately outside and to the south of the southwest 

corner of the Ptah temple enclosure (Badawi 1944; Anthes 1959: 65–73; 1965: 4–17, 28–32, 

pls 1–6; Jacquet 1959; 1965: 52–59; Habachi 1965: 60–64; Jeffreys et al. 1984: 25, 30–32, 

figs 2, 3; 1997: 5–6; 1998: 6; Jeffreys 1985: 22, 65–66, 71–73, figs 15, 25, 29–36; Giddy et 

al. 1996: 3; Gallorini et al. 1999: 5). Jeffreys (Jeffreys et al. 1984: 25; 1985: 65, 72–73) 

proposed that the temple underwent radical changes during the planning stages, as shown by: 

different alignments between the sanctuary and the pylon (4.5º deviation in alignment from a 

right angle; the sanctuary followed the alignment of the south wall of the great Ptah temple 

enclosure while the pylons had an orientation closer to that of the west wall of the same 

enclosure); the disproportionate length of the court; the unusual proportions of the pylon and 

the entrance width; and later infill halving the width of the pylon entrance. Thus, Jeffreys 

hypothesised that the Rameses II monument replaced an earlier structure for which the pylon 

(RAC) might originally have been intended (note the several 18th Dynasty blocks reused in 

the fabric of the small temple; vide III.4.1). At the same site (RAB), but to the northwest, two 

domed brick silos may originally have been from the late New Kingdom (Badawi 1944: 167; 

El-Amir 1946: 56–58; Smith et al. 1983: 33–35, fig. 3; Jeffreys 1985: 22, 70–71, figs 26, 27). 

The silos were originally free-standing, probably about 3m high, and a third silo may have 

been removed for the construction of 22nd Dynasty tombs (vide III.5.1). 

A linear north–south depression between Kom Rabi‛ and Kom Qala‛a seems to 

represent the main southern approach to the Ptah temple complex, at the least up to the 

Ptolemaic Period (vide III.4.5, III.5.1, III.6.1). Here, several sections of a paved road (RQA) 

were observed (Jeffreys et al. 1984: 25; Jeffreys 1985: 66, 74–75, figs 15, 40, 63). The one 

further north consisted of an east–west oriented pavement flanked to the east by a small 

temple built by Rameses II (RQA), possibly dedicated to Ptah and Sakhmet given the granite 

triad of the king and the gods found in the central chapel at the back of the building (Leclant 

1963: 86; Moussa 1981: 285–88; Smith et al. 1983: 30–33, 35–38, fig. 2; Jeffreys 1985: 20, 

75, fig. 42), or a private chapel used for ‘personal piety’ (Pasquali 2010: 227). Despite 

possible transformations at a later period (vide III.6.1), its plan resembled that of the small 

temple for Ptah (RAB) (Jeffreys 1985: 75), which suggests a large construction programme 

developed by Rameses II for this area of Memphis. Southwards (Smith et al. 1983: 33, 38, fig. 

2) more elements related to this road were reported, e.g., tanks, sections of both walls and 

pavements and two displaced granite pedestals of Rameses II; all these superstructures were 

probably the remains of way-stations bordering the road and preceding a pylon and gate in the 

south wall of the great Ptah temple enclosure (Smith et al. 1983: 33, 38, fig. 2; Jeffreys et al. 
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1984: 25; Jeffreys 1985: 74–75, figs 40, 41, 43; 2010: 113–14, 124–26). Although such a gate 

has yet to be detected, some of the statuary expected to have occurred in relation to it was 

found (Petrie 1909a: 2; Smith et al. 1983: 35–38; Jeffreys 1985: 23–24, 65, 74–75, 95–96, 

118, figs 15, 63; 2010: 120–26; Jeffreys et al. 1987: 18–20): a colossal limestone statue of 

Rameses II (RQB/RQC) known as the Abū’l-hōl, initially excavated by Giovanni Caviglia and 

Charles Sloane and later by Joseph Hekekyan (Bagnold 1888; Jeffreys et al. 1987: 20; 

Jeffreys 2010: 107–15, 189); two granite statues of Rameses II (Hartleben 1909: 101; Smith et 

al. 1983: 35–38; Jeffreys 2010: 117–19); and a standard-bearing granite statue (Wilbour 1936: 

343; Smith et al. 1983: 39; Jeffreys 2010: 115–17). The Abū’l-hōl probably faced south and 

may have stood before a pylon. A massive sphinx of alabaster, possibly of Hatshepsut (QAS; 

vide III.4.1), was found close to the Abū’l-hōl and seems to be associated with the Ramessid 

monuments. A block apparently connected to the sphinx was found in the vicinity and bore 

part of a cartouche of a Ramessid king. However, in contrast to the colossus, the sphinx was 

inside the enclosure and had almost certainly faced east. Thus, it was suggested (Smith et al. 

1983: 42; Jeffreys 1985: 21, 94, figs 15, 63) that the sphinx was resited by either Rameses II 

or one of his successors, and that, given its position, it may have been linked to an east gate of 

the 19th Dynasty inner Ptah temple (BAF; vide III.4.2). 

Another building attributed to Rameses II (RAG, RAH, RAU) was located to the west 

of the causeway, at the eastern fringes of Kom Rabi‛ (Mahmud 1978; Smith et al. 1983: 35; 

Jeffreys 1985: 25–26, 65, 74, figs 15, 38, 39; 2010: 8; F. Arnold 2015; Ghaly 2015). It had an 

entrance from the north and was composed of an elongated forecourt surrounded on three 

sides by Hathor-headed columns; a pronaos with two rows of columns (at least one of which 

consisted of papyrus columns) occurred on the south side before the entrances to two 

chambers of a (tripartite?) sanctuary. The building was almost completely rebuilt and reused 

during the Late and Ptolemaic Periods (vide III.5.2, III.6.1). Based on typological 

considerations and its decoration, Felix Arnold (2015: 73–74) identified it as a ‘House of 

Millions of Years’ within the precinct of Hathor at Memphis, and suggested that the main 

temple of Hathor must have been located either next to this building, facing north, or at right 

angles to it, facing either east or west (vide III.4.5). To the north, resistivity-meter work 

revealed a very large anomaly (RCF), which was interpreted as possibly being another small 

Ramessid stone temple or chapel (Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 23, figs 1, 6; Jeffreys & Giddy 

1989: 8–9, fig. 6). Drill cores at the site detected concentrated limestone chippings or 

impenetrable stone, supporting that interpretation (Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: 8). 
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Westwards, at Kom Rabi‛ (Figure 14 and Map M06 in Appendix VI), level II of RAT 

(vide III.2, III.3.2, III.3.3, III.4.1, III.5.1) was dated to the early 19th Dynasty, revealing urban 

continuity and modest mud-brick buildings (Jeffreys et al. 1986: 1–10; 1987: 14–17; Giddy et 

al. 1990: 14; Giddy 1999: 2–3; 2012: 3; Jeffreys 2006: 12–24, 29, 67, 137; Bourriau 2010a: 6, 

227, 289): two larger houses with brick-paved courtyards to the east of the site; a north–south 

wall which respected the line of a Middle Kingdom wall (level VI; vide III.3.2) bounding the 

large houses to the west; immediately to the west, smaller house units; and finally, further 

westwards, a series of rooms, probably magazines. The architectural and material remains 

suggest an area occupied by people of humble social character, living in simple and modest 

household units. Some minor artisan activities would have taken place in the midst of a 

multitude of domestic practices (Giddy 1999: 3, 10; 2012: 3; Jeffreys 2006: 29–30). Despite 

the secular character of the finds, this quarter might have continued northwards and might 

have belonged to or been dependent upon a controlling institution, such as a nearby temple, 

royal or administrative complex (Giddy 1999: 3; 2012: 3; Jeffreys 2006: 23, 29–30).  The 

ancient slope in this area (vide III.3.2, III.4.1), which was from west to east, was still reflected 

the steps down to the east of those architectural zones. However, this was less pronounced 

than before, perhaps because the ground to the east was raised for the construction of new 

temples in the Middle Birka (Jeffreys et al. 1987: 15–17; Giddy 1999: 1–3; 2012: 3; Jeffreys 

2006: 22–23, 137). 

Further south, more kilns and small brick buildings (RAJ) along a wide east–west street 

presented a domestic character and two superimposed phases, both dating from the early New 

Kingdom (Jeffreys 1985: 25; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 10; Jeffreys et al. 1986: 7). All these 

domestic buildings were probably the result of housing renovations, revealing settlement 

continuity and domestic urban character in this area. Some 120 metres to the east, a large 

rectangular brick structure (RAL) was considered probably to have been the platform of a 

peripteral temple. According to the same authors, its date is uncertain. However, given that its 

sides were oriented north–south and east–west and lay close to the extension of an existing 

north–south linear depression emerging from the south wall of the Ptah temple enclosure 

close to the previously described pylons of the small temple for Ptah (RAC; vide III.4.5), then 

this platform may have existed during Ramessid times (Jeffreys 1985: 25, 70, fig. 63). 

Finally, there are two additional sites related to New Kingdom finds in other areas of the 

Memphis ruin field: a cluster of inscribed granite blocks (FAB), one bearing the cartouche of 

what appears to be a Ramessid king, were found at the east side of Kom Fakhry (Jeffreys 

1985: 28); a sceptre-bearing statue of Rameses II (RAN) was found southwest of Kom Rabi‛ 
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in an area that appears to have been a tiny mound until recently (El-Amir 1943; 1946: 55–56; 

Jeffreys 1985: 27). 

 

III.4.4.  Expansion to the Eastern Koms 

The development and expansion of Memphis during the 19th Dynasty revealed an eastward 

chronological sequence towards the Eastern Koms. A good example is the complex known as 

the palace of Merenptah in Kom Qala‛a (Jeffreys 1985: 15, 19–20, 63–64, 93–94, figs 13, 63) 

(Figure 15 and Map M06 in Appendix VI). After the find of a lintel (QAM) (Quibell 1907; 

Petrie 1909a: pl. XXIX; 1909b: pl. XXI), Petrie (1909a: 3–4, 11–12) excavated a small 

temple of Merenptah (QAA) in this location. The palace itself (QAB/QAC) was initially 

located by Edgar (1915) and later excavated by Fisher (1915: 80–84; 1917; 1921; 1924; 

Schulman 1988), forming the site which appears today as two separate hollows in the ground 

(Jeffreys 1985: 20). Several blocks from these sites, including pieces belonging to a raised 

throne dais and a sloping ramp approaching the throne room of the palace, were objects of an 

epigraphic study by the SoM (Jeffreys et al. 1986: 10–14). The complex of Merenptah was 

apparently the earliest construction in this area, despite some diverging opinions (O’Connor 

1991: 173). Fisher stated that it was founded on ‘virgin’ silts, detected 0.70m below the 

construction level of the palace, i.e., 2.2m below the paved floors of the building (Jeffreys 

1985: 51, 109). This was confirmed by a core (SoM040; vide V.3, Appendix I, Section S05 in 

Appendix VI) dug behind the throne room, where the SoM recorded 3m of sterile sands and 

clays below 2.5m of occupation deposits (Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: 8). Taking into account that 

the room excavated by Edgar laid 6m below the ground level at the time of the excavation, 

i.e., c. 17–18m a.s.l. (Edgar 1915: 97–98; Fisher 1917: 213, fig. 79; Jeffreys 1985: 93–94), 

then those silts were not higher than 16m a.s.l. The palace walls appear to have been made 

from bricks of a very dense dark grey clay which may have been particularly accessible near a 

river’s edge (Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: 8). The Merenptah palace was destroyed by fire, almost 

certainly before the end of the 20th Dynasty, but the area remained inhabited (vide III.5.3, 

III.6.1) (Fisher 1917: 227–28; Jeffreys 1985: 20, 66).  

Further south, a portal (QAD) possibly belonging to an enclosure of the Merenptah 

complex was found with sections of a massive wall (QAE, QAF) abutting it (Fisher 1917: 

226; Jeffreys 1985: 15, 91, fig. 13). After excavations in the area, Anthes (1965: 33, 35–39, 

41–42, figs 1, 2) suggested that the walls were built by Merenptah, ran westwards, and were 

possibly associated with the black and yellowish bricks cut by the late Ptolemaic/Roman 

enclosure wall (RAF; vide III.4.2). Despite acknowledging this to be speculative, Anthes 
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hypothesised that a south wall of the Merenptah complex might have extended west, towards 

the area of the southwest corner of the great Ptah temple enclosure (RAB), and that this wall 

might somehow have been connected to a contemporaneous south wall of the great Ptah 

temple complex. However, such a hypothesis has been difficult to check given the record of 

several walls of unknown date and with similar alignments (vide III.4.2, III.4.5, III.5.2, 

III.6.1) in this area of the Memphis ruin field (Jeffreys et al. 1984: 25–28; Jeffreys 1985: 23, 

64, 66–67, 96, figs 13, 16). Moreover, a remaining residual channel might have occurred on 

the eastern fringes of the Middle Birka during the 19th Dynasty, maintaining the Eastern 

Koms as islands (Jeffreys 2010: 194). This might explain the possible existence of a Ramessid 

eastern enclosure wall of the great Ptah temple located more easterly than the late 

Ptolemaic/Roman one (vide III.4.2, III.6.1).  

Further north, other areas of the Eastern Koms have revealed remains that may be 

connected to the Ramessid Period. At the southeastern corner of Kom Arba‛in (AAH; Figure 

15 and Map M06 in Appendix VI) both archaic Greek statuary (including a kore of local 

manufacture) and a Phoenician dedication to Astarte were described as being found reused in 

a house of later date, while a Greek inscription was also found nearby (Maspero 1901a; 

1901b: 19; Jeffreys 1985: 50, 108). Not far from this site, on the east–west narrow depression 

between Kom Arba‛in and Kom Qala‛a, several pieces of unknown date may have belonged 

to one or several colossal statues and may be related to these pieces (Jeffreys 1985: 19, 32, 93, 

fig. 51; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 5–6): a cluster of loose blocks and pink granite fragments, 

perhaps with part of a white crown (AAB); a granite left fist, and perhaps a shoulder, forearm 

and torso (QAQ), recorded by the French Expedition (Jomard 1818: 31–32; Panckoucke 

1823: pls 3, 4). In Kom Nawa (Figure 14 and Map M06 in Appendix VI), other New 

Kingdom blocks were detected (Jeffreys 1985: 39, 40, figs 54, 55; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 6): 

a block of Amenhotep III and columns of Rameses II (NAE; vide III.4.1) in the northeast 

corner of the kom; a block bearing the name ‘Rames(ses)’ (NAF) further westwards and close 

to Kom Tuman (it was unclear if it was found here). The columns (NAE) were cut in half, 

considerably worn on the flat surfaces, and mixed with other blocks; they were possibly 

incorporated into a later roadway which might have been a continuation of an avenue of 

granite blocks (NAC; vide III.6.2) (Jeffreys 1985: 39; 2010: 167; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 6). 

Petrie (1909a: 4) suggested that the west of Kom Nawa might have been a foreign quarter 

established by Ay and known as the ‘Field of the Hittites’ (Breasted 1906: 428), but, as 

Jeffreys (1985: 39, 103) pointed out, the location of this quarter depends on the occurrence of 

an inundated North Birka (i.e., Petrie’s ‘sacred lake’; vide III.4.5, III.5.3; Figure 18). 
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III.4.5.  The urban structure of Memphis during the New Kingdom 

The finds in the Memphis ruin field, as referred to in the sections above, suggest that a 

profound urban transformation occurred during the New Kingdom. Based on that 

archaeological data, together with historical sources, the urban structure of Memphis, or of 

parts of it, has been tentatively interpreted. Some of the suggestions regarding the New 

Kingdom urban structure of the city are compiled and discussed in this section (vide Map 

M06 in Appendix VI). 

 A massive building programme was inaugurated at Memphis during the reign of 

Rameses II (Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 28). The development was centred on the construction of 

religious structures on the Middle Birka and consequent urban expansion towards the east. 

Jeffreys (1985: 51) proposed that prior to the 18th Dynasty the Middle Birka was flat 

marshland, or even the course of the river, and that improved drainage or direct reclamation 

yielded a large tract of land for new temple endowments. To support his argument, Jeffreys 

(1985: 35–36, 102; 2010: 130–31, 148–62; Jeffreys et al. 1987: 11–12) referred to borings 

and excavations profiles of Joseph Hekekyan and to the consistent floor levels (less than 

50cm difference) in 19th Dynasty buildings eastwards of the Western Koms (Smith et al. 

1983: fig. 5), i.e., the west gate of the great Ptah temple enclosure (BAA; vide III.4.2), the 

‘House of Millions of Years’ (RAG; vide III.4.3), the temple for Ptah and Sakhmet (RQA; 

vide III.4.3) and the palace of Merenptah (QAB/QAC; vide III.4.4) (Map M06 and Sections 

S05, S06 and S16 in Appendix VI). Moreover, he alluded to the foundation of the palace of 

Merenptah over ‘virgin’ silts (vide III.4.4) and to the pedestal of the Abū’l-hōl (RQC; vide 

III.4.3), which, according to Hekekyan, was erected directly over water-laid silts over 10 

metres deep, while subsequent pavements indicated a rapidly rising ground (Jeffreys 1985: 

24, 109; 2010: 108–13). 

As early as the beginning of the 18th Dynasty, a Ptah temple may have been constructed 

in the central areas of the Middle Birka (vide III.4.1; Figures 15 and 18, and Map M06 in 

Appendix VI). During the 19th Dynasty, a complex of buildings and an enclosure probably 

related to such a temple existed (vide III.4.2). The New Kingdom enclosure may have had a 

similar location to the late Ptolemaic/Roman one (vide III.4.2, III.4.3, III.6.1), and thus 

probably had a quadrilateral shape, with different angles in the corners and walls running 

roughly to each cardinal direction (Petrie 1909a: pl. I; Anthes 1959: 66–67, 72–73; 1965: 31–

33, 40–43, fig. 1; Dimick 1959b; Jacquet 1959: 12–14; Jeffreys 1985: figs 7, 63), despite 

doubts regarding the location of an eastern wall (Jeffreys 2010: 145, 162). Jeffreys (1985: 6, 

33, 76, fig. 63) noted that the present-day location of the corners is on higher ground due to 
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aggradation, but from those the land falls away towards north–south and east–west axial 

alignments in the Middle Birka; these alignments accord with the remains of possible main 

gateways in the enclosure (excluding the northern one; vide III.4.2, III.4.3, III.6.1), and thus 

they may correspond to roadways (Figures 14 and 15, and Map M06 and Sections S06 and 

S16 in Appendix VI). Moreover, he argued that the ground close to these possible gateways 

remained low-lying due to constant use, with the exception of the western gate where the 

ground was already at a higher elevation during the New Kingdom. Thus, Jeffreys (2010: 145, 

162) proposed that inside the enclosure, a central east–west axis (west-northwest–east-

southeast to be precise) started in the west gate (BAA; vide III.4.2), continued eastwards 

through the centre of the Middle Birka, passing immediately north of a suggested inner Ptah 

temple (BAC, BAE, BAF; vide III.4.1, III.4.2) and crossing the east wall of the enclosure 

either where a later gate occurred (BAJ; vide III.6.1) (Jeffreys 1985: figs 7, 8, 63), or in the 

structure associated with an inner Ptah temple (BAF; vide III.4.2), which might also have 

been an eastern gate of the enclosure in Ramessid times. A central north–south axis (north-

northeast–south-southwest to be precise) has been more difficult to detect. It might have 

connected south and north central gates (both yet to be detected; vide III.4.2), extending an 

exterior southern paved road (RQA; vide III.4.3) and passing close to the inner temple 

(Jeffreys 2010: 113, 125–26). 

The relationship between the south and west walls showed that the enclosure had a 

slightly irregular shape. At the west gate (BAA; vide III.4.2), the west front of the pylon was 

aligned with the western face of the enclosure wall, but the east face of the pylon aligned 

instead with the hypostyle: i.e., the east face of the enclosure wall made an angle of 174º with 

the east face of the pylon and of 84º with the south face of the hypostyle (Petrie 1909a: 5, pl. 

II; Jeffreys 1985: 65, figs 15, 22). This variation from a right angle was very similar to the one 

observed in the southwestern corner of the enclosure (RAB; vide III.4.2, III.4.3), i.e., 95.5º 

between the east face of the west wall and the north face of the south wall (Anthes 1959: pls 

1, 6; 1965: 35; Jacquet 1959: 12; 1965: 45–46; Jeffreys 1985: 65, figs 15, 25). Thus, the south 

wall and the axis of the west gate are basically parallel while the west wall of the enclosure 

was not perpendicular to those. This may mean that the construction of the west wall in the 

New Kingdom was constrained by either existing constructions or by landscape restrictions 

(vide III.3.2, III.4.1, III.4.3). 

Alignments revealed by these and other structures related to the enclosure suggested to 

Jeffreys (1985: 70, 72, figs 15, 25, 63) the existence of a secondary north–south way inside 

the enclosure and along its west wall. In the west gate (BAA; vide III.4.2), a granite threshold 
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was revealed in the outer north wall of the ambulatory around the hypostyle (Jeffreys et al. 

1984: 25; Jeffreys 1985: 34, 69, fig. 22), which conforms to suggestions regarding north–

south axial access in the hypostyle (Haeny 1970: 68, fig. 27a). According to these authors, 

another access, although undetected, possibly occurred on the southern wall of the 

ambulatory, corresponding to the threshold on the northern one. From this probable south 

access, Jeffreys hypothesised a road projected southwards and noticed that it would align 

perfectly with the pylon (RAC) of Rameses II’s small temple for Ptah (vide III.4.2; as referred 

to above, the alignment of the pylons was closer to that of the west wall of the great Ptah 

temple enclosure, while the temple itself followed the alignment of the south wall; Figure 15 

and Map M06 in Appendix VI). According to him, such a road ‘pierced’ the south wall of the 

great Ptah temple enclosure, passed immediately east of the pylons, and possibly defined a 

gate (Jeffreys 1985: 70, 72) (vide III.5.1, III.6.1). A corresponding northward road was also 

suggested by Jeffreys, connecting the hypostyle of the west gate to the previously described 

northern gate (BAT) which was located roughly in the middle of the western half of the north 

wall of the enclosure (vide III.4.2). 

All these suggested roads and axes inside the great Ptah temple enclosure seem to have 

had outer extensions, even when a gate was not identified. The east–west central axis of the 

enclosure is prolonged westward by a ramp (BAA; vide III.4.2) and by a basin between Kom 

Fakhry and Kom Mit Rahina (FAK; vide III.2), possibly reflecting a road which connected 

the Ptah complex to the Western Koms (Jeffreys et al. 1984: 25; 1995: 4–5; Jeffreys 1985: 34, 

69, figs 15, 63; Giddy 1994: 192). These koms had probably been the high-lying urban 

nucleus of the Memphis ruin field (vide III.3.2), and, given the existence of that gate and road, 

they probably maintained its urban function and general structure during the New Kingdom. 

Accordingly, a section in Kom Fakhry revealed only 0.5m height between brick vaulting of 

the Middle Kingdom settlement (FAD; vide III.3.2) and raw bricks of the Late Period (FAL; 

vide III.5.2); between these levels, sherds of the 18th Dynasty appeared with tip-lines (Jeffreys 

1985: 29). In the opposite direction, the east–west axis proceeded along the narrow depression 

between Kom Qala‛a and Kom Arba‛in (Petrie 1909a: pl. II; Jeffreys 1985: figs 8, 63; 2010: 

162; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 6). The occurrence of a road here, from an east wall of the great 

Ptah temple enclosure to the eastern fringes of the Eastern Koms, is still speculative, while the 

existence of a channel bordering the western fringes of the Eastern Koms has been 

hypothesised (vide III.4.4). However, archaeological evidence has suggested occupation of 

Kom Qala‛a and Kom Arba‛in during the New Kingdom (vide III.4.4), and thus this axis 

might have been used as a main access to these areas. For instance, the blocks of colossal 
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statues (AAB, QAQ) may be the remains of monuments along such a road, while the palatial 

complex of Merenptah (QAA, QAB/QAC; vide III.4.4) was situated not far south of it. 

Regarding possible occupation of Kom Nawa during the 19th or 20th Dynasties, blocks reused 

in later constructions (NAE, NAF; vide III.4.4) are inconclusive.  

South of the great Ptah temple enclosure, the previously described paved road (RQA; 

vide III.4.3) connected a proposed main gate in the middle of the south wall of the great Ptah 

temple enclosure to the South Birka (Smith et al. 1983: fig. 4; Jeffreys 1985: 20, 66, 74–75, 

figs 15, 63). A temple of Hathor may have existed west of it, according to F. Arnold (2015: 

73–74) who identified the ‘House of Millions of Years’ (RAG, RAH, RAU; vide III.4.3). 

Based on the layout of the temples of Amun and Mut at Karnak, he suggested that the temple 

of Hathor was located to the west and at the end point of the road (which he called 

‘processional’), which thus served for Ptah to visit Hathor. The statuary and structures 

(probably way-shrines) bordering the road (vide III.4.3) seem to corroborate its religious 

function. Note that the main entrance of this ‘House of Millions of Years’ was from the north, 

perhaps via a subsidiary way connected to the north–south paved road (Jeffreys 1985: 26).  

Immediately to the west of this possible Hathor complex and a possible Ramessid small 

temple or chapel (RCF; vide III.4.3), a roughly north–south depression aligns with the 

secondary road proposed by Jeffreys (referred to above) which started at the west gate of the 

great Ptah temple enclosure (BAA), crossed the south wall of the same enclosure, and passed 

immediately east of the pylons of Rameses II’s small temple for Ptah (RAC). Thus, this 

depression may correspond to a route connecting the southwest corner of the great Ptah 

temple to the west of the South Birka (Smith et al. 1983: fig. 4; Jeffreys 1985: 65, 70, figs 15, 

63; Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 23). It was probably flanked from the west by domestic areas of 

the city, as suggested by the buildings excavated in RAJ, RAL and RAT (vide III.4.3; Figure 

14, Map M06 and Sections S03 and S05 in Appendix VI). Note that these constructions had 

floor levels some 2m or more higher than those of the uniform Ramessid floor levels (vide 

above in the text) just a few hundred metres to the east, which implies that, as at Kom Fakhry 

and Kom Mit Rahina, this area of Kom Rabi‛ stood higher than the birkas during the New 

Kingdom and that the early New Kingdom nucleus of the city stretched at least as far south as 

this point (Smith et al. 1983: fig. 5; Jeffreys 1985: 25, 51; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 10; Jeffreys 

et al. 1986: 2, 9, fig. 2; 1987: 12). The excavations in RAT (vide III.4.1, III.4.3) showed that a 

west-to-east downward slope existed here during the New Kingdom. 

In the north wall of the great Ptah temple enclosure, a gate corresponding to the central 

north–south axis was never detected; instead, a gateway, possibly with a hypostyle, was 
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located further westwards (BAT; vide III.4.2). Petrie (1909a: 2, pl. I) justified this location 

with the existence of a lake in the North Birka (Figure 18). However, Jeffreys (1985: 103, fig. 

63) suggested that it was a secondary gate, matching the one that he proposed in the southwest 

corner of the enclosure (vide above in the text). Based on the difference in ground level 

between the two birkas and the relatively low-lying ground level in the middle of the north 

wall (apparently due to constant use), Jeffreys further suggested that an avenue along the 

central north–south axis of the enclosure and a corresponding gate in the north wall would 

have provided access to another enclosure delimiting the North Birka (vide III.5.3). Despite 

both hypotheses, the detected gate (BAT) would probably have provided access to the Ptah 

temple from the northern area of Kom Mit Rahina, particularly, as pointed out by Jeffreys 

(1985: 103, fig. 9), to Kom Tuman given its alignment with the ramp and southern entrance of 

the palace of Apries (TAC; vide III.5.3) (Figure 14 and Map M06 in Appendix VI). 

In fact, Petrie (1909a: 4; 1909b: 1–2, 5) suggested that the palace of Apries (TAA; vide 

III.5.3) was built over earlier palaces, possibly after clearance and levelling of the area. This 

position is reinforced by the discovery of 18th Dynasty sherds in its foundations, as well as 

other finds from both the New Kingdom and earlier periods elsewhere in Kom Tuman (vide 

III.4.1). Jeffreys (1985: 41, 43) took that suggestion into account when he noted that these 

foundations are similar, although simpler, to others observed in 17th and 18th Dynasty palaces; 

he further suggested that the sherds provided a terminus post quem and assumed that early 

New Kingdom installations might have existed here, particularly if the foundations were 

trench-built. Moreover, cuts made by modern agriculture and observed by the SoM suggested 

that the foundations of the palace on its west side were deeper than those reported by Petrie 

(TAB, TAD) (1909a: 4–5; Giddy et al. 1990: 12; Jeffreys 1985: 105).  Recently, Krol (2007) 

revived Petrie’s suggestion, arguing that Kom Tuman had been occupied since the Old 

Kingdom (vide III.2, III.3.2) and that it was a central area of Memphis by the late 18th 

Dynasty (Krol 2007: 284–85; CESRAS 2017). However, all pre-Late Period sherds and finds 

were in secondary contexts, apart from some furnaces possibly of the Third Intermediate 

Period (vide III.5.1), and might have resulted from reuse of materials brought from other areas 

of the Memphis ruin field. Kemp (1977b: 101) argued that the palace and the surrounding 

camp were erected as a single platform, in a single Late Period construction phase (vide 

III.5.3). In fact, no confirmed pre-Third Intermediate Period structures have yet been found on 

the Northern Koms, but, if they existed, they might have been cleared or levelled in 

preparation for later constructions (Petrie 1909b: 1; Jeffreys 1985: 43). 
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Note finally that much of the work and urban renovation done at Memphis during the 

reign of Rameses II may have been an initiative of Khaemwaset, high priest of Ptah in 

Memphis and son of the king (Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 29). Khaemwaset’s monuments and 

inscriptions reveal that he had a particular interest in Egypt’s glorious past (he restored 

several Old Kingdom pyramids) and was probably one of those responsible for the 

conspicuous revival of both classical traditions and Memphite cultural primacy (van Dijk 

2003: 293–94; Kemp 2006: 205). The west gate of the great Ptah temple enclosure (BAA; 

vide III.4.2), for instance, given the quantity, quality and variety of hard-stone architectural 

elements used, might have been largely built with selected reused blocks from earlier (Old 

Kingdom) monuments in the Memphis area, providing an insight into the activities of 

Khaemwaset in the necropoleis of Memphis (Giddy et al. 1990: 7). 

 

III.5.  Memphis in times of divisions and external invasions  

III.5.1.  The Third Intermediate Period 

Memphis continued as the real political and administrative centre, and probably also the royal 

residence of the 21st Dynasty, despite the construction of the new capital: San el-Hagar 

(Tanis) (J. Taylor 2003: 327–28). San el-Hagar was constructed largely with reused materials 

brought from Tell el-Dab‛a and Qantir and was developed almost exclusively as a main 

ceremonial and religious centre for the cult of Amun. Indeed, the 21st Dynasty kings were 

buried in the Amun temple precinct at San el-Hagar, enhancing the city’s religious role (J. 

Taylor 2003: 326–27). 

 Following trends in the period, finds of the 21st Dynasty in the Memphis ruin field 

reveal reuse of structures, in this case New Kingdom ones (Figure 16 and Map M07 in 

Appendix VI). Tombs and cist-burials were found in the small temple for Ptah built by 

Rameses II (RAB; vide III.4.3), some in the precinct, others cutting its south wall (Anthes 

1959: 67–69; 1965: 17–20, 27–28; Fischer 1959: 15; Jacquet 1959: 11; 1965: 51, 59; Aston & 

Jeffreys 2007: 5, 71–73). A tomb for Ptah-kha‛ was found behind (to the west of) the temple 

(Anthes 1965: 28; Jeffreys 1985: 71), but this structure might also have been an entrance to 

priestly houses (Aston & Jeffreys 2007: 68–69). The location of these burials within the 

enclosure of a temple was in accordance with the new elite preference, following the royal 

example at San el-Hagar (J. Taylor 2003: 357). Kilns and glazing ovens contemporary with 

the burials were detected here (Anthes 1965: 18, 21, 29; Aston & Jeffreys 2007: 69–70). The 

temple had already been abandoned by the 21st Dynasty, with the floor level inside the 
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precinct 1.00m to 1.50m below the external floor (Anthes 1965: 18; Jacquet 1965: 59; 

Jeffreys 1985: 70–71). 

Apart from the burials, two structures were associated with the 21st Dynasty, 

specifically with Siamun (Figure 16 and Map M07 in Appendix VI). One was an inscribed 

column (QAR) standing to its full height of nearly 4m as observed by Petrie (1908: 16). It was 

probably located at the west side of Kom Qala‛a (Jeffreys 1985: 20, 94, figs 13, 15), where a 

resistivity-meter survey detected a major anomaly, probably a stone structure and perhaps a 

temple (Giddy et al. 1990: 14; Aston & Jeffreys 2007: 4). Note that eastwards, Aston & 

Jeffreys (2007: 69) hypothesised that the ‘foreign quarter’ described by Petrie at the site of the 

earlier palace of Merenptah (QAB; vide III.4.4, III.5.3, III.6.1), which probably dates from 

 

 
Figure 16 – Sites and finds in the Memphis ruin field associated with the Third Intermediate Period (cf. Map 

M07 in Appendix VI) 
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either the Late or Ptolemaic Period, might have been occupied by artisans during the Third 

Intermediate Period. The other building was one of uncertain nature (RAK), mainly 

constructed from bricks, with columns and limestone lintels (these featuring Siamun and high 

officials offering before Ptah and Sakhmet and Ptah and Hathor), also excavated by Petrie 

(1909a: 12–13, pl. I) and located on the mid-western fringe of the South Birka, just 150m 

southeast of a brick platform (RAL; vide III.4.3; Figure 18) possibly of New Kingdom age 

(Anthes 1965: 42, 92; Jeffreys 1985: 24–25, 65, fig. 15; Aston & Jeffreys 2007: 3–4). These 

structures were apparently consistent with the urban structure in the Memphis ruin field 

during the New Kingdom (vide III.4.5). Jeffreys (1985: 75) suggested that if the column 

(QAR) was part of Siamun’s building, then this was probably approached from the nearby 

north–south paved road (RQA; vide III.4.3, III.4.5). The building (RAK) at the western limit 

of the South Birka is located immediately southwards and to the east of the roughly north–

south depression that extends the suggested road, passing the pylons of Rameses II’s small 

temple for Ptah (RAC; vide III.4.5), towards the south (Jeffreys 1985: 65, figs 15, 63; Aston 

& Jeffreys 2007: 3–4). On Kom Rabi‛, the upper levels (I and 0) of RAT (vide III.2, III.3.2, 

III.3.3, III.4.1, III.4.3) revealed Third Intermediate Period occupation with small houses, 

streets and property lines being simply adapted, reoccupying and respecting much of the 

earlier Ramessid layout (Giddy 1999: 2–3; 2012: 3; Jeffreys 2006: 10; Aston & Jeffreys 2007: 

6–8). Their object content and ceramic corpus also suggested evolution rather than a sharp 

cultural break (Giddy 1999: 4; Bourriau 2010a: 289; Aston & Jeffreys 2007: 57–59). 

The ascension of families of Libyan origin to the throne of Egypt (22nd and 23rd 

Dynasties) seems to have little affected the status of Memphis. The city was one of the main 

power bases of the 22nd Dynasty, despite its origins in Tell Basta (Bubastis) and San el-Hagar 

being the capital (J. Taylor 2003: 328–29, 331, 337–38; Aston & Jeffreys 2007: 61). 

However, Egypt was no longer politically unified and semi-independent states started 

appearing during this dynasty (J. Taylor 2003: 335–41). 

In the Memphis ruin field, and again in the area of the small temple for Ptah built by 

Rameses II (RAB; vide III.4.3), some houses and ovens for baking bread from the late 21st 

and 22nd Dynasties were built after the installation of the kilns and glazing ovens referred to 

above (Anthes 1965: 22–25, 27–28; Jacquet 1965: 47–48, 51, 59; Aston & Jeffreys 2007: 70). 

Westwards, a tomb group for high priests of Memphis (including Petiese, Harsiese and 

Sheshonq) was unearthed (Badawi 1943: 1–2; 1944: 182; 1957; El-Amir 1946: 56–58; Anthes 

1959: 3–4; Smith et al. 1983: fig. 3; Jeffreys 1985: 70–71, figs 15, 26, 28; Aston & Jeffreys 

2007: 4–5, 73–75). Petiese’s tomb group to the west consisted of four chambers on two 
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storeys with mud-brick walls, probably with a subterranean lower storey and a free-standing 

upper one. The upper chambers accommodated reused sarcophagi of the Ramessid noble 

Amenhotep Hwjj (Hamada 1935; Badawi 1944). The tomb of Sheshonq, to the northeast, was 

probably built in a similar manner. This had a stela of Amenhotep II reused as roof (vide 

III.4.1). The two abutting earlier domed brick silos (vide III.4.3) probably remained in use 

during the 22nd Dynasty while a third one may have been removed for the construction of the 

tombs (Jeffreys 1985: 71, fig. 26). Eastwards, in a nearby exposure that revealed the 

construction trench of the late Ptolemaic/Roman Ptah temple enclosure (vide III.6.1), a stone 

pavement between 19.00m a.s.l. and 19.50m a.s.l. may date from the 22nd Dynasty (Anthes 

1959: 72, pls 1, 6, 7; Jacquet 1959: 12; Jeffreys 1985: 71–72, fig. 29). 

In the southwest quadrant of the great Ptah temple enclosure (Figure 16 and Map M07 

in Appendix VI), an alabaster block (FAH), adjacent to another one with the cartouche of 

Rameses II (vide III.4.2), revealed an inscription of Sheshonq I (H. Brugsch 1878; Daressy 

1901: 240; Petrie 1909a: 12–13; Jeffreys 1985: fig. 25; Aston & Jeffreys 2007: 62) in which 

the construction of a wabet for Osiris-Apis was described (Dimick 1959a: 75; M. Jones 1990: 

141). According to Michael Jones, this block was either part of the wabet or the wabet itself, 

despite being found reused in a later construction (vide III.5.2, III.6.1). In addition, it should 

be noted that blocks possibly located further northwest bear the names of Sheshonq III and the 

high priest Takelot (BAU) and are hypothetically from a shrine of Sakhmet (Daressy 1920: 

170–71; Jeffreys 1985: 95; Aston & Jeffreys 2007: 67). 

The Memphite region later became controlled by the 24th Dynasty, rulers of Sa el-Hagar 

(Sais) and also of Libyan origin (Kemp 2006: 343–44). When the Nubian king Piy reacted 

against their territorial expansion and attacked Lower Egypt, Memphis apparently resisted and 

was taken by force (J. Taylor 2003: 331, 347). This suggests that the Memphite institutions 

and elites, perhaps dominated by Libyan families, might have preferred to support the ruler of 

Sa el-Hagar. The triumphal stela of Piy (Lichtheim 1980: 66–89; Grimal 1981) described the 

conflict and portrayed some aspects of the urban character of Memphis. As many other 

civilian settlements during the Third Intermediate Period (J. Taylor 2003: 343; Kemp 2006: 

351–60), the city was probably fortified and became a military stronghold (Jeffreys 1985: 48; 

J. Taylor 2003: 343). In the stela, apparently Ineb-hedj fell first and without much difficulty, 

and Piy was able to view the rest of the city from this vantage point; thereafter, only the true 

and important target, Men-nefer and its port, are mentioned (Lichtheim 1980; Grimal 1981: 

115; Jeffreys 1985: 107). Even if this account is taken to be realistic, it is difficult to identify 

these places correctly, but according to Jeffreys (1985: 107; 2010: 10) the text provides 
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evidence for the existence and location of two harbours in the city, at least (Map M07 in 

Appendix VI): Ineb-hedj (the name associated with the Memphite royal residence since the 

Old Kingdom; vide III.1; III.2) was situated somewhere in the north of the Memphis ruin 

field, perhaps in the depression between Kom Nawa and Kom Dafbaby (Jeffreys 1985: 48, 

105; cf. Málek 1997: 93–95); Men-nefer may have stood further south, perhaps associated to 

the South Birka or the east margins of the Eastern Koms (Jeffreys 1985: 48, 105; Bunbury & 

Jeffreys 2011: 72–73). At Kom Tuman, in its central and western areas (TAF), several 

furnaces for metal, faience and pigment production were found; in one, a calibrated date of 

764 BC was obtained from 14C analysis of charcoal deposited in fire chambers (Krol & 

Vinokurov 2006). Krol (2007: 286) suggested that this area had been part of the city since the 

Old Kingdom (vide III.2, III.3.2, III.4.5), and that before Apries’s kingship (he did not specify 

how long before; vide III.5.3) it was an industrial suburb separated from densely populated 

quarters of the city due to the constant danger of fire. 

According to the stela of Piy, although Memphis was conquered only after a siege, Piy 

spared the city, respected its historical, religious and cultural role and safeguarded its temples 

from looting and desecration (J. Taylor 2003: 347). The 25th Dynasty seems to have paid 

significant attention to Memphis and its cultural heritage, with the city becoming their 

preferred residence outside Nubia and their capital Napata (J. Taylor 2003: 349). In the 

Memphis ruin field, a building was attributed to Shabaqo (FAE) after blocks here found 

inscribed with his name (Petrie 1909a: 10, pls XXV, XXVII; Jeffreys 1985: 22–23, fig. 25; 

Aston & Jeffreys 2007: 64, 67). This building followed the alignment (west-northwest to east-

southeast) of the suggested road, starting at the west gate of the Ptah temple enclosure (BAA) 

and passing the pylons of Rameses II’s small temple for Ptah (RAC; vide III.4.5) (Jeffreys 

1985: 65, figs 15, 25, 63). A Shabaqo cartouche was also found on a small block in the chapel 

of Sety I (RAD; vide III.4.2), possibly reused in an extra wing added by Taharqo on the south 

side of the chapel (Leclant 1951: 346; Habachi 1979: 49–50, pl. 1; Aston & Jeffreys 2007: 64, 

67).  

In the same area, the foundations of a later ‘Place of Apis’ (FAG; vide III.5.2) were 

constructed over a wide mud-brick wall and contained limestone blocks from a monument for 

Osiris-Apis with the names of Psamtek II carved in palimpsest over those of Shabaqo (M. 

Jones 1990: 144). These finds led Michael Jones (1990: 144, 147) to speculate that a Kushite 

monument of Osiris-Apis might have existed here. Together with the previously described 

22nd Dynasty blocks (FAH), these finds support continuous occurrence of cults related to Apis 

in this area during the Third Intermediate Period (Dimick 1959a: 75–76; M. Jones 1990: 143), 
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a tradition which might have begun in the New Kingdom (vide III.4.1, III.4.2). The presence 

of votive stelae also testify to the burial of the Apis bull in the Serapeum in Saqqara and the 

corresponding cult in Memphis throughout the Third Intermediate Period, irrespective of 

changes of authority in the city (Mariette 1857; J. Taylor 2003: 356; Kemp 2006: 374). In 

fact, the preservation of the Memphite Theology of Creation, a cosmological text which gives 

primacy to Ptah as creator of the universe, written on a slab of basalt from the kingship of 

Shabaqo (Lichtheim 1973: 51–57; Bodine 2009; Hawary 2010) revealed the high status of 

Ptah of Memphis despite Kushite veneration for Amun. 

 Based on the archaeological record, Jeffreys (1985: 65, 70) suggested that the urban 

structure of the great Ptah temple complex (i.e., internal structure, enclosure walls, gates and 

subsidiary external buildings), at least in its southwest quadrant, might have been maintained 

with no radical changes from the 19th Dynasty to the end of the Third Intermediate Period 

(Figures 15 and 16, and Maps M06 and M07 in Appendix VI). Finds in Kom Rabi‛ (RAT) 

suggest that the same occurred in other areas of the city, particularly in the Western Koms. 

Memphis probably owed much of its importance and economic base to local temples during 

the Third Intermediate Period, while harbours and related activities probably also had a 

significant role in the daily life of the city (Aston & Jeffreys 2007: 75–76).  

 

III.5.2.  The Late Period 

The occurrence and number of high-rank tombs in Saqqara (Figure 3) suggests that Memphis 

remained the administrative centre of Egypt during the Late Period and that elite members 

lived in the city (van Dijk 2003; Lloyd 2003a: 383–86; Bareš 2006; Ziegler 2011: 67–70). 

However, the capital shifted between Sa el-Hagar (Sais) during the 26th and 28th Dynasties, 

Tell el-Rub‛a (Mendes) during the 29th Dynasty and Samannud (Sebennytos) during the 30th 

Dynasty (Grimal 1992: 372–73; Lloyd 2003a: 368; Wilkinson 2010: 458). Memphis became a 

significant cult centre due to the religious significance of Ptah, and especially due to the burial 

of the Apis bulls in the Serapeum of Saqqara and of other animals identified with deities 

(Mariette 1857; Kemp 2006: 374–75, 380). 

 Excavations in the southwest quadrant of the great Ptah complex (Figure 17 and Map 

M08 in Appendix VI) seem to confirm royal devotion to cults related to Apis suggested by 

historical sources and inscriptions, even during Persian occupation (Lloyd 2003a: 370, 374–

75, 378; Jeffreys 2010: 17). Remains of a building (FAG) (Jeffreys 1985: 22, 95, fig. 25) were 

excavated by El-Amir (1948) and Badawi, studied and revisited by Dimick (1959a) and re-

excavated by Michael Jones (1990). El-Amir (1948: 51) considered it to be the stall of the 
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Apis bull referred to by several classical writers (Jeffreys 2010: 11, 15), while Dimick (1959a: 

75, 79) argued that it was also the ‘Embalming House of Apis Bulls’. The inscribed objects 

found, i.e., royal donations from Nekau, Nekau II, Ahmose II and Darius I to the god Apis 

(El-Amir 1948; Dimick 1959a) were, according to Michael Jones (1990: 142), out of their 

original positions and reused in later reconstructions. However, Michael Jones highlighted the 

concentration of alabaster items, the inscribed ones all dedicated to Apis, many referring to 

either ‘Living Apis’ or ‘Osiris-Apis’; none of these have been found elsewhere in Memphis, 

suggesting the continuous existence of cults related to Apis in this area from the reign of 

Rameses II down to Darius I (vide III.4.1, III.4.2, III.5.1, III.6.1). The building itself had two 

 

 
Figure 17 – Sites and finds in the Memphis ruin field associated with the Late Period (cf. Map M08 in Appendix 

VI) 
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different levels built on a single mud-brick platform (Dimick 1959b: 76; M. Jones 1990: 144). 

Its foundations included reused blocks with inscriptions referring to Apis and several rulers, 

the latest one being Ahmose II, and a group of coins that was dated to the middle of the 4th 

century BC, coinciding closely with the date of the latest pottery types found in the 

undisturbed fill of the foundations (M. Jones 1990: 144–45). Michael Jones (1990: 145–46) 

took account of these finds, plus a short text on an alabaster basin in the building itself and the 

text on a stela discovered in Saqqara (Daressy 1908; Quibell 1909: 10, 112, pl. LII; 

Spiegelberg 1909: 89–93) to suggest that the existing remains (FAG) were from a building 

with two different structures, the ‘Place of Apis’, inaugurated by Nectanebo II. Blocks from a 

cornice and inscribed with cartouches of Nectanebo II reused in a limestone tank (BAM) 

(Daressy 1901: 240) found some 100m northwestwards might once have been part of that 

building (Jeffreys 1985: 37–38, fig. 8; M. Jones 1990: 147), as well as a cylindrical vat 

observed a little to the north (Jeffreys 1985: 38). The building of Nectanebo II was probably a 

major rebuilding of the temple of Apis, which involved the dismantlement of a precinct built 

by the 25th Dynasty (vide III.5.1), reinscribed and embellished by 26th Dynasty rulers (M. 

Jones 1990: 147). 

 Found in a different location in the great Ptah temple complex (Figure 17 and Map M08 

in Appendix VI), a giant stela of Apries (QAT) recorded his endowments to Memphite 

temples (Gunn 1927; Jeffreys 1985: 24, 97; 2010: 183–84). Cartouches of ‘Psam(tek)’ and 

Hakor were included in the blocks of a possible New Kingdom inner Ptah temple (BAF; vide 

III.4.2) (Jeffreys 1985: 36, 102; 2010: 145; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 9). Thus, the Ptah temple 

probably existed during the Late Period in the Middle Birka. However, the building of 

Nectanebo II mentioned above, followed an orientation (northwest to southeast) that diverged 

from the alignments observed in pre-Late Period constructions in the southwest quadrant of 

the great Ptah temple complex (vide III.4.5, III.5.1), suggesting that there might have been 

some changes in its internal structure and organisation (Jeffreys 1985: 65, 70, figs 15, 25). 

Somewhere in Kom Khanzir (KAA, KAB; vide III.4.2, III.6.1) a metal workshop and several 

objects associated with it—including obsolete coins for melting down—were found by 

Mariette and dated to the Late Period or later (Maspero 1889: 8–9, pl. 32; Jeffreys 2010: 184–

85). 

 In Kom Rabi‛, the building of the ‘House of Millions of Years’ (RAG, RAH, RAU; vide 

III.4.3, III.6.1) maintained its main functional structure despite some transformation and reuse 

possibly occurring during the Late Period (Mahmud 1978; Jeffreys 1985: 25–26, figs 38, 39). 

Westwards, excavations in Kom Rabi‛ (RAT, RAJ; vide III.4.3, III.4.5, III.5.1) suggested that 
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urban configurations persisted in north and northwest Kom Rabi‛ after the New Kingdom. 

Pottery ranging mainly from the Middle Kingdom to the 26th Dynasty was detected in pits and 

on the surface (RAP, RAT; vide III.2, III.3.2) (Jeffreys 1985: 26, 98; Jeffreys et al. 1986: 1, 5; 

Giddy 1999: 2). In the same area, remnants of masonry (RAA), some more than 4m high, 

probably representing 1st millennium BC occupation and possibly part of a multi-storey 

building along a road, were excavated by Lepsius and drawn by Hekekyan (Jeffreys 1985: 26, 

fig. 15; 2006: 5–7; 2010: 173; Jeffreys et al. 1986: 2). Raw bricks of the Late Period (FAL) 

were found 0.5m above the brick vaulting of Middle Kingdom settlement remains (FAD; vide 

III.3.2), and, between these, sherds of the 18th Dynasty were found in tip-lines (vide III.4.5), 

suggesting some levelling down of the area in the early 1st millennium BC (Jeffreys 1985: 

29). 

Although finds and inscriptions have suggested urban expansion towards the north 

during the New Kingdom and the Third Intermediate Period (vide III.4.5, III.5.1), structured 

occupation during the Late Period was confirmed by evidence (Map M08 in Appendix VI). A 

life-size basalt statue of Psamtek I (NAL) was found in Kom Nawa (Moussa 1983; Leclant 

1984: 361). Nearby, an uninscribed limestone gateway (NAB) was excavated by Petrie 

(1909a: 10, pl. XXVII); it was considered a Late Period construction, perhaps belonging to a 

temple (Jeffreys 1985: 39, fig. 9; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 6). An avenue of red granite blocks 

(NAC), which began from the gateway (NAB), was probably of later date (vide III.4.4, 

III.6.2). Further north, blocks bearing the name of Ahmose II were detected, mixed with other 

granite blocks in a considerably disturbed cluster (NAD; vide III.3.2) (Petrie 1909a: 4). 

 

III.5.3.  The military character of Memphis 

Structures from the Late Period in the Memphis ruin field suggest a Memphis with military 

and defensive character. The so-called palace of Apries (TAA) on Kom Tuman provides a 

clear example (Figures 17 and 18, and Map M08 in Appendix VI). This massive building 

(Krol 2007: figs 1, 2; Lopes 2012: figs 1, 2) was initially excavated by Daninos (1904; Kemp 

1978: 61). Petrie (1909a: 4–5, pl. I; 1909b; 1910: 40–44) thoughtfully excavated and studied 

the palace, its fosse and a large ramp (TAC) to the south, finding blocks with the cartouches 

of Apries and several objects of the Late and Ptolemaic Periods, including clay sealings, wood 

labels with Aramaic inscriptions (which he interpreted as dating from the 5th century BC), a 

large number of arrow- and lance-heads and Persian weaponry. The ramp (TAC) was possibly 

the main access to the palace (Petrie 1909b: 2; Jeffreys 1985: 40) and seems to have 

connected the palace to the religious premises and central areas of the city (vide III.4.5). A 
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storage/support area was excavated south of the main building and was apparently associated 

with the palace warehouses (Lopes 2012: 135, 138; 2013: 37). Kemp (1977b: 102) calculated 

that 50% of the surface area of the palace had disappeared, and that it originally extended 

further eastwards. The imposing nature of the building has led Jeffreys and others (Jeffreys 

1985: 40–41, figs 9, 10) to suggest that Apries built this defensive residential complex at the 

height of his unpopularity.  

The palace was erected on an artificial platform (Petrie 1909a: 4–5; 1909b: 1; Kemp 

1977b). A study of soil stabilisation of its structures showed that the construction of the 

platform involved major soil-retaining works made with huge mud-brick retaining walls 

(Lopes 2012: 135–36). Kemp (1977b: 101) argued that this platform was erected during a 

single Late Period construction phase, including both the palace and the surrounding camp. 

However, Petrie (1909a: 4–5; 1909b: 1–2) suggested that the palace was built over an 

accumulation of levels from previous complexes. Although he was not able to substantiate it 

(Jeffreys 1985: 105), Petrie’s hypothesis is still a matter of debate, and is considered with care 

by Jeffreys and Lopes (vide III.2, III.3.2, III.4.5, III.5.1). If earlier buildings occurred, they 

were cleared or levelled in preparation for Apries’s constructions (Petrie 1909b: 1; Jeffreys 

1985: 43; Krol 2007: 286; CESRAS 2017). Krol (2007: 285–86) followed the position of 

Petrie, suggesting local occupation from the Old Kingdom, with the former further proposing 

that Apries was driven to build his palace here by ideological and symbolical reasons, and, 

still according to Krol, due to an hypothetical earlier existence of a palatial complex of Djoser 

at the same site (vide III.2, III.3.2, III.4.5, III.5.1). 

A vast fortified camp, associated with the palace and possibly surrounded by an 

enclosure extended to east, south and southeast of the palace (Petrie 1909a: 4–5, pl. I; 1909b: 

1; Kemp 1977b: 101–2) (Figures 17 and 18, and Map M08 in Appendix VI). Daninos (1904) 

found several objects in this camp, probably to the east of the palace (Kemp 1978: 61; Aston 

& Jeffreys 2007: 65), including a cache of bronze items (TAE), some with depictions of 26th 

Dynasty kings (Daressy 1902b). In addition, an open area with a water shaft and a ‘kitchen’ 

area, also to the east of the palace, provided daily life ceramics ranging from the Late Period 

onwards along with copper materials, and was interpreted as representing a habitation zone of 

the ‘Apries’s palace mercenary camp’ (Lopes 2012: 135–37; 2013: 37). In the centre of the 

camp, remains of what resembled a large compartmented building with a regular squared 

pattern (TAF), detected by Dimick (1959b: 82) and observed by Jeffreys and others (Jeffreys 

1985: 42), were excavated and interpreted as a combination of diachronic architectural 

elements belonging to different constructions with pottery of the 26th Dynasty in foundation 
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Figure 18 – Reproduction of the sketch map of the Memphis ruin field drawn by Petrie (1909a: pl. I) 
 

trenches providing a terminus post quem (Krol 2007: 281–82; CESRAS 2017). Geophysical 

investigations, surface surveys, excavations and core-drilling confirmed that the area 

surrounding and to the east of Dimick’s building was a target of major construction activity 

during the Late Period (vide III.5.1) (Ivanov 2006; Krol 2007: 281–82; CESRAS 2017). 

The camp was surrounded by a large wall which roughly enclosed the entirety of Kom 

Tuman (Petrie 1909a: pl. I; Jeffreys 1985: figs 9, 10; Krol 2007: fig. 1). It has been difficult to 

establish if the enclosure of the camp was contemporaneous with the construction of the 

Apries palace (vide III.6.1) (Jeffreys 1985: 41–42; Krol 2007: 283). While Kemp (1977b: 

101) believes that the whole area inside the great enclosure was artificially and 
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simultaneously formed, Jeffreys (1985: 41–42, 105) suggested that the surviving wall might 

have been constructed later than the 26th Dynasty given the shallower foundations of the 

‘Great Gate’ compared to the ones of the palace. However, this issue remains inconclusive 

because both authors argued that their hypotheses depended on checking whether the 

foundations were built in trenches, which is still unknown. Petrie (1909a: 12) explored the 

entire length of the east wall and located the ‘Great Gate’ (TAG) close to the northeastern 

corner of the enclosure (Figure 17 and Map M08 in Appendix VI). The eastern face of the 

east wall was observed in a section (TAK) where a gate might have existed (Jeffreys 1985: 

42; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 6). Outside the enclosure, walling sections (TAH, TAJ) of 

unknown date apparently run parallel to the north wall of the enclosure (Jeffreys 1985: 42, 

figs 9, 10). Also of unknown date, two phases of mud-brick walling and a square chamber 

lined with whitewashed mud plaster (TAL) in the south wall of the enclosure and close to its 

southeast corner were interpreted as being a gate or a lodge (Jeffreys 1985: 42, 76, fig. 49; 

Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 6–8). In the southwest corner of Kom Tuman, in line with the access 

ramp to the palace (TAC), two large blocks of limestone (TAS; vide III.6.1) might have been 

connected to another gate in the enclosure, while a basin (TAN) was positioned exactly at the 

expected location of its southwestern corner (Jeffreys 1985: 42–43, figs 9, 10).  

Jeffreys  (1985: 42, figs 9, 10) suggested that a road externally bordered the south wall 

of the northern enclosure, connecting the two south gates (TAL, TAS). He proposed that this 

road was possibly limited to the south by other walls represented both by the east–west wall 

section (TAR) located some 50m south of the basin (TAN) and by the base of a brick wall 

(TAQ) some 100m west of the southeast gate (TAL) (Figure 17 and Map M08 in Appendix 

VI). A stretch of limestone pavement (TAM; vide III.6.1) parallel to these features might have 

been its eastward extension. The brick wall detected in TAQ could have been a northern wall 

of a hypothetical enclosure surrounding the North Birka (vide III.4.5). Although never 

confirmed, an enclosure surrounding the North Birka was hypothesised by Jeffreys (1985: 6, 

39, 42, 103, figs 9, 53, 54; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 10) when he noted that some remains 

suggested regular contours around this birka: to the north, the remains of the walls referred to 

above (TAQ); to the west, a (conjectured?) wall represented by a north–south broken line on 

Petrie’s plan (1909a: pl. I), connecting the southeast corner of the Apries complex enclosure, 

two small hillocks (Lepsius 1849: I.9) formed by mud-bricks (NAH) and a cluster of loose 

blocks (AAG; vide III.6.1) close to the northeast corner of the great Ptah temple enclosure 

(Figures 18 and 19); to the south, a large construction called sikket al-qanṭara (roughly 

meaning, the road/way [of the] bridge) (Jeffreys 1985: 68) followed the north wall of the Ptah 
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temple enclosure; to the west, a road might have connected the gate on the northwest corner 

of the great Ptah temple enclosure (BAT) to a gate on the southwest corner of the Apries 

complex enclosure (TAN) (vide III.4.5). This hypothesis disagreed with Petrie’s (1909a: 3, pl. 

I) idea that a ‘sacred lake’ had been located in the North Birka (vide III.4.5, V.3.3, V.3.4). 

 

 
Figure 19 – Reproduction of the plan of the Memphis ruin field drawn by Georg Erbkam and published by 

Lepsius (1849: I.9) 

N 
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After Apries, the palace complex in Kom Tuman continued to be the nucleus of the 

city’s defensive strength (vide III.6.1) (Kemp 1977b: 101–2; Jeffreys 1985: 41, 105). 

Numerous Greek and Persian finds (Petrie 1909b: 11–13, 15–17; Petrie et al. 1910: 40–44; 

Lopes 2010; 2012: 136–37) suggested that colonies of Carian and Ionian mercenaries might 

have settled here during the reign of Ahmose II and that the site might have remained a main 

stronghold of the city under Persian dominance (Krol 2007: 282, 286). It has been suggested 

that this was the Leukon Teikhos referred to by Herodotus (The Histories III.91; Godley 1920) 

(Chassinat 1911: 147; Jeffreys 1985: 41, 105; 2010: 9–10, 13; Krol 2007: 287).  

In Kom Qala‛a, the site of the earlier palace of Merenptah (QAB; vide III.4.4, III.6.1) 

might also have been used for military purposes during the Late Period (Figure 17 and Map 

M08 in Appendix VI). An inscription found here, from the kingship of Ahmose II, showed 

that by the 26th Dynasty the area had been occupied and several metres of domestic debris had 

accumulated since the 19th Dynasty (Fisher 1917: 227–30). Petrie (1909a: 3, 11, pl. XXVII) 

briefly described a ‘foreign quarter’ here, strewn with Greek pottery of the 7th century BC 

onward, with streets and houses parallel to the palace, probably built a few centuries before 

the Ptolemies. Aston & Jeffreys (2007: 69) suggested that some of these houses might have 

been artisans houses from the Third Intermediate Period. Nevertheless, Petrie (1909a: 11, pls 

I, XXVII) described an east–west ‘Late Wall’ (QAB) immediately to the south of the palace, 

which was buttressed and thickened along its north side, with a stair or ramp leading up to its 

top on the same side, and thus apparently intended for defence against the south (Figure 18). 

This wall followed the alignment of the late Ptolemaic/Roman south wall of the great Ptah 

temple and extended almost as far as the eastern edge of Kom Qala‛a (Petrie 1909a: 11, pl. I; 

Dimick 1959b; Anthes 1965: 38, figs 1, 2; Jeffreys 1985: 63–64, figs 13, 16). Petrie argued 

that, on the one hand, this was a wall of the Tyrian camp as referred to by Herodotus (The 

Histories II.112; Godley 1920), possibly a Late Period or early Ptolemaic structure to protect 

a Greek garrison. On the other hand, he observed that the wall was apparently connected to 

Ptolemaic and Roman buildings and urban structures as shown in his map. Anthes (1965: 38) 

confirmed that the ‘Late Wall’ was a secondary structure built upon house ruins, and thus a 

post-Ramessid construction, but Jeffreys (1985: 63–64, 66–67, figs 13, 16) noted that the 

alignment of this wall, which he calls ‘Hellenistic’, is too close to that of the 19th Dynasty 

palace to be a mere coincidence and suggested that the ‘Late Wall’ followed an earlier, 

though less massive, wall. The date of the wall remains uncertain, but the initial supposition 

of Petrie that it was a Late Period or early Ptolemaic structure seems possible, although a later 

date for its construction cannot be disregarded. Its apparent relationship to later houses, streets 
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and other structures (vide III.6.1) might be explained by maintenance during later periods of 

both urban patterns in the area and the wall itself. Note that the record of several walls of 

unknown date with similar alignments in this area (vide III.4.2, III.4.4, III.4.5, III.6.1), most 

of which have been dismantled, has made it difficult to interpret these structures (Anthes 

1965: 42–43; Jeffreys et al. 1984: 25–28; Jeffreys 1985: 23, 64, 66–67, 96, figs 13, 16). 

 

III.6.  Memphis under the Ptolemies and the Romans 

III.6.1.  Times of adaptation 

During the Ptolemaic Period, Memphis definitively lost its status as capital and its 

administrative importance; Alexander the Great invaded Egypt and founded Alexandria, 

which became the new capital and the most important city in the country in almost all ways 

(Lloyd 2003b: 399–401). Some of the most prominent indications of activities in Memphis 

were connected to religious practices, particularly in the great Ptah temple complex. The 

sections of its enclosure, which were visible until recently (Lepsius 1849: I.9; Petrie 1909a: 4, 

pl. I; Anthes 1965: 41; Jeffreys 1985: 23, 37, 39, 96), were apparently a construction of late 

Ptolemaic or Roman date (Figures 18, 19 and 20, and Maps M09 and M10 in Appendix VI). 

Evidence regarding its date was provided by sections of its south wall (QAH, RAB, RAD, 

RAE, RAF) in which the construction trench cut and disturbed earlier deposits and structures 

(Anthes 1959: 72, pls 7, 8; 1965: 8–9, 31–33, 40–41, pl. 6; Jacquet 1959: 12–13; 1965: 49–

50, 53, 59; Jeffreys et al. 1984: 25; Jeffreys 1985: 22–23, 70–72, figs 16, 17, 29, 63). The 

possibility of a similar New Kingdom enclosure was discussed in the above text (vide III.4.2, 

III.4.4, III.4.5).  

 The southwest corner of the enclosure (RAB) showed that both the west and south wall 

were from the same construction date (Anthes 1959: pls 1, 6; Jacquet 1959: 12). The fact that 

the west wall abuts the western gate of the enclosure (BAA; vide III.4.2, III.4.5) suggests that 

this gate was maintained during the Ptolemaic Period (Figure 20 and Map M09 in Appendix 

VI). Disparities in alignments probably already occurred in earlier structures (vide III.4.5). In 

the north wall, the construction trench also cut earlier deposits (BAR; vide III.4.2), and, 

although evidence of an earlier wall was absent in this site (Petrie et al. 1913: 32; Jeffreys 

1985: 37, 103–4), a Ramessid north gate (BAT) has been proposed to the west (vide III.4.2, 

III.4.5, III.5.3). Regarding the east wall of the enclosure (AAA, AAE, AAF), immediately 

outside of its line and along the central east–west axis (vide III.4.5) of the great Ptah temple 

complex (Petrie 1909a: 2, pl. I; Jeffreys 1985: 33, 37, fig. 63), an in situ pavement dated from 
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Ptolemy IV (BAJ) found together with fragments of cornice and architrave belonging to a 

propylon, might represent part of an east gate of the enclosure (Petrie 1909a: 14, pl. I; Jeffreys 

1985: 37, 38, fig. 8) (Figures 18 and 20, and Map M09 in Appendix VI). However, in this 

case there are doubts if this follows the presence of an earlier wall (vide III.4.2, III.4.5). 

 Jeffreys (1985: 70, fig. 25) suggested that the series of offsets and kinks in the western 

part of the south wall (RAB) of the enclosure might be connected with a gate existing here 

since the New Kingdom (vide III.4.5, III.5.1), and that the abnormal thickness directly west of 

the Sety I chapel might be seen as a tapering pylon, despite Anthes’ (1959: 67, pl. 1; 1965: 

31–32; Jacquet 1959: 12–14) opinion that these elements were contemporaneous and a means 

of respecting underlying structures. 

 If some changes in the internal structure and organisation of the great Ptah temple 

complex occurred during the Late Period (vide III.5.2), a general maintenance of the urban 

structure of the complex itself and the surrounding area during the Ptolemaic and Roman 

Periods was suggested by archaeological finds, which have been described often as 

simultaneously Ptolemaic and Roman, revealing architectural continuity and persistence of 

uses (Jeffreys 1985: 65, 70, figs 15, 25). The enclosure referred to above is a good example of 

this. The ‘Place of Apis’ (FAG; vide III.5.2) showed no evidence of modification and 

probably continued in use for several centuries, possibly as the structure that was commented 

upon by travellers from the 1st century BC onwards (Jeffreys 1985: 22, 95; 2010: 11, 14; M. 

Jones 1990: 147). Yet, blocks inscribed by Rameses II and Sheshonq I (FAH; vide III.4.2, 

III.5.1) were probably reused as foundations for a building of Roman date given the pottery 

datable to the 1st century BC or 1st century AD found in sealed layers below them (M. Jones 

1990: 141). Still inside the great Ptah temple enclosure, but in the southeast quadrant, an apse 

of an intriguing apsidal stone building (QAG; vide III.4.2), perhaps belonging to a church, 

was excavated by Ahmad Tahir (Jeffreys 1985: 20, 64, fig. 14; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 8). 

There was no reference to possible dates for its construction, which might have been late 

Roman or post-Roman. A small lavabo (QAH), a small limestone doorway (BAN), limestone 

door jambs and a group of small limestone and plaster basins were also detected here and 

were probably associated with this building given their proximity and orientation (Jeffreys 

1985: 21, 64, fig. 14). In the northeast quadrant (AAG, BAR; vide III.4.2, III.5.3), limestone 

flooring slabs, a limestone basin and a damaged granite relief block showing Ptah in his 

booth, suggested the existence of a monumental building, maybe of Roman date and perhaps 

connected with the site of Kom Khanzir (KAA, KAB; vide III.4.2, III.5.2) (Smith & Jeffreys 

1985: 6, 9; Jeffreys 2010: 160–62). 
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Figure 20 – Sites and finds in the Memphis ruin field associated with the Ptolemaic Period and the Roman Period 

(cf. Maps M09 and M10 in Appendix VI) 
 

Outside the great Ptah temple enclosure, and close to its southwest corner, houses and 

ovens (e.g., for glazing) of the Ptolemaic or early Roman Periods were detected above earlier 

remains (RAB; vide III.4.3, III.5.1) from the New Kingdom (small temple for Ptah) to the 

Third Intermediate Period (Anthes 1965: 8, 22, 24–25, 27; Jacquet 1965: 46). The Ramessid 

small temple to Ptah and Sakhmet (RQA; vide III.4.3) suffered structural adaptations, and, on 
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it, a small Ptolemaic terracotta figurine of a woman in labour was found (Smith et al. 1983: 

33; Jeffreys 1985: 75, fig. 42). The adjacent north–south paved way (RQA; vide III.4.3, 

III.4.5, III.5.1), with disparate types of pavement perhaps as a result of repairs, may still have 

been in use during at least the Ptolemaic Period (Jeffreys 1985: 75). Later use of the temple 

was not evident but walls and constructions of Roman date (QAJ) were detected immediately 

to the east by Tahir (Jeffreys 1985: figs 7, 8, 15) (Figure 20 and Maps M09 and M10 in 

Appendix VI). Despite the conservative urban aspect, the buildings suggested changes in the 

local socio-economic context. The ‘House of Millions of Years’ (RAG, RAH, RAU; vide 

III.4.3, III.5.2) suffered alterations and reuse, perhaps as early as the Late Period. The 

entrance and main functional structure was maintained, but kilns were added, the eastern and 

southern walls were dismantled with others in brick being added during the late Ptolemaic or 

Roman Periods, and possibly the interior served as a workshop (for either glassing or pottery) 

most probably until the end of the Roman Period (Mahmud 1978: 4, fig. 2; Jeffreys 1985: 25–

26, 74, figs 38, 39).  

Kom Qala‛a may have been one of the most imposing parts of Memphis during these 

periods (Jeffreys 1985: 19) (Figures 18, 19 and 20, and Maps M09 and M10 in Appendix VI). 

In the area of and over the palace of Merenptah (QAB; vide III.4.4), Petrie (1909a: 3, 11, pl. 

XXVII) briefly described a ‘foreign quarter’ strewn with Greek pottery of the 7th century BC 

onward and with streets and houses parallel to the palace, probably built a few centuries 

before the Ptolemies (vide III.5.3). Based on evidence, particularly the identification of over 

400 coins mostly ranging in date from the reigns of Ptolemy I to Ptolemy VI and associated 

with those walls, Fisher concluded that most of the brickwork on the upper levels was 

Ptolemaic (Fisher 1917: 213, fig. 79; Anthes 1965: 35, 37, fig. 2; Jeffreys 1985: 19, 63–64, 

91, 93, fig. 13; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 11). Nevertheless, the local complex stratigraphy 

revealed intensive occupation from the New Kingdom, with at least 5 major post-Ramessid 

building phases and with the upper levels of late Roman date (Fisher 1917: 227) at a height of 

c. 23–24m a.s.l., i.e., 6m above the central parts of the palace (Edgar 1915). A massive and 

prominent brick platform, Fischer’s ‘central fort’ (QAB), stood here at least 12m above 

ground level, with foundations cutting most of the upper deposits; it is thus presumably of 

Roman date (Jeffreys 1985: 63–64, 91, 93, 114–15). According to Jeffreys (1985: 114) this 

might have been a foundation platform of the ‘peripteral temple’ type.  

To the south of the Merenptah complex and the later remains above it, several walls of 

uncertain date and with similar alignments have been either dismantled or unchecked, making 

them difficult to interpret (Anthes 1965: 35–40, 42–43; Jeffreys 1985: 23, 64, 66–67, 96, figs 
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13, 16). The ‘Late Wall’ seems to follow both New Kingdom and Ptolemaic/Roman 

alignments, with possible construction dates ranging from the Late Period to post-Roman 

(vide III.5.3) (Figures 18 and 20, and Maps M09 and M10 in Appendix VI). A short distance 

to the south, another east–west wall was represented by Petrie (1909a: pl. I), but has either 

been subsequently removed or was mistakenly placed (Jeffreys 1985: 64, fig. 13). Even 

further south, the gate of the Merenptah complex and abutting wallings (QAD, QAE, QAF) 

are possibly contemporaneous, and might be related to buried structures made of a mixture of 

black and yellowish bricks (RAF) observed beneath the late Ptolemaic/Roman south wall of 

the great Ptah temple enclosure (vide III.4.2, III.4.4).  

To the southeast of the gate, another wall section was dug by Fisher (Jeffreys et al. 

1984: 25–28; Jeffreys 1985: 67, fig. 13). This was possibly the latest wall of this sequence, 

but its date was suggested by indirect evidence only. Given similar alignments and mud-

bricks, this section was apparently part of the same wall represented by other sections (QAO, 

RAF, RAR) observed to the west (Figure 20 and Maps M09 and M10 in Appendix VI) 

(Jeffreys et al. 1984: 25–28; Jeffreys 1985: 23, 66–67, figs 13, 16). The sections of walling in 

RAF/RAR were significantly massive, located some metres southwards of the south wall of 

the great Ptah temple enclosure but diverging from the latter and, if extended westwards, 

would connect to the southwest corner of the great Ptah temple (Jeffreys et al. 1984: 25–28; 

Jeffreys 1985: 23, 67, figs 15–17). Jeffreys assumed that the wall is demonstrably post-

Ramessid as a coin hoard was found apparently associated with it, and three limestone piles or 

pillars, perhaps of late Roman date, have been set into the body of the wall. Another possible 

section of this wall (RAR) was discovered by Ahmad Tahir immediately east of the limestone 

pillars, apparently associated with a small piece of limestone paving (Jeffreys 1985: 67, 115, 

fig. 17). 

None of the wall sections referred to above have been dated with any certainty. They 

were all detected close to each other, similarly aligned in both the area of the Merenptah 

complex and close to the south wall of the great Ptah temple enclosure, and all were 

apparently oriented towards the southwest corner of this enclosure (RAB). Their dates, 

temporal sequences and functions are archaeological questions that are still to be solved. 

On the Northern Koms, it was suggested that the Apries palace (TAA; vide III.5.3) and 

the associated camp (Figures 18 and 20, and Maps M09 and M10 in Appendix VI) were 

adapted and remained in use as a main military structure well into the Ptolemaic Period and 

probably the Roman Period (Kemp 1977b: 101; Jeffreys 1985: 41, 105; 2010: 15–16; Smith & 

Jeffreys 1985: 8). Large quantities of Imperial and late Roman domestic pottery in spoil 
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dumps from excavations in the centre of the camp (TAF; vide III.5.3) were detected (Jeffreys 

1985: 42, 105). Evidence of late Roman buildings, i.e., limestone basins, flooring slabs and 

very large reused granite elements, were found in the area of the southeast corner of the 

palace enclosure (TAM, TAN, TAS; vide III.5.3) (Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 8). Recent 

excavations over surrounding large areas confirmed that this was densely populated during 

the Ptolemaic and Roman Periods (Ivanov 2006; Krol 2007: 281; CESRAS 2017). Materials 

spanning from the New Kingdom to the Late Roman were also positively identified in the 

area of the palace, including Greek, Attic and late Roman slip ware ceramics, amphorae and 

copper material in a habitation zone of the camp (Lopes 2010; 2012: 135–37). The enclosure 

of the camp might have been constructed during one of these periods, but that remains 

unknown (vide III.5.3). 

 

III.6.2.  Memphis and the Nile during Roman times 

Ptolemaic and Roman Memphis was probably a multicultural and multiracial metropolis, as 

suggested by classical writers and confirmed by archaeological evidence (Jeffreys 2010: 5–6, 

16). The city may have reached its greatest extent during the late Ptolemaic Period (Jeffreys 

1985: 9). The city’s extent has been tentatively calculated (Petrie 1909a: 1; Smith et al. 1983: 

39–41; Jeffreys et al. 1984: 28–30; Jeffreys 1985: 6–10; 2010: 194–96; Love 2003), but most 

information was obtained from classical texts, and thus those figures should be taken with a 

great deal of caution. Despite the discussion, opinions on the eastern limits of the city have 

been more consensual due to evidence (study of old maps, archaeological data and cores 

analyses) that supported the existence of a main channel of the Nile bordering the Memphis 

ruin field on its eastern side at least during the Ptolemaic and Roman Periods (vide III.3.4).  

On the eastern edge of Kom Arba‛in, a series of walls and blocks of masonry (AAD) 

were connected to a river front during those periods (Figure 20 and Maps M09 and M10 in 

Appendix VI). Joseph Hekekyan excavated this site (Jeffreys 2010: 163–68), partially cleared 

and planned by the SoM (Jeffreys 1985: 32, 49–50, 76, 100, figs 44, 47, 48; Smith & Jeffreys 

1985: 9). A southern ashlar-faced limestone wall of considerable proportions running north–

south and following the eastern edge of the kom was part of riverside wall; on its east side, 

Hekekyan recorded a stone-paved floor; a northern block of masonry, with a circular opening 

at its east end, was connected to stretches of wall both to the north and south and was possibly 

part of a spur wall or tower; between those two walls, a block of opus listatum, certainly of 

Roman date (perhaps Hadrianic), contained a semi-circular recess (giving it an apsidal 

appearance), and had both a cavetto moulding at the top of the wall and a lead drainage spout 
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immediately below the coping; from the west end of this block another section of wall ran 

north. Based on the levels of both floors and walls and on the absence of either dressed faces 

or evidence of floor levels on the west side of those walls and blocks, Hekekyan and Jeffreys 

(Jeffreys 1985: 32, 49; 2010: 163–65; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 9) suggested that these were 

riverside structures in the Roman Period, probably embankments partly open to the river and 

acting as a small dockyard. More wall sections were recorded both northwards and 

southwards (AAC) with their alignment apparently following the edge of the mound; although 

apparently Roman, some elements were described as ‘Greek’ but there remains doubt if these 

were really architectural fragments (Jeffreys 1985: 32, 49–50, 100; 2010: 163, 166–68). 

Nevertheless, these features raised the possibility of a pre-Roman river front structure, and, in 

fact, by the 1st century AD, Memphis was a centre for numerous shipping guilds and 

workshops (Jeffreys 2010: 16) 

The Eastern Koms were apparently intensively occupied during the Ptolemaic and 

Roman Periods, with large areas apparently maintaining a military character (vide III.5.3, 

III.6.1). The area has been poorly explored, but in Kom Helul (Figure 20 and Maps M09 and 

M10 in Appendix VI) two sites were known (Petrie 1909a: 14, pl. XLIX; Petrie et al. 1910: 

44; Jeffreys 1985: 18–19; Jeffreys et al. 1987: 17–18; Giddy et al. 1990: 13; Nicholson 2013: 

4–13): an area with large quantities of fired brick-earth and spoil dumps covered with faience 

slag, much pottery from early Ptolemaic to later periods, kilns and glassing ovens (HAA); and 

a Ptolemaic building damaged by fire (HAB). The area was recently a target of geophysical 

survey and re-excavation (HAC, HAD), which confirmed that Kom Helul was a flourishing 

centre of faience production (Jeffreys et al. 2001: 12–13; Nicholson 2001; 2013: 147–48; 

Jeffreys & Nicholson 2002: 8–10; 2006: 13–16). The northern site (HAC) provided evidence 

of being part of a large industrial complex, revealing furnaces, brick floors and dumps of large 

quantities of broken ‘industrial pottery’ and vitrified material from furnace walls. To the south 

(HAD), where those types of pottery were less abundant, a large brick platform was detected, 

which was suggested to represent the base of a peripteral temple that was burned at some time 

in the past (Jeffreys & Nicholson 2002: 8, 10; Hart 2013: 155, fig. A1.3). Kom Sabakha was 

certainly part of Ptolemaic and Roman Memphis. Here, two bath buildings were partly 

excavated by inspectors of the Antiquities Service and surveyed by the EES (Jeffreys et al. 

1984: 28; Jeffreys 1985: 17–18, 62–63, figs 11, 12). One was possibly connected to medical 

cult practices during the late Ptolemaic Period (SAA), being overlain by a building complex 

in raw brick on a regular gridded plan, possibly a Roman barracks. The other (SAB) was of 
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late Ptolemaic/early Roman date. Nearby, remains of mud-brick walls associated with large 

dumps of fired brick-earth (SAC) might indicate large-scale clearance of the baths. 

Further north (Figure 20 and Map M10 in Appendix VI), remains of a Christian 

building (QAN), perhaps a church of late Roman date, were detected in the northeast area of 

Kom Qala‛a (Petrie 1915: 34, pl. LXII; Jeffreys 1985: 20). In Kom Nawa, late pottery 

(probably Ptolemaic or Roman) and segments of ‘typical Roman pavements’ were reported 

(Dimick 1959b: 82) and might be related to an avenue of red granite blocks (NAC) detected 

by Petrie (1909a: 10). The avenue (vide III.4.4, III.5.2) might have connected the area where a 

Late Period gateway was detected (NAB) to the east side of Kom Nawa where sectioned 

columns of Rameses II (NAE; vide III.4.4) seem to have been incorporated in a roadway 

(blocks in NAG, to the north, might have been related to it), suggesting endurance of local 

main roads (Jeffreys 1985: 39, figs 10, 54, 55; 2010: 167; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 6).  

At Kom Dafbaby numerous architectural fragments from the late Roman Period (DAA), 

which might correspond to clusters of loose blocks in Lepsius’ map (1849: I.9) (Figures 19 

and 20, and Map M10 in Appendix VI), were removed during machine-made trenches and 

observed scattered in the area, while mud-brick walls in section were also observed in one of 

the trenches (Jeffreys 1985: 43–44, figs 9, 10, 56; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 8, 9). From a 

similar date, some dozen pieces of Mithraic sculpture were probably located at this site or 

nearby. Although they have been suggested to have originated from a temple of Mithras, such 

a building was neither described or located (von Arneth 1849: 253; Cumont 1896: II.407, 

II.520–522; Strzygowski 1904: 9; Wiedemann 1924; Jeffreys 1985: 44; 2010: 86–87; Smith & 

Jeffreys 1985: 10). Another group of architectural elements of Roman date (DAB), some 

perhaps still in situ, others dislocated, and one bearing traces of badly weathered relief 

moulding, were found slightly to the north (Jeffreys 1985: 44; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 8). No 

pre-Roman finds have been registered at Kom Dafbaby (Jeffreys 1985: 44). 

 

III.7.  The (re)discovery of Memphis 

Recently, Jeffreys and the Survey of Memphis (Jeffreys 1985: 11–16; 1999; 2010; Smith & 

Jeffreys 1986: 88–90; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994) have summarised and presented an 

exhaustive account of both available sources and archaeological works done in the Memphis 

ruin field. Based on those studies, a brief historiography of Memphis is presented here. 

The oldest descriptions of Memphis that have survived to the present day were probably 

made by Herodotus in the 450s BC (The Histories II; Godley 1920), who might have been 

acquainted with the city through the priests of the local Ptah temple (Jeffreys 2010: 5–10). 
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Other classical writers and travellers, including Diodorus Siculus (Library of History I; 

Oldfather 1933) and Strabo (Geography XVII.30–34; H. Jones 1932), wrote about the city 

and probably visited it (Ball 1942: 46, 53; Jeffreys 1985: 11; 2010: 10–20).  

Shortly before and after the Islamic conquest of Egypt in AD 614, there were a few 

accounts, including that of Theodosius in AD 530, of a city in ruins and of monasteries in 

Saqqara, suggesting that after the end of the Roman Period Memphis was apparently 

abandoned but the region was not deserted. This impression is supported by Arab writers in 

the 10th century AD who provided brief topographical references about the area. The areas of 

the Roman fortress of Babylon, Roda Island, Old Cairo and the early Islamic capital, el-Fustat 

(all today part of modern Cairo) seem to have developed during and after the Roman Period, 

having benefited from their new strategic position proportioned by the nortward migration of 

the delta apex and the eastward movement of the Nile (vide II.3.3, II.3.4), while instead 

Memphis was declining. In the 12th century AD, the ruins of Memphis were referred to by 

Benjamin of Tudela, William of Tyre (who correctly located the ancient site by compiling the 

accounts of travelling monks) and by Abu al-Makarim (al-Makarim’s manuscript, which 

describes churches and monasteries of the region, has traditionaly been ascribed to Abu Salih, 

the Armenian). From the 12th to the 14th centuries AD, detailed accounts of the city were 

provided mainly by Arab writers, from whom later geographers borrowed heavily despite the 

fact that those accounts relied on earlier writers for many details.  

Later, the connection between the ruins and the ancient city of Memphis seems to have 

been forgotten. Travellers from the late 15th century AD referred to the ruins but not to the 

name of Memphis. The identification was re-established one century later when the desert-

edge areas of Saqqara were associated with the necropolis of Memphis by François de Pavie, 

by Villamont and by Mikolaj K. Radziwiłł. This gained recognition among travellers and by 

the 17th century AD the idea that Memphis might have been located at Old Cairo or Giza was 

abandoned. At the end of the 18th century AD the identity of the ruins was definitively 

clarified by the French Expedition in 1798–9 and the consequent publication of the 

Description de l’Égypte, which included some of the first detailed maps of the Memphite area 

including the ruins in the valley (Figure 8), as well as field records and a register of findings 

(Jomard 1818; Panckoucke 1823). 

After the French Expedition the site began to attract European collectors, who started to 

find and, in some cases, to record artefacts, buildings and statues. Giovanni Caviglia and 

Charles Sloane in 1821 (Bagnold 1888) started to excavate the Abū’l-hōl, a colossal limestone 

statue of Rameses II (vide III.4.3), which became the best known feature of the site. In 1843, 
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Lepsius (1849: I.9; 1897: 202–4) attempted for the first time to report the site systematically 

when he conducted a trial excavation at Kom Rabi‛ and published the first detailed plan 

(drawn by Georg Erbkam) of the ruin field (Figure 19). This plan included the position of 

clusters of loose blocks and became the basis of many site plans and maps to follow. Joseph 

Hekekyan started an independent series of excavations, core drillings and sondages in 1852, 

work that was innovative at the time, leaving not only a large amount of work done at 

Memphis, but also providing meticulous and detailed records which included a systematic 

stratigraphic record and some of the earliest section drawings in Egyptian archaeology (Smith 

& Jeffreys 1985: 8–9; Jeffreys 1999; 2010: 89–182, 196). Hekekyan’s finds (Jeffreys 2010: 

175–82) included part of the eastern entrance to the inner Ptah temple, the granite colossus 

now standing near the Giza pyramids (vide III.4.2), the pedestal of the Abū’l-hōl and the 

fragments of at least eleven other colossi lying along the axial routes of the Ptah temple. At 

the same time and following his discovery of the Memphite Serapeum at Saqqara, Mariette 

(1857; Maspero 1889) conducted excavations, mainly at the Middle Birka. 

After the 1850s, the exploration of the Memphis ruin field quickly developed and 

Memphis became an important site on the Egyptian archaeology map. Saqqara and el-

Badrashein became locales of flourishing antiquities markets. Some archaeologists and 

collectors, e.g., Maspero (1889; 1901a; 1901b; 1912), É. Brugsch (1893; 1906; 1907) and 

Wilbour (1936: 304–9, 343), left descriptions of chance finds from the site. Systematic 

excavations were only developed a few decades later. From 1890 several campaigns ordered 

by de Morgan (É. Brugsch 1893: 24; de Morgan 1894: 389; 1897: 5–6) began on the west 

gate of the Ptah temple enclosure, but it was Daressy (1902a) who made the first attempt to 

make some sense of the monument and draw its plan. Apart from excavations on behalf of the 

Antiquities Service conducted by Victor Loret and Gaston Maspero, officers continued 

reporting individual objects brought to light by sabākh-digging and farming, mostly at the 

eroding edges of the ruin field, or during massive canal-digging works in 1904–08.  

After an initial survey a few years before, Petrie (1908; 1909a; 1909b; 1910; 1911; 

1913; 1915) started excavations in the ruin field in 1907, and for seven years he worked at 

Kom Qala‛a, Kom Arba‛in, Kom Rabi‛, on the southwestern and western sections of the Ptah 

temple enclosure and at Kom Tuman (Figure 18). Fisher (1915; 1917; 1921; 1924) excavated 

on Kom Qala‛a after 1915 where he enlarged the original sabākh-digging to reveal a 

monumental gateway to a complex which contained a small temple of Merenptah excavated 

earlier by Petrie. In the following year, Fisher found here the royal palace of Merenptah in a 
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remarkable state of preservation beneath a complex stratigraphy topped by Roman deposits 

(vide III.4.4, III.4.5, III.5.3, III.6.1) (cf. Schulman 1988). 

From 1940 onwards, fieldwork at Memphis was mainly conducted by Egyptian 

archaeologists working either for the Antiquities Service or the Egyptian University of Cairo. 

Most of this work was performed with very limited resources, which meant that monuments 

and single pieces were exposed with little or no prospect of publication or even elementary 

recording. However, there were a few exceptions. In the area of the southwest corner of the 

great Ptah temple enclosure (vide III.4.1, III.4.3, III.5.1), Badawi (1943; 1944; 1957) and El-

Amir (1943; 1946; 1948) revealed several monuments. These were consequently excavated in 

1955–56 by the University Museum of the University of Pennsylvania in collaboration with 

Egyptian scholars and under the direction of Anthes (1959; 1965). By paying especial 

attention to the stratigraphy, these campaigns greatly contributed not only to tying together 

the separate sites excavated at the southwest corner of the Ptah temple enclosure but also to 

the understanding of both the stratigraphy and the post-18th Dynasty history of Kom Rabi‛ and 

Middle Birka. Other discoveries have not resulted from directed archaeological investigation, 

for example the early Middle Kingdom cemetery and settlement (vide III.3.1, III.3.2), the 

Ramessid ‘House of Millions of Years’ (vide III.4.3, III.4.5, III.5.2, III.6.1) and the small 

temple for Ptah and Sakhmet built by Rameses II (vide III.4.3, III.5.1, III.6.1), investigated 

respectively by El-Hitta (1955), Mahmud (1978) and Moussa (1981). 

Since the 1970s fieldwork and excavations have been conducted primarily by Egyptian 

archaeologists for the Antiquities Organisation while studies of specific archaeological 

problems or monuments have been made: the west gate of the great Ptah temple enclosure by 

Haeny (1970); the early Middle Kingdom cemetery and settlement by Lilyquist (1974); the 

chapel of Sety I (vide III.4.2, III.5.1) by Habachi and Berlandini (1984); the ‘Place of Apis’ 

(vide III.4.1, III.4.2, III.5.1, III.5.2, III.6.1) by the American Research Center and the 

University of New York, directed by M. Jones (1990); the ‘House of Millions of Years’ by 

Ghaly (2015) and F. Arnold (2015). Kemp (1976; 1977a: 192–95; 1977b; 1978) visited the 

ruin field in the 1970s and proposed an interpretation regarding the urban development of 

Memphis based on stratigraphic observations.  

Since the 1980s, the project Survey of Memphis of The Egypt Exploration Society, 

directed by Harry Smith, David Jeffreys and Lisa Giddy, has been compiling data and 

information regarding the ruin field, significantly increasing our knowledge of Memphis (vide 

I.3). Recently, two different missions have been working in the Memphis ruin field both with 

concessions on the Northern Koms (vide III.3.2, III.4.1, III.4.5, III.5.3, III.6.1). The Russian 
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Institute of Egyptology in Cairo of the Centre for Egyptological Studies of the Russian 

Academy of Sciences (CESRAS) has been surveying, prospecting and excavating large parts 

of Kom Tuman, Kom ‛Aziz and Kom Dafbaby, to the east of the palace of Apries (Ivanov 

2006; Krol & Vinokurov 2006; Krol 2007; Belova 2012; 2015; Belova & Ivanov 2016; 

CESRAS 2017). The palace itself and areas of the surrounding camp have been studied and 

investigated by the Portuguese Archaeological Mission of the Faculty of Social Sciences and 

Humanities of the Universidade Nova of Lisbon (Lopes 2010; 2012; 2013). 
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METHODOLOGY  

In this chapter, the approaches and methods used in this research are discussed. The chapter 

begins (IV.1) with an overview of the selected theoretical and methodological background. 

The validity and importance of studying palaeo-landscapes and palaeoenvironments in 

archaeological contexts, particularly the analysis of borehole sediments, are discussed in IV.2, 

with reference to equivalent research made in Egypt. Subchapter IV.3 provides a description 

of prior borehole and augering investigations in the Memphite area, specifying which ones 

were used in this work and why. Subchapter IV.4 is concerned with how the data were 

accessed, recorded, managed and studied. It includes descriptions of augering, geo-

referencing and dating techniques, and the methods used to adapt, relate and examine the data, 

which led to the construction of a digital database. This section is complemented by detailed 

descriptions of the database and its elements in Appendix III, by conversion tables in 

Appendices IV and V, and by graphic representations in Appendix I (borehole logs) and 

Appendix VI (maps and sections). Subchapter IV.5 introduces some sedimentology concepts 

which were used for the interpretation of observed sediments and facies and their general 

correlation with palaeo-landscapes and palaeoenvironments. Finally, IV.6 highlights some 

generic and specific problems and possible errors associated with these methods and data.  

 

IV.1. The Systems Approach 

The methodological background of this study is rooted in a critical review of archaeological 

and geological evidence, and was designed to be theoretically based on the Systems 

Approach.  

 

‘Each system is an entity composed of diverse but interrelated parts that function 

as a complex whole. The individual parts of a system are called components. A 

component can be a reservoir of matter, a reservoir of energy, an attribute of the 

system, or a subsystem. The state of a system is the set of important attributes that 

characterize the system at a particular time. . . . The components of a system 

interact in such a way that a change in the state of the system is “sensed” 

throughout the system. . . . Components are linked, allowing for the flow of 

information from one component to the next. These links are called couplings. . . . 

There are two types of couplings, . . . positive coupling, . . . and negative 

coupling, . . . . The two couplings . . . create a “round trip”, or feedback loop, 
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between components. Feedback is a self-perpetuating mechanism of change and a 

response to that change.’ in Kump et al. (2004: 18–19).  

 

The Systems Approach involves multidisciplinary-based research and methods and was 

first developed in Earth Sciences. The recognition of complex relations in the ‘Earth System’ 

revealed the need to develop new interdisciplinary approaches to relate data from different 

sciences (Kump et al. 2004: 18–31, 104–9). Methods developed within different disciplines 

and used by researchers with distinct knowledge and skills can enlarge the breadth of data 

collected and enable the development of new techniques of data analysis, leading to firmer 

conclusions, notably when dealing with cultural evidence and in anthropogenic environments 

(Dearing 2006). The recent development of digital tools, e.g., geo-referenced databases, 

dedicated statistical software and computers with high processing capacities, has been 

fundamental for achieving these purposes through relating various types of data and spatial 

analyses. 

These theories and methods have been used in several areas of inquiry within both 

natural and social sciences, including archaeology, despite some criticism due to the 

association of the Systems Approach with Processual Archaeology’s multivariate 

explanations (Renfrew & Bahn 2012: 480–81). Nevertheless, taking into account the ambit of 

this study and its questions, humans are a component of the ‘Earth System’ and, as such, 

human actions produce effects in the totality of the system, which can also affect other actions 

in the same system. It therefore does not make sense to study the human past without 

accounting for how it influenced or was influenced by other sub-systems. Moreover, changes 

in natural systems (e.g., environment and landscape) were definitely processual and 

multivariate, i.e., they result from complex relations between components that include human 

actions (Kump et al. 2004: 1–16; Dearing 2006: 199–200). It should be noted, however, that a 

straightforward and isolated relationship of action-and-reaction between humans and natural 

systems is never assumed in this work, and the same is true vice versa: human actions were 

never a direct and exclusive result of one natural change. 

 

IV.2. Cores and sediment analysis in archaeology 

In general terms, this study followed the methodology proposed by Bunbury, Graham, Hunter 

and others (Bunbury et al. 2008: 358–68; Graham et al. 2012: 30–32) and adapted from 

previous works. Palaeoenvironments and ancient landscape features can be identified by the 

geological analysis of sediment cores in the context of their anthropogenic content. Material 
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culture recovered in the cores can identify human activities, buildings and settlements, 

directly contributing to the recognition of cultural and socio-economic aspects of ancient 

populations. Moreover, it can provide a date for the sediment’s deposition. This method is 

valid in river or coastal plains where sediments were being deposited during the occupation of 

sites, which is the case for the area within and surrounding the Memphis ruin field (vide II.3). 

Sedimentological data needs to be supplemented with archaeological and historical data to be 

properly interpreted and related to human actions. In turn, the recognition of palaeo-

landscapes and palaeoenvironments provides a physical background to both archaeology and 

history.  

In Egypt, such techniques have been used to support archaeological investigations, and 

to both identify and test postulated geomorphological features, environmental changes and 

depositional events, including movements of the Nile, the occurrence of palaeo-islands and 

palaeo-levees, rates of both vertical aggradation in the valley and lateral accretion in channels, 

and the detection of settlements and monuments, etc.; for example, at Disuq (von der Way 

1984), Sharqia Governorate (Sewuster & van Wesemael 1987; de Wit & van Stralen 1988), 

Tell el-Fara‛in (Wunderlich 1993), Tell el-Dab‛a (Dorner 1994; 1999), Sa el-Hagar (Wilson 

2000; 2001; 2002), Giza/Cairo (AMBRIC 1989; M. Jones 1995; 1997; El-Sanussi & Jones 

1997; Branton 2009; Lehner 2009; Dufton & Branton 2010; Butzer et al. 2013), Abusir 

(Dufton & Branton 2010; Earl 2011), Mit Rahina/Saqqara (vide IV.3), Thebes (Graham & 

Bunbury 2005; Bunbury et al. 2008; Graham 2012; Graham et al. 2012; 2014) and Edfu 

(Bunbury, Graham, et al. 2009). 

Similar approaches and methods have already been applied in the Memphite region by 

other researchers, but with restricted geographical focus and mainly centred on data sets from 

specific sites. Each borehole only provides information about a specific point and, rather than 

representing the area’s general sedimentary record (and its environmental significance), it 

might only represent a localised sedimentary exception. Errors can be reduced by 

investigating as many boreholes as possible to identify patterns. Thus, the author proposed 

investigating a considerably larger area than previously examined and analysing as many 

available boreholes as possible. This work is complemented by a multidisciplinary literature 

review focused on the history of Memphis, local and regional palaeoclimate events and past 

environments, and the geomorphological context of the Memphite region.  
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Borehole Location (UTM-36R in metres) Height a.s.l. (m) Year 

SoM005 3303440 N , 331065 E 21.010 1986 

SoM006 3303405 N , 331080 E 21.610 1986 

SoM010 3303430 N , 331170 E 18.260 1987 

SoM011 3303320 N , 331170 E 21.270 1987 

SoM012 3303310 N , 331180 E 21.220 1987 

SoM013 3303250 N , 331205 E 21.960 1987 

SoM014 3303400 N , 330840 E 20.700 1987 

SoM015 3303005 N , 331015 E 20.200 1987 

SoM016 3303075 N , 330784 E 20.400 1987 

SoM017 3303084 N , 330694 E 20.400 1987 

SoM018 3302715 N , 331240 E 20.500 1987 

SoM019 3303120 N , 330355 E 19.700 1987 

SoM021 3303115 N , 331120 E 19.500 1987 

SoM022 3302680 N , 330750 E 20.100 1987 

SoM023 3303170 N , 330540 E 20.100 1987 

SoM024 3303260 N , 330655 E 20.400 1987 

SoM025 3303105 N , 331270 E 20.500 1987 

SoM026 3303300 N , 330745 E 20.100 1987 

SoM027 3302625 N , 330495 E 20.000 1987 

SoM028 3302806 N , 331007 E 20.200 1987 

SoM029 3302715 N , 331010 E 20.200 1987 

SoM030 3303435 N , 330560 E 20.100 1987 

SoM031 3303430 N , 330610 E 20.100 1987 

SoM032 3302960 N , 331335 E 20.400 1987 

SoM033 3303385 N , 331040 E 21.670 1987 

SoM034 3302970 N , 331110 E 20.700 1987 

SoM035 3303295 N , 330995 E 22.830 1987 

SoM036 3303475 N , 330885 E 21.300 1987 

SoM037 3303390 N , 331200 E 22.700 1988 

SoM038 3303380 N , 331225 E 23.370 1988 

SoM039 3303365 N , 331235 E 23.790 1988 

SoM040 3303308 N , 331780 E 18.200 1988 

SoM041 3303225 N , 331945 E 20.700 1988 

SoM042 3303155 N , 331895 E c. 21.000 1988 

SoM043 3303025 N , 331855 E 20.400 1988 

SoM044 3302908 N , 331830 E c. 20.500 1988 

SoM045 3302913 N , 331803 E 21.000 1988 

SoM046 3303332 N , 331967 E 20.700 1988 

SoM047 3303340 N , 331955 E c. 21.000 1988 
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Borehole Location (UTM-36R in metres) Height a.s.l. (m) Year 

SoM048 3302685 N , 331738 E c. 20.500 1988 

SoM049 3304960 N , 331180 E 20.000 1989 

SoM050 3304870 N , 331210 E 20.000 1989 

SoM051 3304365 N , 331165 E 19.200 1989 

SoM052 3304375 N , 330820 E 20.000 1989 

SoM053 3304485 N , 330460 E 20.000 1989 

SoM054 3304315 N , 331620 E 21.000 1989 

SoM055 3304560 N , 330230 E 20.500 1989 

SoM060 3304950 N , 330385 E 18.000 1989 

SoM061 3304925 N , 330690 E 20.500 1989 

SoM062 3303955 N , 330120 E 19.500 1989 

SoM063 3304000 N , 330510 E 19.800 1989 

SoM064 3303695 N , 331160 E 21.200 1989 

SoM065 3304625 N , 331575 E 22.500 1989 

SoM067 3303450 N , 331060 E 18.600 1990 

SoM162 3302703 N , 331586 E 24.200 2000 

SoM163 3302805 N , 331626 E 22.000 2000 

SoM170 3302820 N , 331643 E 20.500 2000 

SoM171 3302820 N , 331643 E c. 20.500 2000 

SoM172 3302716 N , 331601 E 24.000 2000 

SoM173 3302795 N , 331611 E 23.000 2000 

SoM2004/04 3304608 N , 332305 E 19.500 2004 

SoM2009/01 3303564 N , 330798 E 21.500 2009 

SoM2009/02 3303458 N , 330158 E 19.700 2009 

SoM2009/03 3303330 N , 330067 E 19.000 2009 

SoM2009/04 3303151 N , 328501 E 20.500 2009 

SoM2009/05 3303294 N , 328983 E 19.500 2009 

SoM2009/06 3303363 N , 329212 E 19.600 2009 

SoM2009/07 3303423 N , 330714 E 20.200 2009 

SoM2009/08 3303149 N , 331120 E 21.000 2009 

SoM2009/09 3303412 N , 329410 E 19.500 2009 

SoM2009/10 3303565 N , 330793 E 21.500 2009 

SoM2011/01 3303600.404 N , 331033.748 E 21.464 2011 

SoM2011/02 3303589.020 N , 330997.016 E 21.764 2011 

SoM2011/03 3303594.522 N , 330973.464 E 21.387 2011 

SoM2011/04 3303588.250 N , 330938.583 E 22.492 2011 

SoM2011/05 3303581.760 N , 330969.385 E 21.128 2011 

SoM2011/06 3303596.260 N , 331009.155 E 21.630 2011 

Table I – List of analysed boreholes (cf. Figure 22, borehole logs in Appendix I, description of cores in 
Appendix II and maps in Appendix VI) 
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IV.3. Augering at Memphis 

For this study I had access to the records of 195 boreholes taken since 1985 in the Memphite 

region (Figure 21), under the auspices of the Survey of Memphis (Jeffreys et al. 1987: 2, 17; 

1995: 1, 4, fig. 1; 1997: 2–4, figs 1–4; 1998: 5–6, fig. 1; 2001: 14–15; Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 

19, 23, figs 4, 5, 21, 22; Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: 8–9, figs 1, 4; Giddy et al. 1990: 12–13, figs 

1, 2; Giddy & Jeffreys 1991: 5–6; 1992: 2–9, figs 1, 2; 1993: 12–14; Casey 1999: 24–25; 

Jeffreys 2004; 2006: 135, 137–38; Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005: 9–11; Qin 2010: 11–27, 44–54; 

Earl 2011: 15–65, 74–88; Gonçalves 2012). These records enabled an outline of the landscape 

evolution to be established, alongside how it affected the extent and development of Memphis 

(cf. Giddy 1994; Jeffreys & Tavares 1994; Jeffreys 1996; 1999; Málek 1997; Love 2003; 

Lutley 2007; Bunbury & Lutley 2008; Lehner 2009; Bunbury & Jeffreys 2011; Bunbury 

2013). 

 

 
Figure 21 – Boreholes taken in the Memphite region by the Survey of Memphis 

—  Memphis ruin field 
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 Of those borehole records, 77 were analysed during this research (Table I; Figure 22; 

borehole logs in Appendix I; descriptions of cores in Appendix II; maps and sections in 

Appendix VI). Boreholes inside and in the close vicinity of the Memphis ruin field were 

considered. The boreholes across the valley between the latitudes of Kom Sabakha (UTM 

N3302200) and Kom ‛Aziz (UTM N3305300) were selected in order to obtain longer cross 

sections. Some boreholes’ records provided insufficient information for sedimentological 

interpretation and therefore were not considered. This study also does not include those 

boreholes at which drilling was interrupted due to technical problems close to the surface, for 

which only the superficial and disturbed deposits were reached. 

Only six of the boreholes were dug and analysed by the author of this thesis. They were 

drilled in September 2011 in collaboration with Judith Bunbury, Mohamed Abu El-Azziz and 

the students of the Mit Rahina Field School 2011, and organised by the Ancient Egypt 

Research Associates with support of the American Research Center in Egypt (Gonçalves 

2012) (Figure 23 and Section S09 in Appendix VI). The initial intention was to dig more 

boreholes in the area of Mit Rahina but that was not possible given poor safety conditions and 

the lack of fieldwork permits in the aftermath of political changes in Egypt during 2011. Thus, 

 

 
Figure 22 – Location of the boreholes analysed during this research (cf. Table I, Chapter V and Appendices I and 

VI) 
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the author requested data from earlier boreholes, which was kindly approved by David 

Jeffreys and Judith Bunbury. This data became the main basis for this study, and without it, 

this work would have been unachievable.  

 

IV.4. Collection, recording and study of cores 

IV.4.1. Augering and macroscopic examination of sediments 

An Eijkelkamp hand auger was used to drill the boreholes and collect the sediments (Figure 

23). Its operability is dependent on both the physical strength applied by its operator and the 

hardness and firmness of the sediments. This auger enables the collection of cores down to an 

estimated height of 8m to 10m below the surface, although depths of 14m were achieved in 

some conditions. On other occasions, it was impossible to reach such depths, either because 

impenetrable objects were reached (e.g., large stones) or because of continuous collapse of the 

borehole’s walls, which resulted in materials continuously covering lower sediments (e.g., 

sands below the water level). 

Each core was taken individually using different auger-heads depending on the 

sediment reached (auger-heads are designed for specific sediment types, having distinct 

shapes and sizes), usually providing a sample representing 10cm to 20cm of depth in the 

borehole. However, some cores collected up to 40cm or more of sediments (maximum 

capacity of auger-heads) while others only collected a few centimetres. In fact, auger-heads 

are mainly open, meaning that sediments can fall out in the borehole before reaching the 

surface, particularly when sediments are loose or waterlogged. Thus, loss of material and 

contamination occurred easily: sand from the borehole walls sometimes coated the sediment 

in the auger head; borehole walls also sometimes collapsed and material fell to the bottom of 

the borehole. Although this problem was generally identified and these sediments discarded, 

dates could potentially be misinterpreted if contamination was unnoticed and occurred with 

sherds (vide IV.4.3). 

Given the operability of the auger and the characteristics of the auger-heads, samples 

rarely arrived intact at the surface, presenting mixed materials. Despite this, the sediments 

were carefully removed from the auger head in order to detect any possible facies structure 

still visible (lamination). The sediments were immediately macroscopically observed and their 

characteristics recorded in the record sheets (Figure 23), including: matrix description; 

presence of clasts and of any other element and feature either archaeologically significant or 

distinctive in the sedimentary matrix. For the purpose of environmental analysis, sherds and 
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Figure 23 – Augering and on site record of macroscopic characteristics of sediments in Kom Fakhry (site 

FAC/FAD; Figure 13 and Section S09 in Appendix VI) during the Mit Rahina Field School 2011 (September 
2011) 

 

stones can both be treated as clasts (Bunbury in Jeffreys 2004: 9). These observations were 

made on site due to time and logistical constraints, the absence of nearby laboratory facilities 

and the difficulty of moving geoarchaeological samples within and out of Egypt. Between 

2004 and 2009, selected core samples were subsequently sieved to retrieve all clasts sized 

between 2mm and 4mm (small fraction) and bigger than 4mm (large fraction). The clasts in 

these fractions were later sorted in detail, with their species type, quantity (number for the 

large fraction and percentage of total in the small fraction) and shape recorded. During the 

2011 season, all cores were sieved, and all sieved fractions were photographed. 

 

IV.4.2. Location and height of boreholes and cores 

A globally employed system of coordinates and heights was used by the author to facilitate 

the application of the data in GIS tools, including web mapping and virtual globe services. 

Coordinates are given in UTM (zone 36R) and heights in metres above sea level (a.s.l.). 

 The acquisition of the exact location and height of older cores proved to be a difficult 

task, mainly due to technological limitations at the time of their recording despite the care 
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taken by diggers in providing proper geographical data. Location and heights were initially 

given using a survey grid and a survey datum both established by the EES in 1982 (Jeffreys et 

al. 1984: 28; Jeffreys 1985: 1–2, fig. 5). The grid had similar principles to the UTM system 

(aligned on Magnetic North, both easting and northing distances in metres from a false origin 

to the southwest of the Memphis ruin field) while the height datum was directly correlated to 

mean sea level. Thus, by knowing both the UTM coordinates of the false origin and the a.s.l. 

value of the survey datum, it became easy to convert the location of the boreholes. However, 

these conversions were redundant as the location and surface height of boreholes were 

directly obtained from identifying borehole positions on topographic maps, i.e., the ones 

produced by the Egyptian Ministère de l’Habitat et de la Reconstruction (MHR) in 1978 (Le 

Caire 1:5000 map series 1978). These already displayed UTM coordinates and a.s.l. heights, 

and thus, from 1987 onwards UTM coordinates and heights a.s.l. became standard and the 

EES survey system was abandoned. Until 2000, location and heights continued to be obtained 

on 1978 MHR maps, while the use of GPS was severely restricted in Egypt, and even 

prohibited in some areas. Consequently, the location of boreholes was probably inaccurate by 

today’s standards. 

 The maps used in the field (originals or photocopies) on which the location of the 

boreholes had been plotted were found in the EES archives. These were scanned and overlaid 

in Google Earth™ program to check those locations. Fortunately, it was still possible to 

distinguish several features on the maps in Google Earth™ images, and thus it was possible to 

correct the location of most boreholes. This procedure was only carried out for the boreholes 

analysed in this study (vide IV.3, Appendix I). The same operation was not possible regarding 

heights, as the inaccuracy of the Google Earth™ application can be greater than several 

metres (the height displayed is the mean height of a tile representing an area of 90x90m). 

From 2001 onwards, GPS became generally used for location, whilst height continued 

to be read preferably in maps. In 2011, the measurements reached the precision of the 

centimetre, as location and height were calculated by total station in relation to a specific 

point at the site, the location of which was in turn obtained by differential GPS. 

The height of each core in the borehole was obtained during the augering. Each time a 

core was drilled, the height of the auger above the surface was measured. The difference 

between that measurement and the known length of the auger was the height below the 

surface of the bottom of each core. Successively, and in normal conditions (sometimes the 

walls of the borehole collapsed) the top of the core corresponded to the bottom of the prior 
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one. Thus, the height a.s.l. of each core is obtained by calculating the difference between the 

surface height in metres a.s.l. and the core’s corresponding height below the surface. 

 

IV.4.3. Dating 

The rigid interdiction of the Egyptian antiquities authorities regarding export of bulk samples 

and artefacts, combined with the lack of laboratories able to perform radiometric or 

luminescence dating in the country, has impeded the SoM and the author from using scientific 

methods to obtain dates. Moreover, core samples stored in a warehouse in Mit Rahina were 

destroyed in 2011 as a consequence of vandalism, ending any possibility of future dating. 

Thus, sherds and pottery fragments within cores were used to date the sediments. 

When they were recovered in suitable condition, the sherds were studied by specialists 

to identify their typology, shape and fabric, which have relatively well-established 

chronologies for Egypt, allowing their correspondence to a historical period (cf. Arnold & 

Bourriau 1993; Bourriau et al. 2000; Wodzińska 2010). Diagnostic dates indicate the time 

after which the deposit was laid down (terminus post quem), i.e., the sediment in which a 

dated fragment appears has been deposited either during or after that attributed date (Brown 

1997: 58–60). Although rarely found, other well preserved fragments of buildings or 

manufactured objects (e.g., carved stones) could be used for the same purpose. 

This dating method has limitations and must be used with caution. Firstly, a date can 

only be deduced if human activity is present and if such elements were found. Unfortunately, 

most of the fragments recovered by the auger are so small that they are rarely diagnostic. 

Secondly, in most of the analysed cores the anthropogenic materials appear fragmented, 

suggesting a continuous combination of erosion and anthropogenic activity. Both these 

processes may add material from earlier phases of occupation. Pottery that was made earlier 

can be reused much later (e.g., fragments as temper for bricks), and thus diagnostic sherds 

provide mainly wide time ranges. For example, sherds are plentiful in bricks and in mortar, 

and may well have been redistributed over large areas as walls were built, collapsed, and were 

in turn quarried for the clay to build new walls (Jeffreys 2010: 95). Deep-lying sherds might 

be present in the earth filling of deep construction trenches and might also be river-borne 

(Jeffreys 2010: 95). However, in natural conditions and in the Nile valley, sherd material 

tends to be buried quickly by sediment even when falling into water, preventing it from 

travelling far after deposition (Bunbury et al. 2008: 352).  

Finally, given the impossibility of radiometric and luminescence dating, time gaps were 

large and uncertain. These hiatuses were tentatively deduced by dating nearby monuments 
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and from topographical estimates from previous research, which can be useful but often 

imprecise due to varying rates of deposition. If a borehole section in one location can be 

dated—with certain corrections and extreme caution—the ages of other sections can be 

established by assuming an original topography deducted either from previous research or 

from that of the modern Nile. For instance, for any given date, settlement sediments are 

always assumed to be higher than river deposits. This method was avoided as far as possible 

because it must inherently assume aspects of the variables which are being investigated. 

Nevertheless, the combined use of dated sherds, relative depths and sedimentary evidence of 

known environmental events, reduces the range of possible dates so that some periods could 

be well defined. 

 

IV.4.4. Data management 

All data was gathered by the author on a digital database, i.e., a single Microsoft Excel® 

spreadsheet (Figure 24). The advantage of a digital database over a spreadsheet is that when a 

systematic and homogeneous alphanumeric system is used, the information can easily be 

applied for counting and statistical means. Such a spreadsheet can be easily exported to GIS 

software, enabling the spatial referencing (location and height) of the cores, their content and 

their sedimentary characteristics. Statistical analysis of geo-referenced data and its 3-

dimensional visualisation can be of great aid to the interpretation of the deposits. 

 

 
Figure 24 – Detail of the Microsoft Excel® spreadsheet used as digital database 
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 However, the records of previously acquired boreholes presented substantial differences 

in their recording methods and descriptions of data, sediments and archaeological content.  

This is due to their collection by different workers over a large period of time. All borehole 

records were made using field records written by hand on paper (Drill core record sheets, 

Auger Core Record sheets), filled in by several persons in various different years since 1985. 

The nature of the information changed frequently, occasionally showing low reproducibility 

and imprecise and subjective descriptions. One of the probable reasons was the overly 

simplistic layout of the record sheets, which comprised only 3 columns of information: 

number of core, height and description. Some had notes and interpretations added later. In a 

few cases, borehole logs drawn by hand complemented the information.  

 Hence, in order to properly relate the data to all the cores, it was necessary to develop a 

system for transposition of information and adaptation of data. All data was converted from 

such diversified descriptions into a homogeneous and confined set of alphanumeric values.  

The result was a single recording system, based on the recording methods used in the 2011 

fieldwork, which allowed the treatment and reinterpretation of data of all borehole records in 

the same manner (vide Appendices III, IV and V). This was of great help in relating cores 

from different boreholes and in interpreting the general significance of their sedimentary 

content. Although GIS software was not used in this study due to technical and time 

constraints, the database constructed by the author possesses all the characteristics which 

enable both direct export to GIS software compatible with Excel® files and statistical 

analysis. 

  The creation of the database was also of great importance for the protection of the data 

itself. When the author looked for data records, they were difficult to locate inside the 

archives of The Egypt Exploration Society in London. Original field records, borehole logs, 

maps and notes regarding the location of the boreholes were all collected in a pair of lever 

arch files. Some of these documents were in a poor state of conservation due to intense 

handling. No copies (hard or digital) were available, although digital copies of some of these 

documents had been collected by Judith Bunbury, Ana Tavares and David Jeffreys. The 

original record sheets in The Egypt Exploration Society archives were, as far as the author 

was aware, the only complete set of that data. Thus, it became urgent to safeguard the 

information: all documents were digitised, including maps, borehole logs and notes. This 

included data for all boreholes included in the accessed archives and not only the ones used 

for this study. 
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The intention of the author is to provide a copy of the digital database to The Egypt 

Exploration Society, which will certainly be of great utility for future researches on Memphis 

(cf. MSCD 2018). If prospective works follow the same systematic approach and methods, 

new data can be added to the database.  

 

IV.4.5. Structure of the digital database 

Lines in the spreadsheet represent the boreholes and cores with each line corresponding to a 

single core in a specific borehole (Figure 24). When a core is greater than 20cm in depth more 

lines are created for better height distribution of values, which is important for both statistic 

 

Column name Description Example 

Borehole_ID Identification of the borehole SoM064 

Core_no Identification of a core in a borehole 01 

UTM-36R_E Longitudinal location of the borehole (in UTM) 331085.000 

UTM-36R_N Latitudinal location of the borehole (in UTM) 3303730.000 

WGS84_Long 
Longitudinal location of the borehole (in WGS 84); 
conversion using an online toolbox (C. Taylor 2003) 

31.2513535367566 

WGS84_Lat 
Latitudinal location of the borehole (in WGS 84); 
conversion using an online toolbox (C. Taylor 2003) 

29.8525482853508 

UTM-36R_E_rwk 
Reworked longitudinal location of the borehole (in 
UTM); obtained in Google Earth™ program 

331160.000 

UTM-36R_N_rwk 
Reworked latitudinal location of the borehole (in UTM); 
obtained in Google Earth™ program 

3303695.000 

HeightASL_surf 
Height of the borehole at the ground surface; in metres 
a.s.l. 

21.200 

HeightCore_bot 
Height below the surface of the bottom of the core; in 
metres 

-0.600 

HeightCore_top Height below the surface of the top of the core; in metres -0.400 

HeightCore_mid 
Height below the surface of the centre of the core; in 
metres 

-0.500 

HeightCore_ASL Height of the centre of the core; in metres a.s.l. 20.700 

Table II – Digital database: columns related to identification and localisation (vide Appendix III) 
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means and 3-dimensional representation (for example, the top core of each borehole had a 

total height between 1.20m and 0.6m in most boreholes).  

 Columns represent the different characteristics of each core (Figure 24) and are briefly 

described in the following Tables I to V (detailed information regarding the columns and their 

specific data is presented in Appendices III, IV and V). Several groups of columns refer to 

different types of information, the first being related to identification and localisation of the 

core (Table II). 

A second group refers to the characteristics of the sediment (Table III). According to the 

aim of constructing an alphanumeric database, for most columns either a simple code or a 

restricted number of variables was adopted, which was particularly important for the 

transposition of descriptive data from older boreholes. The adaptation towards a 

homogeneous and unified set of data greatly aided the analysis, interpretation and correlation 

of cores.  

 

Column name Description Example 

Matrix_description 
Original description in record sheets; including soil classification, 
textures, grain size, compaction and density of the sediments 

crumbly 
clay 

Texture 
Original description in record sheets of texture, compaction and 
density of the sediments in a core 

crumbly 

Phi 
Original description in record sheets of grain size of the core using 
the Udden-Wentworth grain size classification (Boggs Jr. 2006: 
52–53; Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 12; Nichols 2009: 7) 

8 

Phi_rwk 
Grain size of the core using the Udden-Wentworth grain size 
classification; expressions and values on Matrix_description and 
Phi were converted when needed (vide Appendix IV) 

8 

MatrixColour 
Original description in record sheets of the average colour of the 
core sediments 

grey 

MatrixColour_rwk 

Reworked average colour of sediments, by converting values on 
MatrixColour and using the nomenclature system of the 
Munsell® Color Names (Munsell Soil Color Chart, Year 2000 
Revised Washable Edition 2000) (vide Appendix V) 

grey 

Sorting 
Proportion of different size classes comprising the grain 
population of the core (Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 16) 

3 

Organic_pct 
Proportion of organic matter in the core sample, expressed in 
percentage (%) of organic matter in relation to the total 
sedimentary content 

5 

Table III – Digital database: columns related to the characteristics of the sediments (vide Appendix III) 
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Column name Description 

Lamination Visual presence of lamination 

Lumps Masses of an indeterminate substance in the matrix 

White_patches Bands of indeterminate white coloured substances 

Dark_patches Bands of indeterminate blackish coloured substances 

Mica - 

Sherds All types of ceramics and pottery 

Stones Only fragments of indistinguishable stones 

Limestone - 

Granite - 

Quartzite - 

Sandstone - 

Diorite - 

Feldspar - 

Chalk - 

Flint - 

Quartz Including sand grains larger than 4mm (Phi -2) 

Charcoal All types of charcoal and indeterminate burnt materials 

Concretions Rootlet concretions and rhizocretions 

CaCO3 Calcium carbonates 

Clay_nodules - 

Shells - 

Plants All types of vegetable remains including roots and wood 

Bones Animal and fish bones 

Glass All glassy materials including faience but excluding pottery 

Metal Fragments distinguished as a metallic substance, including slag 

Beads - 

Bricks Fragments distinguished as brick, including fired and sun-dried ones. 

Mortar Fragments distinguished as a type of mortar 

Unknown Fragments of indistinguishable material 

Table IV – Digital database: columns related to elements described in the record sheets (vide Appendix III) 
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Converted and reworked expressions and values in Phi_rwk and MatrixColour_rwk are 

listed, respectively, in Appendix IV and Appendix V, and more detailed information 

regarding the columns can be found in Appendix III. 

 The presence of some elements in the sediments was recorded. A predetermined list of 

all the elements did not exist, and the record was therefore more dependent on what had been 

identified during the macroscopical analysis of the sediments, and, after 2004, also in the 

sieved fractions of the core. Consequently, the non-existence of records regarding an element 

might not indicate its absence; its presence might have been considered unimportant, and thus 

not recorded. After 2003, with the adoption of more detailed record sheets containing 

different field registers for different elements, such ambiguity diminished. Nevertheless, each 

time a register field was empty, doubt remained as to whether the element did not occur, or 

instead, its record was neglected. All recorded elements were entered into the database, even 

if they appear only once. An individual column was created for each (Table IV).  

Before 2004, quantities of elements were not recorded, with the exception of sherds, and 

even these were described using determinatives (quantifiers) instead of numeric values. In 

2004 and 2009, quantities of some elements observed in selected sieved samples started to be 

recorded. In 2011 those quantities were carefully recorded: the total number in the large 

fraction; the percentage of each element in the small fraction in relation to the total content of 

the same fraction. Due to these different methods, different strategies for the analysis of 

quantities of sherds and other elements were adopted for this study (Table V). These strategies 

are reflected in several columns created in the database, particularly regarding sherd content. 

In 2009 and 2011, the number and proportion, respectively, for the large and the small 

fraction, of all other elements was also recorded. Thus, for each element that was identified, 

two columns were created, similarly to the columns for the sherds (e.g., Limestone_LF and 

Limestone_SF, Bones_LF and Bones_SF, etc.), and following the same rules. In the same 

years, the size of the biggest sherd in the core sample was recorded using the Phi 

classification. The same occurred in 2011 regarding the particle shape (e.g., angular, 

subangular, subrounded, rounded, polished, dendritic, nodular) of some elements including 

stones, quartz, or concretions (Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 17). These registers were not 

included in the database as this feature had little significance for this study. In addition to 

being time consuming, their inclusion would have greatly increased the complexity of the 

database.  

 The remaining columns of the database give additional notes and information regarding 

the cores (Table VI). In general they are descriptive, with no restricted number of variables, 
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and reproduce exactly the texts, expressions and symbols written in record sheets. Information 

in borehole logs and maps that was found together with the record sheets was also added. The 

main intention of these columns is to provide the original information to readers of the 

database, enabling critical analysis while safeguarding the original recorded data.  

 

Column name Description Example 

Sherds_qt 
Relative quantity of sherds in the core sample using determinatives 
(quantifiers) in the record sheets 

2 

Clasts_pct 
Proportion of clasts in the core sample, expressed in percentage (%) 
of clasts in relation to the total sedimentary content 

25 

Sherds_LF 
Number of sherd fragments in the sieved large fraction of the core 
sample 

7 

Sherds_SF 
Proportion of sherds in the sieved small fraction of the core sample 
expressed in percentage (%) of sherds in relation to the total content 
of the small fraction 

65 

Table V – Digital database: columns related to quantities of elements in the sediments (vide Appendix III) 
  

Column name Description 

Notes 
Additional notes regarding the sample which were not depicted on any other 
column 

Period Date attributed to sherds found in the core sample (vide IV.4.3) 

Site Additional information regarding the location of the borehole 

Date Exact date on which the borehole was dug 

Season Year or fieldwork season during which the borehole was dug 

JB_interpretation 
Interpretations of cores made in the past by Judith Bunbury and written in the 
original borehole logs 

Description 
Exact reproduction of the information given for each core written on the original 
record sheets, borehole logs and maps 

Description_bh 
Exact reproduction of the information given for each borehole and written on 
the original record sheets, borehole logs and maps  

Notes_coord 
Additional notes describing doubts or inconsistencies in the location of the 
boreholes, including divergences between maps, borehole logs and record sheets 

Table VI – Digital database: columns related to additional notes and information in the record sheets (vide 
Appendix III) 
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IV.4.6. Borehole logs, sections and maps 

After the creation of the digital database, borehole logs were drawn (vide Appendix I, sections 

in Appendix VI). Their design was adapted from the work of Judith Bunbury, Qin (2010: 14–

27) and Earl (2011: 17–29). The borehole logs proved to be fundamental for the interpretation 

of data, as they represent a synthesis of significant data plotted in an easily readable and 

visually appealing format. Logs enabled the individual examination of the deposited 

sediments, and thus the interpretation of the palaeoenvironments at the time of their 

deposition (vide IV.5, V, sections in Appendix VI).   

The design and information contained in the borehole logs differ slightly, depending on 

the available data. All have a 2-dimensional graph shape with the vertical axis representing 

the height of the core (both a.s.l. and below the surface) and the horizontal axis representing 

the features and elements observed in the sedimentary samples. For the boreholes that were 

dug prior to 2003, the features and elements in the log are: grain size (Phi), lumps/mixing, 

mica, charcoal, sherds, concretions, stones/flints, limestone, quartz, calcium carbonate, clay 

nodules, shells, plants/roots, bones, bricks, other types of material culture (Table IV; vide 

IV.4.5, Appendix III). The grain size appears as a bar graph, with each bar corresponding to a 

core or set of cores with the same Phi value. Colours and patterns were added for easier visual 

discrimination. Lamination is represented by blue horizontal lines in the bar graph. For other 

features (lumps/mixing, mica, charcoal, sherds, concretions, stones/flints and limestone) 

individual vertical lines are used: dotted line—absence of data; grey thin line—non-existent; 

coloured thicker line—present in the core. When those elements are quantified (e.g., sherds) 

the thickness of the coloured line increases with a rise in quantity, corresponding to the 

variables and values described above in the text (e.g., Sherds_qt; Table V; vide IV.4.5, 

Appendix III). The representation of the remaining elements follows the same rules, with the 

exception of the use of graphic symbols instead of coloured lines. An acronym similar to the 

ones used in Period (Table VI; vide IV.4.5, Appendix III) was added every time a date was 

attributed to a core. 

For the boreholes taken after 2003, the features’ sorting and organics were added to the 

logs, corresponding to the variables and values described for Sorting and Organic_pct, 

respectively (Table III; vide IV.4.5, Appendix III). The thickness of the coloured line 

increases with increasing value. In the case of Sorting the value 4 is the thickest, meaning 

poorly-sorted. The representation of sherds also changes given a different quantification 

method (Table V; vide IV.4.5, Appendix III), with the number of sherds displayed according 
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to the values in Clasts_pct: a small bar graph with variable thickness corresponding to the 

percentage of sherds in each core. In all the rest, the borehole logs maintained their design. 

Sections of the studied area (17) were drawn using the borehole logs and are presented 

in Appendix VI. After individual examination of the deposited sediments in each core it was 

necessary to recognise patterns of interpreted palaeoenvironments (vide IV.5), to tentatively 

model the deposits between boreholes and check possible flaws in the interpretation of cores 

(which may arise when boreholes are analysed individually). The sections enabled the 

formation of hypotheses regarding palaeo-landscapes while representing a model of the sub-

ground deposits deduced from the information given by the boreholes. For each section, two 

layouts are plotted: a simplified representation of the borehole logs on the bottom, showing 

grain size (with the same colour code), lamination and quantity of sherds (with a similar bar 

graph); the interpreted palaeoenvironments (vide IV.5) are above, both for the boreholes 

(solid colours) and for the deposits between them (dashed colours). Different scales are 

adopted for horizontal (1:10000) and vertical (1:200) measurements to enable a better reading. 

Height is in metres a.s.l. and location uses UTM coordinates (vide IV.4.2, IV.4.5). The 

surface profile and the location of channels and roads was obtained using scanned versions of 

the MHR maps H22, I22, H23 and I23 (Le Caire 1:5000 map series 1978) (vide IV.4.2). The 

location of SoM sites, their level and their dates were adapted from Jeffreys (1985). Note that 

despite roughly following either a north–south or an east–west orientation, sections are not 

straight and instead bend to cross as many boreholes as possible. 

Finally, 10 maps (also presented in Figure 43 and Appendix VI) were produced both to 

synthesise the interpreted palaeoenvironments and to illustrate the suggested palaeo-

landscapes in the area of the Memphis ruin field during different periods of dynastic Egypt. 

The maps both reflect the hypotheses built through the sections and show the sediments in 

each borehole that sustain such hypothetical palaeoenvironments. Between boreholes, the 

palaeo-landscape and palaeoenvironments are deduced according to the interpretation made in 

the sections. Similarly to the sections, different environments are also represented with 

colours, with boreholes shown using a circle of solid colour and the areas between them using 

dashed patterns. Coordinates were given in UTM and the scale was 1:10000. These maps 

were also an adaptation of MHR maps (Le Caire 1:5000 map series 1978). Locations, layouts, 

dates and notes regarding archaeological remains, as well as the limits of both the ruin field 

and koms, were all adapted from published material referred to above in the text (vide I.3, 

II.1, III).  

Bore logs, sections and maps were all produced in Autodesk® AutoCAD® software. 
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IV.5. Relevance of sediments and facies  

The general palaeo-landscapes and palaeoenvironments identified in the sections and maps 

were interpreted taking into account the sedimentological characteristics, features and 

elements observed in the cores. For instance, the classification of grain size and sediment 

texture is in general sufficient to diagnose shifts in facies types, and hence changing 

landscapes (Brown 1997: 28–29, 80–81, 327–30; Branton 2009). The interpretation was based 

on published manuals for geoarchaeological and sedimentological investigations (cf. Brown 

1997: 17–44, 63–103, 327–30; Gladfelter 2001; Huckleberry 2001; Stein 2001; Boggs Jr. 

2006: 51–71, 250–58; Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 11–41, 85–98, 316–28, 335–44; Nichols 

2009: 70–86, 131–46, 341–43). A list of geomorphological/environmental features which 

could be interpreted by facies (i.e., sedimentary characteristics and observable elements) was 

compiled according to the general geomorphological setting of the Memphite area during the 

Holocene (vide II.3), and is briefly characterised in the following sections: channel/river, 

margins (of channel, pool or floodplain), sand deposits, floodplain, pool/marsh, settlement 

debris and rubbish mixed with other non-settlement sediments, settlement remains. A more 

contextualised interpretation of these facies and environments is developed in Chapter V. 

 

IV.5.1. Channel / river 

Deposits formed in the bed of active river channels are usually represented by gravels and 

coarse sands (Figure 25); the sands are typically very dark grey to black and, in the Memphite 

  

 

 
Figure 25 – Example of deposits formed in the bed of a river channel: layers SoM053.A and SoM053.C (Table 

AII.39 in Appendix II) (cf. SoM053 borehole log in Appendix I and Sections S07 and S11 in Appendix VI) 
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region when found at depths below 10m a.s.l. and devoid of artefacts, were probably 

deposited prior to local human settlement (Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 23, figs 4, 5; Jeffreys et al. 

1997: 4; Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005: 10; Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 89–91; Nichols 2009: 

131, 133, 135). 

Active channels in both braided and meandering rivers develop bars in their beds in 

middle and lateral positions. Bars are accumulations of mixed coarse sediments, particularly 

gravelly or sandy material, generally displaying fining-upward grain sizes (vide IV.5.2; 

Figures 7 and 26) (Boggs Jr. 2006: 255; Nichols 2009: 56, 132). Bars can be covered by water 

most of the year, but, in some braided river channels, can be exposed at low flow stages and 

covered only during floods (Nichols 2009: 131). In these conditions, especially, the deposits 

comprise cross-stratified gravels with lenses of cross-bedded sands or lenses of gravel in 

sandy bar deposits (Nichols 2009: 132). 

 

IV.5.2. Margins (channel, pool or floodplain) 

For this work, we considered a margin environment to be any transitional space between areas 

permanently inundated and areas almost permanently above the level of inundation, including 

those resulting from changing environmental conditions (e.g., increasing and decreasing flows 

and floods, silting up pools, channel migration or anthropogenic infilling). 

Multiple episodes of channel shifting and bar migration produce vertical stacking of 

fining-upward bar deposits, usually with moderate to poor sorting and eventually separated by 

thin mudstones (Boggs Jr. 2006: 255; Nichols 2009: 136). Thus, in rivers with lateral 

movements, such as the Nile (vide II.3.3), the migration of meanders produces deposits with 

fining-upward successions as a consequence of the development of bars formed by lateral 

accretion in both margins (point bars attached to the river bank) and in a mid-channel 

position. Bars migrate in the river, but as channels move sideways, some bars are left out of 

the main flow of the water and start to be covered by overbank deposits, which result in a 

sequence of cross-bedded and fining-upward deposits as channel lag deposits are overlain by 

finer bar deposits and, in turn, silty and muddy floodplain deposits (Brown 1997: 20, 70–73; 

Boggs Jr. 2006: 252, 255; Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 91; Nichols 2009: 132–33, 135) 

(Figures 7 and 26). 

The fining-upward sequences above channel/river deposits result from the loss of fluvial 

energy and infilling of the channel (Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005: 10; Boggs Jr. 2006: 255; 

Nichols 2009: 49, 135–36): channel-bed deposits start to be overlain by fining-upward point  
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Figure 26 – Example of fining-upward deposits revealing migration of channels: layers SoM043.A (Table AII.64 

in Appendix II), SoM043.B, SoM043.C (Table AII.69 in Appendix II) and SoM043.D (Table AII.71 in 
Appendix II) (cf. SoM043 borehole log in Appendix I and Sections S03 and S17 in Appendix VI) 

 

 

 
Figure 27 – Example of fining-upward deposits revealing loss of fluvial energy and infilling of a channel: layers 
SoM032.A, SoM032.B and SoM032.C (Table AII.18 in Appendix II) (cf. SoM032 borehole log in Appendix I 

and Sections S02 and S16 in Appendix VI) 
 

bar coarse deposits; channels reach a critical point, probably when the depth of the water is 

reduced and the channel has become a subsidiary one, and begin to infill; infilling becomes 

rapid, taking place in 3 or 4 episodes until the former channel is reduced to a periodically 

inundated area of low ground; in time this swampy ground is also filled with fine silt and clay 

and (sometimes) with domestic refuse and industrial waste; fine-grained top thin layers can 

correspond to sediments deposited by shallow and calm waters in margins, pools or a 

floodplain (Figure 27). 
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Levees are banks of sediments that are higher than the level of the floodplain, typically 

containing horizontally stratified fine sands overlain by laminated silty mud, and formed by 

repeated deposition of coarser materials close to the channel edge which causes upbuilding of 

the sediment surface (vertical accretion) (Brown 1997: 21, 75, 98; Boggs Jr. 2006: 252; 

Nichols 2009: 139) (Figures 7 and 28). Some levee deposits present well-sorted, muddy 

medium and sometimes fine sand, and barren, moderately-sorted medium-fine sand (Graham 

et al. 2012: 40). Sheets of coarser sediments are thickest close to the channel bank because the 

coarser suspended load is dumped quickly by the floodwater as soon as it starts flowing away 

from the channel (Nichols 2009: 139). These deposits grade laterally towards finer silts and 

clays that accumulate in lower areas away from the levee (Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 91; 

Boggs Jr. 2006: 256). Crevasse-splay deposits occur when rising floodwater breaches the 

levees, causing rapid sedimentation from both coarse bedload and suspended sediment on the 

floodplain, and resulting in a low cone of graded deposits (fining-upward sequence) that 

extends from the bank and onto the floodplain (Brown 1997: 75; Boggs Jr. 2006: 253; Nichols 

2009: 139). 

The opposite sequence, i.e., coarsening-upward sediments, generally reveals increased 

flow energy and reactivation of the channel (Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005: 10; Nichols 2009: 49) 

(Figure 29). Coarsening-upward sequences can also be produced as bars migrate: at a mid-

channel position, lateral accretion in bars takes place on both sides provoking scouring; 

coarser sediments are deposited at the upstream end of the bar; finer delta-like sediments 

(usually mud) are deposited at the downstream end of the bar, sometimes even forming 

islands; as the bar moves downstream, these muds are covered by coarser deposits and thus 

the grain size is expected to increase (Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005: 10). Consequently, 

coarsening-upward clays can indicate progradation of islands into the channels (Jeffreys & 

Bunbury 2005: 10). 

 Some bars remain stable for long enough to be colonised by vegetation, thus forming 

islands and becoming part of the floodplain (Brown 1997: 20, 73–74; Boggs Jr. 2006: 252). 

The transition from bar to island is generally represented by a fining-upward sequence 

containing well-sorted micaceous medium to fine sands and very little mud, overlain by well-

sorted fine and very fine sands with abundant rhizocretions and other minor clasts of various 

types, and, on top, silts and clays typical of floodplain environments (vide IV.5.4) (Graham et 

al. 2012: 40).  

Rhizocretions and micas can indicate the existence of a margin environment. Large 

quantities of rhizocretions reflect a plant-rich habitat typically associated with areas of low 
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energy flows, including channel margins, levee margins, shallow bars/islands, silting up 

channels, pools and marshes (vide IV.5.5) (Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005: 10; Boggs Jr. 2006: 

256; Graham et al. 2012: 40). Mica stays in temporary suspension longer than an equant 

mineral grain of the same mass, e.g., quartz or feldspar grains (Nichols 2009: 11), and thus is 

generally deposited under low energy conditions (Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005: 10). 

Minor fluctuations in flow conditions affect margin environments and can produce 

laminae, i.e., thin beds with uniform composition (Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 21). 

 

 

 

 
Figure 28 – Example of sequences probably deposited close to levees and showing crevasse-splay episodes: 
layers SoM017.C and SoM017.D (Table AII.49 in Appendix II) (cf. SoM017 borehole log in Appendix I and 

Sections S02 and S12 in Appendix VI) 
 

 

 

 
Figure 29 – Example of coarsening-upward deposits revealing increasing flow energy and reactivation of a 

channel: layers SoM016.B (Table AII.46 in Appendix II), SoM016.C and SoM016.D (Table AII.48 in Appendix 
II) (cf. SoM016 borehole log in Appendix I and Sections S02 and S13 in Appendix VI) 
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IV.5.3. Sand deposits 

These are sand accumulations outside the bed of active channels. These can have fluvial, 

aeolian or anthropogenic origin. Some are remains of palaeo-banks formed during stages of 

stronger flows in pre-Holocene times (vide II.3.2), and are generally high areas of the valley 

composed of coarse sediments (pebbles, coarse and medium sands) (Brown 1997: 67; 

Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 89–90) (Figures 7 and 30). Medium and fine sands, when well-

sorted, micaceous, containing rhizocretions (as a result of a few plants growing on it) and with 

very little mud may represent sandy islands or bars (Graham et al. 2012: 40). 

 Sand deposits in the valley may result from the accumulation of desert sands transported 

by wind (Figure 31). These aeolian deposits are distinguished by their high degree of mineral 

and textural maturity, with good sorting and dominant fine to medium grained quartz (well-

rounded and high-sphericity grains) (Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 17, 129–30; Preston 2006: 

31; Nichols 2009: 117, 127), presenting higher ratios of desert polished quartz grains than 

deposits formed by alluvial transport (vide IV.5.1) (Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005: 10). However, 

fluvial and non-fluvial sand deposits are often difficult to distinguish as fluvial sediments can 

be reworked locally and transported by wind action (which may account for traces of other 

grain types, e.g., minerals and organic carbonate), while aeolian sediments can be transported 

and reworked in fluvial environments (Preston 2006: 31).  

Gravels and coarse sands can also represent slope deposits from escarpments (Bunbury 

in Jeffreys 2004: 11) and ephemeral flows known as wadi washouts. These are often located 

along valley edges and typically present clast rich poorly-sorted sediments (Boggs Jr. 2006: 

246–48; Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 16, 84; Nichols 2009: 61, 94; Graham et al. 2014: 40), 

fining-upward sequences due to decreasing flow strength through time, sometimes form 

horizontal stratification and characteristically consist of angular or subangular gravel clasts 

(which may develop imbrication) in a matrix of sand and mud gravel (Nichols 2009: 137–38). 

Wadi washouts can appear intercalated with thinner alluvial sediments of the floodplain (silts, 

clays, organic sediments) (Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 79). 

 Sand deposits in settled areas can be a result of anthropic transport and accumulation, 

particularly to create foundation levels, earthworks or infill for site expansion (Qin 2010: 28–

38, 46). These deposits are usually very well-sorted, have a very low quantity of clasts and 

sherds, and are found between or under settlement deposits (vide IV.5.6; Figure 32). They 

tend to have a stronger horizontal development while vertically they have homogeneous and 

limited dimension. 
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Figure 30 – Example of a palaeo-sandbank of fluvial origin: layers SoM035.A (Table AII.1 in Appendix II), 

SoM035.B (Table AII.2 in Appendix II) and SoM035.C (Table AII.3 in Appendix II) (cf. SoM035 borehole log 
in Appendix I and Sections S04 and S14 in Appendix VI) 

 

 

 
Figure 31 – Example of a sand deposit probably of aeolian origin: layer SoM052.D (Table AII.47 in Appendix 

II) (cf. SoM052 borehole log in Appendix I and Sections S07 and S13 in Appendix VI) 
 

 

 
Figure 32 – Example of an artificial sand deposit, possibly a foundation level: layer SoM021.G (Table AII.13 in 

Appendix II) (cf. SoM021 borehole log in Appendix I and Sections S03 and S15 in Appendix VI) 
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IV.5.4. Floodplain 

Floodplains are a result of deposition of suspended sediments brought by seasonal floods 

(Figures 7 and 33). Each year, floodwater commonly deposits thin layers of fine-grained 

sediments (clays, minor silts and fine silty sediments) containing considerable plant debris 

(Brown 1997: 76; Bunbury in Jeffreys 2004: 11; Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005: 10; Boggs Jr. 

2006: 252–53; Nichols 2009: 2). The superimposition of these thin layers year after year 

frequently forms fine laminae visible in section (Boggs Jr. 2006: 35). Floodplain deposits 

present horizontal gradation, with deposits becoming finer and with increased organic matter 

content away from channels and levees (Brown 1997: 98).  

 Floodplain deposits can be sandy as a result of either stronger floods or phases of 

increased aeolian transport of sand from deserts (Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005: 10). Note that 

floodplain deposits and settlement deposits can be difficult to distinguish given that most of 

the local buildings in antiquity were constructed with mud-bricks made mainly of local silt 

(vide IV.5.6).  

 Floodplains were, and still are, areas commonly used for agriculture. Areas of intensive 

agricultural activities can be revealed by dark clays (Jeffreys et al. 1997: 2). The majority of 

floodplain top-soils are plough-soils, characterised by mixed sediments, silts, dark clays and a 

very low content of sherds (Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 19, figs 4, 5; Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: fig. 

4; Giddy et al. 1990: fig. 2; Jeffreys et al. 1997: 4) (Figure 33). 

 A particular floodplain deposit, formed during pre-dynastic times, composed of very 

dark grey alluvial clay (Arabic iblīz) and with high organic content was described in the area 

northwest of Mit Rahina, forming a distinctive bank or ridge (Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 19, figs 

4–6; Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: fig. 4; Giddy et al. 1990: fig. 2). 

  

IV.5.5. Pool / marsh 

These are areas that are permanently or almost permanently inundated, with no constant water 

flow, including oxbow lakes, palaeo-channels with no active flows and closed depressed areas 

in which water is present from the inundation. These are generally poorly drained depressions 

with anaerobic conditions, typically forming fine-grained (fine silt and clay) organic-rich 

deposits which are similar to floodplain deposits (vide IV.5.4; Figure 34) (Brown 1997: 21, 

67, 79; Boggs Jr. 2006: 252, 272; Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 26, 91; Nichols 2009: 40, 137–

38, 154–56). 
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Figure 33 – Example of a floodplain deposit: layers SoM029.D (Table AII.50 in Appendix II), SoM029.E (Table 

AII.54 in Appendix II) and SoM029.F (Table AII.55 in Appendix II) (cf. SoM029 borehole log in Appendix I 
and Sections S01, S14 and S15 in Appendix VI) 

   

 

 
Figure 34 – Example of sediments deposited in permanently wet areas (pool/marsh): layer SoM032.E (Table 
AII.26 in Appendix II) (cf. SoM032 borehole log in Appendix I and Sections S02 and S16 in Appendix VI) 

 

 

 Silts and clays deposited in permanently wet areas are commonly bluish black (Jeffreys 

et al. 1997: 4; Bunbury in Jeffreys 2004: 11) and present medium to very high content of 

organic matter, over 60% in some cases (Brown 1997: 105). They can also be carbonaceous 

and contain diatoms and shells of molluscs, ostracods and gastropods (Boggs Jr. 2006: 272; 
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Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 91; Nichols 2009: 137, 156, 160–61). Large quantities of 

rhizocretions indicate a plant-rich habitat in inundated areas with an absence of strong water 

flows (Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005: 10; Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 114), whereas the presence 

of mica generally signifies deposition under low energy water (vide IV.5.2). 

 

IV.5.6. Anthropogenic deposits 

These deposits contain a medium to high content of material culture and anthropogenic 

related materials, and can be divided in three types: deposits formed by natural processes but 

with mixed anthropogenic materials (Figure 36); deposits comprising settlement debris and 

anthropogenic materials or rubbish, even if altered or decomposed (Figure 35); settlement 

deposits and construction remains in situ, i.e., those interpreted as part of man-made structures 

(e.g., walls, floors, stone structures). 

 Deposits identified as settlement debris and rubbish (Figure 35) are mainly comprised of 

buried artificial soils (usually forming mounds) generally characterised by: poorly-sorted and  

 

 

 
Figure 35 – Example of accumulation of settlement deposits: layers SoM047.C, SoM047.D and SoM047.E 

(Table AII.66 in Appendix II) (cf. SoM047 borehole log in Appendix I and Sections S05 and S17 in Appendix 
VI) 
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mixed deposits with a large range of aggregates and particle sizes (clays, silts, coarse and fine 

silty sands); the presence of occasional lenses of ash and charcoal; a high content of sherds 

(Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 19, figs 4, 5; Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 221). Large clasts are 

characteristic of settlement deposits (Bunbury in Jeffreys 2004: 11), but mud-brick remains 

are the main component (Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 226). In fact, a good proportion of 

sediments in archaeological contexts are clastic in nature with the remainder composed of 

organic-rich deposits, embodying the concepts of source, transport and ultimately deposition 

(Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 27, 216–18). These sediments often include diverse components 

of mineral, biological and artefactual origin (e.g., stone clasts, construction materials, remains 

of industrial activity, dung, food remains including plants, shells and bones) which represent a 

diversified human and natural phenomena (e.g., activities, discard practices, concepts of 

space, micro-environment) that affect the character and concentration of the sediments 

(Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 219–20, 226, 274).  

 

 

 
Figure 36 – Example of floodplain and margin sediments mixed with settlement debris: layers SoM014.C (Table 
AII.43 in Appendix II), SoM014.D (Table AII.48 in Appendix II), SoM014.E, SoM014.F and SoM014.G (Table 

AII.50 in Appendix II) (cf. SoM014 borehole log in Appendix I and Section S05 in Appendix VI) 
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 The deposits described in the subchapters IV.5.1 to IV.5.5 often include mixed material 

culture, particularly sherds but also stones (blocks, clasts and chippings), which suggest 

nearby human occupation at the time of deposition, given the contemporaneous fluvial 

conditions in the central areas of the valley in the Memphite region, i.e., low flow energy is 

generally insufficient for long distance transport of sherds and stony clasts (Jeffreys & Málek 

1988: 19; Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005: 10). These deposits are generally poorly-sorted, 

presenting a mixture of different sediments in different proportions (Figure 36). For instance, 

sands with a high content of silt and clay may represent sandbanks contaminated by local or 

proximal disintegration of construction materials, particularly brick fragments (Preston 2006: 

31). Some mixed deposits can result from small-scale settlement debris-flow, caused by either 

fluid (e.g., rain-water) or gravity flows. These are generally thick poorly-sorted deposits, with 

a mixture of particles and elements, a lack of both internal layering and grain size grading 

(Boggs Jr. 2006: 45–47). The formation of these deposits can be recent, caused by modern 

transport and redistribution of soils and sediments (particularly over infilled agricultural land), 

despite sometimes including large quantities of ancient settlement debris and rubbish (Jeffreys 

& Bunbury 2005: 10). 

  Some sandy deposits appear to be a result of human transport and deposition, and thus, 

in this study, were considered as settlement deposits (vide IV.5.3). 

 Note that most of the local buildings in antiquity were constructed with mud-bricks 

made of the fine sediments that are naturally deposited in the floodplain (vide IV.5.4). They 

usually contain straw, reeds and sherds used as temper, but when these bricks decay and 

erode, they are redeposited as colluvium, and consequently settlement deposits are sometimes 

difficult to distinguish from floodplain deposits with similar sedimentary components 

(Jeffreys et al. 1997: 2; Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 226–27), particularly silty or clayish 

sediments rich in sand and with sherd content. Although pottery fragments used as temper 

could sometimes be used as a discriminating proxy, natural deposits close to settlements tend 

to accumulate dumped sherds. On the other hand, sherds may well have been redistributed 

over large areas as walls were built, collapsed, and were in turn quarried for the clay to build 

new walls (Jeffreys 2010: 95). Red brick fragments are also difficult to differentiate from 

some pottery remains. 

 

IV.6. Final notes on methodology 

No methodology or analysis is free from possible errors and uncertainties, and this study is no 

exception. Some problems and doubts regarding the interpretation of specific sediments are 
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discussed above in this chapter. However, some generalised difficulties regarding the 

methodology that was used are highlighted here. 

 Apart from dealing with several types and a large quantity of data, this work is based on 

macroscopical analyses performed over a large span of time and by several different people, 

resulting in differences of interpretation. Difficulties in dealing with older data have already 

been discussed in the text and despite considerable effort made to diminish differences, some 

subjectivity remains.  

The quality of sedimentological data can always be improved, depending mostly on the 

budget available: better mechanical augering techniques can provide cores with an intact 

facies structure; sediments’ features and characteristics can be analysed in fully-equipped 

sedimentological laboratories; elements in cores can be analysed in detail, both physically and 

chemically. This would provide more robust indications of their origin and their depositional 

and environmental conditions. 

Another difficulty, common when studying sedimentary deposits, is the evaluation of 

post-depositional processes. Bioturbation effects have been considered negligible in the Nile 

valley for this type of analysis (Bunbury et al. 2008: 366). However, post-depositional 

processes are more frequent in areas occupied intensively by humans. High average rates of 

aggradation (vide II.3.5) have diminished those effects, but they cannot be neglected, as 

aggradation is not always an even process even in this area, being dependent on volume and 

velocity of floodwater. Moreover, some areas have suffered from degradation due to human 

activities and channel migration; for example, annual ploughing of the fresh alluvial topsoil 

(vide IV.5.4) results in sediments mixing (Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 157), and the 

remobilisation of large volumes of soil for building activities and construction of landscape 

features (canals, dykes, etc.) is usually difficult to distinguish from naturally deposited 

sediments.  

The use of stone clasts as proxies was limited. Stone types were difficult to recognise in 

small fragments, and thus, their description should be used with care, particularly when they 

were not identified by a specialist, as was usually the case. Fragments of stone were usually 

interpreted as pieces broken from a larger mass, while nodules might be a single concretion. 

The deposition of limestone fragments can result from natural or anthropogenic causes. 

Storms can wash these fragments down wadis from the desert, and in that case they would 

probably lie within a deposit of similar grain size. However, when recorded within clays or 

silts, they may be interpreted either as by-products of proximal monumental construction or 

dumped remains. Similar problems occur with the interpretation of other elements. 
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Sedimentary nodules and concretions may be washed in from elsewhere, or may have formed 

in situ (evaporation in the soil would lead to the growth of nodules). Shell fragments might 

indicate shellfish living in situ but could also result from dumped rubbish. 
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INTERPRETATION AND DISCUSSION 

Whereas the geographical, geomorphological, historical and archaeological contexts of the 

investigated area have been scrutinised in the previous chapters, the analysis, description and 

consequent interpretation of the borehole data is presented and discussed in Chapter V. The 

structure of this chapter is based on subdividing the studied area into zones. The zones that 

were defined during this investigation are recognised as areas of homogeneous internal 

evolution in terms of landscape and environmental conditions. Thus, the subchapters are 

dedicated to the: Western Koms (V.2), birkas (V.3), areas west of Western Koms (V.4), 

Eastern Koms and East Channel (V.5) and Northern Koms (V.6). However, in each of these 

sections, the discussion again has a chronological sequence. The only exception is subchapter 

V.1, which focus on the conditions of the entire studied area before its settlement. It is our 

belief that this method of interpreting both sedimentological and geomorphological data 

enables the easy and clear discussion and presentation of results. The discussion of results is 

complemented by the chronological and historical perspective of the findings in Chapter VI, 

which also serves as a general conclusion to Chapter V.  

 The drawing of borehole logs, maps and sections (vide IV.4.6), and the construction of 

tables with descriptions of cores and core layers, are an important part of the interpretative 

process described in this chapter. Due to their dimensions and graphic complexity, it was 

necessary to present these in the form of appendices. The logs, sections and tables are 

important to fully understand the information provided, and thus references to them occur 

frequently in the text. Appendix I presents borehole logs; Appendix II contain the detailed 

description of cores and core layers (e.g., SoM035.C), organised in tables (Table AII.1 to 

AII.76), each gathering the core layers (also shown in the borehole logs) that possess 

interrelated interpretations, according to the text in this chapter; the maps (chronologically 

organised; Figure 43) and sections constitute the Appendix VI.  

 

V.1. Pre-settlement landscape 

V.1.1. Sandbank clusters 

Several deep sterile deposits, i.e., without evidence of human activity, were reached. They 

probably represent the local environment prior to human occupation in the Memphite area, 

thus enabling the delineation of the hypothetical landscapes in and around Mit Rahina at that 

time (Figure 37). 
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Figure 37 – Cores with deposits associated with the multichannel river system occurring in the Memphis ruin 

field during pre-settlement times (cf. Map M01 and sections in Appendix VI) 
 

In Kom Rabi‛, sterile coarse sediments with light hues (SoM035.A and SoM067.A; 

Table AII.1; Sections S04, S014 and S15) suggest the existence of bars with the deposition of 

material occurring mostly during floods (vide IV.5.3). Immediately above these sediments, 

layers that appear darker and coarser (SoM035.B and SoM067.B; Table AII.2; Sections S04, 

S014 and S15) denote increased deposition in channel-bed conditions (vide IV.5.1), probably 

as a result of an environmental change towards higher and stronger flows and floods. After 

this period of high and stronger flows, deposits at Kom Rabi‛ reveal a return to previous 

conditions of lower flows in the local channels (SoM035.C and SoM067.C; Table AII.3; 

Sections S04, S014 and S15). The sediments are again light and coarse, suggesting that they 

were above water level during most of the year, but still affected by streams during the floods 

(cf. Jeffreys et al. 1987: 17; Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: 8; Giddy et al. 1990: 12). Intercalated 

deposits in a general coarsening and lightening upward sequence in SoM067.C seem to show 

active downstream development of the bar or even its migration (vide IV.5.2). Thus, the 

sterile sedimentary sequences in Kom Rabi‛ conform with a general diminution of flows and 

floods in the River Nile before the settlement of local palaeo-sandbanks (vide II.3.2). The 
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observed temporary rising of water in the channels was probably due to either a period of 

increased rainfall in the catchment area of the River Nile, for instance the Nabtian period 

(vide II.3.2.2), or due to the concentration of the flows in channels close to these sandbars 

(vide II.3.3, II.3.4).  

 These sterile coarse deposits in Kom Rabi‛ reach heights of between 13.25m a.s.l. 

(SoM067) and 13.65m a.s.l. (SoM035), indicating a possible top level of a western cluster of 

sandbanks in the area of the Western Koms immediately before settlement (Map M01 and 

Sections S04, S014 and S15). It is however important to bear in mind that the topography of 

the sandbanks was probably very uneven, which explains the existence of deeper deposits 

containing material culture (vide V.2). For instance, some cores reveal rubbish and mixed 

debris deposits at lower levels, but with small or even no influence of local water flow or 

floods, which may be interpreted as surface depressions on the sandbanks that were later filled 

by early settlers. Such mixed deposits can be observed in SoM2009/08 (vide V.2): they were 

most probably part of a sandbank (Qin 2010: 22) where sherds persist down to the bottom of 

the core (at 9.40m a.s.l.).  

 

V.1.2. Central Channel 

Sterile deposits were reached in other locations of the studied area (Figure 37). They 

constitute the deepest attained deposits, although found at different levels, and show channel-

related sediments (sands, mostly coarse; vide IV.5.1). Note that some differences of level 

between related sedimentary matrices are due to topographic differences in the channel bed: 

the layers in the northern areas correspond to downstream beds, and thus are typically at a 

lower level than the ones in southern areas which were located upstream. 

This is the case for several layers identified in cores taken either in the vicinity of the 

present-day birkas or upstream of these, i.e., SoM021.A, SoM051.A, SoM050.A and 

SoM054.A (Table AII.4; Sections S03, S07, S08, S15 and S16). These sterile layers, which 

generally show dark (mostly grey and greyish brown) coarse sandy deposits, seem to 

represent the channel bed of a main perennial channel that existed prior to and during the first 

stages of settlement (Map M01). For ensuing references to this channel in the text, it will be 

called the Central Channel. In fact, the existence of a river channel bordering Kom Fakhry on 

its eastern side during the first stage of settlement has been suggested (Smith et al. 1983: 40–

41) (vide II.3.3, II.3.4, II.3.5, III.1). Towards the north, the Central Channel seems to have 

been divided into two branches (SoM050, SoM051 and SoM054) by a sandbank located at the 
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present-day Kom Tuman. This sandbank is represented by sterile, light coloured, coarse sand 

in a shallower layer (SoM065.A; Table AII.5; Sections S08 and S16). 

The existence of the Central Channel is reinforced by other sterile deposits that suggest 

channel margins on the eastern fringes of the western cluster of sandbanks (Map M01). 

Layers SoM013.A, SoM021.B, SoM021.C, SoM021.D, SoM2011/03.A, SoM2011/04.A, 

SoM2011/04.B, SoM2011/05.A and SoM2011/06.A (Table AII.6; Sections S03, S04, S09, 

S15 and S16) have a predominance of sandy silts, silty sands and sands, some fining-upward 

sequences, a diversity of hues, micas, laminations and mixture of sediments, which can be 

interpreted as sandbank deposits affected by floods—an unstable environment with enduring 

periods of inundation and different stages of stream energy. These deposits also suggest 

environmental changes prior to the human occupation referred to above (vide V.1.1). In 

SoM021, up to 10.50m, the clearly visible lightening and fining-upward sequence and the 

cessation of lamination indicate a local transition from a channel bed towards a sandbank that 

remained mainly unflooded, while revealing southward expansion of dry areas in Kom Rabi‛. 

In the other boreholes, the upper sterile layers suggest that the channel margins were 

becoming part of the floodplain, confirming the general diminution of flows in the Nile and 

the transition towards a meandering river system (vide II.3.3). Note that some of these layers 

were dug in Kom Fakhry (SoM2011/03, SoM2011/04, SoM2011/05 and SoM2011/06) which 

means that the area was not as high as Kom Rabi‛ during this time (vide V.1.1), despite 

standing at a similar height today. The relative height of all these channel-bed and channel-

margin deposits rises towards the west, corroborating the occurrence of higher ground at Kom 

Rabi‛.  

 

V.1.3. West Channel 

West of the Western Koms (Figure 37), further deep sterile dark coarse sediments in 

SoM017.A, SoM019.A, SoM024.A and SoM063.A (Table AII.7; Sections S02, S03, S04, 

S06, S10, S11 and S12) (cf. Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 23, figs 4, 5; Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: fig. 

4; Giddy et al. 1990: 12, fig. 2; Bunbury in Jeffreys 2004: 11) suggest another large perennial 

channel with constant streams: a West Channel (Map M01). In other cores supposedly located 

where this channel flowed (Figure 37 and Map M01), sterile coarse sediments were not 

reached, but given the depth of their coarse sediments with a presence of material culture 

(down to 9.20m a.s.l. in SoM053 and 10.10m a.s.l. in SoM2009/07; Table AII.39; Sections 

S05, S07, S11 and S13) it is assumed that pre-occupation layers occur even deeper or at least 

at the same height as those identified in SoM019.A and SoM063.A. 
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The top level of the West Channel’s bed deposits are generally higher towards the east, 

showing a gentle slope towards the western cluster of sandbanks. According, between the 

higher spots of this cluster (vide V.1.1) and the channel’s deeper bed, there are sediments that 

reveal transitional environments, particularly in SoM017.A. Moreover, lower and smaller 

sandbanks, which were probably inundated for long periods, are suggested by deposits in 

SoM052.A (laminated, multi-coloured and micaceous sands; Table AII.8; Sections S07 and 

S013) and SoM026 (Table AII.45; Sections S04 and S13) (Map M01). In SoM052.A, given 

the different character of the sand, it is possible to speculate about its at least partial aeolian 

origin (cf. Giddy & Jeffreys 1992: 2; 1993: 12; Jeffreys et al. 1995: 1; 2001: 14–15). If that is 

the case, the accumulation of aeolian sands may have been protected by the western cluster of 

sandbanks, which avoided the washout of aeolian sediments from areas immediately 

downstream of the cluster. Although sterile layers were not reached in SoM026 (vide V.4.4), 

the deepest retrieved layer shows settlement-related deposits (down to 13.10m a.s.l.), which 

also suggests the earlier existence of a sandbank that was not usually flooded. 

The less deep channel margins and smaller sandbanks between the West Channel and 

the higher points of the western cluster of sandbanks seem to have originated as a complex 

landscape with interstitial pools and low-energy inundated margins (Map M01), as suggested 

by dark very stiff clays in SoM014.A (Table AII.9; Section S05) (cf. Giddy et al. 1990: 12, 

fig. 2). Given the apparent low-energy nature of the deposits, these inundated areas were 

probably fed by water only during the floods, while the water remained trapped during the 

rest of the year. The existence of such pools seems to be confirmed by layers with similar 

environmental interpretation in nearby cores SoM015.A, SoM034.A and SoM034.B (Table 

AII.40; Sections S02, S14 and S15; vide V.4.1), despite their probable later deposition given 

their sherd content. 

Further south, none of the boreholes reached sterile sediments. However, SoM018.A, 

SoM018.B (Table AII.18; Sections S01 and S16) and SoM029.A (Table AII.48; Sections S01, 

S14 and S15) reveal fluvial sediments (probably margins and sandbanks; vide V.3.1, V.4.6) 

with material culture down to 10.30m a.s.l. and 12.85m a.s.l., respectively, which might 

suggest the earlier existence of low sandbanks or even elevated channel margins in these sites 

or nearby, perhaps defining the southward extension of the western cluster of sandbanks 

(Figure 37 and Map M01). 

Towards the west, it is difficult to understand the size of the West Channel given the 

small number of cores dug. In the modern town of Saqqara, sterile sands in SoM2009/05.A 

(Table AII.10; Sections S04 and S05), which are probably a mixture of aeolian, wadi 
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washouts and fluvial sands (cf. Giddy & Jeffreys 1992: 2, figs 1, 3; 1993: 12, fig.1; Jeffreys et 

al. 1995: 1, fig. 1; Qin 2010: 15, 30), reach levels higher than those in sandbanks detected in 

the middle of the valley (Figure 37 and Map M01). I agree with Qin (2010: 48–49), who 

suggested that these are probably the result of wadi washouts that were prevented from 

spreading further into the valley due to the transport action of the West Channel. Between 

SoM2009/05 and the western cluster of sandbanks, material culture is present at even deeper 

levels: SoM2009/02.A (Table AII.39; Sections S05 and S10; vide V.4.1), SoM2009/03.A and 

SoM2009/06.A (Table AII.66; Sections S04, S05 and S10; vide V.4.9). Taking into account 

these relative heights and the hypothesis that the western fringe of the Nile Valley was settled 

earlier, or at the same time as the sandbanks in the area of Mit Rahina (vide III.1), then, as 

previously suggested by Qin (2010: 48–50), it is possible that the West Channel, or at least its 

inundation valley, may have occupied almost all of the area between Saqqara and Mit Rahina 

(Map M01). More specifically, Qin proposed a westward migration of the West Channel 

immediately prior to early dynastic times: from a prior position next to the western cluster of 

sandbanks, to a position that was closer to the escarpment. Based on archaeological and 

geological evidence, Giddy (1994: 194–95) argued that some form of waterway existed 

nearby along the western escarpment of the valley during the Early Dynastic Period, which 

subsequently moved gradually to the east. Yet, it appears that the West Channel continued to 

have a direct influence on the west margins of the western cluster of sandbanks until a 

significantly later date, and thus a simple westward return migration of the channel is 

implausible (this will be further discussed in V.4). 

SoM019.B (Table AII.11; Sections S02, S03 and S10) also reveals environmental 

changes. Above the channel-bed deposits in SoM019.A, darker and finer sediments imply 

decreasing flow energy, showing sediments that are typical of quiet pools and no further 

evidence of constant streams. SoM019.B is still sterile, and thus these changes apparently 

started before initial settlement of nearby sandbanks. 

Hence, the analysed cores indicate that a main channel, the West Channel, was flowing, 

at least through SoM019 and SoM063 (Figure 37 and Map M01), prior to and during human 

settlement of the western cluster of sandbanks, corroborating previous suggestions (vide 

II.3.3, III.1). Smaller and lower sandbanks together with a shallower channel bed (SoM017, 

SoM018, SoM024, SoM026 and eventually SoM022; vide V.4.8) enclosed a depressed area. 

This area gradually lost stream energy and became shallower, probably a pool or a marsh fed 

only by water during the flood, resulting in the accumulation of the fine-grained sediments 

visible in SoM014.A, SoM015.A, SoM034.A, SoM034.B and eventually in SoM016 (Table 
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AII.41; vide V.4.2) (cf. Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 19, figs 4, 5; Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: fig. 4; 

Giddy et al. 1990: fig. 2). Further north, in SoM052.A, another sandbank was apparently 

developing due to the accumulation of aeolian sands protected from the main streams and 

possibly expanding the western cluster of sandbanks towards the north (vide V.1.5). This 

complex array of sandbanks and pools protected the western cluster of sandbanks from higher 

Niles, and thus, with the aid of the decreasing flows (vide II.3.2), higher sandbanks became 

permanently dry areas attractive for settlement (Map M01).  

 

V.1.4. East Channel 

The East Channel (vide II.3.3, V.5.1) was possibly already flowing during the Early Dynastic 

Period, but the cores obtained eastwards of the birkas were not clear in that regard (Figure 37 

and Map M01). On the one hand, the deepest layer, SoM2004/04.A (Table AII.63; Sections 

S08 and S17; vide V.5.1), shows channel-bed sediments (sequence of coarse sands between 

12.05m a.s.l. and 12.85m a.s.l.), but with the presence of sherds, of which the oldest seem to 

be of late Old Kingdom age (cf. Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005: 9–10). Thus, earlier deposits lay 

deeper at heights not very different from those showing channel-bed sediments in the West 

and Central channels. On the other hand, the existence of an eastern cluster of sandbanks is 

indicated by deposits in Kom Qala‛a (SoM045.A and SoM047.A; vide V.5.1). The top level 

of sterile sandbank deposits in SoM045 is similar to the higher ones in the western cluster of 

sandbanks, and thus, it is probable that the eastern sandbanks, similarly to the western ones, 

were already modelled before the environmental changes described above in the text (gradual 

decrease of flows and floods). Taking into account the suggested pre-settlement environment 

of the Memphite area during pre-dynastic times, i.e., a large sandy multichannel river system 

(vide II.3.3, V.1.5), the existence of high ground in the eastern cluster of sandbanks and the 

apparent occurrence of channel-bed deposits at deeper levels in SoM2004/04, it is probable 

that an early East Channel existed (Map M01) (cf. Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005: 9–10). This 

contradicts the prior suggestion that the East Channel resulted from the eastward migration of 

the Central Channel immediately before the New Kingdom (vide II.3.3). Accordingly, and 

given that this period was marked by a general and gradual decrease of Nile flows, it seems 

improbable that the Nile would have had the potency to create such large and high sandbars 

between the Early Dynastic Period and the late Middle Kingdom (the suggested date for an 

initial stable settlement on the Eastern Koms; vide III.4.4, V.5). 
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V.1.5. Multichannel river system 

The cores and sediments described in the above text confirm prior suggestions of a large 

sandy multichannel fluvial system as a pre-settlement environment in the area of Mit Rahina 

(vide II.3.3, II.3.4): a net of main waterways surrounding sandbank clusters (Map M01). 

These sandbanks had a fluvial origin, being mostly composed of coarse sediments and of 

varied heights (contemporary channel beds, channel margins and a presumed palaeo-

floodplain had lower levels). Thus, most of the current mounds in and around Mit Rahina 

(vide II.1, II.3.5) were already areas of higher ground immediately prior to pre-dynastic 

occupation. 

 The existence of two clusters of longitudinal sandbanks both with a north–south 

orientation is suggested. The western cluster comprised two major sandbanks which later 

became Kom Mit Rahina and Kom Rabi‛, together with a smaller and lower sandbank 

westwards of Kom Rabi‛, where present-day Hod Wissada (Ḥōḍ al-Wissāda) is located 

(Figures 4 and 37, and Map M01). Despite the lack of data, it is extremely probable that Kom 

Mit Rahina was as high, or even higher, as Kom Rabi‛ (vide II.3.5, III.1, III.2), while Kom 

Fakhry was a lower connection between those higher parts of the sandbank. This cluster also 

included an extension lengthening southwestward of Kom Rabi‛, comprised by a large but 

shallower sandbank.  

 The eastern cluster also included two north–south elongated main sandbanks in the 

present-day location of the eastern sides of the Eastern Koms (vide V.5): the southern 

sandbank later became Kom Helul and part of Kom Qala‛a, while the northern one would 

form Kom Arba‛in and Kom Nawa (Figures 4 and 37, and Map M01). A subsidiary and 

smaller sandbank existed west of the northern part of the southern main sandbank, i.e., where 

the western higher ground of Kom Qala‛a subsequently developed. Kom Sabakha may be a 

remnant of another sandbank—a possible southern extension of the eastern cluster (similarly 

to the southern extension in the western cluster).  

 Another main sandbank existed in the area, independent of those two clusters, and was 

located at the present-day Kom Tuman (Figures 4 and 37, and Map M01). Despite also being 

elongated in a north–south orientation, it did not align with any of the other clusters. Thus, I 

suggest that the Central Channel was divided into two branches (one passing at SoM051, 

other at SoM054) by this northern sandbank. The eastern branch was connected to the East 

Channel while the western one was associated with the West Channel.  

Surrounding the sandbank clusters, three main perennial channels had probably 

prevailed in this area (Map M01): a West Channel (immediately westward of the western 
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cluster of sandbanks), a Central Channel (following the north–south depression which shaped 

the birkas) and an East Channel (immediately eastward of the eastern cluster of sandbanks). 

Within the clusters, however, smaller intermittent streams or pools separated the sandbanks 

themselves. The main channels were not independent in terms of flows and were probably 

interconnected, with links between the northern sandbank (later Kom Tuman) and the 

northern areas of both the western sandbanks (north of Kom Mit Rahina) and the eastern ones 

(north of Kom Nawa). Another main connection was probably located south of the eastern 

sandbank cluster, between present-day Kom Helul and Kom Sabakha. Thus, the inception of a 

meandering river system in this region is inferred from the slight reduction in the number of 

intermittent streams, together with the apparently increased stability of both the channels and 

the sandbanks. 

 Fining-upward sequences suggest both gradual diminution of flow energy and 

diminishing stream influences (vide IV.5.2), probably due to a general decrease of Nile levels 

after the end of the Nabtian period (vide II.3.2) and the channels’ transition towards a 

meandering river system (vide II.3.3, II.3.4). Only exceptional floods were now reaching the 

top of higher sandbanks, and thus these areas became very attractive for human settlement 

(vide II.3.5, III.1). These gradual environmental changes created conditions for the pre-

dynastic Egyptians to settle in this location. In fact, the sedimentary record supports the 

conditions for the existence of a proto-Memphis founded during, or even before, the Early 

Dynastic Period, on an island, or most probably, on a turtleback (vide II.3.5, III.1, III.2). The 

Pleistocene date for such a turtleback is nevertheless speculative, as it is not confirmed that 

those materials actually accumulated during that Epoch.  

 

V.2. Settlement at the Western Koms 

Kom Fakhry, Kom Rabi‛ and Kom Mit Rahina were suggested to be the locale of the initial 

settlement of the Memphis ruin field given that they were some of the highest areas of the 

local palaeo-islands (Kemp 1977a: 192–94; Jeffreys 1985: 51; 2010: 96; Qin 2010: 43, 48–

49) (vide II.3.5, III.1, III.2). In fact, high sandbank levels with evidence of initial occupation 

were detected in the cores dug at Kom Rabi‛ and Kom Fakhry (Figure 38 and Map M01). 

Above sterile coarse sediments (vide V.1.1) there are thick layers of settlement deposits 

(Table AII.12: SoM005.A, SoM006.A, SoM012.A, SoM021.E, SoM021.F, SoM021.H, 

SoM033.B, SoM033.D, SoM035.D, SoM035.F, SoM035.G, SoM035.J, SoM036.A, 

SoM036.C, SoM037.A, SoM037.C, SoM037.F, SoM038.A, SoM039.B, SoM039.D, 

SoM067.D, SoM067.E, SoM067.F, SoM067.G, SoM2009/08.A, SoM2009/08.B, 
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SoM2009/08.D; Sections S03, S04, S05, S14, S15 and S16), most reaching the present-day 

surface and suggesting both early and long-lasting occupation, particularly at Kom Rabi‛ (cf. 

Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 19, figs 4, 5; Jeffreys 2006: 135; Qin 2010: 43–47). The data is 

presented with more detail below in the text but, in general, the sediments are not 

homogeneous despite being derived from a settlement, revealing not only different 

depositional settings (mud-brick remains, debris and rubbish accumulation in open urban 

areas, abandoned urbanised areas, refurbishment stages), but disparate environmental 

conditions as well (vide IV.5.6): deposits are essentially composed of silty sands and sandy 

silts, presenting distinct hues (greyish, brownish, or yellowish) and divergent textures 

(smooth, soft, compact, or stiff); the content of sherds is also variable, but in general the 

pottery remains are small-sized, sometimes degraded and not numerous despite some 

occasional richer clusters; ashy laminae are present, as well as clayish ones, possibly 

revealing either buildings or urban transformations, for instance refurbishment phases, fire 

incidents, demolition, or floor surface works; occasionally, stone pieces, flint, chert and 

calcium carbonate are also present. 

Estimates that have been made for the levels of both the floodplain (14m a.s.l.) and 

settlement level (14m a.s.l. to 16m a.s.l.) during the Early Dynastic Period for the area of the 

western escarpment north of Saqqara (vide II.3.5) seem to be slightly higher than the ones 

observed in the Memphis ruin field. The initial level of occupation is particularly visible in 

layer SoM067.D (Section S15). Above sterile coarse sands the occupation of the site is 

revealed by what seems to be either a foundation or an earthwork deposit for ensuing 

building. Here, both ashy sand laminae (at 13.55m a.s.l. and at 13.90m a.s.l.) and the core’s 

deepest sherds (very few, very small and mostly eroded at c. 13.25m a.s.l.) appear notably in a 

similar sedimentary matrix and at almost the same depth of those at SoM035.D (Sections S04 

and S14). In SoM021.E and SoM2009/08.B (Sections S03 and S15) the bottom level of these 

initial settlement layers is lower and probably represents an early southwards expansion of the 

settlement following the lowering of water levels in the channels. Yet, SoM021 reveals a 

sequence which is particularly clear regarding the initial settling of the site. SoM021.A to 

SoM021.D show sterile sandbank sands (Table AII.6; vide V.1.2), overlain by a sandy sherd-

rich earthwork or foundation in SoM021.E (10.50m a.s.l. up to 11.30m a.s.l.), topped by 

sterile clayish laminae which are plausibly either flooring or a soil covering, and finally, in 

SoM021.F (between 11.30m a.s.l. and 14.80m a.s.l.), remains of construction materials and 

decomposed mud-bricks resulting from several stages of construction and refurbishment. 

SoM2009/08.A seems to represent the infill of a small depression, initially mainly with 
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Figure 38 – Cores with deposits associated with the settlement on the Western Koms (cf. maps and sections in 

Appendix VI)  
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are essentially found above SoM2009/08.A, accompanying the rise of the settlement deposits 

also identified in SoM021. 

The layers referred to above reveal a site that was continually occupied and growing by 

the aggradation of cultural debris, and their heights conform with the previously proposed 

settlement levels for the Old Kingdom in Memphis (15m a.s.l. to 16.5m a.s.l.; vide II.3.5). 

Nevertheless, such layers are cut by mismatched deposits (SoM005.B, SoM021.G, 

SoM033.A, SoM035.E, SoM037.B, SoM039.A, SoM2009/08.C; Table AII.13; Sections S03, 

S04, S05, S14, S15 and S16), usually thinner, which appear to be interrelated (cf. Jeffreys 

2006: 135). These layers suggest settlement refurbishments and changes on a large scale. For 

instance, SoM035.E (Sections S04 and S14) appears to be an artificial infill, most probably a 

foundation level or earthwork. This intervention is probably not a localised one but instead 

part of a larger and extended refurbishment, given the similar and probably related layers in 

SoM005.B, SoM021.G, SoM033.A and SoM2009/08.C. Moreover, in SoM021.G, ashes at the 

bottom of an apparently contemporary layer suggest some sort of incident, at least at a local 

scale (accidental fire, intentional clearance or conflict). Despite their dissimilar sedimentary 

matrix, SoM037.B, SoM039.A and even SoM067.F may also be related to the same extensive 

modifications, given the presence of deposits that suggest urban expansion, probably during 

earlier stages of the settlement. SoM067.F (Table AII.12; Section S15), for instance, plausibly 

represents rubbish and debris probably dumped either in an urban open space or in some sort 

of ruins (cf. Jeffreys 2006: 135). 

Layer SoM036.B (Table AII.14; Section S05 and S14) does not appear to fit the general 

sequence observed in other cores in Kom Rabi‛. Instead, its sediments suggest a floodplain 

environment (vide IV.5.4) and, as such, they are probably associated with layers 

SoM2009/01.C and SoM2009/10.D (Table AII.50; Section S14; vide V.4.8). Hence, it is 

possible that floods affected this area as suggested by Qin (2010: 21). These floods possibly 

occurred during and after the First Intermediate Period (vide II.3.2.3), being the area resettled 

during the Middle Kingdom (vide III.3.2) (Maps M03, M04 and M05). This possible 

sequence of events and their dates are in accordance with the complex floodplain’s margins 

layers with strong content of settlement debris and rubbish detected in SoM014.F and 

SoM014.G (vide V.4.8). 

A second extended divergent layer can be distinguished at a higher level in the cores 

dug at Kom Rabi‛ (Table AII.15; Sections S03, S04, S05, S14, S15 and S16): SoM005.C, 

SoM006.B, SoM006.C, SoM021.I, SoM033.C, SoM035.H, SoM035.I, SoM036.D, 

SoM037.D, SoM037.E and SoM039.C. In SoM005.C, SoM006, SoM033.C, SoM035.H and 
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SoM036.D coarse materials again suggest foundation deposits for refurbishment of either 

building or urban spaces. The clay in SoM035.I, for instance, may be a remnant of a floor 

surface or a thin infill (an accumulation of clay mortar?), while in SoM037.D and SoM039.C 

it may be a thicker surface infill overlain by large-scale deposition of debris. Some deposits, 

particularly the burnt sands of SoM036.D, suggest some possible destruction or incidents 

affecting the site. It is also possible that some deposits in other cores may have had an 

interrelationship with these layers by also implying refurbishment activities and by having 

similar levels: stones were hit in SoM011.A (Table AII.16) and SoM012.A (Table AII.12), 

which hampered the drilling of these cores; note the slight sedimentary differentiation at 

17.10m a.s.l. in SoM2009/08.D (Table AII.12). In any case, it seems clear that some 

significant urban refurbishment is recorded at these levels. Moreover, analogous deposits at 

similar levels also occur in Kom Fakhry and in the birkas, which, in the case of the latter, 

point to a New Kingdom date (vide V.3.4) (cf. Jeffreys 2006: 135). Note also that these layers 

conform with the proposed settlement level (19m a.s.l. to 22m a.s.l.) at the Western Koms 

during the New Kingdom (vide II.3.5, III.4.5). 

Layer SoM021.I (Table AII.15; Sections S03 and S15) referred to above is particularly 

thick, reaches the surface and is sterile, which suggest that this area became depopulated at a 

certain point. On the one hand, both level and sediments are similar to floodplain-related top 

layers in SoM018.G, SoM018.H and SoM025.F (Table AII.36; Sections S01, S03 and S16; 

vide V.3.4) and thus SoM021.I could represent natural infill by flood sedimentation. This 

possibly occurred sometime after the Roman Period when the rise of the floodplain enabled 

floods to reach this site (Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 23): either the surface level stopped rising 

due to abandonment of the area (vide III.7) or some intensive soil displacement occurred (the 

level of the settlement area in the Western Koms during the Roman Period was suggested to 

be above 20m a.s.l.; vide II.3.5). On the other hand, SoM021.I could be the result of a huge 

artificial earthwork, which is suggested by similarities in levels and sediments to SoM013.G 

(Table AII.36; Sections S04 and S16; vide V.3.4). In this case, it might have been made after 

or during the New Kingdom as a result of land-use planning, making the area a non-urbanised 

sector of the city used possibly for farming (vide V.4.3, V.4.8). 

In fact, the character of this top layer in SoM021 is slightly different from most of the 

layers closer to the surface in the Western Koms (Table AII.16; Sections S03, S04, S05, S14, 

S15 and S16): SoM006.D, SoM011.A, SoM012.B, SoM033.E, SoM035.K, SoM036.E, 

SoM037.G, SoM038.B, SoM039.E, SoM067.H and SoM2009/08.E. These generally suggest 

strong accumulation of settlement detritus, including rubbish, building remains and debris 
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related to decomposed mud-bricks. These mixed and highly disturbed sediments merge very 

old remains with both modern debris and relocated deposits. Their mixed character is not 

surprising given the constant occupancy of the Western Koms during dynastic times at least 

up to the end of the Roman Period, despite presently being an area that is now mostly clear of 

buildings. Besides, since at least the 1840s multiple archaeological campaigns, some of which 

involved intensive sediment displacement, have been performed in this area, particularly close 

to SoM037, SoM038 and SoM039 (vide III.7). Moreover, saltpetre mining, sabākh-digging 

and earth quarrying for brick production have been common practices in the Memphis ruin 

field while in some specific locations there has also been recent intense pressure from 

building activities, for instance to the south of Kom Rabi‛ (vide II.4). Thus, over the last few 

decades extensive earthworks and soil displacement have been prevalent, with their 

consequences clearly visible in these top layers.  

 

V.3. The birkas 

V.3.1. Stabilisation of the Central Channel and settlement expansion (Old Kingdom) 

Immediately above the sterile deposits which were associated with the Central Channel (vide 

V.1.2), layers in the birkas (vide II.1; Figures 4 and 39, and Map M02) confirm lowering of 

both flows and floods during the initial settlement of the western cluster of sandbanks. In that 

regard, SoM051.B and SoM54.B (Table AII.17; Sections S07, S15 and S16) in the North 

Birka show particularly clear intercalated coarse and fine-grained sediments, sometimes 

mixed, with easily distinguishable organic content (their colours suggest that some were 

possibly deposited under anaerobic conditions), which indicate flooded areas with only 

occasional flows (vide IV.5.4, IV.5.5). 

The situation seems to be more complex in the South Birka. Layers SoM013.B, 

SoM013.C, SoM018.A, SoM018.B, SoM025.A, SoM032.A, SoM032.B and SoM032.C 

(Table AII.18; Sections S01, S02, S03, S04 and S16) were obtained in zones closer to the 

birka’s western fringe (Figure 39 and Map M02). In SoM013.B and SoM013.C, lamination 

and a wide range of grain sizes suggest the strong influence of floods, possibly on a sandbank 

or close to a levee, while the upwards increase of fine-grained sediments indicates a 

diminution of water circulation at this site and stabilisation of the floodplain. At SoM018.A, 

dark mixed sands and clays suggest a similar environment, while above, in SoM018.B, a thick 

homogeneous dark grey silty sand deposit, with two interfingered sand layers, may represent a 

levee or a marginal sandbank with occasional stronger flows. SoM025.A presents silts, more 
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clayish on the bottom, that can be considered a floodplain deposit and, given its sandy 

character, was possibly close to the channel margins. The sequence in SoM032 is particularly 

revealing: fluvial sandbanks (dark sands) covered by flood deposits (silts) in SoM032.A; 

overlain by finer floodplain deposits intercalated with sandy silts in SoM032.B, which 

perhaps suggest a low floodplain becoming more stable but still close to a levee; finally, 

SoM032.C presents darkening, stiffening and fining-upward clays, which indicate a well-

developed low floodplain that was probably inundated for longer periods of the year, and an 

absence of flows, which is possibly due to a lack of adjacent levees. 

In general, these layers in the South Birka show flood deposits over sandbanks and 

seem to represent the reduced influence of flows over earlier channel margins while a 

floodplain developed (Map M02). The sandbanks at lower levels were probably lower 

extensions of the western cluster of sandbanks which often emerged above the water level due 

to decreasing flows (vide V.1.2). Moreover, given the transition towards a meandering river 

system and corresponding transformations of the Nile branches (vide II.3.3), it is possible that 

a lateral sandbank developed on those western margins of the Central Channel, perhaps 

forming the inner part of a bent channel with both active lateral accretion and formation of 

ridges and swales on its surface (vide IV.5.2). Therefore, water flowed only during the floods 

at these sites, and it is probable that some type of chute cut-off existed closer to the western 

fringes of the South Birka, protected by sandbanks or shallow natural levees along the left 

margin of the Central Channel, which was migrating eastwards in this zone. The sequences in 

these cores suggest that this chute cut-off initially trapped floodwater, shaping temporary 

pools and causing the formation of fine-grained clayish deposits, and that these areas 

subsequently slowly dried and became the floodplain (revealed by more homogeneous and 

siltier sediments). SoM010.A and SoM010.B (Table AII.18; Section S16), which are located 

further north (southwestern fringe of the Middle Birka), reveal fining-upward sediments that 

suggest a similar environmental transformation, i.e., reflecting the loss of direct influence of 

the Central Channel with stabilisation of floodplain areas on an eastward migrating western 

margin. 

A strong increase in sherd content is noticeable in those layers in the South Birka, 

revealing the development and probable expansion of built-up spaces in Kom Rabi‛ during the 

Old Kingdom (Map M02). Given the drying of the sandbank in the western margins of the 

Central Channel, these new non-flooded spaces became available for urban expansion (vide 

III.1, III.2, V.2). Hence, the growing quantity of sherds may also reveal intentional deposition 

of sediments to consolidate ground for urban development, meaning that inhabitants were 
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starting to have a role in the evolution of local landscape. Anthropogenic influences driving 

both landscape and environmental changes can be evidenced by stones in SoM010.A, 

SoM025.A and SoM032.A, which may be part of an artificial hard infill, given the 

improbable transport of such rocks up to this place and height whilst streams and floods were 

 

 
Figure 39 – Cores with deposits associated with the Central Channel and the birkas (cf. maps and sections in 

Appendix VI)  
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greatly decreasing. Moreover, SoM010.B and particularly SoM018.B (thick homogeneous 

dark grey silty sand deposit, with two interfingered sand layers), referred to above in the text, 

could represent man-made accumulations of sediments. If that is the case, given the thickness 

and height of SoM018.B, it is possible to speculate that the reasons for the construction of 

such an artificial deposit were either an embankment to raise a low area and free it from flood 

effects, or even a levee to protect built areas between SoM018 and Kom Rabi‛. 

On the eastern fringes of the South Birka, SoM040.A and SoM040.B (Table AII.19; 

Section S05) show darkening-upward sequences from sterile sand to clays with rare water-

rolled sherd flecks (cf. Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: 8). Note that although situated in Kom Qala‛a, 

some layers of SoM040 were included in subchapter V.3 because they have shown to be 

correlated both sedimentarily and environmentally to layers in the South Birka (Figure 39). 

Those layers also suggest decreasing flows in the Central Channel, but revealing the 

persistence of impacts from streams and regular floods instead of a transformation towards a 

floodplain environment (Map M02). This distinct environmental change seems to confirm the 

development of a bend on the Central Channel, with accretion and development of a lateral 

sandbank on the western margins. The absence of sherds in this location corroborates the idea 

that the eastern cluster of sandbanks had not yet been settled during the Old Kingdom (vide 

II.2, II.3.2, V.5.2).  

Further north, layers SoM2011/01.A, SoM2011/03.B, SoM2011/03.C, SoM2011/04.C, 

SoM2011/05.B, SoM2011/06.B and SoM2011/06.C (Table AII.20; Section S09) aggregated 

in a small area of Kom Fakhry, corroborate indications given by the layers in the South Birka 

(Figure 39 and Map M02). Deeper deposits suggested that this area was part of the Central 

Channel (vide V.1.2). However, these layers generally seem to reveal a reduction in flow 

energy, whilst still maintaining the connection to the Central Channel. The sediments are 

mainly dark or very dark greyish brown, generally sandy silt, possibly representing the bed of 

a channel’s arm with weak streams. This is supported by the constant presence of mica and 

some concretions (SoM2011/01.A and SoM2011/04.C). The lateral coarsening sequence 

towards the east, which is shown by the finer sediments in SoM2011/05.B and coarser 

sediments in SoM2011/01.A and SoM2011/06.C, may be a result of a closer proximity of the 

eastern cores to the main streams of the Central Channel. Periods of different energy flows, 

e.g., floods, are shown by the presence of lamination (SoM2011/01.A, SoM2011/04.C and 

SoM2011/06.B). The upward sequences in SoM2011/01.A (very mixed sediments but getting 

finer), SoM2011/03.B and SoM2011/03.C (becoming lighter and better sorted) confirm that 

the energy of the floodwaters was decreasing at this site. These sedimentary matrices, which 
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are often mixed or poorly sorted, with large quantities of sherds in SoM2011/01.A and 

SoM2011/03.C, and with occasional inclusion of stone clasts, bones, charcoal 

(SoM2011/01.A, SoM2011/03.B, SoM2011/03.C) and organic content (SoM2011/05.B), all 

seem to increase upwards, which also indicates the augmented accumulation of both rubbish 

and settlement debris, possibly washed out from raised inhabited spaces in the Western Koms. 

This could be a result of urban growth and development (vide II.3.5, III.2, V.2). Thus, this 

area can be perceived as a small inlet on the west side of the Middle Birka (the lower coarser 

and darker layers show that this area was still mostly flooded and connected to the Central 

Channel), which was being partly infilled with anthropogenic detritus and partly developing a 

floodplain environment (top deposits with better sorted finer sediments and larger quantities 

of inclusions) (Maps M01 and M02). However, given the relative thickness of the layers, 

fluvial conditions appear to have been maintained in this depression. Sherds in 

SoM2011/03.C, consistently dated from the Old Kingdom, and relative heights between the 

layers indicate that these sediments were deposited during this period, or slightly earlier. 

Given both the location (between settled areas centred on Kom Rabi‛ and Kom Mit Rahina; 

vide III.2) and the long standing maintenance (without strong accumulation of pool or riverine 

sediments; vide V.3.2, V.3.3) of such a probable waterbody, it is possible to propose the 

existence of a haven in this location, and perhaps some dockyards during the initial stages of 

settlement on the Western Koms. 

Taking into account the interpretation of these layers in Kom Fakhry, it is possible to 

suggest an alternative interpretation for the large sand bed that was described by W. Petrie 

(BAL; vide III.2, III.4.2) as a Ramessid favissa or sacred pit. This sand bed with pieces 

ranging from the Old Kingdom to the New Kingdom, although with uncertain location, was 

observed on the west fringe of the Middle Birka, c. 200m northeastwards of SoM2011/01.A 

(Maps M01 and M02). Given the layers described above in the text it is possible to speculate 

that this sand bed constituted either a marginal sandbank or a channel bed of the Central 

Channel, in which material culture was being deposited from the Old Kingdom onwards. 

However, without description of the characteristics of these sands and without knowing the 

stratigraphy, both archaeological and sedimentary, of the site, it is impossible to further 

investigate these hypotheses. Moreover, the sands might have been affected and mixed during 

the expansion of the settlement towards the east that occurred in this area during the New 

Kingdom (vide III.4.2, III.4.5). 

The expansion and development of the settlement probably started almost immediately 

after the initial occupation of the Western Koms (vide III.2, V.2). The layers referred to above 
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in this section reinforce this impression and show that the settlement was expanding 

eastwards—a development that was facilitated by lower levels of flows and floods in the 

Central Channel, which enabled the expansion of urbanised areas towards earlier channel-bed 

and channel-margin spaces (Maps M01 and M02). In the western fringes of the South Birka, 

layers SoM010.D, SoM013.D, SoM018.C, SoM018.D and SoM025.B (Table AII.21; Sections 

S01, S03, S04, S16) confirm such a development, and reveal that urban expansion was also 

possibly occurring at the south and east of Kom Rabi‛ during the Old Kingdom, taking into 

account the relative height of these deposits. Although direct presence of mud-brick remains 

is not clear, the layers that mainly comprise silts, usually sandy, generally brownish, with 

presence of sherds (constantly), limestone flakes and ash (both occasionally) seem to be the 

result of sedimentation in a settlement context; more specifically open and non-flooded 

spaces, including either debris, rubbish or decomposed remains of mud-bricks (vide IV.5.6). 

Thin layers of fine-grained sediments, i.e., silty clay in SoM010.C and clayish silt in 

SoM018.C (Table AII.21), may even be a type of floor, soil preparation, or a foundation for 

ensuing occupation.  

 

V.3.2. Environmental crisis (around the First Intermediate Period) 

After a period during which the Central Channel experienced decreasing flows, with 

consequent expansion of dry areas (including floodplains and settled spaces) in earlier 

margins and channel bed (vide V.3.1), layers in the birkas consistently suggest a new and 

different scenario resulting from environmental changes. 

Deposits typical of a channel bed, again with increased flow energy, can be observed in 

SoM032.D, SoM040.C, SoM051.C, SoM054.C and SoM064.A (Table AII.22; Sections S02, 

S05, S06, S07, S15, S16; Figure 39 and Map M03): generally sands, but including coarser 

deposits in SoM040.C, SoM051.C and SoM064.A; showing slightly fining-upward 

sequences; mostly yellowish and brownish, black to dark grey in SoM054.C, with some 

pockets of red sands in SoM051.C. Hence, these layers indicate a reoccurrence of strong 

streams in the Central Channel (Map M03). There is again reduced content of both material 

culture and settlement rubbish, suggesting a strong decrease in human activities and 

population in the Memphite zone. These deposits are generally thin, which suggests that this 

was probably a short-term event. Given that these layers immediately overlie, and are in the 

same cores as, sediments associated with the Old Kingdom (vide V.3.1), and taking into 

account the suggested increase in flows after that period (vide II.3.2.3) and the possible 

diminution of population due to the decreased status of Memphis (vide III.3.1, III.3.2) I 
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suggest that this event occurred between the end of the Old Kingdom and the early Middle 

Kingdom. 

Curiously, the settlement deposits in Kom Rabi‛ and Kom Fakhry, despite being mostly 

homogeneous in their levels and in their sedimentary interpretation, also present some thin 

distinct layers (SoM005.B, SoM021.G, SoM033.A, SoM035.E, SoM036.B, SoM037.B, 

SoM039.A, SoM067.F and SoM2009/08.C), revealing settlement transformation (vide V.2; 

Figure 39 and Maps M03 and M04). The layers in the Western Koms do not provide direct 

evidence of floods or environmental change, but their relative levels and thicknesses could 

provide a chronological connection with those deposits that reveal the reoccurrence of strong 

flows in the birkas. Thus, I suggest that all these deposits are possibly related and that the 

layers in the Western Koms might be a result of a large-scale urban refurbishment after 

disastrous consequences of environmental and landscape changes, i.e., extreme floods during 

the First Intermediate Period or early Middle Kingdom.  

The suggestion of environmental changes, i.e., increased floods and stronger channel 

streams, and of a corresponding decrease in human activities has already been suggested 

following studies and excavations in Kom Rabi‛ and Kom Fakhry (vide III.3.2). In fact, this 

suggestion is reinforced by layers observed on the eastern fringes of Kom Rabi‛. SoM010.E, 

SoM013.E and SoM025.C (Table AII.23; Sections S03, S04 and S16; Figure 39 and Map 

M03), which overlie layers that suggest the earlier expansion of dry areas and even of settled 

areas (vide V.3.1). They again reveal fluvial influenced environments: channel margins in 

SoM010.E, represented by a coarsening-upward sequence overlain by an inverse one, 

showing mixed, poorly-sorted and laminated deposits; floodplain in SoM013.E, suggested by 

clean sandy silts and silts; a pool fed during the floods in SoM025.C, revealed by sandy silt 

intercalated with lenses of grey clay. However, the decrease in sherd content, which is an 

expected consequence of a diminution of human activities in the area, was not clearly 

observed in SoM010.E and SoM025.C. In fact, it is probable that debris was being washed out 

from settled areas in Kom Rabi‛, even in the implausible scenario that those were in ruins by 

that time. Thus, the sterility of SoM013.E seems strange, leading to the possibility that this 

layer may instead represent part of an embankment made after the period of temporary higher 

flows and floods and built using floodplain sediments from the birkas. Further south, in 

SoM018.E (Table AII.24; Sections S01 and S16), the slightly sandy silt that becomes coarser 

upwards does not seem to reflect the environmental changes referred to above. Instead, this 

seems to be more similar to settlement debris—a continuation of the settlement deposits in the 

layer below it (SoM018.D; vide V.3.1). One possibility is that the surface level of the 
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settlement deposits at this site was already too high to be reached by channel or flood waters. 

Sediments in SoM018.E are different (sandier, greyish) from those that are immediately 

below, which could suggest a long-term exposure to weathering. Thus, taking into account the 

indications of possible abandonment of parts of the city closer to the Central Channel, this site 

could have also been partly depopulated, i.e., the rising of the ground level stopped and was 

later covered by non-settlement deposits, in this case pool-bed deposits as referred to below in 

the text (Maps M03, M04 and M05). 

At the east side of Kom Fakhry, layers SoM2011/03.D and SoM2011/06.D (Table 

AII.25; Section S09; Figure 39 and Maps M03, M04 and M05) reveal a particular local 

transformation. SoM2011/03.D suggests the increasing deposition of settlement debris (very 

dark sandy silts and silts, with an increasing number of inclusions and rubbish, i.e., pockets of 

distinct sediments and charcoal), although they were still reached by floods (easily detectable 

lamination and concretions). In SoM2011/06.D the deposits are finer and also include 

laminations and mica, and are therefore related to a floodplain environment that was possibly 

subjected to long periods of inundation. So, in contrast to the other zones of the birkas, there 

is not a recurrence of channel-bed deposits in this area. A possible explanation is that local 

populations undertook a localised effort to protect parts of the settlement from the rising water 

in the Central Channel. Higher levels of debris in SoM2011/01.A, SoM2011/03.C (vide 

V.3.1) and SoM2011/03.D, which, as mentioned above, appear to have started accumulating 

during the Old Kingdom, may represent a sequence of artificially reinforced low levees 

(Section S09). While these embankments were possibly intended to protect low lying settled 

areas on Kom Fakhry, they would also allow the expansion of dry areas for future urban 

expansion (Maps M03, M04 and M05). A lower dampish floodplain developed between these 

areas during this period, as observed in SoM2011/06.D. 

 The environmental event described above seems to have had significant consequences 

for both the settlement and the surrounding landscape, including the reactivation of strong 

flows in the Central Channel and high floods reaching settled areas, probably impacting 

buildings and the socio-economic structure of the settlement. The thinness of the deposits 

suggests that this event was a temporary occurrence. However, given its effects, this event 

seems to have led to a different relationship between the population and the river in this 

region—a perception that is reinforced by the following development of Memphis, which will 

be discussed in the next sections of the text.   
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V.3.3. Pools in the birkas and re-expansion of the settlement (Middle Kingdom and 

Second Intermediate Period) 

Subsequent to the short period of stronger streams and higher floods, layers in the birkas 

indicate the existence of pools or a very low energy channel (Maps M04 and M05), which 

conforms with prior suggestions that a river ran through the birkas during the Middle 

Kingdom (vide III.3.2). SoM018.F, SoM032.E, SoM040.D, SoM051.D, SoM054.D and 

SoM064.B (Table AII.26; Sections S01, S02, S05, S06, S07, S15 and S16; Figure 39) reveal 

mainly stiff and dense dark clays with very small number of both sherds and other inclusions. 

SoM032.E, in particular, also shows lamination and bluish deposits which point to anaerobic 

conditions. The sequences generally reveal slightly coarsening-upward grain sizes, but their 

relative thickness suggests that this environment prevailed for long time, although with 

differences in disparate zones of the birkas. Thus, the earlier reactivated Central Channel lost 

energy once again, but the low ground of its bed remained inundated probably throughout the 

year. 

The decline of streams observed in the birkas can be explained, firstly, by a general 

diminution of flows in the River Nile, and secondly by the diversion of water to the Faiyum 

basin (vide II.3.2.3). Finally, the Central Channel might have naturally lost its stream to other 

channels (i.e., the East Channel; vide V.5) as a consequence of changes in the river regime, 

for instance avulsion and meandering (vide II.3.3, II.3.4). Thus, despite the weakening of 

streams in the birkas, connections between channels still existed (Maps M04 and M05): the 

pools were most probably fed not only from upstream (south; depression between Kom Helul 

and Kom Sabakha; vide V.5.3) but also both from the northwest (depression between Kom 

Mit Rahina and Kom Tuman; vide SoM051.E and SoM051.F below in the text) and the 

northeast (straight pass between Kom Dafbaby and Kom Nawa; vide SoM054.E in V.3.4).  

Later, the upstream connections may have been temporarily and partially obstructed, at 

least during the non-flood season, due to natural siltation of the low energy pools, but also 

possibly as a result of artificial interventions. SoM051.E and SoM051.F (Table AII.27; 

Sections S07 and S15) seem to show evidence of this kind of artificial landscape 

transformation. A sequence of layers, with the bottom level at almost the same level as the 

deepest layer of the pool’s deposits (SoM054.D; at 11.45m a.s.l.), reveal a thick, probably 

artificial, deposit of sand in SoM051.E, possibly topped by even coarser sediments. This can 

be interpreted as an embankment, built to control the passage of water between the North 

Birka and the areas towards the west (Map M05). The western side of the North Birka was not 

entirely blocked as a narrow channel probably existed until much later at the northwestern 
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corner of the North Birka (vide V.6). Nevertheless, it appears that the earlier major channel, 

which was probably as wide as the depression between Kom Mit Rahina and Kom Tuman, 

was mostly dammed at this time. The overlying layer (SoM051.F), which comprises a 

sequence of stiff silt, stiff silty clay and silt, with concentrations of sherds and frequent 

limestone fragments and charcoal, is more difficult to interpret. On the one hand, it may 

represent later reinforcement works on the embankment which were needed to maintain a 

suitable level as the pool’s bed rose. On the other hand, it could be a result of the natural 

accumulation of overflow sediments, which may have started to affect the top of the 

embankment during the floods due to poor maintenance. Whatever the case, the top of the 

embankment stayed above the level of the water in the pool and consequently remained as the 

western limit of the North Birka. 

If this latter explanation is accepted, then it is possible to suggest a human-made 

blockage of the channel, which diverted the main streams to other existing nearby channels 

and created a pool in the birkas, bringing several benefits to the settlement. The Egyptians 

might have diverted the streams from the Central Channel to reduce the risk of floods in the 

urban areas on the Western Koms. In that regard, the finds associated with Amenemhat III 

and the suggestion that this king built or expanded an original pre-New Kingdom temple for 

Ptah, possibly in Kom Fakhry (vide III.3), are particularly suggestive. Curiously, Petrie’s 

inclination was to connect the find of the lintel of this king—despite being a reused block—

with the statement of Herodotus that Moeris (i.e., Amenemhat III) built the north gate of the 

Ptah temple enclosure (Petrie et al. 1913: 32). Even if no pre-New Kingdom structure was 

detected in the Middle Birka, the association between Amenemhat III and the Ptah temple 

may suggest that the ground where the future Ptah temple complex was to be built (the 

Middle Birka; vide III.4.2) had started to be dried out by Amenemhat III. In fact, given the 

archaeological evidence of the attention he paid to Memphis (vide III.3.2), his obsession with 

the Nile regime (Callender 2003: 157), Nile extremes during the 12th Dynasty and the scale of 

his hydraulic works at the Faiyum (vide II.3.2.3), this king might well have made related 

works at Memphis. Part of his intention in the Faiyum may have been to use the excessive 

floodwater of the Nile and to avert possible flood damage downstream. This conforms with 

the sedimentary data (vide V.3.2) that suggest that the Memphite region was affected by 

strong floods shortly before, or even during, his kingship. Thus, taking into account the above 

interpretation of the cores, it is possible to hypothesise that Amenemhat III have developed 

flood control structures at Memphis, including earthworks/infill to the east of the Western 

Koms, hence starting the expansion of the settlement towards the birkas. This would have 
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consequently affected the water flow in the Central Channel, contributing to the drying out of 

the Middle Birka and, consequently, of the later Central Channel (vide IV.4.2, V.3.4). 

Furthermore, he may also have started the construction of east–west oriented banks, levees, or 

some initial foundations on the south and north limits of the Middle Birka, which were later 

used for the configuration of the great Ptah temple enclosure (vide V.3.4). Despite the huge 

scale of an enterprise like this, it is possible to support this idea with similarly challenging 

contemporary parallels—during the Middle Kingdom huge constructions and diversions were 

made to control the Nile, particularly in the areas of el-Lisht and Faiyum (vide II.3.2.3). Thus, 

such an endeavour in Memphis could have been part of the same program of interventions, 

made after a period of strong flows and massive floods. 

Despite this hypothesis, the sedimentary record suggests that permanently open 

connections to other channels of the River Nile were maintained for some time, possibly 

beyond the Middle Kingdom, in order to retain water levels on the birkas (Maps M04 and 

M05). These connections most probably existed to the south, i.e., upstream, despite some 

possible passage of water in other areas further north and during the floods, as referred to 

above. The low energy pools in the birkas can be distinguished in other cores situated closer 

to both the Western and Eastern Koms (vide V.5.2, V.5.3 and V.5.4). The sediments in 

SoM010.F, SoM013.F, SoM025.D, SoM040.E, SoM2011/01.B, SoM2011/01.C, 

SoM2011/02.A, SoM2011/03.E, SoM2011/04.D, SoM2011/04.E, SoM2011/05.C, 

SoM2011/05.D, SoM2011/06.E (Table AII.28; Sections S03, S04, S05, S09 and S16; Figure 

39) corroborate that this waterbody was affected by floods and thus was connected to other 

perennial channels. Floodplain deposits (SoM010.F, SoM013.F, SoM040.E, SoM2011/01.B, 

SoM2011/01.C, SoM2011/02.A and SoM2011/03.E) and margin sediments (SoM2011/01.C, 

SoM2011/04.D, SoM2011/04.E, SoM2011/05.C, SoM2011/05.D and SoM2011/06.E) are a 

result of different local depositional conditions and reflect complex transitional spaces. 

Natural and slow environmental and landscape transformation are observed while some cores 

reflect strong human interference. Curiously, when floodplain and pool-margin sediments 

appear in the same core, the one above reveals stronger evidence of floods, showing that the 

pool-bed level was slowly rising and that the areas prone to inundation were expanding in 

some parts of the birkas. On the other hand, some cores start to reveal large quantities of 

settlement debris and rubbish—an indication of re-expansion of the settled areas after 

previously observed decline (vide V.3.2). This is suggestive of the slow recovery and growth 

of Memphis that seems to have started sometime during the Middle Kingdom (Maps M04 and 

M05). This is particularly visible in the cores taken during 2011 in Kom Fakhry, while an 
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accumulation of settlement debris is also present in SoM025.D. Curiously, these deposits in 

SoM2011/04.D, SoM2011/04.E, SoM2011/05.C and SoM2011/05.D are considerably deeper 

and thicker than the ones in nearby cores: the settlement debris and rubbish are immediately 

above sterile sands (vide V.3.1) and present sherds with inverted sequences (younger at the 

bottom and older on top). Immediately above, the deposits have reduced sherd content but 

still reveal mixed dates. These deposits support the suggestion of the existence of a deeper 

depression at this site probably during the entire Old Kingdom, the First Intermediate Period 

and perhaps also during part of the Middle Kingdom (vide V.3.1, V.3.2). Contrastingly, as 

suggested below in the text, sometime during the Middle Kingdom, this area seems to have 

been rapidly infilled. Not far away, SoM010.F reveals almost sterile floodplain deposits, 

which curiously reach the actual surface very close to the Ptah temple enclosure. Given their 

homogeneity and the lack of sherds, it is probable that they represent a floodplain fringe 

between built areas to the south and the pool to the north, although the lack of material culture 

is strange given the proximity to the inhabited zones. As mentioned above in the text for 

similar deposits in SoM013.E (vide V.3.2), it is possible that SoM010.F was also part of an 

embankment that was constructed using sediments from the lower floodplain in the birkas. 

Later, with the construction of the Ptah temple enclosure (vide V.3.4), this site and its surface 

remained mostly unaltered almost until the modern era, which accounts both for the 

maintenance of its low surface level and the lack of accumulation of further sediments above. 

Evidence of a new stage of expansion of dry areas for settlement during and after the 

establishment of pools in the birkas can also be observed. With the steady lowering of flows 

and floods, favourable conditions were created for an eastward expansion of the settlement 

centred on Kom Rabi‛ and Kom Fakhry (Maps M04 and M05). The margins of the quiet pool 

in the birkas were an attractive area of expansion, given that diminishing threats from 

destructive floods made earthworks easier. This area was also attractive due to its economic 

potential: it could be used as a harbour or for fishing activities. Thus it is not surprising that 

the settlement centred on the Western Koms slowly expanded towards the east and the 

birkas—a development which has been suggested by several archaeological excavations, 

studies and authors (vide III.3.2). Accordingly, layers in Kom Fakhry (Table AII.29; Section 

S09) already present evidence of buildings and urban occupation in the Middle Kingdom and 

overlying river or pool influenced deposits. SoM2011/02.B, SoM2011/03.F, SoM2011/04.F 

and SoM2011/05.E show sandy layers which represent the foundation or earthwork for 

ensuing building. It is even possible that construction at this site started a little earlier, given 

that SoM2011/02.A may contain in situ building remains. However, further eastwards, in 
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SoM2011/01.D and SoM2011/06.F a mixture of settlement debris, rubbish and floodplain 

deposits remains at a similar level to the sandy deposits. Thus, it appears that there were still 

flood influences immediately eastwards of site FAD (vide III.3.2), and settlement expansion 

occurred later. Nevertheless, above those sandy layers, the upper deposits in SoM2011/02.C, 

SoM2011/03.G, SoM2011/04.G and SoM2011/05.F (Table AII.30; Section S09) are 

homogeneously composed of settlement debris, rubbish and probably decomposed mud-brick 

remains, reaching the surface in the Middle Kingdom building remains in FAD. In 

SoM2011/01.E and SoM2011/06.G (Table AII.30; Section S09), which are the top layers of 

the cores, sediments are similar to other deposits that have been found close to the surface in 

the Western Koms (vide V.2), presenting mixed and highly disturbed sediments from 

different sources, combining very old settlement remains with both modern debris and 

relocated deposits. 

 

V.3.4. Stable settlement and occupation of the birkas (post-Second Intermediate Period) 

The pools in the birkas lasted for different lengths of time depending on their location. The 

sediments show a slow but steady drying up of these inundated areas, but this did not occur 

simultaneously across the entire birkas. The clay layers in SoM032.E, SoM054.D and 

SoM064.B (Table AII.26; Sections S02, S06, S07, S15 and S16; Figure 39; vide V.3.3) are 

increasingly deep towards the north and have different thickness (respectively: 15.30m a.s.l. 

and 2.75m thick; 15.00m a.s.l. and 1.1m thick; 11.45m a.s.l. and 2.95m thick), despite 

supposedly having a contemporary genesis. These disparities are probably due to human 

interventions and, thus, the changes in the birkas seem to have been mainly a result of human 

interference and not only a consequence of natural decay of river flows, despite a general 

lowering of flood levels (vide II.3.2.3). 

Given the thickness and level of the pool sediments in the birkas, the first area to 

register a well-defined environmental change, i.e., the disappearance of an inundated pool, 

was the Middle Birka. SoM064.B is the thinnest layer with pool-related deposits and its top 

level is the deepest (Map M05, Sections S06, S15 and S16). Above it (Table AII.31), 

SoM064.C shows pale brown sand with lamination (clayish lenses and very dark sand thin 

laminae), which probably represents an earthwork, foundations or an embankment, with 

settlement debris above, perhaps decomposed mud-brick remains in SoM064.D 

(heterogeneous layers with several inclusions, mainly composed of greyish brown silty sand). 

These layers in SoM064 show that a large part of the Middle Birka had dried out and lost the 

influence of the river (Map M06). Moreover, these layers suggest that the eastwards 
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expansion of the settlement on the Western Koms, which probably started as early as the 

Middle Kingdom (vide V.3.3), had continued. I propose that to achieve this expansion, 

transversal embankments may have been erected north and south of the Middle Birka, 

separating the birkas. This would have enabled the division of the Middle Birka from the 

influence of the channels even during the floods, and, consequently, the drying up of the 

depression. For instance, the sikket al-qanṭara (roughly meaning, the road/way [of the] 

bridge; vide III.5.3), which followed the north wall of the Ptah temple enclosure, may have 

represented the remains of a dyke/barrier/wall that was constructed to separate the Middle 

Birka from the North Birka. In the south, in SoM006.B, SoM006.C, SoM037.D and 

SoM037.E (Table AII.15; Sections S05 and S15; vide V.2), the coarse materials that suggest 

foundation deposits, surface infill and deposition of debris are particularly thick and are 

roughly aligned in an east–west orientation slightly to the south of the wall of the Ptah temple 

enclosure (Figure 39 and Map M06). This is an area where the birkas are expected to have 

been narrower, and thus these cores are located close to the possible location of such a 

southern embankment enclosing the Middle Birka. Hence, it is possible to raise the hypothesis 

that these thicker layers in SoM006 and SoM037 may represent earthworks related to the 

raising of an embankment separating the Middle Birka from the South Birka.  

Despite the location of the possible embankments, the Middle Birka became both an 

open area in (or very close to) settled areas and was affected strongly by debris and rubbish 

accumulation (although floods might also have periodically affected it). Afterwards, infill and 

earthworks completely dried up the Middle Birka for ensuing development and settlement on 

the recovered ground (e.g., the New Kingdom great Ptah temple; vide III.4). After drying up, 

the Middle Birka was settled (Map M06). SoM064.E (Table AII.32; Sections S06, S15 and 

S16) reveals settlement deposits and remains of buildings and human activities, including a 

foundation level at the bottom. These represent a new stage of human use of the Middle 

Birka, and are most probably related to the initial stages of the construction of the Ptah temple 

and its enclosure during the New Kingdom. In fact, SoM064.E lies between 18m a.s.l. and 

20m a.s.l., which conforms with the levels reported for the earlier New Kingdom monuments 

in the Middle Birka (vide III.4.1, III.4.2). 

 Some layers in the Western Koms, which are described above in V.2 as representing a 

second extended divergent layer (Table AII.15 and Sections S03, S04, S05, S14, S15 and S16: 

SoM005.C, SoM006.B, SoM006.C, SoM021.I, SoM033.C, SoM035.H, SoM035.I, 

SoM036.D, SoM037.D, SoM037.E and SoM039.C), suggest foundation deposits for 

refurbishment of either building or urban spaces. The general difference in height between the 
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layer that represents initial construction on the Middle Birka (SoM064.C with bottom at c. 

16.00m a.s.l.) and the layers on the Western Koms (bottoms between c. 16.70m and c. 19.95m 

a.s.l.) conforms with the suggested difference in height between the Middle Birka and the 

settled areas on the Western Koms (c. 2m to 3m), which is particularly visible in excavations 

at RAT (vide III.3.2, III.3.3, III.4.1, III.4.3). Thus, the divergent layers that possibly represent 

extended urban refurbishment may be generally contemporaneous to the ones showing initial 

constructions in the Middle Birka, i.e., New Kingdom (vide III.4.1, III.4.2), suggesting large-

scale building activities and urban refurbishment in Memphis during this period (Map M06). 

Despite continuous occupation of the Middle Birka between the New Kingdom and the 

Roman Period (vide Chapter III), the relative thinness of SoM064.E and SoM064.F (Table 

AII.33; Sections S06, S15 and S16) suggest that the ground level did not rise significantly. 

Refurbishment activities and accumulation of debris were probably considerably less here 

than in other zones of Memphis given the maintenance of religious-related activities in this 

area and during most of that time (Maps M06, M07, M08, M09 and M10). Soil sedimentation 

was thus slow, leaving the area as a depression between higher koms. The depression in the 

centre of Kom Qala‛a, where SoM040 was drilled, seems to have evolved in a similar way 

(see below in the text). The fining-upward sequence with few inclusions and sherds in 

SoM064.F (top layer) confirms later abandonment of the area, which possibly occurred after 

the Roman Period (vide III.6.2)—the ensuing rise of both the valley floor and the water table 

level enabled floods to reaffect this site, and slowly the Middle Birka returned to being a 

dampish, even marshy, area, until the recent development and expansion of Mit Rahina. 

In the North Birka, the thickness of clay in SoM054.D (Table AII.26; Section S07 and 

S16; vide V.3.2) shows that this depression was deeper than the others and that the pool lasted 

for longer than the one in the Middle Birka. The water from the River Nile was still reaching 

this depression at least during floods despite the transformations in the Middle Birka after the 

Middle Kingdom, which prevented water from arriving from the other birkas. The water was 

probably reaching the North Birka from the East Channel through a connection located 

between Kom Dafbaby and Kom Nawa (Figure 39 and Maps M06, M07 and M08). A 

connection might have also existed on the opposite side of the North Birka, although this was 

apparently significantly narrower given the probable existence of an embankment between 

Kom Mit Rahina and Kom Tuman (vide V.3.3). This small channel, which possibly had its 

mouth near the northwest corner of the North Birka, is suggested by both channel-bed and 

pool-bed deposits dug on the western fringes of Kom Tuman (vide V.6). 
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However, pool-bed sediments in the North Birka are abruptly interrupted. A thick sand 

layer, with pebbles and large quantities of sherds in SoM054.E (Table AII.34; Sections S07 

and S16) could indicate a huge artificial infill that could have been constructed to prevent 

water from circulating between the North Birka and the East Channel and to create a land 

access to the Northern Koms (vide III.4.1, III.4.5, III.5.3) (Maps M08 and M09). SoM051.G 

(Table AII.34; Sections S07 and S15), another layer with coarse sediments (though 

considerably thinner, sterile and topped by lamina of dark silty clay), may be part of the same 

intervention, possibly a reinforcement of a former embankment. Given the strong 

development of Kom Tuman during the Late Period, it is probable that this occurred during 

this historical stage or not long before. A pool in the North Birka plausibly became both 

economically less important and more difficult to maintain given the disappearance of the 

Central Channel, the inevitable silting up of the pool, and the development of the Eastern 

Koms. Moreover, a land route connecting Kom Tuman and Kom Dafbaby to the Eastern 

Koms, and through these and the occupied Middle Birka to the Western Koms, would bring a 

series of economic, defensive and urban development advantages. There are also indications 

that the East Channel was already the main water route serving the urban centre by the Late 

Period (vide III.5.2). Thus, such a land connection from the Eastern Koms towards the north 

would have facilitated the enlargement of available river fronts (eastern fringes of Kom 

Dafbaby and Kom ‛Aziz) while offering easily accessible space for urban development on the 

Northern Koms.  

Given the available data, it is difficult to understand if the connection between the North 

Birka and the East Channel was completely cut by that time, or if at least a narrow channel 

remained for some time. However, SoM051.H, SoM051.I, SoM054.F, SoM054.G, SoM054.H 

and SoM054.I (Table AII.35; Sections S07, S15 and S16) suggest that soon after, the 

depression lost its earlier pool characteristics. Afterwards, the North Birka environment 

stabilised and, with the rise of the valley floor and of the water table, became part of the 

floodplain (Maps M09 and M10). This is shown by deposits comprising silts (mostly) and 

some sandy silts, being strongly affected by floods until very recently (common lamination). 

As a result of its low surface and dampish environment, the depression became, and still is, a 

farming area (sediments with a large quantity of plant remains and organic matter; agricultural 

soils on the top) rather than being used for urban expansion. The large quantity of sherds and 

rubbish in these layers are probably material washed out from surrounding settled areas. 

Pottery remains are rare in the top layers, which suggest that they were deposited some time 

after the abandonment of Memphis (post-Roman Period). 
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The recognition of a pool in the North Birka gives some credit to Petrie’s idea that a 

‘sacred lake’ existed in this location (vide III.4.5, III.5.3; Figure 18). The interpretation of 

sediments in cores suggests that this area was inundated during at least the New Kingdom and 

possibly until the end of the Late Period (Maps M06, M07 and M08). Thus, it appears that the 

location of a main gate on the north wall of the great Ptah temple enclosure (BAT), which is 

considerably west of its expected location on the central north–south axis of the complex, was 

due to the existence of this pool. Confirming prior suggestions (vide III.4.2, III.4.5, III.5.3, 

III.6.1), this gate seems indeed to have been the main access from the Ptah temple complex to 

the areas north and northwest of it, i.e., Kom Mit Rahina and Kom Tuman. As Petrie (1909a: 

2, pl. I) recognised, any gate east of BAT would have led only to the ‘sacred lake’. Thus, 

accessing the Ptah temple complex from the north using a central gate, which might have 

existed for architectural and ceremonial purposes, would have been difficult unless by boat. 

The cores do not provide any evidence to confirm or reject the possible existence of an 

enclosure and a complex in the North Birka, as suggested by Jeffreys (vide III.4.5, III.5.3). If 

indeed these features occurred, and given the suggested pool, they were probably built during 

or after the Late Period, which seems to fit the date of wallings surrounding the North Birka 

(vide III.5.3). However, taking into account our interpretation of the local cores, the low 

ground level and environmental conditions up to the present (vide II.1, II.3.5), and until 

further archaeological exploration of the North Birka can be performed, it appears more 

probable that these wallings delimited either a pool (a ‘sacred lake’?), a damp depression, or 

an enclosed estate free of constructions. In fact, the linear structures surrounding the North 

Birka (vide III.5.3), the functions of which remain undisclosed, might also have represented 

walling and levees for both regularisation of margins and settlement protection against floods 

in an urban context.  

The South Birka seems to have remained inundated for an even longer time, perhaps 

until after the Roman Period given the levels and thickness of the clay deposits in SoM032.E 

(15.30m a.s.l. to 18.05m a.s.l.), SoM018.F (18.00m a.s.l. to 18.40m a.s.l.) (Table AII.26; 

Sections S01, S02 and S16; vide V.3.3), SoM048.B and SoM048.C (c. 14.35m a.s.l. to c. 

17.00m a.s.l.; Table AII.68; Sections S01 and S17; vide V.5.3) (Figure 39 and Maps M06, 

M07, M08, M09 and M10). Pool-related sediments can be observed up to 18.05m a.s.l. in 

SoM032.E, suggesting a maximum level of water in the depression, but it is difficult to 

establish its depth with the available data. On the western fringes of Kom Helul (SoM170; 

Table AII.67), for instance, evidence of nearby settlement and human activities are identified 
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in pool-margin deposits, suggesting that the pool might have existed during the Ptolemaic and 

Roman Periods (vide V.5.3). 

Although earthworks and settlement expansion probably occurred during some periods 

on the margins of the South Birka pool (vide V.3.3, V.5.2), most of the depression was never 

settled. Layers SoM013.G, SoM018.G, SoM018.H, SoM025.E, SoM025.F and SoM032.F 

(Table AII.36; Sections S01, S02, S03, S04 and S16) indicate that the South Birka slowly 

became part of the floodplain due to the rising of both the valley floor and the water table. It 

was regularly affected by floods and was used mainly for agriculture, probably at least since 

the end of the Roman Period. Mixed with flood sediments, these layers present evidence of 

washed out debris and rubbish from nearby settled areas (or at least from their ruins), which 

are stronger on the fringes of the birka. Restricted expansion of settled areas along Kom Rabi‛ 

are however suggested by the spatial and chronological relationship between a possible New 

Kingdom brick platform (RAL; vide III.4.3) and a building of Siamun (RAK; vide III.5.1), 

confirming the slow retreat of the flooded area in the South Birka (Maps M07, M08, M09 and 

M10). In fact, the finds related to Siamun suggest a focus in the areas surrounding the South 

Birka (vide III.5.1). Curiously, an ‘estate of Siamun’ connected to the ‘town of the southern 

quarter’ in a late New-Kingdom account (Jeffreys 1985: 97) could have been a reference to 

such new dry land, surely fertile, claimed by the king or offered to Memphis’ temples. Not far 

from the building of Siamun (RAK), SoM025.E abruptly interrupts deposits of settlement 

debris (vide V.3.3) and may define a foundational level. However, given the floodplain 

deposits with mixed washed out settlement debris and rubbish above in SoM025.F, the grey 

sand with large quantities of sherds (SoM025.E) is probably a result of some sort of clearance 

and abandonment of a settled area. Curiously, this layer has a very similar level to SoM018.E 

(17.60m a.s.l. to 18.00m a.s.l.; vide V.3.2) and SoM021.I (18.00m a.s.l. to 19.50m a.s.l.; vide 

V.2) (Sections S03 and S16), both of which also suggest the end of settlement deposits, some 

sort of clearance and possible abandonment. Thus, these layers could indicate specific land-

use planning, i.e., the transformation of either settled or abandoned areas for different uses, in 

this case probably for farming. Above, SoM025.F reveals upwardly increasing lamination and 

floodplain deposits, while the diminishing quantity of sherds provides clues regarding its 

deposition date: between the Roman Period and the last two centuries, a period when the area 

was sparsely inhabited (vide III.6.2, III.7). However, given the sequence of layers in SoM021 

(SoM021.G and SoM021.H seem to be related to a period between the First Intermediate 

Period and the New Kingdom; vide V.2), SoM021.I may indicate an earlier abandonment of 

this area (soon after the New Kingdom?), but it is unclear when exactly these sterile 
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floodplain sediments started to be deposited. In SoM013.G, the clayish silt deposits are 

particularly homogeneous but, and as in some of the layers below it, the general lack of sherds 

or rubbish seems strange, particularly on top (Sections S04 and S16). On the Drill core record 

sheet, it was suggested that the top deposit (1.5m thick) is brick remains. Yet, given the lack 

of sherds or plant remains, which are usually used as temper in mud-bricks (vide IV.5.6), it 

instead appears to be an artificial infill made with remobilised sediments that originated from 

the floodplain in the South Birka. In fact, this entire area, including the southeast of Kom 

Rabi‛ and the west of the South Birka, appears to have been a target of significant 

transference and remobilisation of deposits until recently. For instance, the nearby modern 

cemeteries (vide II.4) were expanded in the 1980s (Jeffreys 1985: 25; Smith & Jeffreys 1985: 

10). Thus, it is difficult to ascribe dates either to all those layers or to their probable periods of 

remobilisation.  

Although it is located in the heart of Kom Qala‛a today, the sedimentary record shows 

that the site of SoM040 (Figure 39) was environmentally connected to the South Birka, at 

least up to 15.20m a.s.l. (vide V.3.1, V.3.2, V.3.3). However, above 15.20m a.s.l. the 

evolution of this site is different from the one in the rest of the South Birka. SoM040.F (Table 

AII.37; Section S05) shows consistent presence of sherds and ashes which are probably a 

consequence of the beginning of systematic settlement at the Eastern Koms. This core is 

located at the site of the Merenptah palace (QAB), an area that was occupied from the reign of 

this king up to at least the Roman Period (vide III.4.4, III.4.5, III.5.1, III.5.3, III.6.1), and is 

located in a small depression that extends north-northeastwards from the northeast corner of 

the South Birka, cutting Kom Qala‛a into two mounds.  

As stated above, the Middle Birka was dried up and infilled by the New Kingdom, 

allowing the urban development and settlement of that depression, whilst, in the South Birka, 

a pool was maintained until after the Roman Period. Taking into account the New Kingdom 

constructions on it (i.e., the Merenptah palace), it is probable that this depression had 

undergone the same transformations that were observed in the Middle Birka (Maps M04, M05 

and M06). With the Middle Birka losing fluvial influences, this area possibly became an 

almost closed inlet with water accessible only from the South Birka (cf. Jeffreys 1996: 290). 

In fact, above the pool’s sterile sediments in SoM040.D and the coarsening-upward sequence 

in SoM040.E there is a transition to a floodplain environment (vide V.3.3). Above 15.20m 

a.s.l., SoM040.F seems to be part of an artificial dumping of debris—an earthwork with a 

coarser layer containing rubbish made to consolidate the pool/floodplain sediments for 

ensuing construction. Immediately above, SoM040.G (Table AII.37) again presents finer, 
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sterile deposits, which could indicate a second earthwork layer that was made using nearby 

pool sediments to raise the ground surface (cf. Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: 8). Despite some 

sherds in SoM040.F, this sequence of layers corroborates the suggestion (vide III.4.4) that the 

ground level of the Merenptah palace stood at c. 17–18m a.s.l., over c. 1.5m to 2m thick 

foundation levels and above sterile pool/floodplain sediments (up to c. 16m a.s.l.). In the Drill 

core record sheet it was noted that SoM040.G could be remains of mud-bricks. However, this 

is improbable because the deposit is sterile, and usually small sherds are used as temper (vide 

IV.5.6). Moreover, the level of this layer (15.80m a.s.l. to 16.45m a.s.l.) is close to or lower 

than the contemporary levels of pools in the birkas (SoM032.E between 15.30m a.s.l. and 

18.05m a.s.l.; SoM064.B between 15.00m a.s.l. and 16.10m a.s.l.; Table AII.26; vide V.3.3) 

and thus, even if SoM040.G were mud-bricks, these do not represent a building but instead a 

part of a foundation or even a structure (platform?) to raise the ground level for ensuing 

construction.  

Still in Kom Qala‛a, the top layer SoM040.H (Table AII.38) was also referred to as 

mud-brick remains in the Drill core record sheet. This would either be part of the Merenptah 

buildings or even later constructions works (vide III.4.4, III.5.1, III.5.3, III.6.1) (cf. Jeffreys & 

Giddy 1989: 8). Nevertheless, this clay seems to be too fine and too compact, and the deposit 

too thick, to be considered simple mud-brick sediments. In addition, there is no evidence of a 

possible foundation for mud-brick structures, as would be expected. An alternative 

explanation for this layer can be deduced by the fact that its top level is coincident with the 

top level of the pool sediments in the South Birka (c. 18.00m a.s.l.; vide V.3.3). Thus, 

SoM040.H could have been deposited on an open and/or lower area in the palatial complex, 

for instance a pound or an open courtyard. In this case, and given its thickness, the 

accumulation of the sediments was slow and possibly occurred during several architectural 

phases of the complex, or after its abandonment. Indeed, the floor level of the palace (c. 

17.00m a.s.l. to 18.00m a.s.l.) was covered by 6m of sediments at the time of Fisher’s 

excavations (vide III.4.4), which suggests later significant settlement development in this 

area. Hence, SoM040.H is probably a result of a mixture of decomposed mud-brick remains 

from the palatial complex with both settlement debris and later flood deposits accumulating 

after the Ramessid Period. The floods that affected this site possibly originated from the South 

Birka pool, which, as referred to above, existed until at least the end of the Roman Period.   
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V.4. West of the Western Koms 

V.4.1. West Channel slow contraction (Old Kingdom) 

As referred to above (vide V.1.3), a West Channel was flowing prior to and during human 

settlement on the Western Koms (Map M01). With a shallower channel bed, smaller and 

lower sandbanks (from now on termed intermediate western sandbanks) acted as natural 

levees enclosing a depressed area. The latter, between the main channel and the Western 

Koms, gradually lost stream energy and became shallower (probably a pool or a marsh fed 

only by water during the flood) as a result of the accumulation of fine sediments. Northwest 

of Kom Mit Rahina, another sandbank was possibly developing due to the accumulation of 

aeolian sands protected from the main streams and possibly expanding the western cluster of 

sandbanks towards the north (vide V.1.3, V.1.5) (Map M02). This complex array of 

sandbanks and pools protected the western cluster of sandbanks from higher Niles, and thus, 

with the aid of the decreasing flows (vide II.3.2), higher sandbanks became permanently dry 

areas attractive for settlement.  

Deeper layers with material culture, particularly those revealing very dark coarse sands 

and located downstream of Kom Rabi‛ (SoM053.A, SoM053.B, SoM053.C, SoM063.B, 

SoM063.C, SoM2009/02.A, SoM2009/07.A; Table AII.39; Sections S05, S06, S07, S10, S11 

and S13; Figure 40), show that the West Channel was probably still flowing steadily during 

the initial stages of occupation of the Western Koms and that the overall landscape was not 

significantly different from before (vide V.1.3, V.1.5) (Maps M01). However, those and other 

layers in the area (SoM052.B, SoM052.C, SoM055.A; Table AII.39; Sections S07, S10 and 

S13) generally indicate fining-upward sequences with increasing lamination and mixing in the 

deposits, which suggest, as with the Central Channel (vide V.3.1), the slow decrease of 

streams and weaker floods. For instance, SoM2009/02.A reveals, on the one hand, margins of 

a channel still with some stream, but on the other hand, some fine-grained deposits show 

periods that the stream almost ceased to flow, in a general fining-upward sequence (cf. Qin 

2010: 67). However, instead of representing stream in a channel, the sands in SoM2009/02.A 

may be related to sand accumulations that are observed to the northwest of this core (vide 

V.4.5), which were accumulating in the dampish floodplains that already occupied the 

depression of the earlier West Channel. In SoM063.B the dark mixed deposits of contrasting 

coarseness suggest that the channel was still flowing here, with the deposition of clay 

occurring during lower and weaker flows, while stronger streams deposited sand and rubbish 

downstream from the margins close to the settlement at Kom Rabi‛ during the floods. Qin 
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(2010: 47–49) also observed a diminishing fluvial influence in the deposits and sequences of 

these cores, but instead of interpreting them as a consequence of declining flows, she 

proposed that they were a result of westward migration of the West Channel. 

 

 

 
Figure 40 – Cores with deposits associated with the West Channel (cf. maps and sections in Appendix VI) 
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Other cores in the area of the West Channel reveal the lowering of water levels in 

channels. To the north, SoM055.A shows smooth slightly sandy silt, suggesting a floodplain 

environment at this site. In SoM052.B, SoM052.C and particularly in SoM053.A, SoM053.B 

and SoM053.C, the evidence of streams is clearer. This is perhaps due to their apparent 

proximity to the junction of both the West and the Central Channels, the latter of which had 

strong flows during the Old Kingdom (vide V.3.1). However, SoM052.B could also be 

interpreted as floodplain sediments with an upwardly increasing quantity of sherds between 

sandbank deposits (SoM052.A; vide V.1.3) and channel-related deposits (SoM052.C), and is 

probably a result of local minor changes in channel courses during the initial stages of 

settlement on the Western Koms.  

Thus, despite a generally consistent environmental interpretation, the layers related to 

the West Channel downstream of Kom Rabi‛ indicate irregular channel-bed deposits and 

stream energy inconsistencies. This part of the West Channel probably had badly defined 

margins, still existing as a poorly developed braided or anastomosing fluvial system, with 

frequent avulsion and possibly with main streams changing location within the channel itself 

(vide II.3.3) (Maps M01). The almost constant presence of sherds and other material culture, 

which in some cases distinctly increase upwards, demonstrates the presence of a settlement 

upstream and nearby, i.e., on the western cluster of sandbanks. 

Further south, southwest of Kom Rabi‛, layers SoM015.A, SoM034.A and SoM034.B 

(Table AII.40; Sections S02, S14 and S15; Figure 40), which generally show clays and an 

upwards increase of sherds and rubbish, seem to confirm the existence of former inundated 

areas with very weak flows or pools between Kom Rabi‛ and Kom Mit Rahina and the 

intermediate western sandbanks (vide V.1.3) (Map M01). These conditions were maintained 

during at least the initial settlement of the Western Koms (cf. Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 19, figs 

4, 5; Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: fig. 4; Giddy et al. 1990: fig. 2). SoM034.A, however, may 

consist of dumped settlement debris and rubbish covered shortly after by pool deposits 

(SoM034.B).  

 

V.4.2. Pool or marshes at the West Channel 

Most of the area westward of the intermediate western sandbanks became either a pool or 

marshes with very weak or even absent streams and flows (Map M02), as suggested by dark 

fine-grained sediments, particularly clays, in SoM016.A, SoM017.B, SoM019.C, SoM019.E, 

SoM023.A, SoM024.B, SoM027.A, SoM060.A, SoM062.A, SoM063.D and SoM2009/10.A 

(Table AII.41; Figure 40) (cf. Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 19, figs 4, 5; Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: 
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fig. 4; Giddy et al. 1990: 12, fig. 2). SoM017.B (Sections S02 and S12) reveals sherds and 

stands at a level that coincides with the deepest layer that shows regular presence of material 

culture. Thus the date both of their deposition and, consequently, of the existence of such a 

landscape is possibly synchronous with the initial settlement in the Western Koms or with the 

Old Kingdom (Maps M01 and M02). Moreover, SoM063.D (Sections S06 and S11) contains 

large and upwardly increasing quantities of rubbish (including possible mud-brick remains), 

confirming the upstream proximity of a settlement and its development. SoM019.D (Table 

AII.41; Sections S02, S03 and S10) constitutes a thin distinct layer (sandy silt) between the 

clay deposits, and could represent either a short period of increased floods, a stronger debris 

afflux due to urban development both on the Western Koms and on the intermediate western 

sandbanks (vide V.4.4) or even increased sand deposition as observed in cores further to the 

north (vide V.4.5). 

This environment defined by pools or marshes seems to have persisted for a long period 

of time, despite a slow contraction. The inundated depression might initially have maintained 

a northward connection to other channels, but by the New Kingdom the pool was probably 

completely occluded on its northern side, being fed not only from the south but also from a 

smaller channel to the southeast (vide V.4.3, V.4.7) (Map M06). Yet, it is probable that during 

the First Intermediate Period up to the New Kingdom this linkage disappeared simultaneously 

with the beginning of the silting up of the channel immediately to the east (Maps M03, M04 

and M05). The sequences of layers show that this was a complex and evolving change, which 

pushed the margins of the pool westwards (vide V.4.4, V.4.6, V.4.7). Given the thickness and 

the levels of the layers referred to above, the withdrawal of the perennial waters occurred 

southwards, and seems to have lasted up to almost modern times, at least in SoM023.A 

(Sections S02, S03 and S11) and SoM027.A (Sections S01 and S11). SoM027.A presents a 

lack of material culture above 16.10m a.s.l., which could represent the level of the pool bed 

when the Memphite area experienced a strong decline in population and human activities, i.e., 

at the end of or shortly after the Roman Period (vide V.4.8).  

Towards the north, SoM060.A (Table AII.41; Sections S08 and S10; Figure 40) shows 

very homogeneous low energy sediments, which corroborates the existence of a pool or marsh 

at a certain distance west of Kom Tuman that persisted for a long period given the thickness 

of this layer. However, this thickness and homogeneity makes it difficult to date these 

deposits, particularly due to the lack of information regarding deeper sediments at this site. 

Neighbouring cores are not helpful in this sense as they also reveal thick and homogeneous 

floodplain layers (SoM053.E, SoM055.C, SoM061.A; vide V.4.8). Thus, on the one hand, this 
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area might have remained inundated from the Old Kingdom onwards, following the transition 

suggested to the south. Nevertheless, SoM052.D, SoM53.D, SoM063.E, SoM063.F (Table 

AII.47; vide V.4.5) and perhaps also SoM2009/02.A (vide V.4.1) suggest some blockage 

during the Old Kingdom immediately westwards and northwestwards of Kom Mit Rahina, 

which probably divided the northern and southern parts of the earlier West Channel (Figure 

40 and Map M02). Hence, the pool to the north of that blockage might not have been 

connected to the one in the southern part, despite the similarity in relative levels (Maps M03, 

M04 and M05). On the other hand, SoM060.A could be a result of a later pool which 

occupied the depression of the earlier West Channel. The water could have accessed the pool 

either temporarily during floods or permanently through open connections from other 

channels. In fact, channels hypothetically existed to the west (vide V.4.9) and north (vide V.6) 

until later (Maps M06, M07, M08, M09 and M10). A permanent connection to a waterway 

that seems to have existed up to the Ptolemaic Period on the western fringes of Kom Tuman 

(vide V.6) is improbable given intermediate non-fluvial layers at deeper levels: floodplain 

sediments down to 13.15m a.s.l. in SoM061.A (vide V.4.8); sandbank and floodplain 

sediments down to 11.05m in SoM052.D, SoM052.F and SoM052.G, and down to 11.45m 

a.s.l. in SoM053.D and SoM053.E (vide V.4.5, V.4.8). Given the upper level of the pool 

sediments in SoM060.A (15.50m a.s.l.) and taking into account the possible Late Period and 

Ptolemaic Period date attributed to the pool’s layers SoM049.A (12.15m a.s.l. to 14.10m 

a.s.l.) and SoM050.E (11.20m a.s.l. to 14.30m a.s.l.) (vide V.6), it is possible to suggest that 

the pool in SoM060.A dried out later, perhaps only after the Roman Period. The existence of 

these pools and of connections to active channels to the north and west during the Old 

Kingdom and later (particularly the Late and Ptolemaic Periods) is consistent with other pools 

detected in Abusir—during these periods, these pools had also apparently been artificially 

connected by canals to active river channels and deliberately water fed (Earl 2011: 68–69, 83–

88). 

Meanwhile, on the western fringes of Kom Rabi‛ and Kom Fakhry, SoM2009/01.A and 

SoM2009/10.B (Table AII.42; Section S14; Figure 40) show micaceous dark brownish 

clayish sands with pockets of disparate sediments (clays, sands, silty sands) and inclusions of 

settlement rubbish (sherds, bones, sandstones). These deposits reveal a diminishing fluvial 

influence and a transformation towards a dryer floodplain environment where human-related 

debris and rubbish are accumulating (Map M01). Thus, the former margins of the West 

Channel reflect both the decrease of streams and the expansion of a settlement, which indicate 
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a possible (early?) Old Kingdom date for these layers, reinforced by the identification of early 

Old Kingdom sherds in the overlying layer SoM2009/01.B (cf. Qin 2010: 21, 47, 49). 

 

V.4.3. Channel in the southwest fringes of Kom Rabi‛ 

Despite the apparent decline of the West Channel and the transformation of large areas into 

pools or marsh, evidence of streams also appeared at this time in the area which had earlier 

been associated with a quieter pool in a depression between the Western Koms and the 

intermediate western sandbanks (vide V.1.3, V.4.1). Despite of the general decline of the 

West Channel, SoM014.B, SoM014.C, SoM015.B, SoM034.C and SoM2009/07.B (Table 

AII.43; Sections S02, S05, S13, S14 and S15; Figure 40) suggest that a channel was flowing 

close to the Western Koms (Map M02). The evidence is not particularly clear, but SoM014.B 

shows a transition, presenting a laminated upward sequence, possibly from floodplain and 

pool deposits (dark silt and greenish stiff silty clay), to channel margins recurrently affected 

by floods and close to an inhabited area (yellowish brown silty sand with an upwards increase 

of sherds and settlement debris). The poorly sorted and mixed sediments in SoM2009/07.B, 

with large quantities of rubbish (sherds, slag, bones), also indicate the close proximity of 

settled areas. However, the very dark sandy clay matrix, the presence of dark bluish lumps, 

clay pockets, mica in large quantities and some layering between clayier and sandier deposits 

suggest a quiet inundated area with temporary streams during floods. SoM015.B was 

apparently on the margins of this channel and was recurrently affected by floods, given the 

clear lamination formed by mixed sands deposited during stronger flow periods, including 

floods, and clay laminae deposited during periods of weaker flows. The complexity and 

mixing of the deposits, which are mainly composed of slightly sandy silt and sandy clay with 

large quantities of material culture in SoM014.C and SoM034.C (note the frequent presence 

of ash in the latter), possibly reflect a floodplain that was frequently affected both by coarser 

flood deposits and by settlement debris and rubbish. This suggests that these sites existed in a 

transitional flooded strip of land between the channel and the settled koms. 

 Thus, a smaller and weaker channel was apparently flowing considerably closer to the 

settled zones in Kom Rabi‛ and Kom Fakhry in the narrower depressed area to the east of the 

intermediate western sandbanks (Map M02). This channel probably existed during the Old 

Kingdom, as suggested by the relative depth and sequence of the layers and the identification 

of sherds in SoM014.C (referred to in the Drill core record sheet) as being possibly Old 

Kingdom Maidum ware. The transition from earlier permanent pools to a channel with 

temporary flows was not immediate, as some layers still reveal a pool environment with 
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material culture content, showing that Kom Rabi‛ was already settled when coarser sediments 

from streams started to be deposited. The stream in this channel would only flow during 

annual floods, regardless of being inundated for the whole year. In spite of the temporary 

connection to the westerly pool or marshes (vide V.4.2 and V.4.7), this channel was probably 

fed by water from the south through an elongation of the Central Channel which probably ran 

westward of Kom Sabakha (vide V.1.2). 

Around the First Intermediate Period and early Middle Kingdom, this channel seems to 

have been affected by even stronger streams and floods (Map M03). This will be further 

developed below in the text (vide V.4.6). 

After that stage with stronger streams and floods, SoM015.C, SoM029.C and 

SoM034.E (Table AII.44; Sections S01, S02, S14 and S15; Figure 40) show deposition of 

fine-grained sediments, indicating that this channel stabilised and soon after started to slowly 

lose flow energy (Maps M04, M05 and M05). Although it reacquired pool characteristics, 

lamination and deposition of some coarser sediments suggest that it was strongly influenced 

by floods. The heterogeneous character of these layers suggests that this inundated area was 

environmentally unstable. It was probably easily affected by short-term fluctuations of the 

Nile flows and, consequently, its extension oscillated frequently, despite a probable general 

retreat towards the south (the origin of its water). For instance, SoM029.C shows a stage 

when the pool expanded westwards, perhaps during the New Kingdom and possibly due to 

faster rising of the pool/channel bed compared with the height of the surrounding floodplain. 

Possibly by the end of the New Kingdom or during the Third Intermediate Period the 

remaining pool silted up (Map M07). Qin (2010: 47–49) had already noted the lack of water 

bodies and fluvial influences to the west of the Western Koms during this period, although 

she associated it with the migration of channels. This environmental change is most probably 

connected to the decline of the Central Channel (vide V.3.3). Both channels were connected 

upstream to a channel that probably ran immediately westwards of Kom Sabakha. A possible 

explanation for the decline of those channels is that there was a natural transference of the 

main Nile stream, through a connection located to the south of Kom Sabakha, to the East 

Channel. Nevertheless, it is difficult to understand whether the drying of this inundated area 

was entirely natural. It is possible to advocate some human management of this channel, not 

only in keeping it open but also in blocking it, as already suggested by Qin (2010: 49, 52). 

This hypothesis is discussed and developed below in the text (vide V.4.7). 
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V.4.4. Settlement expansion west and southwest of Kom Rabi‛ 

The alterations in the channels and streams described above in the previous sections suggest 

not only the diminution of streams west of the Western Koms but also the expansion of dry 

areas during the Old Kingdom. If some layers reveal a transition to floodplain deposits (vide 

V.4.2, V.4.3), SoM026.A, SoM026.B, SoM2009/01.B and SoM2009/10.C (Table AII.45; 

Sections S04, S13 and S14; Figure 40) suggest the expansion of the settlement towards these 

sites (Map M02). On the western fringes of the border between Kom Rabi‛ and Kom Fakhry, 

very close to areas revealing urban development possibly as early as the Early Dynastic 

Period or the early Old Kingdom (vide V.2, V.3.1), SoM2009/01.B and SoM2009/10.C are 

mainly composed of clayish sands, intercalated and mixed with both coarse sand and clay 

pockets, and presenting large quantities of sherds (one possibly of early Old Kingdom date), 

some charcoal and some pebbles. Mica is rare and lamination was not reported. These layers 

suggest deposition of settlement debris, including rubbish and perhaps decomposed mud-

bricks, without visible evidence of flood influences. Thus, this area probably became 

inhabited and part of the settlement during the Old Kingdom, in agreement with the 

suggestion of Qin (2010: 47–49). However, she proposes that these settlement areas occupied 

new high ground formed by an increase in sediment supply caused by climate change, i.e., 

from humid to arid conditions. Instead, I suggest that these areas became available mainly due 

to decreasing Nile levels, and that, closer to the earlier inhabited areas, urban expansion 

included zones that were previously strongly affected by channel flows and floods. The 

sequences of layers suggest rapid rising of the ground surface at these sites, but this was a 

consequence of intensive deposition of anthropogenic debris and rubbish.  

Similarly SoM026.A and SoM026.B suggest settlement deposits (Map M02). This core 

is situated in an area where the existence of intermediate western sandbanks was suggested 

(vide V.1.3, V.4.1). In fact, SoM026.A presents hard, probably coarse, sediments that could 

represent the top level of those sandbanks. The concentration of sherds indicates the 

settlement of the site, and thus this hard deposit could also be either a foundation or the top of 

a construction level with stones. The heterogeneous deposits in SoM026.B have large 

quantities of sherds and some rubbish, indicating settlement debris and confirming occupation 

of the area. The clay lamina at 14.40m a.s.l. may even be the remains of a floor. Thus, 

although these sandbanks were formerly submerged during the floods (vide V.4.1, V.4.2), the 

decrease in Nile levels seems to have allowed their settlement and enabled areas of urban 

expansion during the Old Kingdom. Accordingly, these layers present sedimentary 

characteristics and elevation similar to those in SoM035.D (vide V.2). In that case, 
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fluctuations in the values of resistivity-meter work by Ian Mathieson might reflect the remains 

of settled areas; he confidently assumed that no large-scale stone features occurred in the 

profile (Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: 8–9, fig. 4), but most results reflect higher deposits and 

distinct sedimentary matrices related to the intermediate western sandbanks or later landscape 

features (vide V.4.7). In fact, SoM016.B (Table AII.46; Sections S02 and S13), which is 

supposedly also located in the intermediate western sandbanks above pool-bed sediments 

(vide V.4.2), does not represent settlement deposits. Instead, its brown gritty silt reveals a 

floodplain environment, with degraded sherds resulting from proximity to inhabited spaces. 

Thus, this layer also became drier, confirming the slow but continuous lowering of water in 

the channels during the Old Kingdom. However, there are no indications of constructions in 

SoM016.B, hypothetically because this site was still prone to inundation during the floods. 

Most of these new dry areas, both floodplain and settled, apparently formed a north–

south oriented band which corresponded to the intermediate western sandbanks (vide V.1.4, 

V.4.1). With the lowering of water and the weakening of streams, these sandbanks became 

more prominent in the landscape and in fact divided the earlier West Channel (Maps M02 and 

M03): on their west side were the pools or marshes referred to in V.4.2; on their east side was 

the channel referred to in V.4.3. 

 

V.4.5. Accumulation of sands westwards of Kom Mit Rahina 

In the area immediately west of Kom Mit Rahina, a different local environmental and 

landscape change is suggested by layers SoM052.D, SoM53.D, SoM063.E and SoM063.F 

(Table AII.47; Sections S06, S07, S11 and S13; Figure 40). These present similar sediments 

in general: mostly brownish and lighter sands, sometimes silty or slightly silty; frequent dark 

clay in either pockets or thin deposits; large quantities of sherds and calcium carbonates. 

These sands were previously noted and described as a ‘canal of sand’ called tir ‛it al-raml 

which aligns with the hod also known in the cadastral records as khalig al-raml (Giddy et al. 

1990: 12, figs 1, 2) (Figure 4). In fact, these deposits are usually related to channel margins or 

bars within channels (vide IV.5.1, IV.5.2) and are generally accumulated during perennial 

streams and strong floods. Yet, here, given both their height in relation to other cores and the 

chronological sequence of these specific cores (vide SoM052.B, SoM052.C, SoM053.A, 

SoM053.B, SoM053.C, SoM063.B and SoM063.C in V.4.1; SoM063.D in V.4.2), they 

appear to be instead connected to a period when all other cores point to an effective decrease 

of flows. Furthermore, these sandy sediments are light coloured (channel-bed sands reported 

in the Memphite area are usually much darker; vide IV.5.1, V.1.2, V.1.3, V.1.4), extend over 
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a large area, are relatively thick (particularly in SoM063) and have large quantities of material 

culture. Thus, these characteristics suggest a divergent origin for these layers. 

The sequence in SoM063 suggests a possible origin and evolution of these deposits 

(Maps M01 and M02). Under SoM063.E there are indications of decreasing channel 

influences, with the area becoming either a marsh or pool affected by floods (vide V.4.2). 

Consequently, this site started to be infilled with fine-grained sediments and the pool bed 

began to rise. SoM063.E confirms the suggestion of a rapidly rising bed surface above the 

water level, showing a relatively thin coarsening-upward sequence and the drying-out of the 

area. This site became a margin or a part of the floodplain affected by both floods and intense 

accumulation of rubbish. Finally, above it, SoM063.F presents a thick heterogeneous sandy 

deposit with large quantities of material culture, suggesting the fast accumulation of sands 

that were significantly less affected by floods. 

Hence, instead of a fluvial origin, it is possible that the sands in SoM052.D, SoM53.D, 

SoM063.E and SoM063.F resulted from a temporary increase in sedimentary load produced 

in the western deserts (Map M02). As in other sites along the west fringes of the Nile valley, 

these layers may be a combined result of both direct aeolian transport from the western 

deserts and strong wadi washouts. In fact, there are indications that a climatic event at the end 

of the second half of the Old Kingdom caused such effects (vide II.3.2.3, II.3.5). Thus these 

sands may have an aeolian origin, at least in part, due to increased aridity in the western 

deserts (cf. Giddy & Jeffreys 1992: 2, figs 1, 3; 1993: 12, fig. 1; Jeffreys et al. 1995: 1, fig. 1; 

2001: 14–15; Bunbury in Jeffreys 2004: 11). The evidence provided by SoM052.D, 

SoM53.D, SoM063.E and SoM063.F is inconclusive regarding their interpretation as a fan 

from wadi washouts, despite the suggestion of Qin (2010: 47–49) that fans from local wadi 

washouts reached the Memphis ruin field at least by the end of the Old Kingdom. But, given 

the distance to the local wadis and the evolution of the landscape west of these cores (vide 

V.4.9), this interpretation seems improbable for these specific layers. However, the immense 

size of these deposits indicate that some surplus sand originated from wadi washouts, and, in 

this case, it is more probable that its origins were wadis located further upstream, with the 

sands transported by the river and deposited in this area. 

Despite uncertainties regarding the origin of these sediments, they were transported 

either by aeolian or fluvial means from the west and southwest. Consequently, the high 

ground of the Western Koms, particularly Kom Mit Rahina (vide II.3.5, V.2), constituted an 

obstacle and a trap to these sands, which accumulated to form a sandbank or a sand mound 

(Map M02), and eventually provoked a series of cause and effect events in the region. Firstly, 
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this accumulation clogged the West Channel to a certain extent, probably contributing to its 

decline, and consequently to the upsurge of the Central and East Channels. Secondly, the 

decline of the West Channel hindered the fluvial downstream transport of sediments, aiding 

and accelerating their accumulation in this area. Thirdly, despite being hindered, weak 

downstream transport probably occurred mostly during floods, which contributed to the 

elongation of the sand mound towards both the north and the northeast, partly blocking the 

channel between Kom Mit Rahina and Kom Tuman. 

Other cores may show expansions of this large sand formation, or result from the same 

climatic event, but the evidence is inconclusive. In addition, these deposits are significantly 

thinner, which suggest temporary deposition. This is the case for a slightly sandy silt deposit 

with calcium carbonate inclusions between 14.95m a.s.l. and 15.80m a.s.l. in SoM062.B 

(Table AII.50; vide V.4.8), which might represent a brief westward expansion. A thin sandier 

layer between pool deposits in SoM019.D (Table AII.41; vide V.4.2, as well as sandier 

pockets in floodplain waterlogged deposits in SoM2009/02.A (Table AII.39; vide V.4.1), 

could hypothetically be related to the same depositional event. 

Given the thickness of the sand deposits in SoM052.D, SoM53.D, SoM063.E and 

SoM063.F, and particularly the top level of the latter in relation to other cores (vide V.2, 

V.4.8), it is probable that the sand mound started to be covered by other sediments only after 

the Roman Period. Yet, it is difficult to understand whether the local accumulation of sands 

continued up to that time, or if the mound instead stood as high ground until the rising valley 

floor had the capacity to cover it with floodplain sediments. The former explanation seems 

more probable; it is difficult to believe that there was no settlement on a high sand mound that 

stood for centuries above the level of the floods so close to a developing and large settlement. 

In fact, no clear evidence for constructions or settlement deposits were detected in these 

layers, despite the huge quantity of sherds and some possible remains of construction 

materials (e.g., limestone). These materials may be a result of prolonged and large-scale 

dumping of rubbish from the nearby Western Koms. But it is also possible that urban 

expansion towards these sand mounds was attempted during some periods, and perhaps failed 

due to constant and rapid accumulation of sediments. 

 

V.4.6. Environmental crisis (around the First Intermediate Period) 

The environmental crisis referred to above (vide V.3.2), which probably occurred sometime 

during the First Intermediate Period and the early Middle Kingdom, similarly left sedimentary 

markers west of the Western Koms, i.e., in SoM014.D, SoM016.C, SoM016.D, SoM016.E, 
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SoM019.F, SoM026.C, SoM029.A, SoM034.D, SoM052.E, SoM055.B and SoM2009/02.B 

(Table AII.48; Figure 40 and Map M03). The sequence in SoM016 (Sections S02 and S13) is 

particularly relevant as it shows the environmental transformation of a floodplain space 

(SoM016.B; Table AII.46; vide V.4.4) towards margins affected by floods (coarsening-

upward and increase of sand in a silty matrix in SoM016.C), followed by channel-bed 

sediments (gritty and smooth brown sands in SoM016.D). The smooth sand in SoM016.D and 

the gritty sandy silt topped by laminated slightly sandy silt in SoM016.E reveal a reverse 

sequence and a return to floodplain conditions. Similar channel beds are represented by coarse 

sediments in SoM019.F (particularly by two very thin deposits, one composed of brown sand 

and the other of pale yellow coarse sand in a generally heterogeneous and laminated layer) 

(Sections S02, S03 and S10), SoM029.A (Sections S01, S14 and S15) and SoM034.D 

(Sections S02 and S15) (both with coarse sands, hard sands or stones at the bottom, and above 

these sands becoming siltier upwards).  

 Other layers are heterogeneous (SoM014.D, SoM026.C, SoM052.E; Sections S05, S04, 

S07 and S13) and show either intercalated or laminated deposits mostly composed of silts, 

sandy silts, silty sands and sands, showing stronger and more frequent floods than before. A 

similar interpretation can be given to the very micaceous clayish sand with sandy concretions 

and small quartz pebbles in SoM2009/02.B (Section S05 and S10) (cf. Qin 2010: 19, 67). 

Within the relatively homogeneous thick clay layer of SoM024.B (Table AII.41; Sections S04 

and S12; vide V.4.2) a pocket of stones at 14.75m a.s.l. may also be a result of such floods. In 

SoM062.B (Table AII.50; Sections S06 and S10; vide V.4.8) a slightly sandy silt deposit with 

calcium carbonate flecks and an upwards decrease of micas between 14.95m a.s.l. and 15.80m 

a.s.l. might also be related to this event, but its level seems to be too high and thus an 

association should be made with care.  

 SoM026.C (Sections S04 and S13) is a deposit composed of sandy silt with laminae of 

clay and high content of sherds. This layer is particularly interesting because it reveals 

increased flood effects over settlement deposits (SoM026.A and SoM026.B; Table AII.45; 

vide V.4.4). Moreover, above these layers, settlement deposits do not reappear (SoM026.D in 

Table AII.50, SoM026.E in Table AII.53 and SoM026.F in Table AII.55; vide V.4.8), which 

means that the area was never resettled. Similarly, floodplain-related sediments with 

decreasing influences of anthropogenic debris and rubbish in SoM2009/01.C, SoM2009/01.D, 

SoM2009/01.E and SoM2009/10.D (Table AII.50; vide V.4.8) cover settlement deposits 

(SoM2009/01.B and SoM2009/10.C; Table AII.45; vide V.4.4). Despite no direct evidence of 

increased streams or floods, SoM2009/01.C, SoM2009/01.D, SoM2009/01.E and 
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SoM2009/10.D (Section S14) reveal decreasing human activities and the reoccurrence of 

flood impacts in previously settled zones located on the fringes of the koms, which conforms 

with the expected effects of such an environmental crisis (Map M03). 

Further north, indications of temporarily stronger streams and floods are also identified 

in channel-margin deposits in SoM055.B (Sections S07 and S10). Very dark and 

heterogeneous sediments, including clusters of clayish silt, sandy silt, silty sand and coarse 

sand, either mixed or laminated, with inclusions of organic material and rare sherds, suggest 

that this layer is probably connected to the same event. Yet, its sandier deposits may also be 

related, at least partially, to others observed in nearby cores (SoM052.D, SoM53.D, 

SoM063.E, SoM063.F; table AII.47; vide V.4.5). In fact, SoM055.B and, particularly, 

SoM063.E have almost identical levels and similar characteristics, with the latter probably 

deposited during the Old Kingdom. However, it is probable that SoM055.B has a later 

deposition date given its relative location (SoM063 was situated upstream). Thus, the 

increased streams in the remaining West Channel, especially during floods, possibly 

transported some of the sand (including mixed material culture) that accumulated in the areas 

surrounding SoM063, and, consequently, some was deposited downstream in flooded margins 

such as the ones detected in SoM055.B (Map M03). 

 

V.4.7. Water management west of Kom Rabi‛? 

The stabilisation of the intermediate western sandbanks as higher ground during the Old 

Kingdom (vide V.4.4) definitely parted the West Channel, with a pool standing westwards 

(vide V.4.2) and a channel flowing to the east between these intermediate sandbanks and the 

Western Koms (vide V.4.3) (Maps M01 and M02). However, this was apparently a complex 

landscape and at least one connection probably existed between these two submerged settings. 

This linkage was possibly located in the area around the cores SoM016, SoM017, SoM024 

and SoM026 (Figure 40), given their complex array of channel-bed, channel-margin and 

floodplain layers, as referred to in the sections of V.4 above. Thus, the water flowing in the 

channel between the intermediate western sandbanks and the Western Koms probably initially 

fed the pool to the west, but it is probable that this linkage became ephemeral and slowly 

occluded (vide V.4.2, V.4.3). This apparently slow process might have begun with the 

development of a natural levee as a result of the accumulation of sediment load carried by 

strong floods during the early Middle Kingdom (vide V.4.6) (Map M03). These sediments 

may have become trapped by the higher ground of the intermediate western sandbanks and 

started to construct a levee connecting these sandbanks, i.e., in between the north–south lines 
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drawn by SoM017/SoM024/SoM030 and SoM016/SoM026 sediments (vide V.4.4) (Maps 

M04, M05 and M06).  

Very complex sequences with extreme differences in grain size between consecutive 

thin deposits, as shown in the highly laminated and heterogeneous deposits of SoM017.C and 

SoM024.C (Table AII.49; Sections S02, S04 and S12), seem to reflect such levees and, 

furthermore, their enlargement and consolidation. Given that the channel to the east continued 

to be affected by floods and some streams (vide V.4.3), it is probable that the floodwaters 

from higher Niles managed to overflow the natural levee during the Middle Kingdom, thus 

depositing those sediments on its top and fringes (Maps M04, M05 and M06). Coarser 

sediments are a reminder of the stronger energy of water during the floods, whereas the finer 

sediments were slowly settled from the trapped water during the following weeks or months. 

Layers SoM016.E and SoM026.C, referred to above (Table AII.48; vide V.4.6), are possibly 

slightly earlier deposits that represent sediments which initially blocked the passage of water 

in this area. Note the few thin deposits in SoM026.D (Table AII.50; vide V.4.8), i.e., dark 

reddish grey sandy patches (15.45m a.s.l. to 15.75m a.s.l.) and clay laminae (16.60m a.s.l. to 

16.80m a.s.l.), which possibly also resulted from higher floods covering a levee. 

 Consequently, it is probable that the linkage towards the west started to become 

temporary and to slowly occlude. This process seems to have been contemporaneous with the 

slow but steady silting up of the channel immediately to the east and southeast and with the 

corresponding diminution of flood effects in these areas (vide V.4.3). These changes are 

probably connected (Maps M04, M05 and M06): the decline of the channel contributed to the 

complete occlusion of the earlier westward link. In fact, margins on a floodplain (probably 

bordering remaining pools) are suggested by a sterile coarsening-upward sequence (silty clay 

to silty sand) in SoM017.D and by sterile slightly silty sands in SoM024.D and SoM030.A 

(Table AII.49; Sections S02, S04, S05, S11 and S12). Given their coarseness, sterility and 

homogeneity, SoM024.D and SoM030.A, might have even been part of the levees. Later, 

probably before the New Kingdom, the earlier channel also lost its connection with a main 

channel to the south (vide V.4.2). The remaining pools continued shrinking at an increased 

rate, and, accordingly, SoM016.F and SoM026.D (Table AII.50; vide V.4.8) already show 

stable floodplain sediments, meaning that the channel had silted up completely.  

In addition to revealing a complex landscape evolution in the area of both the 

intermediate western sandbanks and the depression between these and the Western Koms, the 

layers mentioned above and their sequences also reinforce the hypothesis of large-scale water 

management (vide V.4.3). In the first instance, water management in this area is suggested by 
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the slow siltation of the channel and subsequent pool. Indeed, an earlier total siltation of the 

channel would not be surprising, given the environmental changes observed in other channels 

(vide V.3.1, V.3.3, V.4.2, V.4.4). Possible human effort to retain the open channel in the 

intermediate western sandbanks and in the depression between these and the Western Koms 

reveals the importance of fluvial access to the eastern and southeastern quarters of Kom 

Rabi‛: for water supply, for agriculture or fishing activities, or even for economic or transport 

accessibility (a port or dockyards, for instance). In fact, SoM015.C and SoM034.E (Table 

AII.44; Figure 40; vide V.4.3) reveal clear influence of the nearby settlement (settlement 

debris and rubbish) meaning that the water surface was very close to urban structures, even 

after the early Middle Kingdom. Moreover, Jeffreys & Málek (1988: 23, figs 4, 5) had earlier 

suggested subsidiary harbours located on the west side of the Western Koms in line with the 

east–west axis of the Ptah temple enclosure. 

Later, with the decline of the channel and the possible expansion of the settlement 

towards the receding water and margins of consequent pools, the nature of local water 

management might have changed completely (Maps M05, M06, M07 and M08). As suggested 

above in the text (vide V.4.3), human intervention may have contributed to the cessation of a 

southward connection between this depression and the Central Channel and consequently the 

drying out of the depression. Perhaps by this time it became more useful (economically?) to 

have a dry plain in this location instead of a shallow pool and increasingly stagnant water. 

Drying was achieved mainly by blocking water access from the southward connections (i.e., 

from the upstream extension of the Central Channel) but also from pools located to the west 

(vide V.4.2). Nevertheless, this low depression was at a higher risk of being flooded during 

strong floods and in this case, for longer periods. Thus, the local inhabitants might have felt 

the need to control the risk of water coming not only from the south but also from the west, 

and this may have justified a possible artificial reinforcement of natural levees in the area of 

the former intermediate western sandbanks (i.e., SoM016, S0M017, SoM024 and SoM026). 

In fact, the evidence is not clear for postulating an exclusively natural origin for such levees, 

and thus they may have been largely artificial constructions. Note as well that the pools to the 

west were losing their stream, and thus it is improbable that the development of these levees 

took place solely by natural means. Moreover, the distinct bottom levels in these layers, both 

of which appear immediately above pool deposits, suggest that the levees, and consequently 

the pool margins, were being slowly pushed towards the west, enlarging the floodplain.  

Therefore, it is possible to suggest the long-term water management of this area perhaps 

from the New Kingdom to the Roman Period (Map M06, M07, M08, M09 and M10). The 
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objective was both to control the flooding of the depressed floodplain between 

SoM017/SoM024/SoM030 and Kom Rabi‛ and to protect it from water coming from both the 

south and the pool to the west, particularly during floods (Figure 40). For that purpose levees 

were built or reinforced. The data do not provide evidence for levees towards the south, but 

suggest levees following the western fringes of the depression. With time, the latter levees 

seem to have been located further westward, pushing the pool’s margins and enlarging the 

floodplain. Curiously, small canals and paths which follow a near north–south orientation are 

still present today and are visible in aerial and satellite imagery; one through SoM017, 

SoM024 and SoM030, and the other through SoM016 and SoM026. These are clear features 

in the field patterns and might be remains of those levees. These were also recognised by 

Jeffreys & Málek (1988: 23, figs 4, 5), who also proposed the existence of artificial flood 

controls in this area, including earthworks or dykes running roughly north–south on the west 

side of Hod Wissada (Figure 4). Moreover, resistivity-meter work by Ian Mathieson in this 

area detected fluctuations in the values of resistivity, which were associated with heavier 

sands or clays built up by the river over several thousand years (Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: 8–9, 

fig. 4). However, excluding the possibility that they might reflect remains of settled areas 

(vide V.4.4), those fluctuations could be a result of such presently buried landscape features.  

 

V.4.8. Slow expansion of the floodplain and urban development 

Large parts of the former West Channel became a more or less stable floodplain after the 

early Middle Kingdom, but this change seems to have been neither simultaneous, 

homogeneous nor swift, particularly up to the end of the Roman Period.  

As referred to above (vide V.4.3, V.4.6, V.4.7), in the area between the intermediate 

western sandbanks and the Western Koms, anticipating such environmental transformation 

towards a floodplain, a slow transition from channel to pools or marshes took from the early 

Middle Kingdom up to the New Kingdom (Maps M03, M04, M05 and M06). Afterwards, the 

channel and pools dried out by the end of the New Kingdom (vide V.4.3) (Maps M06 and 

M07), and this area developed conclusive floodplain characteristics (Maps M07, M08, M09 

and M10). The latter transformation can be identified through fine-grained deposits (clays, 

silty clays, clayish silts and silts) mainly brownish and greyish, occasionally dark and 

sometimes presenting clay laminae in SoM015.D, SoM016.F, SoM026.D, SoM028.A, 

SoM029.B and SoM029.D (Table AII.50; Sections S01, S02, S04, S13, S14 and S15; Figure 

40) (cf. Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 19, figs 4, 5; Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: fig. 4; Giddy et al. 

1990: fig. 2). Some of these layers are located over the earlier intermediate western sandbanks 
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(vide V.4.4, V.4.7), meaning that the area now had similar environmental characteristics. 

Layers closer to the Western Koms present higher quantities of sherds and other inclusions 

related to human activities (e.g., mixed deposits, ash, stone flecks). Similar deposits also 

appear a little further north in SoM031.A and SoM2009/07.C (Table AII.50; Sections S05, 

S12 and S13). 

Towards the west, similar sediments appear in SoM019.G and SoM022.A (Table 

AII.50; Sections S01, S02, S03, S10, S12 and S13; Figure 40). These layers suggest a low 

floodplain with mainly dampish conditions—a consequence of long flooded periods within 

the year. These possibly result from a slow transition towards a floodplain in the area where 

pools had stood since the demise of flows in the earlier West Channel (vide V.4.2). These 

deposits are particularly thick and homogeneous in SoM022.A, revealing floodplain deposits 

that probably accumulated after the Middle Kingdom (vide V.4.3, V.4.7). 

Further north, thick layers, mostly homogeneous, composed of very dark clayish silts 

and silty clays, and showing clay laminae in SoM053.E, SoM055.C, SoM061.A and 

SoM062.B (Table AII.50; Sections S06, S07, S08, S10, S11 and S12; Figure 40) reveal a low 

energy floodplain that was submerged for long periods of the year. Here, the environmental 

and landscape evolution seems to have been relatively straightforward, and given both their 

relative depths and the sequences observed in the cores, these layers probably represent a time 

span from the early Middle Kingdom (vide V.4.2, V.4.5, V.4.6) up to post-Roman times. 

However, in SoM053.E the deposition of these sediments may have started later (vide V.4.5). 

SoM052.F (Table AII.50; Sections S07 and S13) seems initially to have had similar 

environmental conditions, but in addition to being thinner, it shows a slightly coarsening-

upward sequence and large quantity of sherds, which are probably a result of increasing 

deposition of settlement debris at this site. In addition, SoM062.B shows some particularities 

by being less homogeneous and revealing at least one slightly coarser deposit which may be a 

result of a temporary event with stronger floods. On the one hand, this deposit (14.95m a.s.l. 

to 15.80m a.s.l.) might be related to the environmental crisis referred to in V.4.6., but the level 

of these sediments seems too high when compared to the levels of other layers related to such 

an event in the area of the West Channel. Hence, care is taken when assuming such possible 

chronological relation. On the other hand, the sandy deposit in SoM062.B might be a 

temporary westward expansion of the big sand deposit referred to in V.4.5. 

While all those floodplain-related layers were being deposited, others located closer to 

the Western Koms, i.e., SoM014.E, SoM014.F, SoM014.G, SoM034.F and SoM034.G (Table 

AII.50; Sections S02, S05 and S15; Figure 40) instead present more influence from nearby 
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settled areas (cf. Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 19, figs 4, 5; Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: fig. 4; Giddy et 

al. 1990: fig. 2). SoM034.G features a layer that is almost entirely composed of settlement 

debris and rubbish (greyish slightly silty sand with sherds, some medium-sized) which, given 

the depth and character of the sequences, could be contemporaneous to the evidence of urban 

refurbishment and development observed in other cores, possibly during the New Kingdom 

(vide V.2, V.3.4). The layer immediately below, SoM034.F, composed of smooth sandy silt, 

is surprisingly sterile given the persistence of material culture in all the other layers of the 

core, which confirms its proximity to zones that were almost permanently inhabited. Even if 

the area was less populated at the time, washed out debris from the remains of buildings is 

expected to be included in this deposit. Thus, this layer could be interpreted as an artificial 

earthwork probably built with material brought from areas further away from settlements, and 

possibly during the Middle Kingdom or the Second Intermediate Period given the relative 

height of the layer in relation to other layers in both this and neighbouring cores. Towards the 

north and feasibly from the same period, layers in SoM014 also suggest earthworks, despite 

different depths and distinct sedimentary matrices. Sands in SoM014.E and SoM014.F were 

probably deposited artificially, perhaps for embanking areas affected by the floods. The 

presence of both material culture and settlement debris increases upwards, suggesting nearby 

urban development. Higher up, in SoM014.G, sediments are mainly ashy silts with large 

quantities of sherds and seem to result from the disposal of urban debris and rubbish on the 

fringes of the floodplain. Thus, these sequences in SoM014 and SoM034 suggest that, at least 

in the western zones of Kom Rabi‛, there was settlement development and urban expansion 

between the early Middle Kingdom and the New Kingdom, possibly with the construction of 

embankments and earthworks (Maps M04, M05 and M06). 

Nevertheless, such urban development is not apparent elsewhere. Further north, 

SoM2009/01.C, SoM2009/01.D, SoM2009/01.E and SoM2009/10.D (Table AII.50; Section 

S14; Figure 40) reveal generally dark clayish deposits, particularly clayish sands, with the 

presence of clay lumps, mica and rare appearances of both charcoal and bones. Despite a 

strong signature of settlement-derived debris, these layers show floodplain characteristics 

(Maps M04 and M05) (cf. Qin 2010: 23, 67, 70). This represents an exception in these cores 

as both underlying and overlying layers show settlement deposits (vide V.4.4 and below in 

this section). Significantly finer micaceous clays, silty clays and clayish silts in 

SoM2009/01.D even suggest a temporary dampish environment, perhaps an ephemeral marsh 

or pool. Note that SoM036.B (Table AII.14, vide V.2), despite being thinner, has similar 

composition and height, and thus seems to be both environmentally and chronologically 
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related to these layers in SoM2009/01 and SoM2009/10. Thus, layers located in west Kom 

Fakhry and northwest Kom Rabi‛ seem to represent a hiatus during which these sites were not 

occupied; taking into account their relative position in the sequences of layers, this possibly 

occurred during the Middle Kingdom and perhaps also the Second Intermediate Period. If that 

was the case, the apparent distinct urban redevelopment on the western fringes of the Western 

Koms between the First Intermediate Period and the New Kingdom, reinforces the possible 

importance both of the channel described in V.4.3 and of its maintenance during these periods 

and, at the same time, implies the significance of the eastern and the southeastern quarters of 

Kom Rabi‛ (i.e., the focus of development) during the Middle Kingdom and the Second 

Intermediate Period (Maps M04 and M05). 

Notwithstanding this, immediately above, SoM2009/01.F, SoM2009/10.E and 

SoM2009/10.F (Table AII.51; Section S14), suggest that this site was resettled in a later 

period. Coarser layers with strong indications of mixing and reworking of sediments, and a 

higher content of both sand and settlement rubbish, signal the disappearance of flood 

influences. Again, due to the relative height of these layers, this resettlement probably 

occurred simultaneously with the refurbishment and development of other urban areas during 

the New Kingdom (Map M06) (vide V.2, V.3.4), and, given that these deposits reach the 

actual surface, the area was apparently inhabited at least up to the end of the Roman Period. 

Therefore, it appears that the general trend was the development of floodplain and either 

pools or marshes in the earlier West Channel, at least between the early Middle Kingdom and 

the end of the Roman Period. Layers that reveal pool or marsh-related sediments appear to be 

more persistent towards the west (vide V.4.2), both southwestern (SoM023.A and SoM027.A; 

Table AII.41) and northwestern ones (SoM060.A, SoM062.A; Table AII.41; and even 

SoM062.B, see above in the text; Table AII.50). This may indicate that these areas had a 

slightly depressed surface and that the downward slope continued westwards. In fact, close to 

the Mariyutiya canal (vide II.1), layers SoM019.H, SoM019.I, SoM019.J, SoM019.K, 

SoM062.C, SoM062.D, SoM062.E, SoM062.F, SoM2009/02.C, SoM2009/02.D and 

SoM2009/02.E (Table AII.52; Section S02, S03, S05, S06 and S10; Figure 40) show complex 

sequences of deposits. Given their proximity to the previously described modern canal and its 

embankments, these sequences may have been affected by recent earthworks and soil 

displacements, particularly in the case of SoM062. However, these layers generally reveal 

margin sediments in consecutive thin deposits with extreme variability in grain size (vide 

IV.5.2; cf. Qin 2010: 19, 24, 47, 67). A possible explanation for these layers is that they 

represent sediments deposited close to or even on either levees or embankments which 
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bordered a channel further to the west. Coarser sediments possibly indicate stronger floods 

overtopping a levee, whereas finer sediments precipitated during the following weeks or 

months, when trapped water was drying. Cleaner and more homogenous deposits, either 

coarser or finer, could be artificial earthworks that were constructed to reinforce those levees. 

Despite their sequential similarities, these layers appear at different levels. In SoM2009/02.C 

they are present above a layer which indicates a period of even stronger and more frequent 

floods, as suggested above the First Intermediate Period or early Middle Kingdom (vide 

V.4.6). In SoM019.H they are present immediately above a thin pool deposit, suggesting that 

they might have been deposited as early as the Middle Kingdom, while in SoM062.C they 

appear above floodplain layers. Thus, according to the suggested dates above in the text for 

the development of pools and a floodplain in the area of the former West Channel, the layers 

in SoM019 and SoM062.C were hardly deposited before the New Kingdom. Their top levels 

(in SoM019.K, SoM062.F and SoM2009/02.E) are also different, being higher towards the 

north. 

Thus, considering such interpretations, it is possible that a channel existed immediately 

to the west of this north–south line of levees or embankments, and thus, it might have resulted 

from a westward migration of part of the streams of the former West Channel (vide V.4.1, 

V.4.2). Such migration could explain the different levels in SoM019, SoM062 and 

SoM2009/02 (Table AII.52): at an earlier date the channel and its levees were closer to 

SoM019, the flows running towards the northwest; later, they might have migrated westwards 

in the sector of SoM019, while further north it moved eastwards getting closer to SoM062. 

Evidence for these movements is basically non-existent, but it is a possible explanation for the 

observed sequences of layers and their relative level. Moreover, given the complexity and 

thickness of such layers, it is hard to establish whether the development and migration of such 

levees, as well as of this possible channel, were artificially induced. They are also difficult to 

date, but their general thickness suggests long endurance of the levees, which presupposes 

some degree of maintenance. At the very least, it seems reasonable to suggest that such 

embankments were used to control the passage of channel and flood waters towards both pool 

areas and a floodplain in the depression where the West Channel previously flowed. Actually, 

the location of the Mariyutiya, which was built in 1908 (Jeffreys 1985: 4), immediately east of 

the remains of the Bahr Libeiny, may have been decided on the basis of the existence of some 

physical remains of these embankments.  

Still regarding SoM019.H, its content of material culture is relatively large. 

Interestingly, SoM2009/03.B (Table AII.58), slightly to the northeast, has the same 
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characteristics at a similar level (vide V.4.9; cf. Qin 2010: 18, 68). Despite the lack of 

stronger evidence, differences in the sedimentary matrix, and the apparently different 

depositional date of the layers, it is tempting to speculate that the levees in this zone were also 

settled during part of the Old Kingdom (vide V.4.4). If that was the case, these areas may 

have been abandoned as a consequence of both the previously described eastward migrations 

of the West Channel and the stronger floods and streams that occurred during the First 

Intermediate Period and early Middle Kingdom (vide V.4.6). 

Most of the layers in the higher levels of the cores in the area west of the Western 

Koms, i.e., SoM014.H, SoM015.E, SoM016.G, SoM017.E, SoM019.L, SoM019.M, 

SoM022.B, SoM024.E, SoM024.F, SoM026.E, SoM030.B, SoM031.B, SoM034.H, 

SoM052.G, SoM053.F, SoM060.B, SoM063.G, SoM2009/02.F and SoM2009/07.D (Table 

AII.53; Map M10 and Figure 40) reveal floodplain deposits (generally greyish and brownish, 

dark silts and clays) or a slow transition towards this environment (note as well layers 

SoM055.C and SoM061.A mentioned above in the text; Table AII.50). Within these, 

occasional suggestions of stronger and more energetic floods are shown by sandier deposits or 

sand pockets, while very fine-grained and darker sediments reveal areas of the floodplain that 

were inundated and saturated for longer periods within the year. Most of those layers in 

higher levels of the cores in the area west of the Western Koms are sterile, which suggests 

that they were deposited after the Roman Period when Memphis was probably almost totally 

abandoned (vide I.2, III.7, V.2). However, the constant persistence of sherds to the surface in 

SoM014.H, SoM031.B, SoM034.H and SoM063.G, is a probable consequence of either 

endurance of a few human activities in this area or the decay of buildings, this material culture 

being a result of either washouts from higher areas or rubbish disposal. In that sense, the 

absence of rubbish in SoM015.E seems strange given the proximity to earlier settled areas. 

However, because this core is located very close to a modern regularised channel, SoM015.E 

may be part of a recent earthwork deposited during works on the channel. SoM026.E, 

SoM030.B, SoM031.B, despite being in part sterile, reveal an upwards increase in sherd 

content, indicating possible sparse reoccupancy sometime after the Roman Period. In the case 

of SoM063.G the sand in a clay matrix may result from the deposition of coarser sediments 

during the overtopping of nearby levees during floods (vide IV.5.2).  

In this generic floodplain scenario, thinner divergent deposits can be observed in layers, 

particularly in southern areas (Table AII.54; Sections S01, S05, S12, S13, S14 and S15): a 

sterile coarsening-upward deposit in SoM022.C; finer sterile layers in SoM028.B and 

SoM029.E, the former with sandy laminae; a singular fining-upward sequence with larger 
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content of sherds in SoM2009/07.E. All of these may be a result of local transformation due 

to works relating to water management (construction of irrigation infrastructures, 

regularisation of canals and changes of agriculture methodologies) and consequent 

transformations in flood patterns in this region. The disparity with other layers is clear in 

2009/07, showing a sandier and more heterogeneous sedimentary matrix, a larger quantity of 

inclusions and different content of sherds (mainly crushed and burnt) and pebbles. There is 

also a thin deposit composed of dark slightly sandy silt between 18.10m a.s.l. and 18.35m 

a.s.l. in SoM019.M (Table AII.53; Sections S02, S03 and S10), which may have a similar 

origin. 

The upper layers in cores located west of the Western Koms (SoM014.I, SoM015.F, 

SoM016.H, SoM017.F, SoM019.N, SoM022.D, SoM023.B, SoM024.G, SoM026.F, 

SoM027.B, SoM028.C, SoM029.F, SoM030.C, SoM031.C, SoM034.I, SoM052.H, 

SoM053.G, SoM055.D, SoM055.E, SoM060.C, SoM061.B, SoM062.G, SoM063.H, 

SoM2009/02.G and SoM2009/07.F; Table AII.55; Figure 40) reveal, in general, homogeneous 

deposits composed of dark greyish, dark brownish, clays and silts. In many, the sediments 

closer to the surface are described as mixed, plough soils or loam on the Drill core record 

sheets (cf. Jeffreys & Málek 1988: 19, figs 4, 5; Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: fig. 4; Giddy et al. 

1990: fig. 2). Hence, they confirm that most of the area was a stable floodplain with low 

depositional energy during the last centuries and was used in large part for agriculture. A 

general upward reduction in sherds corroborates decrease in local human activities and 

increased agricultural use. Yet, as in the immediately underlying layers described above in the 

text, the upper layers closer to the koms present larger quantities of sand, inclusions and 

settlement rubbish, which is probably material that was washed out from the mounds, either 

settlement ruins or debris from recent development. Some areas continue to show persistent 

dampish conditions (either compact or stiff finer sediments and diminutive quantity of sand), 

suggesting the strong influence of floods and long periods of inundation every year until very 

recently, especially in cores located further to the south and north, i.e., those further from 

settled areas. Finally, despite the lack of evidence, some upper layers may be part of modern 

earthworks or may have been affected by recent soil displacements, particularly those located 

closer to canals, for instance SoM055.D, SoM055.E, SoM060.C, SoM062.G and 

SoM2009/02.G. 
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V.4.9. West of the Mariyutiya canal 

A set of cores taken west of the Mariyutiya in 2009 (Figure 41) was reanalysed for this 

dissertation despite being previously interpreted by Qin (2010). They define an east–west 

profile of the valley and thus the information is solely bidimensional. Despite these 

limitations, an interpretation of the cores was performed and their possible connection with 

the environmental evolution suggested by cores located to the east was tentatively established.  

As observed in V.4.2 and V.4.8, a floodplain developed in the area of the earlier West 

Channel between the First Intermediate Period (Map M03) and the end of the Roman Period 

(Map M10). Waterlogged conditions or longer periods of inundation appear to be more 

persistent towards the west. This possibly represents slightly depressed surface areas and a 

general downwards slope extending towards the west. Moreover, layers immediately eastward 

of the Mariyutiya (SoM019.H, SoM019.I, SoM019.J, SoM019.K, SoM062.C, SoM062.D, 

SoM062.E, SoM062.F, SoM2009/02.C, SoM2009/02.D and SoM2009/02.E; Table AII.52; 

Figure 41; vide V.4.8) suggest levees or embankments in a roughly north–south orientation, 

possibly bordering a channel further to the west. As will be described below in the text, it is 

possible that this channel resulted from a westward migration of part of the stream of the 

West Channel sometime during or after the Old Kingdom, perhaps flowing as late as the post-

Roman Period, despite some probable minor migrations of its main bed. 

Unfortunately, direct evidence for the channel is not visible in any core. Instead, the 

deepest layers between the pre-dynastic sandbank detected in Saqqara (SoM2009/05.A; Table 

AII.10; vide V.1.3) and the Mariyutiya, i.e., SoM2009/03.A, SoM2009/06.A, SoM2009/06.B 

and SoM2009/09.A (Table AII.56; Section S04 and S05; Figure 41), reveal a waterlogged 

floodplain environment: very dark clays and silty clays with common presence of mica and 

clay nodules and with some lamination (cf. Giddy et al. 1990: 12, fig. 2; Qin 2010: 15–18, 47, 

68–69). Material culture already appears at the bottom of these cores, particularly in 

SoM2009/03.A where its content increases upwards, suggesting deposition during the Old 

Kingdom despite the probable earlier occurrence of similar environmental conditions (Maps 

M01 and M02) (cf. Giddy & Jeffreys 1992: 2, figs 1, 3). SoM2009/06.A is less homogeneous 

and significantly sandier, possibly because of its location closer to the sandbank detected in 

SoM2009/05.A.  

 In modern Saqqara, SoM2009/04.A, SoM2009/04.B and SoM2009/05.B (Table AII.57; 

Sections S04 and S05) present settlement-related sediments (cf. Qin 2010: 14–15, 47, 68). Up 

to 14.60m a.s.l., SoM2009/05.B is mostly composed of dark clayish sand with sand clusters. 
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Figure 41 – Cores situated nearby and to the west of the Mariyutiya canal (cf. maps and sections in Appendix 

VI) 
 

There is an upwardly increasing quantity of sherds, including large ones which probably 

represent washed out settlement debris and rubbish, mixed with both aeolian sands and finer 

flood sediments. Above 14.60m a.s.l., the same layer seems to include decomposed mud-brick 

remains (very stiff dark sandy clay with sherds, sandy concretions, quartz pebbles, crushed 

limestone, slag, bones and shell fragments), which conform with the expansion of urban areas 

towards lower areas of the valley (vide III.1, III.2). Thus, given the level of these deposits, 

they are possibly contemporary with the initial settlement development on the Western Koms, 

i.e., the Old Kingdom (vide V.2). Accordingly, further north and immediately east of the 

desert escarpment, the deepest sherds observed in other cores, which also occur above dark 

clays and at similar heights, mainly date from the Old Kingdom (Giddy & Jeffreys 1992: 2, 

figs 1, 3). Although it is at a higher level, SoM2009/04.B presents dark greyish brown silty 

sands with a significant quantity of sherds, which initially increase in number (medium-sized 

at the bottom) but then decrease again towards the top (becoming crushed fragments), with 

some burnt and darker sherds, a few limestone pebbles, sandstone pieces, large quartz 

pebbles, perhaps slag, and some plant remains at the bottom. This layer seems also to show a 
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strong accumulation of rubbish and settlement remains, but mixed with sandy wadi deposits. 

SoM2009/04.A is considerably sandier, including laminae and mixed clusters of yellow 

clayish sand, yellow sand (some subrounded grains), dark brown sand, dark brown silty sand, 

as well as very few small sized sherds and limestone pebbles, suggesting deposits resulting 

from periodic torrents from the local wadi. In fact, SoM2009/04, is located further to the west, 

closer to the mouth of the wadi and on the west side of the mound where modern Saqqara 

town stands. However, in the absence of more detailed data, it is difficult not only to date 

SoM2009/04.A and SoM2009/04.B but also to understand whether the latter is 

chronologically associated with SoM2009/05.B. SoM2009/04.B represents, at the very least, a 

period during which a settlement existed nearby, whilst the wadi washouts in SoM2009/04.A 

may be associated with the climate interval described for the Old Kingdom (vide II.3.2.3, 

II.3.5, V.4.5) (cf. Giddy & Jeffreys 1992: 2; 1993: 12; Jeffreys et al. 1995: 1). Yet, evidence, 

including sequences of sediments, is sparse, and does not shed light on the date of the 

settlement that influenced these layers. Above these layers, sterile sands appear, suggesting 

the end of occupation (vide below in the text). However, doubts remain as to whether these 

were deposited after the Old Kingdom or much later, after the Roman Period. 

On the other side of this section of the valley, and above a low energy layer 

(SoM2009/03.A; Table AII.56), SoM2009/03.B (Table AII.58; Sections S04 and S05; Figure 

41) is instead highly heterogeneous with gritty, very dark, intercalated clayish sands and silty 

clays, presenting mica, crushed limestone, chert, sand grains, shell fragments and a large 

quantity of sherds, and is organic rich at the top (Qin 2010: 18, 68). Thus, it seems to indicate 

a margin environment that is consistent with the occurrence of streams. These depositional 

characteristics could be associated with those identified in SoM019, SoM062 and 

SoM2009/02 (Table AII.52; vide V.4.8), which would corroborate the existence of levees 

close to the modern Mariyutiya. Hence, this site may have been part of the western margin of 

a complex of embankments that was affected by floods for some time. Although difficult to 

date, SoM2009/03.B can tentatively be related to the environmental crisis during the First 

Intermediate Period and early Middle Kingdom (Map M03) (vide V.3.2, V.4.6). In fact, the 

layer not only suggests stronger floods, but also has levels consistent with deposits connected 

to that event in other cores. The relatively large quantity of sherds at this site and in 

SoM019.H (Table AII.52; vide V.4.8), may, as referred to above, indicate the presence of a 

nearby Old Kingdom settlement on these levees. 

The level of the layers mentioned above suggests a gentle downwards slope towards the 

east in this section of the valley. In fact, the top of the low energy deposits (SoM2009/06.B, 
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SoM2009/09.A, SoM2009/03.A; Table AII.56; Sections S04 and S05) descends towards the 

Mariyutiya. Moreover, the deepest margin sediments appear in SoM2009/03.B and thus, 

despite the lack of channel-bed remains, it is reasonable to assume that a stream in this section 

of the valley could have been located immediately westwards of SoM2009/03 (cf. Qin 2010: 

48–49), at least until the Middle Kingdom. 

An environmental transformation probably occurred later, after a settlement bordering 

quiet pools or marshes flourished on the western fringes of the valley, as shown by 

SoM2009/04.A, SoM2009/04.B and SoM2009/05.B (Table AII.57; Sections S04 and S05). In 

fact, while the sterility of SoM2009/05.C shows diminishing human activities in the nearby 

settlement or even its partial abandonment, SoM2009/06.C and SoM2009/09.B (Table AII.59; 

Sections S04 and S05) are heterogeneous and reveal sandier deposits, although still in a 

waterlogged floodplain matrix, i.e., mostly very dark, fine and very fine grained sediments 

(cf. Qin 2010: 15–17, 68–69). On the one hand, the coarser deposits may be a result of sand 

influx from western sources (the desert) transported by either aeolian means or wadi washout 

torrents (Giddy & Jeffreys 1992: 2; 1993: 12; Qin 2010: 30–34, 47), which is a hypothesis 

that is supported by thicker deposits closer to the western fringes of the valley (i.e., 

SoM2009/06.C). On the other hand, the sedimentary changes may indicate that streams 

became active closer to this area, and, in this case, it is possible to suggest that SoM2009/06.C 

and SoM2009/09.B represent the margins of a channel that flowed immediately to the east of 

SoM2009/09. Curiously, while material culture disappears in SoM2009/05.C, it persists in 

SoM2009/06 and SoM2009/09, further suggesting a fluvial origin for the coarser deposits, 

with these sherds and inclusions being a consequence of downstream transport instead of 

washouts from settled areas located both to the west and at a higher level. 

Given the sequences in the cores, it is reasonably straightforward to associate these 

previous layers and the changes they represent with SoM2009/03.B (Table AII.58; Sections 

S04 and S05), i.e., to the event associated with the latter (environmental crisis during the First 

Intermediate Period and early Middle Kingdom; vide above in the text). Note that, as referred 

to above in the text, previous works have suggested the existence of a channel in this position 

during the Early Dynastic Period or early Old Kingdom, with a subsequent eastward 

migration (Giddy 1994: 194–95; Qin 2010: 48–50). Nevertheless, particularly in the case that 

those layers represent margins of a migrating channel, this change could have also occurred 

later, with a channel closer to a resettled area on the western fringes of the valley, perhaps 

sometime between the New Kingdom and the Roman Period. In this case, the channel might 

have slowly moved westwards, with the margins related to a period during which the channel 
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stood immediately east of SoM2009/09 (cf. Giddy et al. 1990: 12). Later, perhaps already in 

the later part of the dynastic period or even after the Roman Period, the channel was in the 

vicinity of SoM2009/06, and SoM2009/06.D (Table AII.60) may therefore represent a 

channel bed (brownish sand, with frequent clay and silt appearing in clusters, not mixed and 

with some quartz pebbles). The nearby Shubramant canal (Qin 2010: 47) may be a recent 

regularisation of that earlier channel. Nonetheless the data limitations for this area do not 

allow any greater certainty regarding the interpretation of the deposits. Thus, SoM2009/06.D 

could alternatively represent persistent deposition of either aeolian sands or wadi washouts up 

to the post-Roman Period.   

To the east, the interpretation of SoM2009/04.C and SoM2009/04.D (Table AII.61; 

Section S04 and S05; Figure 41) is more straightforward. Above a layer with high rubbish 

content (SoM2009/04.B; Table AII.57), these two are sterile and composed of desert sands 

(yellowish brown and pale brown, grains mostly sub-rounded, with quartz and sandstone 

pebbles) (Qin 2010: 14, 68). Thus, the sand was probably transported by wind rather than by 

wadi washouts given the quality of the grains (Qin 2010: 28–29). Earlier settlement debris and 

rubbish disappear, suggesting abandonment of the site, which may have taken place after the 

Roman Period, but also perhaps even earlier, sometime after the Old Kingdom (cf. Giddy & 

Jeffreys 1992: 2; 1993: 12; Jeffreys et al. 1995: 1). 

Later, up to the present day, the entire section of the valley between the modern town of 

Saqqara and the Mariyutiya became a floodplain with very low depositional energy. Here, all 

cores reveal layers (SoM2009/03.C, SoM2009/03.D, SoM2009/05.D, SoM2009/05.E, 

SoM2009/06.E, SoM2009/09.C and SoM2009/09.D; Table AII.62; Sections S04 and S05; 

Figure 41) composed of fine-grained sediments, either very dark or dark, mostly micaceous, 

with plant/root remains in the upper deposits and the rare presence of sand, sherds and other 

inclusions (cf. Qin 2010: 15–18, 47, 68–69). These sediments demonstrate the persistence of 

waterlogged conditions and the strong influence of floods, particularly towards the east, that 

suggest long periods of inundation each year. The establishment of these environmental 

conditions, given both the level of the layers and their sequential relation, seems to have been 

earlier in the eastern zones and later in the western zones, possibly during the Middle 

Kingdom in SoM2009/03, and after the Roman Period in SoM2009/05 and SoM2009/06. As 

in other areas of the valley this stable floodplain was probably used for agriculture and is 

indicative of decreasing human activities up to recent centuries (vide V.4.8), despite the 

recent urban expansion. In fact, both SoM2009/05.E and SoM2009/06.E might partly result 
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from earthworks or soil displacement given their location in recently urbanised areas near the 

Shubramant canal. 

 

V.5. The Eastern Koms 

V.5.1. A stable and steady East Channel during dynastic times 

The occurrence of an East Channel at Memphis prior to initial settlement of this area, 

separated by an eastern cluster of sandbanks from the Central Channel flowing through the 

present-day birkas (Map M01), was already mentioned in V.1.4.  In fact, cores dug to the east 

of both Kom Dafbaby and Kom Qala‛a testify that a steady channel with constant streams 

flowed for a long time. In the northern core on this zone, SoM2004/04.A and SoM2004/04.B 

(Table AII.63; Sections S08 and S17; Figure 42), are composed of heterogeneous sands, 

generally fining-upward and very dark, with micas, sandy concretions, small pebbles, a few 

other inclusions (limestone, slag, flints) and some pockets of clay on higher levels. These 

deposits seem to represent the East Channel bed (cf. Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005: 9–10). Late 

Old Kingdom sherds were recognised, meaning that this channel was certainly flowing after 

that period (Qin 2010: 23, 48–49). 

The deepest layers on the Eastern Koms confirm the existence of an eastern cluster of 

sandbanks separating both the Central and the East Channel (vide V.1.5). Coarse sands with 

variable hues in SoM045.A, SoM047.A and SoM048.A (Table AII.63; Sections S01, S02, 

S05 and S17; Figure 42) are seemingly a remnant of a pre-Holocene sandbar—an area of 

higher ground similar to those described on the western cluster of sandbanks (Maps M01 and 

M02) (vide V.1.1, V.1.5). Note that the level and sediments in these layers are similar to those 

observed in Kom Rabi‛ (SoM035.A, SoM035.B, SoM035.C, SoM067.A, SoM067.B and 

SoM067.C; vide V.1.1; Figure 42) (cf. Jeffreys et al. 1987: 17; Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: 8; 

Giddy et al. 1990: 12). The slightly coarsening-upward sediments in SoM045.A, SoM047.A 

and SoM048.A suggest increasing streams and a channel migrating to a location closer to the 

Eastern Koms’ fringes. The rubbish deposit (sherds, stones and ash) above the coarse sands in 

SoM047.A is possibly a result of later earthworks made during the initial occupation of Kom 

Qala‛a (vide V.5.2).  

Note however that ground level height information for SoM047 and SoM048, as well as 

for other cores at Kom Qala‛a (SoM042, SoM044) and at Kom Helul (SoM171) (Figure 42), 

was not found in any register and thus is assumed to be lost. In such cases an approximated 

height was given using information from the MHR maps (Le Caire 1:5000 map series 1978). 
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Thus, these heights should be considered with caution because they could not be confirmed on 

site. For ease of recognition, these heights are presented between brackets in the text and in 

tables. Note also that both the description and interpretation of SoM040, in Kom Qala‛a, was 

included in subchapter V.3, as the cores revealed themselves as being sedimentary and 

environmentally correlated to those in the South Birka, rather than to the cores of either the 

East Channel or the Eastern Koms. 

The East Channel seems to have flowed relatively close to the Eastern Koms for some 

time given the thickness and the high level of both channel-bed and channel-margin deposits. 

Coarse sediments (mostly greyish brown sands and including stone clasts) in SoM041.B and 

SoM043.A (Table AII.64; Sections S03, S04 and S17) indicate channel beds and channel 

sandbanks with recurrent or, most possibly, perennial streams. These layers reach high levels, 

suggesting that the margin of the channel consistently bordered the east fringe of Kom Qala‛a. 

This is confirmed by channel-margin deposits (heterogeneous layers showing intercalated 

deposits and pockets with distinct hues, composed of sands, silty sands, silts and sandy clays, 

and some occasional limestone and ash) at related heights in SoM044.A, SoM044.B and 

SoM046.A (Table AII.64; Sections S02, S05 and S17; Figure 42). Despite the distance, 

SoM2004/04.C (Table AII.64; Sections S08 and S17) also reveals a margin environment, 

showing very dark highly micaceous mixed deposits (usually composed of sands and silts), 

with clay nodules, variable organic content, concretions, and with charcoal and roots 

appearing at the top. SoM2004/04.C represents the loss of fluvial influences in a site which 

was an earlier channel bed (SoM2004/04.A and SoM2004/04.B; Table AII.63) (cf. Jeffreys & 

Bunbury 2005: 9–10), and, in fact, these layers show a general fining-upward sequence in 

agreement with a slow decrease of streams and floods during the entire dynastic period, 

accompanying the general pattern of environmental changes (vide II.3.2.3). Material culture 

in most of those layers (SoM041.B, SoM043.A, SoM044.A, SoM044.B, SoM046.A and 

SoM2004/04.C) demonstrates not only settlement development at the margins of the East 

Channel, but also that the channel persistently stood close to inhabited areas on the Eastern 

Koms, possibly until the end of the Roman Period (vide II.3.3, III.4.4, III.4.5, III.5.3, III.6.2). 

Nevertheless, some subtle environmental changes and slight migrations of the main waterway 

are recognisable through sediment discontinuity and differences in level. One good example 

of this is a pool deposit (brownish stiff clay and silty clay) in SoM041.A (Table AII.64; 

Sections S04 and S17), which shows a period when this site, despite still being inundated, was 

not affected by streams.  
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Figure 42 – Cores collected in the Eastern and Northern Koms and associated with the East Channel (cf. maps 

and sections in Appendix VI) 
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V.5.2. Settlement at the Eastern Koms 

SoM045.A and particularly SoM047.A (Table AII.63; Sections S02, S05 and S17) reveal 

evidence of initial occupation at Kom Qala‛a, with the accumulation of rubbish over sterile 

coarse sands of a pre-Holocene sandbar even suggesting earthworks in this area (vide V.5.1). 

Immediately above, SoM045.B, SoM045.C and SoM047.B (Table AII.65; Sections S02, S05 

and S17) present mixed heterogeneous (both in colour and coarseness) but mostly sandy 

deposits (distinct sediments commonly appear in pockets or laminae). Ash, possibly a signal 

of vegetation clearance, appears mixed with what are probably artificially-displaced 

sediments and large quantities of human rubbish (deposits generally rich in sherds, of which 

the number increases upwards), especially in SoM045.B. These layers represent settlement 

debris that was either washed out from higher ground or purposely dumped on channel 

margins (earthworks). In addition to confirming human occupation, they reveal significant 

human interference, possibly reflecting initial settlement development at Kom Qala‛a.  

The decline of the Central Channel and particularly the drying of the Middle Birka 

facilitated access to the Eastern Koms (vide III.4.2, III.4.5, V.3.4). This, together with the 

general stability of the East Channel, seems to have provided perfect conditions for the 

expansion of Memphis towards the Eastern Koms after the early New Kingdom. 

Nevertheless, the settlement on the Eastern Koms, or at least the human activities on it, may 

have started earlier. On the one hand, sherds in SoM2004/04.A (vide V.5.1) denote a date not 

earlier than the late Old Kingdom for initial settlement. On the other hand, in SoM045.C and 

SoM047.B, early sediments with human-related debris and rubbish suggest a temporary 

environmental stage with higher water levels and stronger flows. These deposits may thus be 

related to the environmental crisis distinguished at other zones in and around the Memphis 

ruin field during the First Intermediate Period and the early Middle Kingdom (Map M03) 

(vide V.3.2, V.4.6). Consequently, these layers support an earlier date for human activities on 

the Eastern Koms, perhaps sometime during the late Old Kingdom and the end of the Middle 

Kingdom, even if this did not involve either intensive occupation or the establishment of a 

permanent settlement (Map M02). Note that in this regard the blocks observed in Kom Nawa 

(NAD) with the name of Amenemhat II, which were probably reused in a later building and 

could have been taken from other areas of the Memphis ruin field (vide III.3.2). However, 

there is a striking lack of evidence for the question of when either human activities or 

settlement began on the Eastern Koms. At least it seems clear that urban expansion on these 

mounds did not develop and expand quickly or evenly, given the extreme differences in 

material culture quantities in environmentally related, probably contemporary, layers. For 
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instance, while in the southern cores SoM044.A and SoM048.A are practically sterile, 

towards the north, SoM041.A, SoM041.B and SoM043.A (Figure 42; Section S17), have 

large quantities of rubbish and settlement debris both deeper and at the same level (vide 

V.5.1), which indicate that human occupation was less intensive towards the south of Kom 

Qala‛a, at least during an initial settlement stage (Maps M02, M03, M04, M05, M06). 

Above the layers which revealed the initial settlement on Kom Qala‛a, the deposits in 

SoM045.D, SoM045.E, SoM047.C, SoM047.D and SoM047.E (Table AII.66; Sections S02, 

S05 and S17; Figure 42) confirm development and urban expansion in this zone (Maps M06, 

M07, M08, M09 and M10). Despite the difficulties of interpreting the sediments, they seem to 

be settlement related and include remains of decomposed mud-bricks or settlement debris 

mixed with rubbish which was being deposited on dry open areas; these are particularly the 

generally greyish brown and yellowish brown sandy silts with ashy laminae, sherds, pebbles 

and calcium carbonate in SoM045.E, SoM047.C, SoM047.D and SoM047.E. The two latter 

layers are probably decomposed mud-bricks, some pieces of which were still identifiable in 

SoM047.E. It has even been suggested that SoM047.E may represent a section of a riverside 

wall which continued northwards (vide III.6.2) but, given the lack of similar deposits, did not 

extend much further south (Jeffreys & Giddy 1989: 8). Nevertheless, taking into account the 

main silty sand matrix and the occurrence of lamination, these layers may also represent 

channel margins that experienced occasional inundation (sometimes they even look more like 

floodplain deposits) while receiving settlement debris and large quantities of rubbish washed 

out from higher ground on the koms. This environmental characterisation seems even more 

plausible in SoM045.D, given its heterogeneity and grain size variability. Curiously, 

settlement-related sediments do not reach the surface in SoM045 (in contrast to SoM047) and 

were at a certain point covered by floodplain deposits (vide V.5.4), which confirm the 

abandonment of certain areas of the eastern mounds.  

There was also an expansion of settlement and human activities in Kom Helul. 

However, these probably occurred later (vide V.5.3), given the comparatively high level of 

the related deposits and the lack of pre-Ptolemaic remains in this southern part of the Eastern 

Koms (vide III.6.2). Layers SoM163.A, SoM163.B, SoM163.C, SoM171.A, SoM171.B, 

SoM173.A and SoM173.B (Table AII.67; Figure 42) seem generally to show settlement-

related deposits (Maps M09 and M10). They are composed of accumulations of settlement 

debris with large quantities of rubbish and may result from in situ decomposition of buildings. 

Their heterogeneity (silty clays, clayish silts, silts, sandy silts and silty sands, mainly greyish 

or brownish), the presence of lamination and large quantities of rubbish, charcoal and burnt 
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materials suggest that this part of the settlement suffered several stages of reconstruction or 

urban renewal, including possible episodes of destruction by fire, or even some sporadic 

floods. SoM171.A could either be mud-brick remains or a clay based floor or plaster, 

SoM173.A and SoM173.B may represent a sequence of building phases (decomposed mud-

bricks) and SoM163.A could be a possible limestone structure. However, these layers could 

also represent settlement debris that either accumulated in open urban spaces, was washed out 

or reworked. In fact, the cores in Kom Helul were difficult to interpret, given their shallow 

depth and disparate sedimentary characteristics at similar levels. The layers in SoM170 are 

particularly ambiguous. SoM170.A, SoM170.B, SoM170.C and SoM170.D (Table AII.67; 

Figure 42) are similar to nearby layers mentioned above and thus corroborate their 

interpretation, i.e., they may represent sequential bedded layers of mud-brick remains in situ, 

with SoM170.B being an intermediate sand foundation. However, the finer sediments in 

SoM170.A and SoM170.C may also reveal floodplain or pool margins, pointing to temporary 

influences of a pool in the South Birka (vide V.3.3), perhaps between stages of local 

renovation. The laminated sandier deposit in SoM163.B, between 20.35m a.s.l. and 20.75m 

a.s.l., could either be a remnant of an earthwork, a soil clearance, or even a consequence of a 

strong flood. Note also the distinct interpretation for layers in SoM162 and SoM172 (Table 

AII.72; Section S01; vide V.5.4). Thus, a possible explanation for all the layers in Kom Helul 

is that this area was probably being settled intermittently whilst being affected by the rising 

water level in the South Birka’s pool. Given the archaeological record of the area (vide 

III.6.2) the apparent distinct stages of reconstruction possibly correspond to urban 

transformations during the Ptolemaic or Roman Periods. However, given the lack of evidence, 

this date is only a suggestion, and they may be either older or instead represent a period of 

slow abandonment after the Roman Period. Moreover, it is probable that both large 

earthworks and soil displacements took place in this location after the Roman Period (vide 

V.5.4). 

In Kom Sabakha, the archaeological finds conform with the landscape evolution 

proposed for the southern fringes of the Eastern Koms, particularly Kom Helul. Two bath 

buildings (SAA, SAB; vide III.6.2) dated to the late Ptolemaic and Roman Periods. These are 

the earliest finds yet detected in Kom Sabakha, and with relatively low floor levels (c. 21.5m 

a.s.l.), less than a metre above the floor of the Ramessid temples further north, suggest that the 

mound might be of relatively late formation (Jeffreys et al. 1984: 28; Jeffreys 1985: 18). 

Thus, Kom Sabakha, the southern mound of the ruin field, was part of Ptolemaic and Roman 
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Memphis and may have represented a southern expansion of the city during these periods 

(Maps M09 and M10). 

 

V.5.3. Pool south of Kom Helul (late Middle Kingdom to Roman Period) 

In the southeastern fringe of Kom Helul, SoM048.B and SoM048.C (Table AII.68; Sections 

S01 and S17) show sedimentary characteristics and sequences which are disparate from the 

other cores on both the Eastern Koms and the East Channel (Figure 42). These layers are 

sterile or have insignificant amounts of sherds to much higher levels than in other cores 

further north, which confirms a less intense and probably later urban development towards the 

south of the Eastern Koms (vide V.5.2). Given its location and despite the doubts about its 

surface level (vide V.5.1), this core provides indication of connections and inter-relations 

between the Central Channel and the East Channel. In fact, SoM048.A (Table AII.63; vide 

V.5.1) can be correlated to layers observed in the South Birka, i.e., SoM032.D and SoM040.C 

(Table AII.22; vide V.3.2), as both sediments and levels are similar. Thus, channel-bed 

sediments in SoM048.A not only record the period of increased streams and floods referred to 

in V.3.2, but also denote the existence of a channel linking the East and the Central Channels 

immediately south of Kom Helul (Map M03). 

Higher up, SoM048.B and SoM048.C still present similarities, both in sediments and 

levels, to SoM032.E and in part to SoM040.D (Table AII.26; Sections S02, S05 and S16), and 

even SoM040.E (Table AII.28) (vide V.3.3), which suggest contemporary and 

environmentally connected layers (Maps M06, M07, M08, M09 and M10). The grey silty clay 

in SoM048.B reveals an initial waterlogged floodplain, probably with floodwater standing for 

long periods of the year. SoM048.C, which is composed of stiff smooth clay, generally 

greyish, with some inclusions (plant remains, limestone flecks and very few sherds), indicates 

that the site changed soon after to a quiet pool or a marsh environment with deposition of 

rubbish from nearby settlement, as in the South Birka in SoM032.E. This is surprising, as it 

was expected that SoM048, given its location, would correlate with other cores situated east 

of the Eastern Koms, which instead reveal channel-bed and channel-margin related deposits. 

Thus, the clays in SoM048.B and SoM048.C suggest that the pool in the South Birka 

extended towards the southeast as far as a line drawn between the southeastern corner of Kom 

Helul and the northeastern limit of Kom Sabakha. Moreover, it strongly indicates that the 

South Birka was linked to and water-fed from the East Channel, probably until the end of the 

Roman Period, given both the thickness of the layer and the almost sterile deposits 
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immediately above. This connection had practically no flow energy, as the South Birka was 

already blocked on its northern side and had a higher pool-bed level.  

 

V.5.4. Settlement decline and eastward movement of the East Channel 

Layers on the east fringes of the Eastern Koms reveal a later slow disappearance of channel 

sediments and a decrease of streams. Rather than representing a general lowering of water 

both in the Nile and during its floods, it is probable that these layers are a consequence of 

channel migration, in this case towards the east (vide II.3.3). This was a slow but steady 

channel movement, which probably started later in the dynastic period and lasted for a few 

millennia. Since then the channel has moved east to its current location. 

The eastward movement of the East Channel was neither identical nor simultaneous 

along the fringes of the Eastern Koms. For instance, the sequences in SoM2004/04.A, 

SoM2004/04.B (Table AII.63) and SoM2004/04.C (Table AII.64; Figure 42) suggests that the 

drift of the channel had started earlier further north, possibly as a consequence of reduced 

local human control of the channel margins (vide V.5.1). In contrast, SoM043.B, SoM043.C 

and SoM044.C (Table AII.69; Sections S02, S03 and S17; Figure 42), on the southern half of 

Kom Qala‛a, show a longer permanence of channel deposits which are represented in these 

layers by silty sands and coarse sands that are mostly light-coloured and brown. The general 

reduction of sherds and human rubbish point to a date after the decline of the settlement on 

this kom, and thus these sediments were probably deposited after the Roman Period. 

Nevertheless, the prevailing fining-upward sequence, from SoM043.A (Table AII.64; vide 

V.5.1) up to SoM043.D (Table AII.71; vide below in this section), verifies the steady loss of 

stream energy, confirming the migration of the channel main bed. The persistence of channel 

sediments in this area may reveal some characteristics of the East Channel. On the one hand, 

this sector of the margins could have remained artificially clean and lower during the later 

dynastic periods (Ptolemaic and Roman Periods?) to favour harbour activities (Maps M09 and 

M10); thus, even after its abandonment, the subsequent environmental change took longer. As 

a matter of fact, SoM044.C is composed of sediments (mostly pale brown coarse sand) that 

were probably deposited on the bed of a perennial channel, but it also shows the strong 

accumulation of rubbish originating from nearby settled areas. Hence, this layer might be a 

vestige of an artificially maintained margin bottom, i.e., a sort of docking area for boats. On 

the other hand, it is possible that the East Channel was bent in the area east of Kom Helul and 

Kom Sabakha, with the main bed flowing slightly further eastward in front of the depression 

between these two koms. This corroborates the evidence of later flows and streams closer to 
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the kom in SoM043.B, SoM043.C and SoM044.C and the simultaneous low-energy pool 

deposits in the southeast fringe of Kom Helul (vide V.5.3). 

The eastward drift of the East Channel is confirmed by the presence of margins where 

earlier both channel-bed sediments, i.e., SoM044.C, SoM041.B and SoM046.A (Table AII.64; 

vide V.5.1), and pool-bed deposits, i.e., SoM048.C (Table AII.68; vide V.5.3), were observed. 

Those margin deposits, either from channels or floodplain, are identified in SoM041.C, 

SoM044.D, SoM046.B and SoM048.D (Table AII.70; Sections S01, S02, S04, S05 and S17; 

Figure 42), and are composed of silty sands, mostly pale and yellowish brown, with 

intercalated deposits and laminae, usually darker or showing finer sediments (clayish silt, silt, 

sandy silt). Even disregarding the sequences and sedimentary characteristics of the layers, 

every one of these cores shows the upwards loss of direct stream influence. Despite still 

revealing some settlement influences, the quantity of rubbish in the cores diminishes 

considerably, as does the coarseness of the deposited debris, whilst, correspondingly, the 

proportion of flood-related sediments increases. Hence, again, these are indications of 

diminishing human activity, and the probable abandonment of Kom Qala‛a in particular and 

the Eastern Koms in general. Settlement debris and rubbish was still being washed out from 

higher ground, probably from degraded urban assets or ruins. At the same time, flood 

repercussions increased on these sites due to the rising floodplain ground surface and rising 

water table level. 

The top layers of the eastern fringes of the Eastern Koms substantiate the eastward 

movement of the East Channel. Deposits in SoM041.D, SoM041.E, SoM042.A, SoM043.D, 

SoM043.E, SoM044.E, SoM045.F, SoM045.G, SoM046.C, SoM046.D, SoM048.E, 

SoM048.F, SoM2004/04.D and SoM2004/04.E (Table AII.71; Sections S01, S02, S03, S04, 

S05, S08 and S17; Figure 42), which are mainly composed of compact silty sediments 

(slightly clayish silt, silt, sandy silt) generally yellowish brown or brownish yellow, show that 

these zones lost direct channel influence, becoming part of the floodplain and being regularly 

affected by inundation (cf. Jeffreys & Bunbury 2005: 9–10). Some layers even show a 

transitional stage through finer sediments (clays, silty clays, sandy clays, clayish silts), both in 

early persistently inundated sites (SoM041.D, SoM043.D and SoM048.E) and in areas further 

away from the koms (SoM2004/04.D), which resulted from deposition on a very low and 

waterlogged floodplain that was probably inundated for large periods during the year before 

the definitive creation of a typical dryer floodplain environment (cf. Jeffreys & Bunbury 

2005: 9–10). Almost all these cores are located very close to the koms and thus they generally 

have large and increasing upward content of material culture. These materials are either old 
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remains washed out from the Eastern Koms or modern rubbish deposited due to recent 

expansion of the local population, nearby settlements and proximal infra-structure. Note that 

the mostly sterile floodplain sediments in SoM045.F and SoM045.G cover several layers 

composed of settlement deposits (SoM045.B, SoM045.C, SoM045.D and SoM045.E; Tables 

AII.65 and AII.66; vide V.5.2). Stronger waterlogged conditions are common in the top layers 

of cores further from the koms, which indicates floodwater standing for longer—a 

consequence of lower ground level and a rising of the water table level. This environmental 

change towards floodplain conditions possibly started after the Roman Period (cf. Jeffreys & 

Bunbury 2005: 9–10). Since then and up to the present day, these areas were probably used 

mainly for farming, considering the upwardly broadening increase of sediments suggesting 

agricultural soil. 

To the southwest of Kom Helul, SoM162.A, SoM162.B, SoM162.C, SoM162.D, 

SoM162.E, SoM172.A and SoM172.B (Table AII.72; Section S01; Figure 42) are somehow 

different from the other layers on that kom and on Kom Qala‛a. On the one hand, they are 

mainly sterile with very small amounts of rubbish. On the other hand, they are mainly 

composed of greyish and brownish fine-grained sediments (silty clays, clayish silts, silts, 

slightly sandy silts) with some traces of mica. These deposits are probably associated with 

either waterlogged floodplain or pool margins despite their relative high level, especially 

when compared with non-floodplain deposits in nearby layers (vide V.5.2). A possible 

explanation for this apparent contradiction is that SoM162.A, SoM162.B, SoM162.C, 

SoM162.D, SoM162.E, SoM172.A and SoM172.B are a result of massive earthworks, or 

perhaps embankments, which were made using sediments from the South Birka (mainly) and 

settlement debris from Kom Helul. Accordingly, these cores are located on a small hillock, 

forming a sort of peninsula from the main body of the kom: the two mounds are separated by 

a narrow depression where a modern canal flows. Hence, the hillock was probably artificial 

infill. It is nevertheless difficult to understand when this might have been formed. The 

proximity of a large industrial compound immediately to the south might support a very 

recent date, but nothing precludes the possibility of an earlier date (Ptolemaic or Roman 

Period?) for the small mound. Curiously, taking into account the persistence of both the pool 

in the South Birka and its connection to the East Channel, this location seems strategic for 

controlling and securing riverine access to this waterbody and its settled margins, making it an 

optimal position for either a defensive, observation or check-point structure. 

Despite appearing today as an isolated mound and having been ignored in the past as an 

integral part of the ruin field (vide II.4), it has been suggested that Kom Sabakha might 
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originally have been connected to Kom Helul and thus may have represented a southern 

extension of the eastern mounds. Evidence for this includes the position of the field 

boundaries in the depression separating the mounds and Joseph Hekekyan’s overall site plan 

(Jeffreys 2010: fig. 10) which shows Kom Sabakha virtually joined to the southern tip of Kom 

Helul (Jeffreys 1985: 5–6). The field boundaries, however, may also represent a sequence of 

margins with banks left behind by the slow eastward movement of the East Channel. In this 

case, it is also possible that the first area to silt up, most probably after the Roman Period, was 

the fringe between Kom Sabakha and Kom Helul. This would have aided the blocking of the 

South Birka and the corresponding access of water and sediments to the depression, allowing 

it to remain a low dumping area for centuries despite the withdrawal of the East Channel. 

 

V.6. The Northern Koms 

Data from only three cores are available for the Northern Koms. SoM065 is located on the 

central area of Kom Tuman, while SoM049 and SoM050 were drilled on its northwestern 

fringes, in a transitional space between the kom and the floodplain valley (Figure 42). Despite 

the limited sources, the deposits in these cores are straightforward in revealing the landscape 

and environmental changes that affected this zone. Regrettably, there is no sedimentary data 

for either Kom ‛Aziz or Kom Dafbaby, which limits our interpretation regarding their 

environmental changes. 

As mentioned above (vide V.1.2, V.1.5), a sandbank stood above the streams in the area 

of Kom Tuman before and during the time when the western cluster of sandbanks was 

beginning to be settled (Maps M01 and M02). Perennial channels seem to have bordered the 

sandbank from the west, south, east and perhaps also from the north. Given the present-day 

topography, I suggest that this sandbank might already have been higher towards its western 

fringe—which is still the western limit of Kom Tuman today—where the surface level 

dropped sharply to the West Channel. The surface level probably decreased gently towards 

the east where active lateral accretion was possibly bending the East Channel and pushing it 

eastwards, and in this way starting to shape both Kom ‛Aziz and Kom Dafbaby. 

The cores on the Northern Koms support the changes interpreted in previous 

subchapters. SoM050.A (Table AII.4) is a layer identified as representing the bed of a main 

perennial channel, deposited before the initial settlement of the western cluster of sandbanks 

(vide V.1.2). Above it, SoM050.B and SoM050.C (Table AII.73; Sections S08 and S15) 

present a fining-upward sequence which confirms decreasing flows and weaker floods, and 

the transformation of the site towards a pool or a marsh. At the same time, above a high 
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sandbank (SoM065.A; Table AII.5; vide V.1.2), SoM065.B and SoM065.C (Table AII.73; 

Sections S08 and S16) reveal sediments typical of a stable floodplain environment (silts, 

sandy silts and silty sands, with laminae and pockets composed of either coarser sand or finer 

compact clay), which probably accumulated slowly (keeping up with the general rise of the 

Nile valley’s floor) during the Old Kingdom (Map M02). 

Later, SoM050.D and SoM065.D (Table AII.74; Sections S08, S15 and S16) also show 

deposits related to the environmental crisis during the First Intermediate Period and early 

Middle Kingdom recognised in other cores (vide V.3.2, V.4.6). In SoM050.D, temporary 

stream flows are suggested by heterogeneous marginal deposits with calcium carbonate and 

brownish sandy laminae and pockets in a generally light-coloured silty clay and clayish silt 

matrix. In SoM065.D, floodplain deposits reveal stronger flood effects through the increase of 

sedimentary heterogeneity, mixing and lamination. Consequently, floods were probably 

affecting the Northern Koms at least partly during the Middle Kingdom (Map M03). Note that 

SoM050.D and SoM065.D are basically sterile. 

SoM049.A, SoM050.E, SoM065.E and SoM065.F (Table AII.75; Sections S08, S15 

and S16) suggest occupation and settlement on Kom Tuman. In SoM065.E, an upward 

sequence of pale brown sediments from sandy silt, coarse sand, slightly sandy silt and again 

coarse sand (this becoming greyish brown), with a concentration of Nile silt sherds at the 

bottom but sterile above, seems to reveal several stages of artificial infill, raising the mound 

further above the floodplain. SoM065.F shows even clearer evidence of human presence, i.e., 

highly heterogeneous dark deposits mainly composed of sandy ash (also including clays, 

sandy clayish silts and sandy silts), with constant upwardly increasing quantities of sherds. 

Seemingly contemporary with these sediments, as suggested by the level at which sherds 

appear and given the relative height and sequences of their deposits, the greyish and brownish 

silty clay and clayish silt matrices in SoM049.A and SoM050.E suggest the resetting of a pool 

environment with significantly quieter stream conditions. In these two layers, the quantity of 

rubbish demonstrates that a settlement or human activities had developed nearby. 

SoM065.E and SoM065.F rest over thinner layers that reveal the environmental crisis 

during the First Intermediate Period and early Middle Kingdom, indicating that these 

settlement-related sediments may date from the Middle Kingdom (note the material culture 

from this period found here; vide III.3.2), despite previous suggestions that Kom Tuman was 

settled during the Old Kingdom or even earlier (vide III.2). However, this hypothesis should 

be taken with care because no in situ pre-18th Dynasty archaeological remains have yet been 

found on the Northern Koms (vide III.3.2, III.4.1, III.4.4, III.4.5) (Maps M04, M05 and M06). 
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In fact, as referred to above (vide V.3.3, V.3.4), the urban development of the Northern Koms 

may have been triggered by the construction of a huge artificial infill, which prevented water 

from circulating between Kom Dafbaby and Kom Nawa and created a land access to the 

Northern Koms. This infill only occurred sometime after the transformations in the Middle 

Birka during the New Kingdom, suggesting that settlement development in Kom Tuman 

probably did not occur earlier than the late New Kingdom. Accordingly, several stages of 

probable building activities, particularly in SoM065.F, may date from the Late Period (Map 

M08), when large structures were built in Kom Tuman (vide III.5.3). The thickness of 

SoM049.A and SoM050.E indicate a prolonged span for their environmental character, i.e., 

pools or a largely inundated floodplain, bordering not only the complexes built in Kom 

Tuman during the Late Period, but also succeeding Ptolemaic structures at least (vide III.6.1) 

(Maps M09 and M10). Given the general environmental changes described in prior sections, 

the persistence of this fluvial/inundated feature during this period probably demanded 

maintenance, and thus I speculate about possible function for it: I suggest it was a canal 

connecting the North Birka and the buildings on Kom Tuman to a main Nile channel further 

north for navigation or water supply, or even to act as defensive asset (a moat). 

Shallower layers on and around Kom Tuman, i.e., SoM049.B, SoM049.C, SoM049.D, 

SoM050.F, SoM050.G, SoM065.G, SoM065.H and SoM065.I (Table AII.76; Sections S08, 

S15 and S16), reveal less heterogeneity between them, an indication of more stable 

environments and minor landscape changes. In SoM065, sandy silts with diverse hues, 

showing pockets that are either sandier or clayier, incorporating significant amounts of 

rubbish and debris (sherds, calcium carbonate, flint, limestone, bones and lumps of calcite), 

and covered by a top soil (fine dusty silt) with Nile silt sherds and limestone chips, indicate 

settlement deposits which result from continuous and more stable urban occupation from the 

Late Period to the Roman Period at least (vide III.5.3, III.6.1, III.6.2). The deposits closer to 

the surface (SoM065.I and the upper levels of SoM065.H) show accumulation of eroded 

detritus from an abandoned settlement, but given their homogeneity they could also result 

from soil movement during the large-scale archaeological excavations which took place in 

this area at the end of the 19th century and beginning of the 20th century (vide II.4, III.5.3, 

III.7). The deposits in SoM049.B, SoM049.C, SoM049.D, SoM050.F and SoM050.G are also 

thick and homogeneous, and are mainly composed of fine-grained sediments (clay, silty clay, 

clayish silt, silt, sandy silt), covered by surface soils described as mixed plough soil with 

brown or dark brown loamy silts. Thus, in SoM049 and SoM050, these deposits reveal a 

stable floodplain and the development of agricultural practices following the disappearance of 
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the earlier pool (SoM049.A and SoM050.E; Table AII.75). The variable quantity of 

settlement debris (for example represented by sandier deposits) and rubbish in these layers 

can act as a proxy for the evolution of the settlement in Kom Tuman: their quantities decrease 

above both SoM050.F and SoM049.B, probably marking the abandonment or extreme decline 

of Kom Tuman, which most plausibly occurred shortly after the end of the Roman Period 

(vide III.6.2, III.7). 

 

V.7. Final notes on Chapter V 

The discussion and interpretations presented in Chapter V clearly show that the proposed 

methods provide new evidence and rich insights for archaeological investigation and 

historical study. These will be further discussed in Chapters VI and VII. The analysis of 

sediments in cores and the correlation of sedimentary matrices allowed detailed interpretation 

of palaeo-landscapes and palaeoenvironments, and moreover, their changes through time, 

providing an extensive and diachronic geomorphological context for the Memphis ruin field. 

This evidence clearly reveals complex transformations, confirming or dismissing many of the 

hypotheses regarding the development of Memphis that have previously been put forward. It 

became clear that without a clear understanding of the changes now demonstrated, it would be 

rather difficult to interpret adequately some of the findings and sources. The results presented 

in Chapter V not only provide a model of the geomorphological changes in Memphis during 

the historical periods of dynastic Egypt, but also demonstrate how those changes can be 

directly correlated with historical events, which, without an environmental contextualisation, 

could not have been fully interpreted until now. This proves that the study of sub-ground 

sedimentary deposits in the area of the Memphis ruin field was much needed and it is often 

essential for archaeological research. Furthermore and importantly, future investigations in 

Memphis now have a model that provides a detailed geomorphological scenario within which 

it is possible to contextualise future findings. 
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MEMPHIS: A CHRONOLOGICAL SYNTHESIS 

The results of the borehole analyses, described and discussed in Chapter V and in Appendix 

VI (maps and sections; the maps are synthesised in Figure 43), are here associated with the 

known geographical, geomorphological, historical and archaeological data of the investigated 

area, which are presented in Chapters II and III. Hence, Chapter VI considers and synthesises 

all the results and provides the general interpretation of this investigation. A model of the 

urban, landscape and environmental evolution in the area of the Memphis ruin field is here 

presented and it is summarised in Table VII (vide VII.2). Furthermore, possible cause–effect 

relationships between geomorphological changes and known historical events are described, 

together with suggestions of impacts on the status of the city and on its urban, socio-economic 

and political context. 

 

VI.1. The foundation of Memphis 

The reasons for the initiation and further development of a settlement in the area of the 

Memphis ruin field, and at a broader scale, the foundation of Memphis and the establishment 

of the dynastic capital in the Memphite region, may be investigated by examining 

geographical constraints. Environmental changes at a local and regional scale, i.e., increased 

aridity in the bordering deserts and destabilisation of slopes on the fringes of the valley, in 

combination with decreasing flows and floods of the Nile and natural regularisation of 

channels in the valley (vide II.3), created the conditions for a steady relocation of the main 

settled zones from the peripheries to the core areas of the valley (vide III.1, III.2, V.2, V.4.9).  

 In the Memphis ruin field (Map M01 in Appendix VI; Figure 43), areas of high ground 

consisted of three main clusters of sandbanks (Western, Eastern and Northern Koms) and a 

fourth minor one immediately to the west (vide V.1). Three main branches of the Nile (West, 

Central and East Channels) surrounded and separated those clusters. These channels were part 

of a multichannel river system and thus they were connected and not independent in terms of 

flows. In such a landscape, the apex of the delta was probably not as clearly defined as it is 

today, with all these channels making up part of a diverging pre-deltaic sector of the Nile. 

 A settlement probably started to develop during the Early Dynastic Period, or even 

before, on the Western Koms (vide III.1, V.2), which was probably a conspicuous 

topographic feature (a turtleback possibly formed during the Pleistocene; vide III.3.5). This 

high ground in the valley offered protection against floods and became a privileged site for 

settlement (Map M01 in Appendix VI; Figure 43). Moreover, while channels were migrating 
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away from the eastern fringes of the valley (vide II.3.3, V.4.9), these elevated areas of the 

Memphis ruin field were both surrounded by and closer to Nile branches, enabling easy 

access to waterways. Diminishing flows, lower floods and the development of a meandering 

system on the Nile had the effect of stabilising the channels and expanding areas of floodplain 

throughout the valley (vide II.3), favouring local urban development, proximal agricultural 

practices and economic exploitation of the river, e.g., for fishing and navigation (Butzer 1976: 

106–8; Kemp 2006: 73–78; Pennington et al. 2016: 13–14). Thus, even if justified by 

environmental causes, the relocation of settlement into the valley, specifically at the Memphis 

ruin field, brought several practical and strategic advantages.  

The establishment of an unified state brought needs in terms of both state control and 

development of communications, and resulted in increasing external trade and the expansion 

of agriculture (Bard 2003: 63–66, 78–82; Kemp 2006: 73–78). Consequently, tight control of 

the Nile as the main thoroughfare of Egypt became essential to the new centralised power, 

with the apex of the delta being the most advantageous point (vide II.3.4). In this regard, 

recognition of the importance of the Nile as early as the Predynastic Period is illustrated by 

representations of boats on Naqada I (Amratian) and Naqada II (Gerzean) vessels (Midant-

Reynes 2003: 46, 50–51) and in paintings in tomb 100 at Kom el-Ahmar (Hierakonpolis, 

Nekhen) dated to the Naqada II (Gerzean) Period (Midant-Reynes 2003: 50; Kemp 2006: 81, 

396, fig. 25), and by the Early Dynastic Period boat burials in mortuary complexes of both 

kings at Abydos and high officials at Saqqara and Helwan (Jeffreys & Tavares 1994: 147–54; 

O’Connor 1995). Thus, taking into account the local landscape described in this dissertation, 

the Memphis ruin field presented enormous strategic advantages, and the proximity of the 

delta apex was possibly a decisive argument for the location of the new capital. Thus, the 

suggestion that settled areas on the Western Koms were, at the very least, an important part of 

an early dynastic capital city (vide III.1) gains strength. However, the sedimentological 

evidence does not refute or confirm whether this was the very first settled sector of a capital 

city, i.e., a proto-Memphis, nor whether any royal residence or administrative building was 

located here during this early stage of the city’s development. In fact, other high areas of the 

valley might have been settled either before or at a similar time, particularly the banks formed 

by clays to the northwest and west of the Western Koms, and even the Northern Koms (vide 

III.1, III.2). Nevertheless, the Memphite region became the capital zone of Egypt (vide III.1, 

III.2), while the focus of development and the socio-economic centre of the country shifted to 

the north (Jeffreys & Tavares 1994; Bard 2003: 63–82).  
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Hence, the location of the capital zone of the new state in this region seems to have been 

a political decision which took into account advantageous geographical and geomorphological 

characteristics. The rulers of the newly created Egyptian state probably installed institutions 

of power from where the country could be effectively controlled. Additionally, the creation of 

a new capital may have fitted ideological purposes, i.e., symbolising the opening of a new era 

and the unification of the Two Lands (Upper Egypt and Lower Egypt) (Kemp 2006: 60–61). 

The importance of this location can also be highlighted by the apparent effort that was made 

to establish the settlement. Despite its advantages, high ground in the valley was still threated 

by higher floods while the surrounding lower floodplain was still dominated by unstable 

branches of the Nile intercalated with swampy and brackish areas (vide II.3.4, V.1, V.3.1, 

V.4.1, V.4.2), where agro-production may have been difficult (Map M01 in Appendix VI; 

Figure 43). In that sense, the Sadd el-Kafara, a dam constructed during the early Old 

Kingdom in the Wadi el-Garawi (to the southeast of Helwan) probably for flood control 

(Garbrecht & Bertram 1983; Dreyer & Jaritz 1985), and, despite their poor value as evidence, 

the accounts of Herodotus (The Histories II.10, II.99; Godley 1920) remind us of the probable 

difficulties faced by the inhabitants of the region at that time. Herodotus tells of how Aha 

dried an old stream on the east side of the Nile valley for the foundation of Memphis, and that 

Egypt was a gift of the river but that in great part it was a land which had been won by the 

Egyptians as an addition to what had been given to them. 

 

VI.2. Early Dynastic Period and Old Kingdom 

Memphis was the capital of Egypt until the end of the Old Kingdom. The city grew both in 

extension and in magnificence, concentrating all central power structures of the state (vide 

III.2). Here, the strongly centralised new power created the centre of the regime, from where 

king, elites and top officials could effectively control the country (politically, socially and 

economically) through an increasingly elaborate administration; religion, traditions and high 

culture were also under strict control of the crown, with the main cultural and religious 

installations located in or close to the capital (Bard 2003: 81–82; Málek 2003; Seidlmayer 

2003: 111–12; Kemp 2006: 60–161). However, the exact locations of most of these 

installations—royal residence, elite quarters, administrative buildings, cultural institutions and 

temples—are still unknown. Only those related to burials and funerary cults of the kings have 

been detected, with these located on the valley’s fringes, although their grandeur and richness 

reveal the probable monumentality of Memphis (vide III.2). Their monumental character also 

suggests that the city was developed to express the power and wealth of kings and the 
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ideology and successes of the state (Málek 2003: 85–87; Kemp 2006: 99–101, 107–10). 

Egyptian traditions, cultural identity and artistic distinctiveness were all matured in Memphis 

under direct control of the leadership and, in fact, no major monuments that attested the 

grandeur of the Old Kingdom have yet been found outside the region before the 5th Dynasty 

(Málek 2003; Seidlmayer 2003: 111–12). The impact of such a statement regarding 

centralisation and power was so strong that Memphis continued to be seen both as the main 

centre of Egyptian identity and culture and as the domain of strong kings ruling over a unified 

Egypt during the entire dynastic period. 

The city itself spread throughout the region, occupying several areas of high ground in 

the valley of which the specific importance and vitality changed often (vide III.2). However, 

there is no evidence regarding the exact location of any state institution, e.g., royal palace, 

temple or administrative building, in the Memphis ruin field (vide III.2, V.2). Even the claim 

that it was a central part of the city is speculation. It is possible that such establishments 

changed location several times during the Old Kingdom, and that it was only from the 6th 

Dynasty onwards that these mounds became fully identified both as a central part of the 

capital city and with the toponym Memphis (vide III.2). 

The flows in the Nile steadily diminished during the Early Dynastic Period and the Old 

Kingdom (vide II.3.2.3). The West Channel started to decline (Map M02 in Appendix VI; 

Figure 43) (vide V.4.1, V.4.2). The secondary western cluster of sandbanks, which was now 

above the level of most floods, formed a natural levee that hindered the passage of the flows 

(vide V.4.3, V.4.4). A complex landscape of pools, marshes and low energy channels (fed 

mainly from the south and through the Central Channel) developed between these low 

mounds and the Western Koms (vide V.4.3). The West Channel was further obstructed by 

large amounts of sand from the recently formed western deserts, mostly of aeolian origin and 

transported both by storms and (indirectly) by channels, forming large sand accumulations 

northwestwards of the Western Koms (vide V.4.4). The Central Channel, which bifurcated 

towards the north, flowed between the Western, Northern and Eastern Koms. An eastward 

migration and strong decline of flows were also detected in this channel, particularly 

eastwards of Kom Rabi‛. However, the same migration pattern did not occur further north, as 

suggested by apparent stability on the margins of an inlet in Kom Fakhry and on Kom Mit 

Rahina (vide V.3.1). 

The settlement on the Western Koms grew and developed (vide V.2). Steadily 

decreasing flows and floods on the Nile (vide II.3.2) expanded areas of dry land available for 

either construction or agriculture in the region, particularly on the fringes of mounds (Map 
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M02 in Appendix VI; Figure 43) (vide V.3.1, V.4.1, V.4.2, V.4.4, V.5.1). Accordingly, the 

settlement spread, especially towards the south and the east in Kom Rabi‛ and towards the 

west in Kom Mit Rahina; the area west of Kom Fakhry was settled, as well as higher areas of 

the western secondary cluster of sandbanks (vide V.2, V.3.1, V.4.3, V.4.4). The general 

pattern of expansion seems to have been mainly directed to areas bordering active channels, 

which confirms strong links between the settlement’s activities and the river (vide III.2). 

Anthropic pressure led to the consolidation of the margins and to the rising of ground due to 

intensive deposition of debris and rubbish, further decreasing flood influences on the settled 

koms (vide II.3.5, V.3.1, V.4.3, V.4.4). Levees, earthworks, dykes and canals were possibly 

artificially managed or even built (vide III.2, V.3.1, V.4.3, V.4.7), not only to protect the city 

but also to adapt the floodplain for agricultural production (Hamdan 1961: 121–26; Butzer 

1976: 41–55). For instance, the eastward migration of the Central Channel may have been 

induced by urban expansion on eastern Kom Rabi‛, while, further north, on the eastern 

margins of Kom Fakhry and Kom Mit Rahina, the stability of the same waterway may have 

resulted from the population’s efforts to maintain a riverfront (docks?) that was useful for 

human activities (e.g., trade, communications, fishing) (vide V.2, V.3.1). Both the western 

and eastern marginal spaces of Kom Rabi‛, which were the target of intensive urban 

development (vide III.2, V.2) and connected to active channels (vide V.3.1, V.4.3), might also 

have been areas of activities related to the river (e.g., docks, harbours, etc.). 

The dry ground on the Eastern and Northern Koms also expanded (Map M02 in 

Appendix VI; Figure 43). The southern areas of the Eastern Koms and the eastern parts of the 

Northern Koms are hypothesised to have been used by humans, but the lack of evidence 

suggests that activities were neither intensive nor included permanent settlement (vide III.2, 

V.5.2, V.6). The East Channel was already a steady channel with stable flows, and was 

probably less affected by the decline of Nile flows and human pressure (vide V.5.1). 

The rate of such landscape changes increased further after the 4th Dynasty, as the flows 

and floods of the Nile kept declining. Their levels during the 5th and 6th Dynasties were the 

lowest of the entire dynastic period (vide III.3.2.3). At this time, the political situation started 

to change in Egypt (Málek 2003: 106–7; Seidlmayer 2003: 110–13): Memphis’ hegemony 

started to diminish mainly as a consequence of decentralisation but also due to lesser 

prosperity; provinces were becoming economically richer and culturally more developed; 

Memphis became poorer in all aspects, accompanying the fortunes of the later Old Kingdom 

rulers. 
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Figure 43 – Maps synthesising the interpreted palaeoenvironments and suggested palaeo-landscapes in the area 
of the Memphis ruin field during different periods of dynastic Egypt (these maps are smaller and less detailed 

versions of the maps presented in Appendix VI) 
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VI.3. First Intermediate Period 

At the beginning of the First Intermediate Period, Egypt was no longer a centralised state 

(Málek 2003: 107; Seidlmayer 2003: 110). Increasing decentralisation and the loss of power 

and wealth of the crown from the 6th Dynasty and particularly during the 7th and 8th Dynasties, 

disrupted the advantages of unification and caused the fragmentation of the social system 

(Málek 2003: 106–7; Seidlmayer 2003: 110–13). Given the direct connection between the city 

and the royal court, Memphis apparently suffered the effects of these transformations, despite 

still being the capital. The diminution of the volume, monumentality and artistic quality of 

buildings in the Memphite region is revealing in that sense (vide III.3.1). The provinces now, 

with elites established in provincial towns, had control of local political decisions and 

concentrated economic resources, diminishing the flow of wealth to the capital, and 

monopolising cultural development, with building activities, including royal ones, being 

concentrated out of the capital (Seidlmayer 2003: 111–17). Consequently Memphis probably 

suffered erosion of status, economic disruption, loss of population and dilapidation of both 

urban structures and buildings; this is not contradicted by the evidence (vide III.3.1). The 

situation apparently worsened when the royal residence moved to Ihnasya el-Medina at the 

beginning of the 9th/10th Dynasty (Seidlmayer 2003: 108). 

In the area of the Memphis ruin field, evidence of disturbance and decline are in fact 

visible, although it shows that some activities occurred and the area was inhabited (vide III.3). 

For instance, locally and at a regional scale, the cults of the deceased kings, together with the 

tradition of construction of private burials at the prestigious Memphite necropoleis never 

ceased (vide III.3). Royal mortuary complexes had their own resources and estates (Daoud 

2000; Málek 2000) and, thus, they provided at least one socio-economic basis for the local 

population. This allowed the endurance of some artistic, cultural and religious institutions 

which kept alive the traditions and legacy of the Old Kingdom. However, Memphis 

undoubtedly changed in socio-economic terms (vide III.3.1), and the city was probably little 

different from other provincial cities in Egypt (Seidlmayer 2003: 130–31). 

Aside from political and socio-economic reasons, it has been suggested that 

environmental factors (vide II.3.2.3, II.3.5), particularly migrations of channels and 

topographic changes, should be considered when analysing the decline, if any, of the 

Memphite region after the Old Kingdom (Giddy 1994: 197–98). In fact, sediments in cores 

indicate that decline at Memphis was either coincident or aggravated by a short-term 

environmental event marked by the sudden and strong increase of flows and floods in the Nile 

during the First Intermediate Period and early Middle Kingdom (vide V.2, V.3.2, V.4.6). 
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After being very low during the second half of the Old Kingdom, the levels of the Nile 

apparently rose sharply during the 9th/10th Dynasty (vide II.3.2.3), which was concurrent with 

stronger flows detected in the Central Channel and the channel southwest of Kom Rabi‛ (vide 

V.3.2, V.4.6) (Map M03 in Appendix VI; Figure 43). A peak may have been reached at the 

beginning of the Middle Kingdom, although interspersed with severe droughts (vide II.3.2.3). 

More precise dates for this event are not yet established and have been a matter of much 

discussion, but they seem to have caused by a wetter phase in the entire Nile basin (vide 

II.3.2.3).  

Consequently, floods affected large areas of the Memphis ruin field (vide V.3.2, V.4.6), 

particularly those that developed during the Old Kingdom when weaker levels of floods 

enabled the expansion of settled areas towards lower ground and the margins of channels 

(vide V.2, V.3.1, V.4.4). The sedimentary record in these earlier settled areas presented a 

general picture of flooding, destruction, and in some parts, the return of fluvial influences 

(Map M03 in Appendix VI; Figure 43). Moreover, the decline seems to have been general in 

the Memphis ruin field. Much reduced quantities of human debris and rubbish confirm the 

general decrease in human activities and, apparently, population. Even higher quarters on the 

Western Koms were affected either by floods or by large transformation or refurbishment, 

particularly at Kom Rabi‛. Some areas were only reoccupied in much later periods, while 

others were never resettled during dynastic times (e.g., the sandbanks to the west of the 

Western Koms). These sandbanks acted as levees and consequently the West Channel 

remained stagnant, while the small enclosed channel between those sandbanks and Kom Rabi‛ 

regained fluvial characteristics. The eastern margins of Kom Fakhry were not as dramatically 

affected, probably due to significant expansion of the city in this area during the Old 

Kingdom and, consequently, to reinforcement of local flood protections and the rising ground 

level.  

 

VI.4. Middle Kingdom 

The rise of the 11th Dynasty and the beginning of the Middle Kingdom apparently brought 

few changes to Memphis. This new dynasty, which was based at Thebes, reunified the 

country after the defeat of the last king of the 9th/10th Dynasty and again established a strong 

centralised state ruled by a powerful king, imposing nationwide tight controls on regional 

administration, religious authorities, cultural and artistic developments and economic 

production (Seidlmayer 2003: 133–34; Callender 2003: 139–45). With the advent of the 12th 
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Dynasty, the political centre of the country was transferred to a new capital, Itjtawy, in the 

region of the Faiyum, el-Lisht and el-Lahun (vide III.3.2). 

As during the Early Dynastic Period and the Old Kingdom, kings perhaps chose an ideal 

strategic location to firmly control a unified Egypt. Memphis was not selected, despite the 

promotion of Old Kingdom Memphite traditions, with the cult of the ruler and of the deceased 

kings being further developed and the Memphite necropoleis again starting to be used for 

royal burials (Callender 2003: 147) (vide III.3.2). Perhaps the region was still being affected 

by or had not yet recovered from the impact of strong floods and socio-economic decline 

during the First Intermediate Period and early Middle Kingdom (vide VI.3). It is possible that 

the apex of the delta was located further south (vide II.3.4), and thus, Memphis possibly did 

not provide the best conditions for the capital (cf. Giddy 1994: 197–98; 2012: 204–5). 

However, after divisions during the First Intermediate Period, the kings of the 12th Dynasty 

might have felt the need to associate themselves with a region that symbolised strong royal 

power and the union of the country—these ideals are apparently emphasised on the throne 

base from the pyramid temple of Senusret I (Kemp 2006: 70–73)—and/or might have 

recognised the importance of establishing themselves in areas fundamental for the state’s 

production of food and cereals (i.e., Middle Egypt and the Faiyum) given the possible 

destruction of downstream productive areas by the previously described environmental crises. 

Accordingly, both archaeological (vide II.3.2) and sedimentary data (vide V.2, V.3.3, 

V.4.7, V.4.8, V.5.2, V.5.3, V.6) suggest refurbishment, growth, development and even 

possible large-scale building in the Memphis ruin field. These transformations were facilitated 

by a gradual decline of Nile flows and diminution of flood levels after the early Middle 

Kingdom (vide II.3.2.3). Depressed areas of the earlier West Channel quickly became pools, 

marshes and low floodplain, while a channel, possibly the ancestor of the Bahr Libeiny, 

developed further westwards and much closer to Saqqara (Maps M04 and M05 in Appendix 

VI; Figure 43). On the Western Koms, higher areas seem to have been a target of urban 

reconstruction and refurbishment, while lower ones, which were affected by floods during the 

early environmental stage, were recovered for settlement, particularly around Kom Rabi‛. The 

city again expanded towards the channel margins. The western fringes of Kom Rabi‛ perhaps 

became an important part of the city. Here, docks may have existed on the margins of a small 

enclosed channel which seems to have endured until the New Kingdom. The Central Channel 

again lost energy and breadth, its margins becoming significantly less affected by floods. 

Human structures plausibly increased the effects of natural environmental change, and the 

Central Channel became a gentle waterway, partly artificially controlled, with large sections 
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of its margins enclosed by embankments, particularly in the areas of the Middle and South 

Birkas. The aim was probably to protect the city against high floods. This quiet waterbody in 

the birkas, which was strategically connected to the East Channel, already a main branch of 

the Nile (vide V.5.1), was bordered by the city on its west side, permitting the probable 

occurrence of docking areas and other fluvial-related activities on the east fringes of Kom Mit 

Rahina, Kom Fakhry and Kom Rabi‛ (vide III.3.2).  

With time, both the Central Channel and its northwest upstream arm silted up (vide 

V.3.3) (Maps M04 and M05 in Appendix VI; Figure 43). The small channel west of Kom 

Rabi‛ declined and large areas south of this kom became floodplain (vide V.4.7, V.4.8). The 

Central Channel became a pool that was essentially fed only from the East Channel, mainly 

during floods, and it is probable that embankments and earthworks for settlement expansion 

started to be developed on the west margin of the Middle Birka (vide V.3.3, V.3.4). 

Archaeological and sedimentary evidence suggest (although are not confirmed here) that the 

ground where the future Ptah temple complex was to be built may have begun to be drained 

during the reign of Amenemhat III and that the urban development of the Middle Birka may 

have started as early as the 12th Dynasty. This hypothetically took place through the initial 

development of east–west embankments bounding the Middle Birka, which might explain the 

linear east–west topographic structures that limit this birka and are still recognisable in the 

landscape today (vide III.3.2, V.3.3). The growth of the city continued and an incipient 

settlement probably appeared on the eastern parts of Kom Qala‛a (vide III.3.2, V.5.2). By the 

end of the Middle Kingdom some form of occupation may also have occurred on Kom 

Tuman, while a connection between this kom and Kom Mit Rahina was beginning to be 

defined by an embankment or levee, which was possibly artificial (vide III.3.2, V.3.3, V.6). 

Consequently, the North Birka lost almost all of its fluvial connection towards the northwest. 

Despite being again a time of large construction programs, very little was found in the 

Memphis ruin field apart from domestic structures (vide III.3.2). The targets of the kings’ 

monumentality were Thebes and other regional centres (Callender 2003), but a particular 

focus was directed to the capital region—Faiyum/el-Lisht/el-Lahun—where massive 

hydraulic structures controlling the passage of water between the Nile and the Faiyum were 

developed with the inauguration of a large-scale irrigation scheme for that depression (vide 

II.3.2.3, III.3.2). However, archaeological evidence suggests that Memphis was slowly 

recovering its status as centre of power (vide III.3.2), despite the time needed for the city and 

region to recover. In that regard, one of the intentions of the water management of the Faiyum 

may have been to divert part of the Nile’s floodwater and thus to reduce the vulnerability of 
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downstream regions, particularly Memphis. Flows were decreasing and the city was 

redeveloping, but the Nile was still showing instability, with successive periods of extremely 

high floods interspersed with droughts, which explains the particular attention of these kings 

towards river behaviour and hydraulic management (vide II.3.2.3). Thus, it is possible that the 

kings of the 12th Dynasty had the intention of making Memphis their capital. All blocks found 

in the Memphis ruin field that carry identification of kings of the 12th Dynasty belong to rulers 

who built pyramids at Dahshur. Thus, the presence of these blocks may suggest that those 12th 

Dynasty kings constructed in the Memphis ruin field. However, all these blocks were reused 

and found out of their original context, and thus, could have been quarried in Middle 

Kingdom pyramid complexes and transported to the Memphis ruin field during the New 

Kingdom—during this period, Middle Kingdom royal funerary structures at Dahshur were 

being dismantled for stone blocks (Fakhry 1961: 6–9; Alexanian et al. 2010: 8–9; 2012: 132). 

Taking into account a speculative relation between the location of royal burials and the capital 

city during the Old Kingdom (vide III.2), alternative hypotheses regarding the location of both 

the royal palaces and the capital during the Middle Kingdom can be proposed. Despite the 

short relative distance between Itjtawy, el-Lisht and Memphis, during the 12th Dynasty the 

location of royal burials may have been unrelated to the location of the palace, and thus, the 

placement of those pyramids could have been connected to other reasons (spatial availability, 

location of resources, politico-religious connections to earlier kings); the royal palaces of 

those kings buried in the Memphite necropolis could then have been located in Memphis.  

Apart from direct royal attention and amelioration of environmental conditions, the 

socio-economic structure of Memphis may have benefited from the renewed centralisation of 

cultural aspects at the court, despite this being a period of innovation. Whilst monumental 

construction again became a major form of expressing royal power, in conceptualising a new 

beginning for the Egyptian state (Callender 2003: 139–59), kings partially resorted to the 

Memphite cultural institutions that apparently maintained links to the traditions of the Old 

Kingdom’s high culture and preserved its expertise and high-quality artistic production (e.g., 

the pyramid shape was revived for royal burials; vide III.3.2). This steady recovery of the 

cultural prominence of Memphis induced the redevelopment of local institutions and, 

consequently, the city’s socio-economic structure. For instance, it is probable that Memphis 

was an important centre for scribal knowledge, as shown by the discovery of important 

official records from the reign of Amenemhat II at Mit Rahina (Altenmüller & Moussa 1991). 
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VI.5. Second Intermediate Period 

The interpretation of data from cores did not reveal particular changes connected to the 

Second Intermediate Period and thus suggest that urban development in the Memphis ruin 

field was a continuation of the patterns of the Middle Kingdom (vide VI.4) (Map M05 in 

Appendix VI; Figure 43): continuing slow silting up of the Central Channel, of the areas west 

and southwest of the Western Koms; steady expansion of the city towards both the birkas and 

the south of Kom Rabi‛. The same can be said of environmental and landscape evolution, with 

no major climatic event, environmental change or man-made intervention being detected or 

described (vide V.2, V.3.3, V.4.7, V.4.8, V.5.2, V.5.3, V.6). 

Nevertheless, the Second Intermediate Period was a time of disunity in Egypt following 

the diminution of power and the wealth of the kings during the 13th Dynasty (Ryholt 1997; 

Bourriau 2003). These kings lost control of large parts of Egypt, particularly to the 14th 

Dynasty and the 15th Dynasty (the Hyksos) which gained control of much of Lower Egypt. 

Consequently, the descendants of the 13th Dynasty seem to have moved to Upper Egypt 

leading to the 16th and 17th Dynasties, both ruling independently from Thebes. Memphis and 

Middle Egypt became part of the territory controlled by the Hyksos, of which the capital was 

Tell el-Dab‛a (Avaris). However, at Memphis, the archaeological evidence indicates a 

predominantly Egyptian culture with unbroken cultural development from the 13th Dynasty to 

the end of the Second Intermediate Period (vide III.3.3). Possible destruction and looting by 

the Hyksos is not confirmed either by archaeological evidence nor in the core data (vide 

III.3.3, V.2). The Hyksos’ physical and cultural presence in the region was apparently small, 

possibly a minimum to secure political control (Bader 2008: 216–17). Their interest in the 

region was probably more connected to the control of both the routes to Nubia from Middle 

Egypt and through the Western Desert, which guaranteed access to the Hyksos’ allies and to 

gold, and the fluvial routes to the entire delta through the apex of the Nile (Bourriau 2003: 

183, 188–89). 

Socio-economic and cultural patterns in Memphis seem to have evolved with little 

transformation and without any sudden break, at least until the beginning of the New 

Kingdom (vide III.3.3, III.4.1). In fact, the little archaeological evidence from this period in 

the Memphis ruin field conforms with sedimentological data, which indicates continuity from 

the late Middle Kingdom to the Second Intermediate Period (vide III.3.3). The cultural 

institutions of the Middle Kingdom in Memphis probably continued their function, despite the 

partial abandonment of the cult of the deceased kings, and it is even possible that some 

Egyptian traditions, both cultural and politico-administrative, were supported and revived by 
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some Hyksos rulers (vide III.3.3). In fact, the rule of the Hyksos was apparently not 

destructive and Memphis suffered little, if at all (vide III.3.3). The Hyksos, because of their 

foreign origin, may have understood the political advantages of being overlords but protecting 

the cultural institutions of the city for their pretensions to be seen as true rulers of all Egypt.  

 Memphis was also probably little affected by the Hyksos–Theban wars, despite the 

suggestion of later Egyptian sources that other cities may have experienced great destruction  

(Bourriau 2003: 197–203; Bryan 2003: 207–10) (vide III.3.3). Given the political status and 

symbolic importance of the city, both contenders probably wanted to control the city, but not 

to destroy it or affect its cultural institutions. Ahmose was probably very aware of the fact that 

the city was the centre of the culture and traditions that he was supposedly defending, and its 

inhabitants were culturally closer to him than to the Hyksos (vide III.3.3). Nevertheless, the 

lack of royal monumental or funerary architecture in Memphis from the 15th Dynasty may be 

due to Ahmose’s widespread demolition of Hyksos monuments and cities, or these may have 

been later dismantled for reuse of materials (vide III.3.3). In fact, in east Kom Rabi‛, a level 

of sand suggests a phase of large-scale urban refurbishment, which, according to the 

excavators, may be dated to the period of transition between the Second Intermediate Period 

and the New Kingdom (vide III.3.3). However, I suggest that these sands may also correspond 

to a later stage of urban refurbishment (cf. Giddy 1999: 3; 2012: 2, 205; Jeffreys 2006: 32, 

36), possibly during the 18th or early 19th Dynasties, detected in cores (vide V.2) and indicated 

by archaeology (vide III.4). 

 

VI.6. New Kingdom 

The New Kingdom was a period of great change and development in Memphis. By the time 

of the 18th Dynasty, Egypt was again reunited, Memphis was once more the capital and 

administrative centre of the country, and kings paid much attention to the entire region (vide 

III.4.1). The political influence of Memphis increased accordingly, despite the initial 

prominence of Thebes. Memphis—the control of which was now a powerful political 

statement—benefited greatly from the tremendous wealth, bounty and stability of these 

centuries (van Dijk 2003: 265). It was the state’s centre of a prosperous administration, a 

well-developed bureaucracy and the residence of high rank officers (Bryan 2003: 261–64; van 

Dijk 2003: 279–81). Thebes continued to be the religious centre of Egypt during most of the 

New Kingdom, but, with the increasing importance of the cult of royal ancestors, the 

veneration of rulers and of solar theology, Memphite religious centres like Giza and Tell Hisn 

gained some importance (Assmann 1995; Bryan 2003: 222, 243, 249, 257–58; van Dijk 2003: 
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266–67). Memphis may also have acquired military importance given significant military 

activities and expansionism in the Levant (Shaw 2003b: 317–23). The delta apex was 

apparently located in the region (vide II.3.4) and thus the city was a fundamental strategic 

point not only for trade but also for military campaigns (Syro-Palestinian regions could be 

easily checked and reached either by land or sea, but without being as exposed to attacks as 

cities in the eastern delta). Even during Akhenaten’s kingship, when the city lost the status of 

capital, Memphis maintained its role as the administrative centre of the state, and, shortly after 

that reign, the city regained its status (van Dijk 2003: 279).  

The Memphite temple of Ptah seems to have become one of the most powerful and rich 

religious institutions of Egypt given that most New Kingdom kings honoured this god and 

built for him (vide III.4.1, III.4.2). The importance of this temple is evident through a decisive 

transformation of the landscape in the Memphis ruin field (Map M06 in Appendix VI; Figure 

43). Archaeological finds suggest that activities increased in the Middle Birka at least from 

the mid-18th Dynasty, and religious buildings related to Ptah may have been built or 

transformed here by Ahmose, Hatshepsut, Amenhotep II, Thutmose IV, Amenhotep III and 

Akhenaten (vide III.4.1). Cult activities associated with the Apis bulls possibly also developed 

in this area from this dynasty onwards (vide III.4.1). However, it was not possible to establish 

exactly when the depression became entirely drained (vide V.3.3, V.3.4). The finds in the area 

of the western gate of the Ptah temple complex (BAA) and the reused blocks in the Rameses 

II’s small temple for Ptah (RAB) and its pylon (RAC) suggest the existence of 18th Dynasty 

monuments in the area and, thus, that the western part of the Middle Birka had lost its fluvial 

influence by that time (vide III.4.1). The massive landscape transformation of the Middle 

Birka was probably a long-term consequence of both hydraulic interventions since the Middle 

Kingdom and slow siltation of the Central Channel (vide III.3.2, V.3.3, VI.6). The definitive 

removal of the area from river influences may have been achieved only during either the 18th 

or 19th Dynasties, and was probably consolidated with the construction of east–west 

embankments between the Western and the Eastern Koms (vide III.4.1, III.4.2, V.3.3, V.3.4). 

Nevertheless, from the 18th Dynasty onwards, the city decisively expanded towards the east in 

this area, despite a probable earlier beginning during the Middle Kingdom (vide III.3.2, 

III.3.3, III.4.5, V.3.3, V.3.4).  

The first kings of the 19th Dynasty paid great attention to Memphis, despite the 

increasing importance of the delta and particularly of Qantir (Piramesse), where Ramessid 

kings had their capital (vide III.4.2). They shaped and extended the city in the area of the 

Memphis ruin field in a way that ensured the new main structural features were able to endure 
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until the end of the Roman Period (Map M06 in Appendix VI; Figure 43). The expansion was 

centred on the Middle Birka and had an eastward chronological sequence (vide III.4.5). 

Environmental stabilisation of the Nile aided creation of the proper conditions for this (vide 

II.3.2.3, II.3.3). During the reign of Rameses II, the Middle Birka was definitely drained, 

entirely occupied by the temple of Ptah and its large complex, and surrounded by a massive 

enclosure similar to the one that is still partly visible at the site (vide III.4.2). These structures 

may have been architectural adaptations of 18th Dynasty buildings, but the occurrence of pre-

19th Dynasty structures is yet to be proved (vide III.4.1, III.4.2). 

The urban reshaping of the city during the New Kingdom was far from restricted to the 

Middle Birka. The Western Koms probably maintained their urban functions and continued to 

be intensively occupied, although large parts of Kom Rabi‛ and Kom Fakhry were a target of 

refurbishment, possibly both to adapt the old settlement to the new monumental urban 

landscape and to obtain building-materials for the new constructions (vide III.4.3, III.4.5, V.2, 

V.3.4). The west gate and enclosure of the Ptah temple complex provides a good example of 

the possible radical replanning of the city during the late 18th and early 19th Dynasties, with 

this gate probably connecting the temple to the older nucleus of the city (vide III.4.2, III.4.5). 

Kom Rabi‛ was intensively settled and possibly had a domestic character. The centre of 

activity on this kom was on its eastern fringes, as the enclosed channel west of Kom Rabi‛ 

was silting up and losing navigability (vide V.4.7, V.4.8). This is a result of a general 

transference of main Nile streams to the East Channel and simultaneous slow decline of the 

downstream channel that used to feed the Central Channel from the southwest (vide V.3.3, 

V.3.4). As a consequence, while western sectors of the Western Koms started to fade, the 

eastern margins of Kom Rabi‛ developed further and may have been equipped with docks for 

mundane and ordinary activities. These installations may have served other parts of the city, 

i.e., the older urban nucleus of Memphis and particularly Kom Fakhry, through a road leading 

northwards from the western shore of the South Birka (vide III.4.3, III.4.5). The South Birka 

became almost exclusively fed from the East Channel (vide III.3.4, V.5.3). Other docks 

existed on its north shore, possibly dedicated to the Ptah temple and perhaps for ceremonial 

means: a monumental approach surrounded by religious structures and aligned with the 

north–south axis of the Ptah temple complex, connected this with the South Birka (vide 

III.4.3, III.4.5). The approach was the central structure of the area southwards of the Ptah 

complex, which was apparently occupied and developed during the reign of Rameses II. 

Merenptah kept expanding the city eastward and built a palace in Kom Qala‛a (vide 

III.4.4) after the artificial infill of a shallow inlet connected to the South Birka (vide V.3.4). 
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Taking into account the layout of the palatial complex, this may have been directly connected 

to privileged royal docks in the northeast margins of the South Birka by a main gate on a 

southern complex wall (vide III.4.4, III.4.5). Despite the possibility of earlier occupation, 

Kom Qala‛a was definitely settled during the 19th Dynasty and its margins on the East 

Channel were probably used as docking areas (vide V.5.2). These were connected to other 

sectors of the city by a road along the depression between Kom Arba‛in and Kom Qala‛a, 

which was a linear extension of the east–west axis of the Ptah temple complex (vide III.4.5). 

Archaeological loose finds and reused blocks suggest that a quarter dedicated to trade and 

possibly inhabited by a large number of foreigners (e.g., Greeks and Phoenicians?) probably 

developed on this part of the Eastern Koms during the New Kingdom. Further north, the 

hypothetical settlement of Kom Nawa and northern areas of Kom Arba‛in during the 19th or 

the 20th Dynasties remains unclear (vide III.4.4, III.4.5, V.5.2). 

The North Birka was still a flooded area during the New Kingdom, fed from the East 

Channel through a channel between Kom Nawa and Kom Dafbaby (vide V.3.4). Although 

never detected, a gate may have existed on the central section of the north wall of the great 

Ptah temple enclosure, through which access would have been made by boat directly from the 

North Birka (vide III.4.2, III.4.5, V.3.3, V.3.4). Meanwhile, land access was provided by a 

main gate close to the northwest corner of the enclosure, connecting the complex to Kom Mit 

Rahina and probably to the Northern Koms. In fact, a settlement may have developed in Kom 

Tuman and Kom ‛Aziz during the 18th Dynasty (vide III.4.5, V.6). This would have been 

linked to the Western Koms and to the Ptah complex through an embankment along the west 

margin of the North Birka, which was probably being consolidated since the late Middle 

Kingdom and despite the plausible remnants of a very narrow channel heading towards the 

northwest and passing close to Kom Tuman (vide V.3.3, V.3.4, V.4.8). 

After Merenptah, building activities in the Memphis ruin field were apparently 

discontinued apart from some usurpation of monuments and small additions to earlier 

buildings (vide III.4.2). According to the Papyrus Harris I, Rameses III offered huge 

donations and economic means to the Memphite temples (van Dijk 2003: 298; Kemp 2006: 

29) but, despite benefiting the economy of the city, local building activities stopped. This 

coincided with a period in which floods started to decline, bringing the end of an era of 

generous floods (vide III.3.2.3) and, with political crises, conflicts and turmoil beginning to 

affect Egypt, the crown lost real control of the country (van Dijk 2003: 296–303). 
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VI.7. Third Intermediate Period 

Despite the alleged union under the rule of a single king, the political control of Egypt during 

the Third Intermediate Period was distributed among semi-independent states (J. Taylor 2003: 

335–41). Memphis was now part of the region where Libyan descendants had politically and 

socially become an important presence (J. Taylor 2003: 333–34; Aston & Jeffreys 2007: 61). 

The 21st and 22nd Dynasties had their power reduced to the delta and the official capital was 

San el-Hagar (Tanis), but Memphis continued to be their administrative centre and possibly 

the royal residence (vide III.5.1). Given their links to the 21st Dynasty and its connections to 

the high priests of the Ptah temple, the 22nd Dynasty maintained the status of Memphis and 

the city was one of their main power bases, despite its Libyan descent and origins in Tell 

Basta (J. Taylor 2003: 328–29; Aston & Jeffreys 2007: 61) (vide III.5.1).  

 Taking into account the political characteristics of the period, Memphis may have 

acquired some degree of autonomy with local authorities taking over administration, although 

respecting the kings as overlords (J. Taylor 2003: 335–39). Hence, Memphis possibly lost 

some national supremacy but maintained an important role in cultural and religious aspects of 

the state, as traditional Egyptian culture and values, mainly from the Old Kingdom and 

Middle Kingdom, were actively and consciously promoted and revered with political 

intentions (J. Taylor 2003: 361). This was expressed by an archaism that crossed much of the 

cultural, religious and social aspects of this period, despite an apparent lack of 

monumentality.  

 Memphis probably owed much of its importance and economic-base to local temples 

during the Third Intermediate Period, while harbours and related activities probably also had a 

significant role in the daily life of the city (Aston & Jeffreys 2007: 75–76). Accordingly, in 

the Memphis ruin field, the impression is one of structural continuity and urban stabilisation 

during the entire Third Intermediate Period (vide III.5.1), reflecting the general scenario of 

recycling of resources (J. Taylor 2003: 343–45). Royal works were mainly confined to minor 

additions and repairs to existing buildings and urban structures, especially the ones erected 

during the New Kingdom and particularly in both the great Ptah temple complex and the area 

south of it (vide III.5.1). The activities related to the cult of the Apis bulls continued and 

apparently increased in the southeast quadrant of the great Ptah temple complex (vide III.5.1). 

In the Memphite necropoleis, construction and artistic enrichment of tombs was discontinued, 

and instead, in the Memphis ruin field, modest burials in and close to religious buildings 

became common, following the trend of the period (vide III.5.1). 
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The Western Koms continued to be intensively occupied (vide V.2). Despite the urban 

stability, evidence of development and changes of use of earlier structures was detected (vide 

III.5.1) (Map M07 in Appendix VI; Figure 43). An apparent focus occurred in the area 

surrounding the South Birka, particularly by the time of Siamun, with this inundated area 

probably being used intensively as the city’s southern fluvial access (vide III.5.1, V.3.4, 

V.5.2, V.5.3). In fact, there is a general consensus regarding the location of Memphis’ harbour 

in the south of the city during this period (cf. Jeffreys 1985: 48, 52–53, 107, 110). However, 

this waterbody was slowly silting up and receding, a transformation that was intensified both 

by pressure for urban expansion on Kom Rabi‛ and Kom Qala‛a and by a period of low flows 

and floods on the Nile (vide II.3.2.3). Moreover, the channel which previously fed the South 

Birka from the southwest was now definitively clogged (vide V.3.4, V.4.8, V.5.3). On the 

Northern and Eastern Koms (e.g., Kom Helul, Kom Arba‛in and Kom Nawa) the city 

apparently expanded steadily, due to their privileged connection to the East Channel, which 

was now definitely the main fluvial resource of the city (vide III.5.1, V.5.2, V.5.3). Kom 

Tuman may have been an industrial suburb separated from densely populated areas (vide 

III.5.1, V.6). 

Later in the Third Intermediate Period, the city came under the control of the rulers of 

Sa el-Hagar (Sais), the 24th Dynasty, probably with the support of local elites and authorities 

given that the city had been under the control of Libyan families at least since the beginning 

of the 22nd Dynasty (vide III.5.1). As a reaction, the king of Kush took his Nubian army down 

the Nile and attacked the kings of Sa el-Hagar (J. Taylor 2003: 331–32, 347). The triumphal 

stela of Piy suggest that Memphis may have resisted—being fortified and sufficiently strong 

to withstand a siege—and been taken by force (vide III.5.1). These accounts describe some 

aspects of the urban character of Memphis, i.e., urban areas (Ineb-hedj and Men-nefer), 

palaces, fortifications and ports, leading Jeffreys (1985: 107; 2010: 10) to put forward the 

possibility that the text indicates the occurrence and location of two harbours, each serving 

one of those areas of the city. Data in the cores did not confirm the location of these places, 

and without more archaeological data (for instance the detection of a palace or a military 

installation from the Third Intermediate Period), it is difficult to offer more than speculation 

regarding the location of these places. However, taking into account the local landscape 

provided by both archaeological and sedimentological evidence, some hypotheses can be 

drawn (Map M07 in Appendix VI; Figure 43): 

– Ineb-hedj, situated somewhere in the north of the Memphis ruin field (Jeffreys 1985: 

48, 105; cf. Málek 1997: 93–95), an ancient name, a high ground with a palace, easy to 
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conquer (vide III.5.1), might refer to old parts of the city, i.e., the Western Koms. The civil 

urban pattern of the city might have hampered its fortification while the palace might be a 

structure that has not been identified on these koms (vide III.5.1, V.2). Ineb-hedj port could be 

situated either in the South Birka—given the importance of this portuary area and the 

existence of accesses towards the north of the Western Koms since the New Kingdom (vide 

III.4.3, III.4.5)—or in the North Birka (vide III.5.1, V.3.3, V.3.4). In this case, Men-nefer and 

its harbour could be associated with the Eastern Koms. With the development of the Eastern 

Koms since the 19th Dynasty, fortifications might have been built, for instance either over the 

ruins of the Merenptah palace in Kom Qala‛a or in recently developed high ground areas at 

Kom Arba‛in and Kom Nawa (vide III.5.1), overlooking the docks and harbour set along the 

East Channel (vide V.5.2, V.5.3). 

 – Ineb-hedj, however, may also be associated to Kom Tuman, and, in that case, despite 

the hypothetical existence of a palatial complex, the area was not yet strongly fortified (vide 

III.5.1, III.5.3, V.6). The similarity between the names Leukon Teikhos, ‘White Fortress’ 

(Krol 2007: 286), later associated to Kom Tuman (vide III.5.3), and Ineb-hedj, ‘White Walls’ 

(vide III.1), is suggestive in this regards. In that case, the port of Ineb-hedj may be situated in 

the depression between Kom Nawa and Kom Dafbaby or even in the North Birka (vide 

III.5.1, V.3.3, V.3.4, V.5.1) (Jeffreys 1985: 48, 105; Bunbury & Jeffreys 2011: 72–73). Men-

nefer would have been not only the Eastern Koms but also would include the Western 

Koms—located directly to the east of Pepy’s pyramid complex, from which town’s name, 

Mn-nfr, derives the word Men-nefer (vide III.2)—with its harbours distributed along the 

South Birka and the east margins of the East Channel.  

 The Kushite kings of the 25th Dynasty forcibly imposed their authority in Memphis and 

Egypt (J. Taylor 2003: 346–49). Piy spared the city, safeguarded the temples from looting and 

desecration, and revered the historical, religious and cultural role of Memphis (vide III.5.1). 

Moreover, the 25th Dynasty further increased the archaising tendencies and the promotion of 

traditional Memphite and Egyptian artistic models, particularly those of the Old Kingdom, 

and, consequently, Memphis maintained its special importance (J. Taylor 2003: 331–32, 351). 

Ptah again reached a high status, and royal monuments were built in the Memphis ruin field 

(vide III.5.1). Works from the 25th Dynasty were concentrated in the area associated with the 

cult of the Apis bulls since the New Kingdom, which suggests that these activities were 

important and were maintained continuously during the Third Intermediate Period regardless 

of changes of authority in the city. 
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VI.8. Late Period 

Despite the capital being Sa el-Hagar (Sais), Memphis remained the administrative centre of 

Egypt throughout the 26th Dynasty, with a large number of the state’s elite members probably 

living in the city (vide III.5.2). The 26th Dynasty recovered the traditional concept of divine 

kingship, thus increasing the importance of the connection to the great kings of the past which 

was crystallised in the city (Lloyd 2003a: 370–71). Archaism in arts continued and was even 

fully synthesised, with all media being inspired by the traditions of the Old, Middle and New 

Kingdoms, as well as of the 25th Dynasty, despite some innovations (Lloyd 2003a: 383). 

Thus, Memphis probably maintained its important cultural role. 

The religious importance of Memphis continued to be reinforced. The Ptah temple was 

a significant cult centre throughout the entire Late Period, and particular attention was given 

to the cults of the Apis bulls, a target of royal devotion even during Persian occupation (vide 

III.5.2). Structures related to these cults in the southeast quadrant of the great Ptah complex 

seem to have been built, transformed and renovated by several Late Period rulers, including a 

major rebuilding by Nectanebo II (vide III.5.2). Archaeological finds in other parts of the 

Middle Birka suggest that the Ptah temple still functioned and was supported by kings, and, 

despite the lack of direct evidence, that some works or changes may have been carried out 

here during the Late Period (vide III.5.2). The area south of the great Ptah complex seems to 

have maintained its main functional structure, despite some internal transformation and reuse 

of buildings. This area, as well as Kom Rabi‛, Kom Fakhry and possibly Kom Mit Rahina 

(Map M08 in Appendix VI; Figure 43) continued to be intensively occupied and used, and the 

general scenario is one of continuity with the earlier urban landscape (vide III.5.2, V.2, V.3.4, 

V.4.8). 

On the Eastern and Northern Koms the development seems to have been more dynamic 

(Map M08 in Appendix VI; Figure 43). Structures from the Late Period in these areas suggest 

a Memphis with military and defensive character (vide III.5.3). The significance of military 

means to sustain power had been increasing since the Third Intermediate Period (Lloyd 

2003a: 365–67, 380–82), and this was possibly reflected in the social background and urban 

structure of Memphis. The South Birka probably maintained its importance as a port (vide 

V.3.3, V.3.4, V.5.3) and Kom Qala‛a was an area that was definitely occupied (vide V.5.2). 

The area of the earlier palace of Merenptah may have been used to install a military camp, 

which was hypothetically used by foreign troops (Greeks and Carians mercenaries during the 

reign of Ahmose II?) and perhaps members of the newly developed naval forces (vide III.5.3) 
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given the proximity of available docking areas in the eastern South Birka and eastern Kom 

Qala‛a (vide V.3.3, V.3.4, V.5.3).  

Kom Nawa and Kom Arba‛in developed vigorously (Map M08 in Appendix VI; Figure 

43). A long avenue apparently crossed these koms, connecting the northeast corner of the Ptah 

temple complex to the northeastern shores of Kom Nawa (vide III.5.2). Such a road might 

have been a major connection to the Eastern Koms, connecting the area of the great Ptah 

temple complex to the northeast of Kom Nawa. Docks probably extended along the shores of 

these koms, an extension of earlier similar installations further south, making use of the 

fluvial conditions offered by the East Channel, by now the only main branch of the Nile 

bordering the Memphis ruin field (vide V.5.2, V.5.3). Thus, the Eastern Koms were now 

probably a privileged area for trade activities, and foreigners may have lived in parts of Kom 

Nawa (vide III.5.2).  

The Northern Koms were the area of the Memphis ruin field with the most noticeable 

development, with a structured urban occupation occurring during the Late Period in Kom 

Tuman, Kom Dafbaby and probably Kom ‛Aziz (Map M08 in Appendix VI; Figure 43). 

Despite the hypothetical existence of previous structures (vide III.4.5, III.5.1, V.6), a palatial 

and defensive complex was built here by Apries both to provide him with a safe residence and 

to strengthen the defences of the city. It occupied large parts of Kom Tuman, and a wall 

surrounding the entire kom might already have existed during the Late Period (vide III.5.3). 

The main access was from the south, connecting the complex directly to the main and oldest 

parts of the city through an embankment along the west shore of the North Birka, while a 

small channel connected to this birka may have been maintained as a moat alongside the west 

fringe of Kom Tuman (vide V.3.3, V.3.4, V.4.8, V.6). 

The North Birka had its margins regularised, possibly with levees for protection against 

floods, due to urban development of its surroundings from the New Kingdom (vide V.3.4, 

V.5.2, V.6). The scenario of a flooded North Birka, connected to the East Channel by a 

waterway (vide V.3.4) and surrounded by main urban structures and settled areas (vide III.5.2, 

III.5.3) makes it tempting to hypothesise the existence of a harbour in this area during the 

Late Period. However, given the fast aggradation conditions of the Nile floodplain, proper 

navigational conditions were probably difficult to maintain in the North Birka—an almost 

closed space fed mainly by a narrow channel that probably occurred between Kom Nawa and 

Kom Dafbaby (vide II.3.5, V.3.4, V.5.1, V.6). Moreover, Nile flows diminished strongly after 

the mid-26th Dynasty (vide III.3.2.3). In fact, during the Late Period, the connection between 

the North Birka and the East Channel was cut, apparently in a man-made intervention (vide 
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V.3.4, V.6). On the one hand, due to fast silting up, its value as an inundated area decreased. 

On the other hand, the infill of the channel enabled easy access between fast developing urban 

areas in the Northern and Eastern Koms, which brought economical, defensive and 

communication advantages (vide III.5). Kom Dafbaby and Kom ‛Aziz became attractive areas 

for urban expansion, particularly due to their extensive river fronts (vide V.5.1, V.5.2, V.6). 

Hence, a main harbour or docks serving the Northern Koms may have been installed in the 

depression between Kom Nawa and Kom Dafbaby, which is an area that is still depressed 

today (vide V.3.4, V.6). Such installations would have suited a palatial/military complex in 

Kom Tuman (vide III.5.3), especially taking into account the importance of the newly 

developed flotilla (Lloyd 2003a: 372, 381–82). The North Birka was now a depression that 

was only fed during the floods. It became a dampish low surface, with poor conditions for 

settlement, that was used for agriculture until the present-day (vide V.3.4). 

Archaeological evidence in the Memphis ruin field suggests that Persian rule over Egypt 

did not bring significant changes to the city. Persian emperors, in their role as Egyptian kings, 

promoted the traditional rituals related to the burial of the Apis bulls (vide III.5.2), used 

military installations on Kom Tuman (vide III.5.3), and possibly maintained the centre of 

administration in the city, confirming the impression given by textual sources that Persians 

basically maintained the native internal administrative system, traditions and culture, and 

deeply respected Egyptian religion, including the traditional role of the kings (Lloyd 2003a: 

374–77). However, during the 2nd Persian Period, the occupiers were less benevolent, and 

there are accounts of ransacked temples and demolished defensive structures in cities (Lloyd 

2003a: 382), although evidence of such events has not been identified in the Memphis ruin 

field (vide III.5.2, III.5.3, III.6.1). 

 

VI.9. Ptolemaic and Roman Periods 

With no opposition from native Egyptians, Alexander the Great invaded Egypt and founded 

Alexandria (Lloyd 2003b: 388), which soon became the new capital and the most important 

city of the country in almost all aspects (vide III.6.1). Memphis definitively lost its status of 

capital and its administrative importance. Soon after Alexander’s death, Ptolemy declared 

himself king of Egypt, and the country regained independence (Lloyd 2003b: 389).  

Memphis was now the second city of the state and the religious capital of the country. 

The importance of religious institutions, particularly of the Ptah temple, seems to partly 

explain why Memphis did not decline in the Ptolemaic and early Roman Periods. In the Ptah 

temple complex, the earlier enclosure was rebuilt and there is evidence of other works on its 
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internal structures (vide III.6.1). The buildings related to the cult of the Apis bulls continued 

to be used intensively, but elements from both the Ptolemaic and Roman Periods show no 

evidence of major modifications since the Late Period (vide III.6.1) (Maps M09 and M10 in 

Appendix VI; Figure 43). Despite some changes, general maintenance of the urban patterns of 

the great Ptah complex is apparent and further suggested by the description of archaeological 

finds as simultaneously Ptolemaic and Roman, revealing architectural continuity and 

persistence of use (vide III.6.1). Data from the cores does not show evidence of major 

changes (vide V.2, V.3.4). In fact, these temples apparently continued to be powerful 

institutions, at least during the Ptolemaic Period, performing their ancient functions and 

maintaining their social role as centres of economic activity, through both agricultural 

production and the production of goods for secular purposes (Lloyd 2003b: 406–7). They 

were both exponents of Egyptian culture and the main sponsors of artistic production, partly 

substituting the crown’s position, generating a market for artists and scholars, whose 

production revealed both a profound knowledge of ancient tradition and classical Egyptian 

styles (Lloyd 2003b: 407–8). In addition to being the highest authority in the city, local high 

priests were now the supreme religious figures of Egypt with wide-ranging influence 

throughout the whole country (Lloyd 2003b: 407). Moreover, the Ptolemies showed great 

respect for Egyptian religion and ensured both the support and the political power of the 

priests perhaps with the objective of promoting internal unity (Lloyd 2003b: 406–7). It was 

probably common for Ptolemaic rulers to be crowned king of Egypt in the temple of Ptah in 

Memphis, thus assuming the role of traditional Egyptian king and affirming their continuity 

with the Egyptian past (Lloyd 2003b: 388–89, 404).   

If the structural configuration of the great Ptah complex, including its relation with other 

parts of the city, was generally maintained, other areas presented different dynamics (Maps 

M09 and M10 in Appendix VI; Figure 43). On the Western Koms, no evidence of 

transformation was detected, and this area probably maintained its long-term character as a 

residential area with mundane activities (vide III.6.1, III.6.2, V.2). South of the Ptah complex, 

some reconfiguration may have occurred despite the apparent maintenance of the main urban 

aspects and structures. Buildings suggested changes in the local socio-economic context, 

including the adaptation of earlier religious constructions for workshops and manufacturing 

spaces (vide III.6.1). In fact, after the loss of its administrative status, trade and economy 

slowly substituted culture and symbolism as the major means of subsistence in the city. 

Archaeological evidence suggests that artists and manufacturing communities were adapting 

and producing minor arts and crafts dedicated both to daily use and to supporting trade 
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activities (vide III.6.1, III.6.2) (cf. Peacock 2003: 432–34). Memphis prospered and reached 

its greatest extent during the late Ptolemaic Period, greatly surpassing the Memphis ruin field 

(vide III.6.2). All koms were intensively occupied, but, despite the transformation and 

adaptation of buildings to new uses, the general urban configuration did not change 

significantly during either the Ptolemaic or the Roman Period (vide III.6.1, III.6.2).  

The new local socio-economic context took advantage of both local artistic traditions 

and the natural connection between the city and the Nile. Despite the location of the delta 

apex in the area of Babylon/Old Cairo (vide II.3.4) at this time, Memphis was still 

strategically located on the main ‘road’ of the country, the Nile, and on two major trading 

routes that reached distant lands from the Mediterranean: one towards the south along the 

Nile, the other towards the Indian Ocean through the Eastern Desert and the Red Sea 

(Peacock 2003: 419–28). Thus, Memphis’ harbours might have been an important depot or 

intermediary trading post. Accordingly, the Eastern Koms were possibly the most dynamic 

area of the Memphis ruin field (vide III.6.2) due to their proximity to the East Channel, which 

was now basically the only waterway serving the city (vide II.3.3, V.3.4, V.4.8) (Maps M09 

and M10 in Appendix VI; Figure 43). Archaeological and sedimentological evidence shows 

that its shores, from Kom Sabakha to Kom ‛Aziz and particularly at Kom Arba‛in and Kom 

Nawa, were intensively occupied with docks and structures associated with fluvial activities 

(vide III.6.1, III.6.2, V.5.1, V.5.3). Kom Helul, for instance, was a flourishing centre of 

faience production (vide III.6.2) while Kom Qala‛a might have been one of the most imposing 

parts of Memphis by that time, particularly in the area of the earlier palace of Merenptah, 

where both archaeology and core data have revealed intense occupation and activities (vide 

III.6.1, V.3.4, V.5.2). The South Birka was still navigable and enabled fluvial access to settled 

areas around it, but gradual aggradation was contributing to its decline as a docking area (vide 

V.3.4, V.5.3). 

The Northern Koms developed in a fast and intensive way (vide III.6.2) (Maps M09 and 

M10 in Appendix VI; Figure 43). On Kom Tuman, the Apries Palace was adapted and 

remained an important military structure during the Ptolemaic Period and, especially, the 

Roman Period. Its enclosure may have been erected only during these periods and a harbour 

in the low areas between Kom Dafbaby and Kom Nawa may have supported this military 

bastion, while the North Birka was completely drained, probably by the end of the Late 

Period. It was now only inundated during the annual floods and was possibly used for 

agriculture (vide III.6.2, V.3.4, V.6, VI.8).  
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With the deterioration of the political situation in Ptolemaic Egypt, the Romans were 

provided with the chance to conquer Egypt and to transform the country in a Roman province 

(Lloyd 2003b: 411–13; Peacock 2003: 414). Alexandria continued to be the capital and 

became one of the most important cities in the ancient Mediterranean (Peacock 2003: 417, 

419, 428, 434, 435). The Romans made irreversible changes and a brought a completely 

different approach to the role attributed to the gods, rulers and people of all social strata, 

removing the bases that always sustained the Egyptian dynastic state (Peacock 2003: 428–31). 

Consequently, Egyptian religion was weakening and when Christianity appeared, it rapidly 

gained widespread acceptance despite some initial opposition (Peacock 2003: 431). To 

Memphis, these changes meant the disappearance of all the values that the city had 

represented during its entire existence. Urban changes in the area between Kom Rabi‛ and 

Kom Qala‛a, as well as the possibility of churches in the spaces previously occupied by the 

Ptah temple complex (vide III.6.1, III.6.2), dramatically reveal the collapse of the ancient 

religious institutions of Memphis. Their disappearance reveals the end of Pharaonic tradition 

and culture, and the city now only depended on its economic role. However, with the apex of 

the delta significantly distant from the city (probably already in the region of the fortress of 

Babylon in Roman times, moving further north to the area of Roda Island/Old Cairo during 

late Roman and early Arab times; vide II.3.4), the lowering of Nile flows and floods (vide 

II.3.2.3), the slow though steady migration of the East Channel towards the east (vide II.3.3, 

V.5.4), and the complete silting up of the other main channels surrounding the city (vide 

V.3.4, V.4.8, V.4.9), Memphis was losing any strategic advantage that it might still have had. 

The collapse became irreversible and by the time of the Arab conquest, Memphis was already 

a ruined city which was forgotten in just a few centuries (Jeffreys 1985: 11) (vide III.7). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

VII.1.  Main outcomes 

The investigation presented in this dissertation has enhanced our understanding of the 

development of Memphis and its region (Table VII). The main points evidenced by this 

research are here highlighted: 

 – The development of Memphis and its region as the capital of Egypt was conditioned 

by multiple processes of environmental change and landscape transformation, both proximal 

and distant (vide VII.2). 

 – Predynastic and Early Dynastic villages of the Nile valley in the region of the 

Memphis ruin field were originally settled on areas of high ground, i.e., islands, levees and 

turtlebacks, a fluvial archipelago surrounded by several arms of the Nile river. The initial 

development of settlements was significantly conditioned by a dynamic landscape, with 

levees and islands growing, shrinking and migrating according to channel flow regime and 

flood levels. 

 – Apart from the accumulation of anthropogenic debris (particularly mud-bricks) and 

rubbish, also wind-blown sand originating from the Western Desert significantly contributed 

to the consolidation of sites, particularly during the Early Dynastic Period and the Old 

Kingdom. This sand accumulated not only by direct action of aeolian transport, but was also 

brought through both fluvial transport from upstream regions and direct human transport for 

building activities and large-scale landscape interventions.  

 – A period of high and strong floods during the First Intermediate Period and the early 

Middle Kingdom had significant impacts on the urban structure and affected the development 

of the settlement on the Memphis ruin field. 

 – Egyptians actively transformed the landscape on the Memphis ruin field, possibly 

from as early as the 12th Dynasty and especially during the New Kingdom. Large-scale 

interventions included compartmentalisation of channels, diversion of flows, reinforcement of 

levees, transformation and earth moving from earlier settled areas, and the construction of 

vast earthworks and embankments. These actions protected the settlement against floods and 

made new land available for development—old channels close to settlements became ideal 

land for urban expansion—particularly on the birkas. 

 – Large-scale management of the landscape continued after the New Kingdom. This is 

especially clear during the Late and Roman Periods on the Eastern and the Northern Koms. In 

these areas, consolidation of mounds and urban expansion was effected with large quantities 
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of reused materials from other areas of the Memphis ruin field. Old channels in the Memphis 

ruin field were partly filled to connect koms and different parts of the city—Kom Tuman and 

Kom Dafbaby with Kom Mit Rahina and Kom Nawa. Margins on active channels, 

particularly the East Channel were managed to accommodate harbour activities. 

 – Memphis was served by multiple harbours, the position and function of which 

changed according to transformations of the urban structure and of channel location. It is 

probable that many of the settlement riverfronts were used as docking areas for mundane and 

everyday activities, while some specific areas accommodated harbours for specific functions 

(e.g., exclusive use of the crown and elites, long-distance/external trade, religious and military 

activities). Several harbours and docking areas existed simultaneously in the area of the 

Memphis ruin field and their location changed several times during dynastic times, 

accompanying the evolution of the Nile channels and local urban structures.        

 

VII.2.  General conclusions 

Memphis proves to be a remarkable site for the recognition of complex interactions between 

anthropic and natural factors (Table VII). Changes in the fluvial system of the Nile 

contributed to the evolution of the city, its urban setting, availability of economic resources 

and sources of socio-political influence. Hence, the results of this research validate the 

importance of considering landscape and environmental changes as an essential factor when 

analysing the transformation and development of cities and regions, particularly in the Nile 

Valley. Moreover, this case study reveals that any rigid, simplistic and deterministic 

explanation regarding development and changes, both at a local and a larger scale, should be 

disregarded. Instead, a complex multitude of interrelated factors, both natural and anthropic, 

must be considered, particularly where the human role was prevalent.  

These aspects were constant during the dynastic period in the Memphite region, which 

shows they are atemporal, and consequently, the pertinence of this study goes beyond the 

specific local history and archaeology. The role of cause–effect relationships between humans 

and nature in the evolution of the city of Memphis can provide useful data and lessons for 

different disciplines which deal with present and future problems, e.g., landscape 

management, urban planning, climate change, economy, demography. 

One of the main conclusions of this investigation, almost surprisingly, is the dynamic 

nature of the city of Memphis (Table VII). On the one hand, its urban context and physical 

structures reveal a constant capacity to adapt to environmental pressure and to landscape 

constraints. Despite the long-term preservation of some areas and urban structures, even these 
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were being adapted to new settings, while new areas were being developed as a means to 

solve new challenges, either environmental, geomorphological, political or socio-economic in 

nature. Furthermore, there is an apparent capacity for adaptation and resilience of its socio-

economic aspects, and consequently of its inhabitants. This reveals a multifaceted city, not 

one constantly focused on a single activity, role or specific locale, and one inhabited by 

people from different social strata and with diversified socio-economic backgrounds. 

Altogether, these urban characteristics revealed by archaeological and sedimentological data 

in the Memphis ruin field provide new insights into the perception of Egyptians towns as 

dynamic and adaptable settlements, prone to both urban structural changes and to socio-

economic transformation. 

Such dynamism, which has been disregarded by some researchers, is well exemplified 

through the strong interdependency between Memphis and the Nile—a situation which is 

particularly highlighted in this dissertation. Despite much past discussion regarding the 

harbours of Memphis, apart from the Roman river walls detected by Joseph Hekekyan in Kom 

Arba‛in, little archaeological evidence regarding such structures has been detected in the 

Memphis ruin field. In this dissertation, it is apparent that the location of either docks or 

harbours in the city was largely flexible both in space and time due to constant landscape 

changes, particularly movement of channels. The bonds between the city and the Nile were 

close, and thus such structures had probably spread along diverse margins, possibly with areas 

dedicated to exclusive functions. The location of the installations of the port of Memphis was 

constantly adapting to changes in the channels, but also to transformations in both the urban 

setting and socio-economic background. Thus, the concept of a single ‘city harbour’ seems to 

be too simplistic, whilst a stable harbour lasting for centuries in a specific location should be 

questioned, at least at Memphis. Instead, ephemeral and simple docking structures along 

margins and accompanying the urban fluxes of both activities and population were probably 

commom (for example, located at: east margins of Kom Fakhry, Kom Mit Rahina and Kom 

Rabi‛ during the Old Kingdom and the Middle Kingdom; west and southwest margins of Kom 

Rabi‛ from the Old Kingdom to the New Kingdom; west, north and northeast margins of the 

South Birka from the New Kingdom to the Ptolemaic Period; margins of the North Birka 

during the New Kingdom and the Third Intermediate Period; east margins of Kom Qala‛a and 

Kom Arba‛in from the New Kingdom to the Roman Period; the entire east margins of the 

Eastern and Northern Koms from the Third Intermediate Period to the Roman Period). 
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Memphis:  
status & development 

Memphis:  
landscape & environment  

Environmental context:  
Nile, climate & landscape 

Synoptic maps 

Early Dynastic Period (c. 3000–2686 BC) 

 

• Foundation of Memphis as 
the capital of Egypt. 

• Relocation of the main 
settled zones from the 
peripheries to the core 
areas of the valley. 

• Settlement in the Western 
Koms. 

• Increasing socio-economic 
importance of the 
Memphite region. 

• Three interconnected main 
branches of the Nile, 
bordering three main 
clusters of sandbanks. 

• Expansion of floodplain 
areas. 

• Local development of 
exploitation of the Nile 
(fishing and navigation) 
and of the valley 
(agriculture). 

• Decreasing flows and 
floods of the Nile. 

• Memphis located at a 
diverging pre-deltaic 
sector of the Nile.  

• Development of a 
meandering system on the 
Nile, with natural 
regularisation of channels. 

• Increasing aridity in the 
bordering deserts. 

Old Kingdom (2686–2160 BC) 

 

• Capital of Egypt,  
• Concentrating all power, 

administrative and cultural 
structures of the state. 

• Strong development and 
settlement expansion 
towards low dry land. 

• Increasing anthropic 
transformation of the 
landscape. 

• Decline of Memphis’ 
hegemony after the 5th 
Dynasty. 

• Decline of channels, 
especially of the West 
Channel. 

• Expansion of dry land, 
pools and marshes. 

• Development of a large 
deposit of sands 
northwestwards of the 
Western Koms. 

• Eastward migration of the 
Central Channel. 

• Docks on the margins of 
the Western Koms. 

• Decreasing flows and 
floods of the Nile. 

• Lowest levels of floods and 
flows of the entire 
dynastic period during the 
5th and 6th Dynasties. 

• Strong sand storms from 
the western deserts, 
causing large 
accumulations of aeolian 
sands in the valley. 

• Apex of the delta located 
near by Memphis. 

First Intermediate Period (2160–2055 BC) 

 

• Decentralisation of the 
state; new capital at 
Ihnasya el-Medina. 

• Dimishing importance of 
Memphis. 

• Socio-economic disruption 
and loss of population. 

• Dilapidation of buildings 
and urban structures. 

• Stronger flows in the 
Central Channel.  

• Reactivation of the small 
channel to the west of Kom 
Rabi‛. 

• Flooding and destruction of 
low areas earlier settled. 

• Continued decline of the 
West Channel. 

• Wetter climatic phase in 
the entire Nile basin. 

• Exceptional increase of 
flows and floods in the 
Nile. 

• Flooding and destruction of 
agricultural areas in the 
valley, particularly in the 
Memphite region. 

Middle Kingdom (2055–1650 BC) 

 

• Capital: Thebes (11th 
Dynasty) and Itjtawy. 

• Gradual recovery of the 
cultural proeminence of 
Memphis and of its status 
as centre of administration. 

• Renovation, growth and 
development of Memphis, 
with Kom Rabi‛ being an 
important part of the city. 

• Expansion of domestic 
structures towards low 
areas, particulary on the 
western margins of the 
Central Channel 

• Beginning of settlement on 
the Eastern Koms and 
Kom Tuman. 

• Pools, marshes and 
floodplain in the location of 
the earlier West Channel. 

• Slow silting up and gradual 
artificial control of the 
Central Channel. 

 • Development of flood 
controls, earthworks and 
docks on the west margins 
of the Central Channel. 

• Silting up and decline of 
the channel to the west of 
Kom Rabi‛ and of the 
northwest upstream arm of 
the Central Channel. 

• Embankment/levee 
connecting the Western 
Koms to Kom Tuman. 

• Gradual decrease of flows 
and floods after the early 
12th Dynasty. 

• Strong variability and 
instability of the Nile in 
terms of flood and flow 
levels. 

• Apex of the delta located 
upstream of Memphis. 

• Construction of massive 
hydraulic structures to 
control passage of water 
between the Nile and the 
Faiyum, which diminished 
the vulnerability to floods 
in downstream regions. 
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Second Intermediate Period (1650–1550 BC) 

 

• Under the control of the 
Hyksos kings (Capital: 
Tell el-Dab‛a). 

• Maintenance of functioning 
cultural and administrative 
Egyptian traditional 
institutions, possibly 
supported by the Hyksos. 

• Continuation of the same 
patterns of socio-economic 
development. 

• Slow silting up of the 
Central Channel. 

• Continuation of Middle 
Kingdom patterns of urban 
development. 

• Expansion towards the 
Central Channel and the 
south of Kom Rabi‛. 

• No evidence for 
destruction during the 
Hyksos–Theban wars. 

• Period of general stability 
of flows and floods in the 
Nile. 

• Flow and flood levels 
generally high. 

• Apex of the delta slowly 
migrating towards the 
north and closer to 
Memphis. 

 

New Kingdom (1550–1069 BC) 

 

• Capital during most of the 
18th Dynasty and centre of 
the state’s administration 
during the entire period. 

• Increased political and 
religious influence: control 
of Memphis was a 
powerful political 
statement.  

• The local Ptah temple 
became one of the most 
powerful and rich religious 
institutions of Egypt. 

• Development of trade and 
military activities related 
to expansion in the Levant. 

• Period of great change, 
development and urban 
expansion in Memphis. 

• Cutting of the Central 
Channel. 

• Draining of the Middle 
Birka with subsequent 
construction of religious 
and palatial complexes. 

• New city quarters built in 
the Eastern Koms. 

• Urban refurbishment on the 
Western Koms, with slow 
decline of its western 
fringes. 

• Development of docks on 
the northern and western 
margins of the South Birka 
and on the eastern fringes 
of Kom Arba‛in and Kom 
Qala‛a. 

• Settlement development on 
the Northern Koms. 

• Apex of the delta again 
located in the Memphite 
region.  

• Stabilisation of the Nile 
regime, with generous 
flows and floods in the 
Nile. 

• Decline of flood levels 
during the 20th Dynasty. 

• Gradual eastward 
migration of the Nile, with  
transference of the main 
streams to the East 
Channel in the Memphite 
region. 

 

Third Intermediate Period (1069–664 BC) 

 

• Main power base and 
administrative centre of 
the 21st and 22nd Dynasties 
(capital: San el-Hagar); 
later controlled by Sa el-
Hagar (24th Dyn.) and 
Kush (25th Dyn.). 

• Diminished national 
supremacy but retains 
important cultural and 
religious role. 

• Cultural ascendancy as a 
result of promotion of 
archaising tendencies and 
traditional models. 

• Great significance of the 
related to Ptah and the 
Apis bulls. 

• Socio-economic 
development based on 
cultural, religious and 
fluvial related activities. 

• Maintenance of urban 
structural organisation; 
minor additions to earlier 
buildings and adaptation to 
different uses. 

• South Birka and its 
margins intensively used 
for fluvial activities. 

• Slow receding of the South 
Birka, intensified by urban 
pressure and expansion on 
its margins. 

• East Channel as the main 
fluvial resource of the city, 
with growth of dock areas 
in its margins. 

• Steady urban expansion on 
the Northern and Eastern 
Koms. 

• Development of military 
and defensive structures. 

• Period of slight increase of 
flow and flood levels in 
the Nile, followed by a 
phase of declining levels. 

• Apex of the delta slowly 
migrating downstream.  
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Late Period (664–332 BC) 

 

• Administrative centre of 
Egypt (but not the capital), 
despite political and power 
changes. 

• Maintenance of paramount 
artistic and cultural role. 

• Reinforcement of the city’s 
religious importance 
connected to the cults of 
Ptah and of the Apis bulls. 

• Increased military presence 
(troops and structures) and 
urban defensive character,  
reflected in the city’s 
socio-economic life. 

 • Increasing socio-economic 
importance of trade and 
fluvial related activities. 

• General maintenance of the 
earlier urban and fluvial 
landscape. 

• Vigorous development and 
growth in the Northern  
and Eastern Koms and 
along the East Channel. 

• Construction of a palatial 
and defensive complex on 
the Northern Koms. 

• Infill of the channel 
between the Eastern and 
the Northern Koms. 

• Docks between Kom Nawa 
and Kom Dafbaby. 

• Fast aggradation of the 
North Birka, now an 
enclosed dampish 
depression. 

• Strong diminution of flows 
and floods after the mid-
26th Dynasty. 

• Apex of the delta located to 
the north of Memphis 
(between Helwan and Old 
Cairo). 

Ptolemaic Period (332–30 BC) 

 

• Second city of the country, 
(Alexandria was now the 
capital and administrative 
centre of the country). 

• Seat of the main religious 
institutions of Egypt. 

• Local temples were 
exponents of Egyptian 
culture and artistic 
production.  

• Located on two major 
trading routes to the south 
and the Indian Ocean. 

• The city prospered based 
on trade, manufacturing 
and local artistic traditions, 
which replaced the city’s 
symbolic, cultural and 
administrative role as the 
major means of 
subsistence in the city. 

• Maintenance of relevant 
military and defensive 
structures. 

• General maintenance of the 
urban configuration. 

• Memphis reached its 
greatest extent with all 
koms intensively occupied 

• Reconfiguration of temples 
in the Middle Birka. 

• Large number of buildings 
(earlier and new ones) 
used as workshops and 
manufacturing spaces. 

• Eastern Koms were the 
most dynamic and 
imposing area of the city. 

• East Channel intensively 
bordered with docks and 
structures associated with 
trade and fluvial activities. 

• Decline of the South Birka 
due to gradual 
aggradation. 

• Intensive occupation of the 
Northern Koms, including 
military installations. 

• Levels of flow and floods 
in the Nile continued to be 
low. 

• Apex of the delta located 
further downstream, in the 
area of Babylon/Old 
Cairo.  

• The East Channel was now 
the only active waterway 
serving Memphis. 

Roman Period (30 BC–AD 395) 

 

• Gradual disapearance of 
the religious institutions 
and cultural traditions that 
sustained Memphis’ status. 

• Collapse of manufacturing, 
trade and fluvial activities. 

• Irreversible socio-
economic and 
demographic decline of 
Memphis. 

• Initial maintenance of 
urban configuration. 

• East Channel steadily 
moving eastwards. 

 • Slow decline of docking 
areas bordering the Eastern 
and Northern Koms. 

• Gradual abandonment and 
decay of Memphis. 

• Apex of the delta located in 
the area of Roda 
Island/Old Cairo. 

• Continuous lowering of 
Nile flow and floods. 

• End of direct connection 
between Memphis and the 
Nile. 

Table VII – Summary of the environmental context and of the development of Memphis. Legend of the maps: 
dark – channels and permanently inundated areas; grey – settlements ; white – non-settled areas 
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This work demonstrates the importance of investigating geomorphological aspects, 

particularly the environmental and landscape background and its changes, both at a local and 

regional scale, to more accurately understand archaeological finds and their context. Here, this 

was achieved through the analysis of sedimentological characteristics of core samples, a 

methodology that proved to be extremely rewarding in terms of data and results, and despite 

its low impact, the easy operability of the equipment, its relatively low cost and speed. 

Moreover, the information obtained from core samples can be exponentially multiplied given 

the multitude of chemical and physical analyses to which sediments can be subjected, some 

easily performed in the field with portable equipment, with this only being dependent on 

budget and logistical constraints. 

Finally, this investigation shows how valuable the study and critical recovery of 

archived material and data can be. In fact, this work and its results were extremely dependent 

on old registers of raw data from core samples, which, despite their limitations, proved both to 

be a rich source of information and to provide important results. This highlights the 

importance of, firstly, registering data in the most objective and clear way possible, secondly, 

archiving the information in formats that permit their preservation for future investigations, 

and thirdly, consulting old raw data, even if already published, because some aspects of this 

data may not have been a focus due to research constraints. 

 

VII.3.  Nature and Humans – Contributions to transformation in Memphis 

Post mid-Holocene decreasing flows and floods in the Nile, together with increasing aridity in 

the deserts bordering the Nile valley, fostered the occupation of higher ground in the middle 

of the valley to the detriment of its fringes. Initial phases of settlement in the Memphis ruin 

field took into account the benefits of higher ground and close proximity to channels, which 

provided both strategic (control, security, transport, protection against floods) and economic 

(agriculture in the valley, trade through the Nile) advantages. Nevertheless, as soon as people 

settled in the Western Koms, they became active agents for landscape and environmental 

change, and strong human influence increased the complexity of factors affecting the 

development of the local landscape: ground on the mounds and channel margins was 

stabilised and compacted for construction; levees and other flood protections were raised; 

damp areas were drained for food production or other anthropic activities; canals were 

dredged for both distribution of water for agriculture and to divert water away from human 

assets. Such landscape management contributed to the consequent evolution of the region.  
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 If the foundation of Memphis as the capital of Egypt was essentially a political choice, 

its geomorphological advantages aided the successful development and maintenance of its 

status. Memphis became the centre of power for all aspects of the state (e.g., royal court, 

administration, religion, economy) and, consequently, there was most probably a strong 

development of its urban, socio-economic, demographic, political, religious and cultural 

structures. Accordingly, settled mounds in the Memphis ruin field (Kom Mit Rahina, Kom 

Fakhry and Kom Rabi‛) grew taller and laterally due to aggradation of anthropogenic debris 

resulting from increasing activities, to which diminishing volumes of water in channels, 

caused by distant changes in general climate patterns, and the strong accumulation of desert-

originated sediments also contributed. These processes led to a contraction of the channels, 

particularly the West Channel, enlarging areas of dry ground available for occupation and 

enabling further expansion of the settlements. The general slow transference of flows towards 

the East Channel was probably largely induced by natural causes, including the establishment 

of a meandering river system on the Nile. The natural tendency of the Nile to both meander 

and migrate towards the east is already suggested during the Old Kingdom by the slow 

contraction of the West Channel and the eastward bending of the Central Channel close to 

Kom Rabi‛. In the latter location, though, the eastward migration seems to have been 

amplified by human contributions and local urban expansion. Further north, in the eastern 

fringes of Kom Mit Rahina and Kom Fakhry, the apparent maintenance of stable margins for 

longer periods of time was probably a result of human effort to enable fluvial activities, 

possibly related to both economic and administrative aspects (trade, fishing, communication, 

control of fluvial transport). 

 Extra-regional environmental changes after the mid-Old Kingdom were coincident with 

deterioration of royal power and a hypothetical southward migration of the delta apex of the 

Nile. During this period, and in a first instance, the entire country suffered the effects of 

extreme low levels of floods. These were followed by a period of strong floods and flows 

during the First Intermediate Period and the early Middle Kingdom, which were probably the 

highest and strongest of the entire dynastic history. The surplus of water and energy in the 

Nile was mainly channelled to the most active waterways at the time, i.e., the Central Channel 

and the Eastern Channel, but also affected urban areas developed on the fringes of the 

contracting West Channel. Thus, such environmental extremes deeply affected the city and 

region, its urban and socio-economic structures, and the local landscape—in particular, the 

partial destruction of settlements, production assets and agriculture systems. The strong 

impact of these events profoundly marked not only the region but probably also the Egyptian 
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people in general, apparently leading to the recognition that a new relationship with the Nile 

was needed. The decentralisation of power and the latter transference of the capital to Ihnasya 

el-Medina may have been partly a consequence of the negative impacts that affected the 

Memphite region. 

 Those incidents in Memphis might have contributed to the negative image that until 

recently was attributed to the First Intermediate Period. Literature production was 

significantly centralised until those events, controlled by the crown and the elites, and 

developed essentially in the Memphite centres of culture and knowledge. In fact, the negative 

perception of the period was largely created by literary texts, particularly those written during 

the Middle Kingdom. Thus, disastrous events in Memphis might have been amplified (as 

impacting the whole country and the entire society) to be used as a political argument (self-

promotion of local rulers during the First Intermediate Period and royal propaganda during the 

Middle Kingdom) (cf. Seidlmayer 2003: 134–36), with those texts acting as a possible 

reflection of sectarian experiences, felt by the cultural and the political elites, which occurred 

in a particular region and did not truly affect the whole country. 

 During the Middle Kingdom, Memphis slowly recovered importance and status. The 

recovery of the structures of the city, the regional environmental stabilisation and the probable 

northwards migration of the delta apex contributed to the gradual transference of central 

power from Itjtawy back to Memphis. In the Memphis ruin field, the expansion of both the 

settlement and construction was possibly sustained by recovery of both socio-economic 

activities (agricultural production, trade and communications) and cultural structures 

(temples, artistic and cultural institutions). The recovery and rebuilding of the city took into 

account both the lessons of earlier impacts and the new environmental and landscape reality. 

Channel margins had been naturally redefined, which led to different options regarding both 

the ensuing urban development and the location of docks. The city’s redevelopment was 

preferentially focused towards the east as the Central Channel became the main waterway 

bordering the settlement and the centre of fluvial activities. Destroyed quarters on the west 

fringe of the Western Koms were definitively abandoned due to the decay of the West 

Channel. But the most significant outcome was a considerably greater management of the 

landscape, which included the construction and development of flood protection in the area of 

the Memphis ruin field. Moreover, the ambitious fluvial works made in the Faiyum and at el-

Lisht, particularly the diversion of a significant amount of the Nile’s water, probably 

contributed to both diminishing flows and lesser impacts of destructive flood events in 

Memphis and other regions downstream. Even if the intentions of these interventions are still 
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a matter of debate, they had great consequences on the ensuing environmental and landscape 

evolution of Memphis. 

 Subsequently, the long-term effect of the diversion of the Nile’s flows, urban expansion 

on channel banks and strengthening of marginal flood protections, together with a general 

diminution of flows and floods caused by climatic change, contributed to the slow silting up 

of the Central Channel. It also initiated the steadily clogging-up of its upstream western 

connection and the final disappearance of the West Channel. The remains of the latter were 

now represented by a network of pools and marshy depressions, while a smaller channel 

might have flowed considerably closer to Saqqara. The Central Channel’s downstream 

western connections were lost following the decline of the West Channel and the probable 

construction of embankments between Kom Mit Rahina and Kom Tuman, creating a land 

access to the Northern Koms. Accordingly, the pool or inlet southwest of Kom Rabi‛ silted up 

completely by the end of the New Kingdom or during the Third Intermediate Period, thus 

ending any fluvial connection to the western fringes of the Western Koms and turning urban 

development to their eastern fringes. The Central Channel became almost exclusively fed 

from the East Channel. The further silted up the Central Channel became, the less energy its 

flow had, which increased the rate of infill. Its margins were more attractive and safer for 

building, but navigation was becoming more difficult. 

 Memphis continued to be the main administrative centre of Egypt, with its socio-

economic, cultural and religious structures and role, revealing constancy up to the New 

Kingdom, despite the conflicts and changes of power during the Second Intermediate Period. 

In fact, there was apparent stability of the city and its aspects and structures during the Hyksos 

period, perhaps because Memphis was strategically and politically important for these rulers. 

The control of Memphis and the expulsion of the Hyksos was probably one of the main 

causes of the Hyksos–Theban wars. The importance of the city was highlighted not only by 

the fact that both contenders protected the city from damage but also by the consequent 

establishment of the city as capital of the 18th Dynasty. 

 Meanwhile, with no natural event to alter the sequence of processes which began during 

the Middle Kingdom, the natural clogging of the Central Channel was sped up by direct 

anthropic intervention, at least during the 18th Dynasty. The Middle Birka was drained and 

infilled for urban expansion, probably after the construction of transverse embankments 

between the Western and Eastern Koms. By the 19th Dynasty, vast central areas of the palaeo-

Central Channel were occupied, mainly by religious structures related to the cults of Ptah and 

the Apis bulls, reflecting the growing importance and enrichment of the religious institutions 
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of the city, but also by palatial buildings. In fact, Memphis recovered supremacy during the 

New Kingdom and this was expressed through a large-scale landscape transformation of the 

city, including vast interventions in the older parts of the city, i.e., the Western Koms. Apart 

from its symbolic role as the traditional capital of Egypt, Memphis was again the best 

strategic location to hold control of the country, particularly due to the proximal location of 

the apex of the delta, and because this region was close enough to the areas of political and 

economic expansion of the state in Asia. Now, clusters of koms were interconnected by dry 

land accesses (Kom Mit Rahina with Kom Tuman; the Western Koms with the Eastern Koms 

through the Middle Birka), and the access to a main and active waterway (the East Channel) 

was again easy. Thus, the development of the Eastern Koms was fast (particularly for 

dwellings and economic activities, and including non-Egyptian settlers) due to available free 

land, the navigability of the East Channel and the potential of its margins for developing 

fluvial-related activities. Dedicated docking areas spread along the margins of the South Birka 

and the Eastern Channel: civil and mundane activities along Kom Rabi‛, religious and royal 

activities on the north and east shore of the South Birka, and trade (particularly long-distance 

one) on the east margins of the East Channel. In contrast, the North Birka lost its main source 

of water and became a slowly decaying pool. The socio-economic structure of Memphis, as 

well as its religious and cultural structures, probably flourished. However, the urban 

development further increased the accumulation of debris and consequent clogging-up of all 

marginal areas, contributing to the initially slow eastward retreat of the East Channel since at 

least the end of the New Kingdom. 

 The period of the 20th, 21st and 22nd Dynasties marks a transition in the role of 

Memphis, with its structures, institutions and life apparently starting to be less dependent on 

its status as capital and its strategic position and, instead, more on its symbolism and role as 

the centre of Egyptian culture and religion. With the crown becoming weaker and Memphis 

losing relevance in the overall economy of the state, the temple of Ptah became one of the 

most powerful and rich institutions of the country. Libyan descendants politically and socially 

dominated the Memphite region during the Third Intermediate Period, which seems not to 

have affected the urban structure and socio-economic life of its inhabitants. In a time of semi-

independent kingdoms and of kings of Libyan origin, Memphis may have been mainly 

governed by local institutions and elites tightly connected to those rulers. Perhaps partly 

because of that situation, the Kings of Kush attacked northern Egypt. Memphis was 

conquered but was spared from major damage despite the resistance offered. 
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 Despite the differences between rulers during the Third Intermediate Period and the 

Late Period, Memphis was apparently regarded and respected by all as the traditional centre 

of the administration, political power and culture of the Egyptian state. The administrative 

structures of the city were recurrently used by different kings and dynasties, even by external 

occupiers, and the Memphite religious traits and institutions were promoted, as rulers looked 

to the important political support of the high priest of Memphis. Being recognised as king in 

Memphis and protecting its institutions became a main means of kingship legitimation, which 

is reflected in the works made by rulers of these periods in the Memphis ruin field. These 

were mainly renovations or small additions to earlier temples, which are observed in the 

complex of the great Ptah temple and particularly in its southeast quadrant where the local 

cults of the Apis bulls were concentrated. The small-scale of these constructions was a result 

of the artistic and cultural conventions of the time. But during the Late Period, the scale of 

constructions in the Memphis ruin field increased, particularly through military structures, 

reflecting not only the importance of controlling Memphis but also the martial spirit of the 

time. 

 Memphis was now a different city, which is apparent not only in its urban landscape but 

also through its socio-economic background. Earlier buildings were adapted to new uses, for 

example to activities related to trade and manufacturing. Some religious areas were adapted to 

new traits, including the burial of elites in temple grounds. In general, there seems to have 

been beneficial socio-economic development, with the settlement expanding decisively in the 

Eastern Koms and to the Northern Koms. The Eastern Koms seems to have become a truly 

central area of the city, possibly with quadrants inhabited by a cosmopolitan population 

mainly dedicated to trade and production. Military structures may have been developed on 

Kom Qala‛a on the areas surrounding the South Birka. The Northern Koms, despite probable 

earlier occupation, including for industrial activities in the Third Intermediate Period, were 

now occupied mainly by a large fortress and a military structure. The development of the 

Northern Koms was significantly promoted by a novel land connection, between it and Kom 

Nawa and the Eastern Koms (despite the existence of an earlier land connection between Kom 

Tuman and Kom Mit Rahina at least since the New Kingdom). The connection, which was 

probably made with an artificial embankment that cut the channel (probably already shallow 

and largely silted up) linking the East Channel and the North Birka, was the final strike to the 

slow dying pool on the latter. The pool slowly dried up and became agricultural floodplain. A 

harbour may have been located in the resulting inlet between Kom Dafbaby and Kom Nawa, 
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further increasing occupation and activities on the Northern Koms, their eastern margins and 

Kom Nawa. 

 The socio-economic and urban patterns of development in the Memphis ruin field 

during the Late Period continued throughout the Ptolemaic Period and part of the Roman 

Period. Memphis became a truly cosmopolitan city and reached its largest extent in the 

Ptolemaic Period. The city was a principal economic hub on the Nile, a centre of production 

and manufacturing that was still based on the artistic and cultural background of its 

inhabitants, and possibly had a significant military position. The Eastern and Northern Koms 

were probably the most vibrant areas of the Memphis ruin field. Despite the loss of its role as 

capital and administrative centre of Egypt, the city thrived in socio-economic terms, owing to 

the religious, cultural and artistic traditions of the city and the navigable conditions offered by 

the Eastern Channel. However, Egyptian traditions and culture continued to be eroded by 

increasing foreign impact. Those were partly kept alive by the religious institutions of 

Memphis while they had political influence. But, with the disappearance of the main 

principles of the dynastic state, the Egyptian religion also started to decline and Memphis lost 

its symbolic role and religious importance during the Roman Period. 

 Memphis still largely relied on its connection to the Nile. Apart from the shores of the 

East Channel, the South Birka remained inundated until the late Roman Period, enabling local 

fluvial activities. However, by that time its conditions as a navigable inlet were probably 

already poor due to clogging of its connection to the East Channel as well as constant 

deposition of anthropic debris resulting from the surround intensively occupied areas and the 

construction of embankments on its margins. Moreover, the East Channel was slowly 

migrating towards the east—a natural trend that was most probably amplified by human 

pressure on its western margins. With the continuous movement of the East Channel, the 

South Birka was deprived of its sources of water and Memphis lost all its connections to 

waterways. This eastward migration of the East Channel represented the end of the direct 

relationship between the Nile and the settlement in the Memphis ruin field at least after the 6th 

century AD. The socio-economic consequences of this loss were devastating. With the end of 

the city’s connection to the Nile, Memphis definitively declined and was abandoned in only a 

few centuries. 

As an irony of destiny, perhaps the fundamental role of Memphis during the dynastic 

Egypt is best illustrated by the fact that the city died with the state itself. Memphis was one of 

the main pillars and symbols of a political, cultural, religious and social entity, and, with their 

end, the city itself also disappeared. 
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Thus, apart from political and socio-economic motivations, the development of the city 

and its region as the capital of Egypt had been largely conditioned by changes in the fluvial 

system of the Nile, and consequently in the environmental conditions and available resources 

affecting not only the region but the entire country. Altogether, the complex fluvial changes in 

the Memphite landscape may explain many transformations in the city and may justify why 

some sites were being abandoned while others were being developed, creating the idea of a 

capital changing its position in the region. This was probably the result of a pragmatic 

response to landscape and environmental changes through taking advantage of the prevailing 

conditions. More recently, for instance, the drift of the apex of the Nile may partially explain 

the ‘migration’ of main cities/capitals of Egypt, with post-dynastic capitals following similar 

patterns, e.g., the early Islamic el-Fustat and modern Cairo. 

 

VII.4.  Looking ahead 

Archaeological research in the Memphis ruin field has been traditionally strained, mainly due 

to the geomorphological characteristics of the area. In recent decades those difficulties have 

been amplified by the political situation in Egypt, by local politics and by urban development 

and social instability felt particularly at regional and local scales. Given those difficulties and 

the increasing threats to the site and its remains, many of which are probably still to be 

detected, geoarchaeology (including, where possible, the use of geophysic methods) can 

provide fast, easy and low-budget means to conduct further investigation on Memphis (as, for 

instance, in Giza and Tell el-Dab‛a; vide IV.2). 

 Thus, I propose systematic borehole and augering operations in areas less affected by 

urban development and less investigated through archaeological excavations, i.e., Northern 

Koms, Eastern Koms, South and North Birkas, as well as areas identified in this dissertation 

as marginal spaces between channels and settled areas. This would confirm the results of this 

work and may provide evidence of docking areas and limits of settlement areas, hence 

supplying invaluable indications for both the protection of these areas and the planning and 

location of future archaeological excavations. 

 With the same aims, I propose geophysical prospection of the large areas that are still 

free from urban occupation. Despite the local constraints to geophysics investigation 

(probable depth of some remains, soil characteristics, profusion of human activities and 

assets), most of the same areas referred to above still present a degree of transformation that 

might have not affected buried structures. Despite the specific limitations of each geophysical 

technique, a combination of different methods (e.g., GPR, magnetic and resistivity 
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measurements) would provide critical information. Moreover, equipment available today 

permits the rapid prospection of large areas, offering a means of investigation that is relatively 

low-budget and free from impacts. 

 This work revealed the importance and urgency of preserving and further exploring 

archived data. I already contributed to this task by digitising registers and notes from 

boreholes and augering operations performed by the Survey of Memphis. Furthermore, I 

started the transposition of such information in alphanumeric data, which not only enables its 

introduction and treatment on GIS software but also its statistical investigation. The potential 

of this work is enormous, and includes the 3D modelling of subsurfaces and the creation of a 

platform to compile and unite all geoarchaeological data obtained in the Memphis ruin field 

(note that several teams have been working in the field but geoarchaeological data has not 

been gathered for larger-scale interpretations). Moreover, this geoarchaeological data should 

be gathered to all other means of information regarding the archaeology of Memphis. This 

would permit the definition of general protocols for data recording in geoarchaeological 

investigations in the Memphite area and ultimately for similar works in the entire Nile valley. 

Thus, I agree with the further development of an open digital database in GIS software and 

the exploration of its analytical potential. Such a digital database has recently started to be 

developed by the Memphis Site and Community Development Project (MSCD). Since 2015, 

this project, a collaboration between the Egyptian Ministry of Antiquities (MoA), Ancient 

Egypt Research Associates (AERA) and the University of York, and sponsored by the United 

States Agency for International Development (USAID), has been working on the full 

spectrum of activities that comprise the management of the Memphis archaeological sites, 

including the creation of a fully georeferenced database gathering all sorts of archaeological 

information regarding Memphis (cf. MSCD 2018). 
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APPENDIX I – BOREHOLE LOGS 

Appendix I contains the logs of the 77 boreholes analysed in this study (Table I). It assembles 

detailed information and data from the boreholes, which were taken inside and in the close 

vicinity of the Memphis ruin field (vide sub-chapters IV.3, IV.4). Detailed information 

regarding the concept and design of the borehole logs can be found in sub-chapter IV.4.6. The 

written description and interpretation of the cores and its layers is available in Appendix II. A 

simplified version of these logs is also presented in the sections in Appendix VI. 
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APPENDIX II – INTERPRETATION OF CORES: TABLES 

Appendix II contains the description of sediments and elements observed in the cores. Instead 

of presenting the description of layers and cores by either their sequential number or height 

(which can be consulted and observed in the borehole logs in Appendix I), it was decided to 

organise the descriptions in layers and tables for an easier consultation of data while reading 

Chapter V. This arrangement also accurately reproduces the cognitive processes used for the 

interpretation of the sediments and its depositional sequences. Thus, the sequence of the tables 

follows the order of the descriptive interpretation as presented in Chapter V. Each table 

gathers core layers from different boreholes that possess interrelated environmental 

interpretations (vide IV.5, V). In the tables, layers are presented in a sequence starting from 

the deepest to the shallower. The layers in the tables represent sections of the cores: layers are 

defined by observed sections in which a sequence of sediments represents a distinct 

environmental interpretation (vide IV.5). The layers are identified in relation to the boreholes 

(e.g., SoM035.A is a layer of SoM035); their position and sequences in the cores are shown in 

the borehole logs (vide Appendix I). Apart from the identification of the core layers and its 

detailed description, the height a.s.l. of each layer is also noted. 

 

Table AII.1  

Core layer: SoM035.A 11.50m a.s.l. ↔ 11.65m a.s.l. 

Light yellowish brown coarse sand; becoming brown upwards; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM067.A 11.55m a.s.l. ↔ 11.95m a.s.l. 

Very pale brown very coarse sand up to 11.65m a.s.l.; above 11.65m a.s.l. presents pale yellow 

and yellow coarse sand; above 11.85m a.s.l. there is a 0.05m thick deposit of mixed red, black, 

and white fine sands; mica is seen at 11.90m a.s.l.; sterile. 

 

 

Table AII.2  

Core layer: SoM035.B 11.65m a.s.l. ↔ 12.60m a.s.l. 

Dark greyish and greyish brown gritty coarse sand; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM067.B 11.95m a.s.l. ↔ 12.20m a.s.l. 

The auger head arrived empty at surface, which suggest very coarse materials; sterile. 
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Table AII.3 

Core layer: SoM035.C 12.60m a.s.l. ↔ 13.65m a.s.l. 

Light yellowish brown, becoming upwards pale yellow, gritty coarse sand; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM067.C 12.20m a.s.l. ↔ 13.25m a.s.l. 

Coarsening upwards sequence between 12.20m a.s.l. and 12.90m a.s.l.: light grey very stiff 

smooth clayish silt intercalated with light grey very stiff smooth sandy silt, followed above by 

light grey coarse silty sand, then white stiff smooth silty sand; above 12.90m a.s.l. it is 

composed of light yellowish brown very coarse sand; sterile. 

 

 

Table AII.4 

Core layer: SoM051.A 7.40m a.s.l. ↔ 7.75m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown coarse sand; sterile. Mostly yellow coarse sand; becoming grained yellow brown 

medium sand upwards; small pebbles; one sherd at the bottom (probably contamination from 

upper layers). 

Core layer: SoM050.A 7.90m a.s.l. ↔ 8.20m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown coarse sand; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM021.A 8.60m a.s.l. ↔ 8.80m a.s.l. 

Dark greyish brown and dark grey sand; light brown laminae; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM054.A 9.30m a.s.l. ↔ 9.85m a.s.l. 

Grey sand up to 9.60m a.s.l.; above 9.60m a.s.l. becomes dark grey sand mixed with clumps of 

grey clay; sterile. 

 

 

Table AII.5 

Core layer: SoM065.A 9.20m a.s.l. ↔ 10.55m a.s.l. 

Coarse sand; mostly yellow and light yellowish brown; becoming pale brown and light 

brownish grey above 10.00m a.s.l.; sterile. 
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Table AII.6  

Core layer: SoM021.B 8.80m a.s.l. ↔ 9.60m a.s.l. 

Light yellowish brown sand; alternating with greyish brown silty clay laminae up to 9.00m a.s.l. 

and above it with silty sand laminae; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM021.C 9.60m a.s.l. ↔ 10.10m a.s.l. 

Pale yellow smooth sand; becoming grittier upwards; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM021.D 10.10m a.s.l. ↔ 10.50m a.s.l. 

Pale brown slightly silty sand; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM2011/03.A 8.65m a.s.l. ↔ 9.00m a.s.l. 

Very dark greyish brown silty sand; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM2011/06.A 9.75m a.s.l. ↔ 10.40m a.s.l. 

Light olive brown sand; becoming finer upwards; micaceous; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM2011/05.A 10.00m a.s.l. ↔ 10.80m a.s.l. 

Very dark greyish brown and olive brown sand; micaceous; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM2011/04.A 11.35m a.s.l. ↔ 11.55m a.s.l. 

Dark greyish brown sandy silt; with coarse sand pockets and some lamination; micaceous; 

sterile. 

Core layer: SoM2011/04.B 11.55m a.s.l. ↔ 11.80m a.s.l. 

Olive grey sand; with small clay lumps and with mica; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM013.A 11.25m a.s.l. ↔ 11.40m a.s.l. 

Yellow coarse sand at the bottom; followed above by greyish brown gritty silt mixed with 

yellow sand; sterile. 
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Table AII.7 

Core layer: SoM019.A 8.60m a.s.l. ↔ 8.70m a.s.l. 

Clean brownish yellow coarse sand; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM063.A 9.15m a.s.l. ↔ 9.25m a.s.l. 

Black very coarse sand; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM017.A 10.60m a.s.l. ↔ 11.30m a.s.l. 

Very dark grey to grey smooth sand; topped by a thin sheet composed of gritty sand with stones, 

followed above by another thin deposit composed of stiff gritty silt; almost sterile; sherds flakes 

and a medium sized sherd show up in the top 0.30m but these are likely a contamination from 

upper levels, as described in the Drill record sheet. 

Core layer: SoM024.A 11.45m a.s.l. ↔ 11.55m a.s.l. 

Very dark grey sand; sterile. 

 

 

Table AII.8 

Core layer: SoM052.A 7.90m a.s.l. ↔ 8.35m a.s.l. 

Mostly pale yellow and pale brown sand; with greenish and pinkish laminae; micaceous; sterile. 

 

 

Table AII.9 

Core layer: SoM014.A 8.60m a.s.l. ↔ 10.75m a.s.l. 

Dark grey very stiff clay; smooth up to 9.30m a.s.l.; greenish grey and less stiff in the top 

0.50m; almost sterile (very small number of tiny sherds at 10.20m a.s.l. which are probably 

contamination from upper layers). 

 

 

Table AII.10 

Core layer: SoM2009/05.A 13.10m a.s.l. ↔ 13.40m a.s.l. 

Mixed pockets of brownish yellow, brown and yellow sand; with some clay in the darker 

pockets; sterile. 
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Table AII.11 

Core layer: SoM019.B 8.70m a.s.l. ↔ 10.50m a.s.l. 

Dark yellowish brown very smooth slightly silty sand up to 9.80m a.s.l., becoming above it, 

dark brown and less smooth; sterile. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table AII.12 

Core layer: SoM2009/08.A 9.40m a.s.l. ↔ 10.80m a.s.l. 

Black sand; some sand looks to be burnt; a thin deposit at 10.40m a.s.l. is composed of strong 

brown sand without mica; generally micaceous; up to 10.40m a.s.l. there are a few sherds, wood 

and wheat grains; above 10.40m a.s.l. the number of sherds increases sharply, the quantity of 

wood and wheat grains diminish, and limestone, quartz pebbles, bones charcoal are present. 

Core layer: SoM2009/08.B 10.80m a.s.l. ↔ 13.45m a.s.l. 

Essentially silty sand; black at the bottom to very dark grey on the top; with black sand clusters; 

large quantity of sherds, specially crushed and blackened ones; with occasional limestone, 

sandstone, chert, quartz pebbles, slag, charcoal, bones and wheat grains. 

Core layer: SoM021.E 10.50m a.s.l. ↔ 11.30m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown gritty sand; lighter and smoother at the bottom; two 0.10m sterile thick 

laminae at the top being one composed of greyish brown stiff smooth slightly silty clay and the 

other of yellowish brown smooth silty clay; rich in sherds but sterile at the bottom; with some 

flints. 

Core layer: SoM021.F 11.30m a.s.l. ↔ 14.80m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous layer mostly composed of sandy silt; up to 12.00m a.s.l. it is particularly 

homogeneous and composed of dark greyish brown sandy silt with large quantities of sherds; at 

the top of the layer the sandy silt becomes yellowish brown; at the very top presents greyish 

brown slightly sandy silt; with pockets of dark grey ashy sandy silt, brown silt, dark greyish 

brown ashy silt, very dark grey ash, dark brown and yellowish brown silty sand, brown sandy 

silt, greyish brown and pale brown slightly silty sand; ash show up at several levels; sherds are 

very common. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.12 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM067.D 13.25m a.s.l. ↔ 13.95m a.s.l. 

Very pale brown stiff coarse sand, becoming smoother upwards; thin deposits of either stiff or 

smooth very pale brown silty sand; lenses of ashy sand are recognized at 13.55m a.s.l. and at 

13.90m a.s.l.; very few, very small, and mostly eroded sherds. 

Core layer: SoM035.D 13.65m a.s.l. ↔ 14.30m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown silty sand; becoming light brownish grey upwards; presence of very dark grey 

ashy lenses; with sherds, mostly small sized. 

Core layer: SoM037.A 13.80m a.s.l. ↔ 14.20m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown silty sand; becoming upwards clayish sand; with large quantities of sherds. 

Core layer: SoM067.E 13.95m a.s.l. ↔ 14.85m a.s.l. 

Very pale brown and white stiff sandy silt; becoming upwards light grey and pale yellow stiff 

silty sand; small and very small sized sherds appear in small number in almost all the layer. 

Core layer: SoM005.A 14.00m a.s.l. ↔ 15.30m a.s.l. 

Clean sandy silt; no pottery; very short description available for this core. 

Core layer: SoM039.B 14.15m a.s.l. ↔ 18.50m a.s.l. 

Essentially a sequence composed of sandy silt; mainly yellowish brown, sandier, and almost 

sterile up to 15.40m a.s.l.; from 15.40m a.s.l. up to 16.50m a.s.l. it is brown and with very few 

sherds; from 16.50m a.s.l. up to 17.20m a.s.l. there is an upward sequence showing brown 

clayish silt, mixed yellowish brown and greyish brown sandy silt, and clay; above 17.20m a.s.l. 

it is homogeneous and composed of sandy silt, mainly greyish brown; sherds are present in the 

entire layer, but are more numerous and bigger (including medium-sized pieces) upwards and 

mainly above 17.00m a.s.l.; calcium carbonate at the top. 

Core layer: SoM2009/08.D 14.35m a.s.l. ↔ 19.50m a.s.l. 

Mostly dark brown clayey sand; very micaceous; dark brown silty sand up to 14.85m a.s.l.; 

above 17.10m a.s.l. some sandy clay deposits appear; with clay clumps (more common above 

17.10m a.s.l.) and sandy pockets; with constant and small content of sherds, which diminish 

slightly upwards; above 17.10m a.s.l. there are pebbles of quartz, limestone, and sandstone, 

bones and also rare presence of both sandy concretions and plant remains. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.12 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM033.B 14.40m a.s.l. ↔ 17.60m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown soft loose silty sand (essentially); sherds show up almost constantly, but in very 

small quantities; below 15.50m a.s.l., it is siltier and clayish, while sherds appear in bigger 

number, concentrated in pockets, and sometimes degraded; a stone lump was detected at 17.40m 

a.s.l.; at the bottom, the digging of core was avoided by some hard material, suggesting some 

kind of foundation immediately below 14.40m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM037.C 14.50m a.s.l. ↔ 17.70m a.s.l. 

Silty sand; yellowish brown up to 15.15m a.s.l. and with mixed hues above it (essentially brown 

but with yellowish brown, brownish yellow, and greyish brown pockets); above 17.05m a.s.l. it 

is composed of brown sandy silt; with large quantities of sherds, including several 

concentrations. 

Core layer: SoM006.A 14.80m a.s.l. ↔ 17.60m a.s.l. 

Brown sandy silt up to 15.80m a.s.l.; dark brown silt, which is dark below 16.95m a.s.l., and 

soft and loose above it; occasional presence of sherds; very short description available for this 

core. 

Core layer: SoM067.F 14.85m a.s.l. ↔ 16.35m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous layer mostly composed of light grey and light brownish grey clayish silt, 

partially stiff, partially gritty; presents grey very stiff clay clumps and small deposits of grey 

clay (at the bottom and with charcoal), light brownish grey gritty silt, yellow sand, and silt (at 

the top); very frequent charcoal, sherds (including medium-sized pieces) and pottery (some 

reddish pottery); calcium carbonate lumps at the top. 

Core layer: SoM021.H 15.30m a.s.l. ↔ 18.00m a.s.l. 

Mostly slightly sandy silt; multi-coloured layer, but basically brownish; with clusters composed 

of silt; one ashy lamina; with constant presence of sherds. 

Core layer: SoM036.A 15.70m a.s.l. ↔ 15.80m a.s.l. 

Stone; this impeded the continuation of the drilling. 

Core layer: SoM035.F 15.80m a.s.l. ↔ 16.10m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown sandy silt; presence of sandy clayish silt; with degraded sherds. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.12 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM035.G 16.10m a.s.l. ↔ 16.95m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown and yellowish brown smooth slightly sandy silt; with great content of degraded 

and small sherds; at least one flint. 

Core layer: SoM067.G 16.35m a.s.l. ↔ 17.50m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown silty sand (essentially) and sandy silt; the bottom 0.20m are less homogeneous, 

showing yellowish brown compact silty sand, brownish yellow silty sand, yellowish brown 

sandy silt, and calcium carbonate; sherds exist in the entire layer. 

Core layer: SoM036.C 16.90m a.s.l. ↔ 19.95m a.s.l. 

Sandy silt; mainly light yellowish brown, pale yellow and pale brown; a few soft, smooth, or 

compact pockets bellow 18.80; two thin deposits of silty sand; some dark greyish sediments; 

above 19.40m a.s.l. it is mostly dark greyish brown; sherds exist in all the layer but never in 

large number, and with a slight increase upwards; a fragment of stone at 17.40m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM033.D 18.15m a.s.l. ↔ 20.90m a.s.l. 

Mixed silty and loamy sand, mostly stiff; upwards darkening colours: light brownish grey up to 

18.95m a.s.l., then brownish yellow up to 19.50m a.s.l., and very dark grey (mixed with 

brownish yellow lumps) up to 20.20m a.s.l.; above 20.20m a.s.l., there is a mixture of brownish 

yellow and dark olive grey loamy sand, followed upwards by very dark brown silty sand; sherds 

show up almost constantly, but decreasing in number upwards; small chert pebbles exist in the 

top 0.35m; some calcium carbonate flakes appear at 19.00m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM035.J 18.25m a.s.l. ↔ 20.60m a.s.l. 

Compact sandy silt; with a large variation of colours and hues; smooth between 18.25m a.s.l. 

and 18.85m a.s.l.; sherds are present, well distributed throughout the layer and mainly small 

sized. 

Core layer: SoM012.A 18.70m a.s.l. ↔ 19.05m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous and mixed upwards sequence composed of brown silt, yellowish brown sandy 

silt and brown compact silt; lumps of yellow compact sand in the brown compact silt; sherds 

present in large number; with limestone; at the bottom a stone was hit by drill and interrupted 

the digging of the core. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.12 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM039.D 18.80m a.s.l. ↔ 22.25m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous compact layer; composed mainly of sandy silt and clayish silt, but with some 

silty clay, silt, and silty sand deposits; mostly greyish brown and brown, but also with few 

brownish yellow, yellowish, and grey pockets; top 0.25m presents brownish yellow sand lenses 

in a greyish brown compact clayish silt matrix; with huge quantity of both sherds (including 

frequent large-sized pieces) and limestone bits (sometimes appearing concentrated); a laminae 

of black ash exists at 20.35m a.s.l. between greyish brown compact silt (above) and brownish 

yellow compact silty sand.; at 21.50m a.s.l. the auger recovered no sediments, which was 

explained in the drill core record sheet by the existence of a solid piece of limestone. 

Core layer: SoM037.F 20.15m a.s.l. ↔ 21.15m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown compact silt; with sherds. 

Core layer: SoM038.A 21.85m a.s.l. ↔ 22.20m a.s.l. 

Brownish yellow compact sandy silt; with sherds and limestone chips; at the bottom, the 

digging of core was interrupted by a stone, which can be part of a building. 

 

 

Table AII.13 

Core layer: SoM2009/08.C 13.45m a.s.l. ↔ 14.35m a.s.l. 

Mostly sand; black at the bottom; becoming lighter upwards, namely very dark grey, dark 

brown, yellow clusters and, on top, dark brown; the dark brown sediments are siltier; very 

micaceous above 13.90m a.s.l.; the number of sherds diminishes upwards, being high at the 

bottom and almost sterile on top; sherds at the bottom are dark, probably burnt, crushed, and at 

least one shows blue glaze; with sandy concretions, quartz pebbles, bones, chert, limestone 

pebbles, sandstone pebbles, slag, and maybe some gypsum. 

Core layer: SoM039.A 13.75m a.s.l. ↔ 14.15m a.s.l. 

Possible limestone block or pieces (building element?): auger head arrived empty at surface, but 

revealing limestone traces, and recorded as contaminated by above debris. 

Core layer: SoM037.B 14.20m a.s.l. ↔ 14.50m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown sandy clay; sherd-rich. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.13 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM035.E 14.30m a.s.l. ↔ 15.85m a.s.l. 

Loose gritty coarse sand; mostly light yellowish brown, but browner at the bottom; sherds are 

rare. 

Core layer: SoM033.A 14.40m a.s.l. 

Hard sediments, probably coarse material or stones, which impeded the continuation of the 

drilling. 

Core layer: SoM021.G 14.80m a.s.l. ↔ 15.30m a.s.l. 

Mostly yellowish brown smooth sand; the deepest 0.08m show gritty ash; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM005.B 15.30m a.s.l. ↔ 15.60m a.s.l. 

Yellow sand; no sherds, but immediately above this layer pottery remains show up at 15.90m 

a.s.l. 

 

Table AII.14 

Core layer: SoM036.B 15.80m a.s.l. ↔ 16.90m a.s.l. 

Mainly yellowish brown clayish silt; stiff, smooth, light yellowish brown and sometimes silty 

clay up to 16.40m a.s.l.; above 16.40m a.s.l. it is slightly sandy and sometimes brown; very few 

sherds. 

 

Table AII.15 

Core layer: SoM005.C 16.70m a.s.l. ↔ 17.00m a.s.l. 

Yellow grit deposits (silty sand or sand?); a red piece of pottery at 17.00m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM033.C 17.60m a.s.l. ↔ 18.15m a.s.l. 

Mixed pale yellow and greyish brown slightly silty coarse sand; one lens, at least, of very dark 

grey ash; with some sherds; one small flint flake. 

Core layer: SoM006.B 17.60m a.s.l. ↔ 18.10m a.s.l. 

The auger head arrived empty at surface, which suggest either very coarse materials, very soft 

sands, or an empty cavity related to foundations. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.15 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM006.C 18.10m a.s.l. ↔ 19.80m a.s.l. 

Sequence of sands: brownish yellow sand in the bottom 0.45m, followed above by a 0.25 thick 

brown sandy silt, then 0.85m of mainly yellow compact sand, and on top, 0.15m of yellow 

coarse sand; with a small quantity of sherds. 

Core layer: SoM037.D 17.70m a.s.l. ↔ 18.15m a.s.l. 

Brown compact clay; greyish brown at the bottom; with some sherds. 

Core layer: SoM021.I 18.00m a.s.l. ↔ 19.50m a.s.l. 

Dark brown slightly sandy silt; sterile; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM037.E 18.15m a.s.l. ↔ 20.15m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous layer composed mainly of brown compact sandy silt up to 19.65m a.s.l.; above 

19.65m a.s.l. presents greyish brown compact clay mixed with yellow sand; laminae of clay and 

yellow sand between 18.40m a.s.l. and 18.70m a.s.l.; a of brown compact clayish silt deposit at 

19.10m a.s.l.; few sherds, which size decreases on the top 0.50m. 

Core layer: SoM035.H 16.95m a.s.l. ↔ 18.15m a.s.l. 

Mostly greyish brown smooth slightly silty sand; becoming pale brown and siltier above 

17.70m a.s.l.; with sherds, mostly degraded ones, but with some larger ones. 

Core layer: SoM035.I 18.15m a.s.l. ↔ 18.25m a.s.l. 

Clean yellowish brown stiff clay; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM039.C 18.50m a.s.l. ↔ 18.80m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown stiff clay; with medium-sized sherds and limestone flakes. 

Core layer: SoM036.D 19.95m a.s.l. ↔ 20.25m a.s.l. 

Sequence presenting greyish brown clayish silt up to 20.05m a.s.l., and followed above by 

mixed and multi-coloured burnt sand; with sherds. 
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Table AII.16 

Core layer: SoM067.H 17.50m a.s.l. ↔ 18.60m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown silt; no references to clasts; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM012.B 19.05m a.s.l. ↔ 21.22m a.s.l. 

Sandy silt; yellowish brown up to 19.85m a.s.l., becoming above it brownish yellow; compact 

below 19.30m a.s.l.; with a good quantity of sherds; some limestone at the bottom; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM2009/08.E 19.50m a.s.l. ↔ 21.00m a.s.l. 

Mostly very dark greyish brown silty clay; with sandy pockets; up to 19.65m a.s.l. it is 

composed of dark brown crumbly sandy clay, very micaceous and with very sandy pockets; 

micaceous; with sherds; with organic materials; pebbles of quartz, limestone, and sandstone; top 

layer. 

Core layer: SoM011.A 19.70m a.s.l. ↔ 21.27m a.s.l. 

Brownish yellow sandy silt; with presence of sherds; up to 19.95m a.s.l., the sandy silt is 

compact yellowish brown, presenting limestone flakes and bigger quantity of sherds; at the 

bottom a stone was hit by drill and interrupted the digging of the core; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM006.D 19.80m a.s.l. ↔ 20.00m a.s.l. 

Dark yellowish silt; no references to clasts; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM036.E 20.25m a.s.l. ↔ 21.30m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown mixed loose sandy loam; with small sherds; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM035.K 20.60m a.s.l. ↔ 22.83m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown and brownish yellow loam; upwards becomes sandier, looser; with sherds, 

which increase in number upwards; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM033.E 20.90m a.s.l. ↔ 21.67m a.s.l. 

Very dark brown mixed sandy loam; with large content of sherds; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM037.G 21.15m a.s.l. ↔ 22.70m a.s.l. 

Brownish yellow silt; yellowish brown at the bottom; with sherds, which become rare above 

21.55m a.s.l.; with good quantity of limestone chips; top layer. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.16 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM038.B 22.20m a.s.l. ↔ 23.20m a.s.l. 

Mainly brownish yellow compact silt up to 22.95m a.s.l.; with high number of sherds and 

limestone chips; above 22.95m a.s.l. up to the surface, there is a 0.25m thick soil which is 

essentially rubbish accumulation (sherds and limestone chips), probably dumped from close-by 

archaeological excavations. 

Core layer: SoM039.E 22.25m a.s.l. ↔ 23.80m a.s.l. 

Brown compact sandy silt; with large content of sherds; top layer. 

 

 

Table AII.17 

Core layer: SoM051.B 7.75m a.s.l. ↔ 9.00m a.s.l. 

Mainly yellowish brown coarse sand (sometimes either yellow or brown); some inserted 

deposits composed of stiff clay (being upwards dark brown, black, very dark grey, grey and 

greyish brown); organic green lens at 8.30m a.s.l.; frequent black and orange flecks (probably 

organic materials); some mica; very few sherds at 8.15m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM054.B 9.85m a.s.l. ↔ 10.40m a.s.l. 

Mixed and intercalated dark grey deposits composed of sand (sometimes fine sand) and clay 

(sometimes dense clay); with pottery, mostly appearing as small pieces occasionally 

decomposed, but with some medium sized sherds as well; a microlith; note that the drill record 

sheet is not clear regarding the presence of lamination. 

 

 

Table AII.18 

Core layer: SoM018.A 10.30m a.s.l. ↔ 11.00m a.s.l. 

Smooth sand mixed with clay and silty clay; grey to very dark grey; sherds appear in a pocket at 

10.45m a.s.l., and are frequent only above 11.00m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM018.B 11.00m a.s.l. ↔ 13.90m a.s.l. 

Mostly dark grey silty sand; two deposits composed of dark grey sand, with sherds, at 11.00m 

a.s.l. and at 12.10m a.s.l., being respectively 0.20m and 0.30m thick; with a great quantity of 

sherds; presence of stone chips, limestone flakes, and calcium carbonate. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.18 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM013.B 11.40m a.s.l. ↔ 11.60m a.s.l. 

Alternating laminae of greyish brown sandy silt, pale brown stiff clay, light brownish grey silt, 

and yellow sand; big quantities of sherds, which are more numerous and degraded in the sandy 

silt layers. 

Core layer: SoM013.C 11.60m a.s.l. ↔ 12.85m a.s.l. 

Alternating laminae of greyish brown sandy silt and pale brown stiff clay; the clay is yellowish 

brown and compact above 12.25m a.s.l.; big quantities of sherds, which are more numerous and 

degraded in the sandy silt layers. 

Core layer: SoM010.A 12.65m a.s.l. ↔ 12.75m a.s.l. 

Accumulation of stones in a brown silt matrix; sterile.  

Core layer: SoM010.B 12.75m a.s.l. ↔ 13.15m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown sandy silt; with sherds.  

Core layer: SoM025.A 12.90m a.s.l. ↔ 13.50m a.s.l. 

Upward sequence composed of yellowish brown sandy clayish silt, greyish brown clayish silt, 

and above 13.15m a.s.l. yellowish brown slightly sandy silt; sherds in big number, with the 

presence of degraded pieces at the bottom; some calcium carbonate flakes at the top; a 

limestone at 12.95m a.s.l. impeded the continuation of the drilling.  

Core layer: SoM032.A 12.95m a.s.l. ↔ 13.35m a.s.l. 

Dark greyish brown and dark yellowish brown slightly silty sand; top 0.10m composed of dark 

yellowish brown slightly sandy silt with limestone flakes; sterile; at the bottom, a stone impeded 

the continuation of the drilling. 

Core layer: SoM032.B 13.35m a.s.l. ↔ 14.05m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown stiff gritty clayish silt up to 13.50m a.s.l.; followed upwards by sandy silt which 

is greyish brown and gritty at the bottom but becomes yellowish brown and smooth at the upper 

levels; presence of sherds; flakes and lumps of limestone. 

Core layer: SoM032.C 14.05m a.s.l. ↔ 14.80m a.s.l. 

Upward sequence composed of greyish brown silty clay (slightly sandy, then slightly gritty), 

clayish silt (slightly gritty brown, then smooth greyish brown); on top, dark greyish brown stiff 

slightly silty clay with calcium carbonate; presence of sherds; flakes and lumps of limestone. 
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Table AII.19 

Core layer: SoM040.A 13.15m a.s.l. ↔ 13.30m a.s.l. 

Brownish yellow soft sand; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM040.B 13.30m a.s.l. ↔ 13.70m a.s.l. 

Clay; mostly greyish brown, yellowish brown at the bottom, brown at the top; stiff bellow 

13.50m a.s.l.; very few water-rolled sherd flecks at 13.45m a.s.l.; limestone flecks. 

 

 

 

 

Table AII.20 

Core layer: SoM2011/03.B 9.00m a.s.l. ↔ 9.75m a.s.l. 

Very dark greyish brown sandy silt (mostly); micaceous; very low quantity of clasts above 

9.40m a.s.l., mainly rotten sherds; a few bones and charcoal. 

Core layer: SoM2011/03.C 9.75m a.s.l. ↔ 12.60m a.s.l. 

Either stick or stiff very dark greyish brown to dark greyish brown sandy silt; becoming 

upwards browner and more homogeneous; some dark patches; very abundant deteriorated 

sherds; with traces of mica and charcoal; a few stone fragments; sherds were dated from the Old 

Kingdom or even earlier (one in better condition seems to be pre-Old Kingdom). 

Core layer: SoM2011/06.B 10.40m a.s.l. ↔ 11.25m a.s.l. 

Upwards sequence composed of dark greyish brown stiff sandy clay, greyish brown stiff clayish 

sand, dark greyish brown stiff silt; with lamination and mica; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM2011/06.C 11.25m a.s.l. ↔ 11.75m a.s.l. 

Light olive brown sand; becoming dark greyish brown fine sand on top; micaceous; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM2011/05.B 10.80m a.s.l. ↔ 11.05m a.s.l. 

Dark greyish brown sandy clay; micaceous; organic content. 

Core layer: SoM2011/04.C 11.80m a.s.l. ↔ 12.00m a.s.l. 

Dark greyish brown stiff sandy silt; with lamination; concentration of concretions; micaceous; 

sterile. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.20 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM2011/01.A 12.60m a.s.l. ↔ 14.35m a.s.l. 

Essentially very dark brown and dark brown sandy silt; up to 13.00m a.s.l. it is darker, sandier, 

coarser, very wet, with some signs of lamination and partially constituted by rotten sherds; 

generally rich in clasts and sherds; at 13.60m a.s.l. there is a coarser pocket, which half content 

are fragments of sherds; with mica, concretions, quartz, and bones; rare presence of both 

limestone and charcoal. 

 

 

Table AII.21 

Core layer: SoM013.D 12.85m a.s.l. ↔ 14.40m a.s.l. 

Brown silt and sandy silt; greyish brown below 13.25m a.s.l.; with sherds, many degraded. 

Core layer: SoM010.C 13.15m a.s.l. ↔ 13.75m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown silty clay; with few to very few sherds; with limestone flakes. 

Core layer: SoM025.B 13.50m a.s.l. ↔ 14.80m a.s.l. 

Sandy silt; mainly yellowish brown; brown at the bottom and greyish brown at the top; very 

sherd-rich. 

Core layer: SoM010.D 13.75m a.s.l. ↔ 15.00m a.s.l. 

Mainly greyish brown silt; brown at the bottom; with sherds and limestone flakes. 

Core layer: SoM018.C 13.90m a.s.l. ↔ 14.25m a.s.l. 

Brown and yellowish brown sandy silt with an intercalated deposit of grey clayish silt; with a 

good quantity of sherds. 

Core layer: SoM018.D 14.25m a.s.l. ↔ 17.60m a.s.l. 

Mainly brown sandy silt and silty sand; with yellowish brown and brownish yellow pockets; 

pale brown between 15.70m a.s.l. and 16.60m a.s.l.; few sherds, very well distributed; some 

limestone flakes and ash pockets between 15.40m a.s.l. and 16.00m a.s.l. 
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Table AII.22 

Core layer: SoM051.C 9.00m a.s.l. ↔ 9.95m a.s.l. 

Sand; mostly coarse and grained; mixed red and yellow up to 9.50m a.s.l., becoming above 

yellowish brown; pebbles at the bottom, which size decreases up to 9.50m a.s.l.; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM054.C 10.40m a.s.l. ↔ 11.45m a.s.l. 

Mostly very dark grey sand; black grey up to 10.65m a.s.l.; the top 0.10m presents dark grey 

fine sand; almost sterile, but with medium sized pieces of pottery up to 10.65m a.s.l.; small 

pebbles at 11.20m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM040.C 13.70m a.s.l. ↔ 13.95m a.s.l. 

Brownish yellow soft sand up to 13.80m a.s.l., followed above by a 0.04m thick yellowish 

sandy clay laminae; above 13.85m a.s.l. the auger head arrived empty at surface, which suggest 

very coarse materials; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM064.A 14.00m a.s.l. ↔ 15.00m a.s.l. 

Upward sequence of light yellowish brown very coarse sand up to 14.30m a.s.l., followed above 

by coarse sand (light yellowish brown, pale brown and light brownish grey at the bottom, but 

becoming in the top brownish yellow); yellowish brown silty sand above 14.90m a.s.l.; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM032.D 14.80m a.s.l. ↔ 15.30m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown sand; becoming slightly silty above 15.05m a.s.l.; brown smooth sand above 

15.20m a.s.l.; with sherds. 

 

 

Table AII.23 

Core layer: SoM013.E 14.40m a.s.l. ↔ 16.60m a.s.l. 

Upward sequence composed of greyish brown sandy silt, yellowish brown silt, brown silt, and 

on top brown slightly sandy silt; almost sterile (a few sherds reported only at 15.85m a.s.l.). 

Core layer: SoM025.C 14.80m a.s.l. ↔ 15.15m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown sandy silt with lenses of grey clay; very sherd-rich.  

(cont.) 
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Table AII.23 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM010.E 15.00m a.s.l. ↔ 16.60m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous layer which presents an upwards sequence of brownish yellow silty clay, brown 

silt and brown sandy silt up to 16.00m a.s.l.; above it the sequence is inverse and poorly sorted, 

presenting upwards brown sandy silt with clay lumps, brown silt and on top yellowish brown 

clayish silt with sandy lenses; sherds exist but poorly distributed, with some sterile cores; 

limestone fragments appear only close to the top.  

 

 

Table AII.24 

Core layer: SoM018.E 17.60m a.s.l. ↔ 18.00m a.s.l. 

Brown slightly sandy silt; top 0.18m with brown, slightly greyish, coarse slightly silty sand; 

with a few sherds. 

 

 

Table AII.25 

Core layer: SoM2011/06.D 11.75m a.s.l. ↔ 13.80m a.s.l. 

Mostly dark greyish brown silty clay; stiff up to 12.65m a.s.l.; with a pocket of sticky sandy silt 

at 12.85m a.s.l.; lamination exist in the bottom 0.15m; micaceous; sherds and clasts in big 

number show up abruptly at 12.00m a.s.l. which were dated as belonging to the Old Kingdom, 

although some pieces can also belong to the First Intermediate Period; the quantity of sherds 

decrease above 12.45m a.s.l., these ones dating mainly from the Old Kingdom (between 13.05m 

a.s.l. and 13.25m a.s.l. they are mixed with First Intermediate Period and Middle Kingdom 

pottery); the entire layer presents small fragments of limestone, flint, bones, concretions, and 

charcoal; at 13.30m a.s.l. there is a pocket rich in organic sediments but with no clasts. 

Core layer: SoM2011/03.D 12.60m a.s.l. ↔ 15.40m a.s.l. 

Sandy silt and silt; essentially stiff or sticky; mostly very dark greyish brown, but with some 

brownish pockets; micaceous; fairly common concretions and charcoal; clasts are rare and 

basically made up of rotten ceramics;  lamination exists between 12.65m a.s.l. and 13.30m a.s.l., 

followed by a deposit with a bit more quantity of sherds (mostly rotten) up to 13.80m a.s.l.; 

lamination appears again between 14.40m a.s.l. and 14.60m a.s.l.; sherds dated to the Old 

Kingdom and First Intermediate Period show up mixed.  
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Table AII.26 

Core layer: SoM051.D 9.95m a.s.l. ↔ 11.00m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown sand; with deposits of greyish brown clay, becoming grey upwards; the clay 

deposits are thicker and more frequent at the bottom; some silt and brown sandy silt at 10.15m 

a.s.l.; almost sterile but with a few small pottery pieces at the bottom 0.25m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM054.D 11.45m a.s.l. ↔ 14.40m a.s.l. 

Black clay; essentially very compact or dense up to 13.30m a.s.l.; almost sterile; large pieces of 

pottery mixed with white organic material between 14.05m a.s.l. and 14.30m a.s.l.; on top 

becomes smooth and presents some sherds which both number and size increase upwards.  

Core layer: SoM040.D 13.95m a.s.l. ↔ 14.45m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown clay; becoming upwards very stiff; almost sterile (one tiny water-rolled sherd 

at the top).  

Core layer: SoM064.B 15.00m a.s.l. ↔ 16.10m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown stiff smooth clay; slight upwards increase of coarseness; very stiff, slightly gritty 

and with flakes of calcium carbonate at the bottom 0.10m; very stiff from 15.10m a.s.l. up to 

15.75m a.s.l.; above 15.75m a.s.l. it is slightly silty and sometimes yellowish brown; sterile; 

limestone flakes in small number.  

Core layer: SoM032.E 15.30m a.s.l. ↔ 18.05m a.s.l. 

Essentially greyish brown very stiff and slightly gritty clay; with a couple of smoother clay 

pockets; between 16.80m a.s.l. and 17.20m a.s.l. presents grey and bluish grey laminae, no 

sherds and a lump of limestone; above 17.90m a.s.l. becomes stiff smooth silty clay with bluish 

grey laminae; with a few sherds and rare limestone. 

Core layer: SoM018.F 18.00m a.s.l. ↔ 18.40m a.s.l. 

Stiff smooth brown clay; very few sherds, which number increases upwards. 
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Table AII.27 

Core layer: SoM051.E 11.00m a.s.l. ↔ 12.80m a.s.l. 

Sand; mainly yellowish brown, becoming yellow upwards; in the top 0.35m the drill did not 

collect any sample, which is probably due to very coarse or hard sediments at this level; almost 

sterile, with only a few small pottery pieces at c.12.15m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM051.F 12.80m a.s.l. ↔ 14.60m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown stiff silt; greyish brown stiff silty clay above 13.35m a.s.l.; the top 0.25m are 

composed of very dark brown and very dark grey silt which is less stiff upwards; sherds appear 

concentrated in pockets, and the size of the pieces increases upwards; frequent limestone (pieces 

and flecks); frequent charcoal, especially inset in the silty clay. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table AII.28 

Core layer: SoM2011/05.C 11.05m a.s.l. ↔ 14.10m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous micaceous layer, composed of intercalated sand silt and clayish silt; dark greyish 

brown up to 12.35m a.s.l., while above it presents mixed deposits of very dark greyish brown, 

dark greyish brown, dark brown, and dark olive brown; lamination exist between 12.35m a.s.l. 

and 12.65m a.s.l.; a sherd-rich layer, including rotten ones; rare concretions, bones, charcoal, 

and flint; in term of dates, there is a mixture of Middle Kingdom pottery, which curiously are 

more common at the bottom, and Old Kingdom sherds (including some from the 4th Dynasty to 

the late 6th Dynasty). 

Core layer: SoM2011/04.D 12.00m a.s.l. ↔ 13.80m a.s.l. 

Mostly dark greyish brown stiff sandy silt; with lamination and some dark patches; very 

micaceous; a few bones, charcoal, limestone; a bead and an unidentified material, probably dry 

leather; sherd-rich clusters; Middle Kingdom sherds up to 12.70m a.s.l., and above it, mixed and 

intercalated deposits, i.e. sherd-richer deposits (c. 0.25m thick) with Old Kingdom sherds 

alternating with stiffer and laminated layers generally with Middle Kingdom sherds. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.28 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM2011/05.D 14.10m a.s.l. ↔ 19.20m a.s.l. 

Sandy silt; mostly very dark greyish brown; dark greyish brown between 15.85m a.s.l. and 

17.20m a.s.l.; a stiff pocket at 18.60m a.s.l.; micaceous; laminated deposits are frequent and 

seen between 14.25m a.s.l. and 14.75m a.s.l., 16.50m a.s.l. and 17.20m a.s.l., 17.45m a.s.l. and 

17.65m a.s.l., 17.85 and 18.15m a.s.l.; very few sherds, with the exception of some pockets at 

16.00m a.s.l. (predominantly 6th Dynasty but also some Middle Kingdom pieces), at 17.75m 

a.s.l. (4th and 6th Dynasties), and at 18.95m a.s.l. (6th Dynasty); with the exception of the one at 

18.95m a.s.l., all pockets of sherds show up immediately below a laminated deposit which 

presents also clay and either grey or black patches; sherds are generally a mixture of Old 

Kingdom and Middle Kingdom ones up to 15.90m a.s.l., but above it they are predominantly 

Old Kingdom (a First Intermediate Period one was recognized at 16.25m a.s.l.); rare presence of 

fragments of charcoal, bones, quartz; one flint. 

Core layer: SoM2011/04.E 13.80m a.s.l. ↔ 19.15m a.s.l. 

Sandy silt, mostly very dark greyish brown, and either stiff or sticky; with organic materials, 

bone fragments, mica, and black patches; rare presence of charcoal, stones (flakes and small 

pieces of limestone, granite, and flint) and lamination, but all becoming more frequent higher 

up; intercalated deposits of Old Kingdom and Middle Kingdom pieces, in small number but 

with a richer deposit (mainly rotten sherds) at 17.40m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM2011/06.E 13.80m a.s.l. ↔ 17.20m a.s.l. 

Dark greyish brown sandy silt, mostly stiff and micaceous; with pockets of dark greyish brown 

silty (15.55m a.s.l. up to 15.70m a.s.l.) and dark greyish brown clayish silt (13.95m a.s.l. up to 

14.15m a.s.l., and 16.25m a.s.l. up to 16.40m a.s.l.); sherds exist in the entire layer, but richer 

deposits are seen at 14.55m a.s.l., at 15.95m a.s.l., and especially at 15.45m a.s.l.; almost all 

sherds were dated from being from the Old Kingdom, but some Middle Kingdom pieces are 

found between 16.60m a.s.l. and 17.20m a.s.l., and especially at 15.45m a.s.l.; the sherd richer 

deposits are coincident or immediately above laminated ones: 13.80m a.s.l. up to 13.95m a.s.l., 

14.30m a.s.l. up to 14.45m a.s.l., 15.20m a.s.l. up to 15.35m a.s.l., and 15.85m a.s.l. up to 

16.05m a.s.l.; with rare presence of bone, limestone, concretions, and charcoal; some quartz is 

present, which appear more often than usual up to 14.85m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM2011/01.B 14.35m a.s.l. ↔ 14.65m a.s.l. 

Very dark greyish brown clayey silt and dark greyish brown silty clay; very small quantity of 

sherds and clasts, being the top deposit (silty clay) practically sterile. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.28 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM2011/01.C 14.65m a.s.l. ↔ 18.55m a.s.l. 

Essentially composed of very dark greyish brown to dark brown sandy silt up to 16.70m a.s.l.; 

between 16.70m a.s.l. and 16.80m a.s.l. there is a slightly sandy and coarser deposit; above 

16.80m a.s.l. it presents mostly very dark greyish brown to dark brown silt; at the top 0.20m 

a.s.l. shows lamination; sherds exist constantly but in reduced number, with the exception of a 

sherd richer pocket at 15.40m a.s.l. (above stiff sandy silt); rare presence of bones (bigger 

number of bones on top), concretions, charcoal, quartz, flints, granite, and clay nodules; and 

bigger number of bones. 

Core layer: SoM040.E 14.45m a.s.l. ↔ 15.20m a.s.l. 

Mostly brown slightly sandy silt; a very few greyish brown deposits; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM025.D 15.15m a.s.l. ↔ 17.75m a.s.l. 

Sandy silt; essentially greyish brown, sometimes brown, other times grey; ashy and dark grey 

from 15.95m a.s.l. up to 16.25m a.s.l., and from 16.80m a.s.l. up to 17.15m a.s.l.; with a big 

number of sherds, although lightly less than in the deeper layers; the ashy deposits and the ones 

in between it have a concentration of sherds, together with presence of calcium carbonate 

flakes; a bead was found in the deeper ashy deposit. 

Core layer: SoM2011/03.E 15.40m a.s.l. ↔ 17.60m a.s.l. 

Mostly very dark greyish brown sandy silt and silt, essentially stiff or sticky; some brownish 

pockets; at 15.70m a.s.l. there is a bedded sandier silt deposit; between 16.20m a.s.l. and 16.90m 

a.s.l. the sediments are less coarser and presenting lamination and greyish patches; rare clasts, 

basically rotten ceramics; sherds are more abundant from 16.80m a.s.l. upwards; with fairly 

common presence of mica, concretions, and charcoal; sherds belong to the Middle Kingdom. 

Core layer: SoM010.F 16.60m a.s.l. ↔ 18.26m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown silt; with sherds only at the bottom; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM013.F 16.60m a.s.l. ↔ 17.25m a.s.l. 

Brown clayish silt; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM2011/02.A 17.25m a.s.l. ↔ 18.50m a.s.l. 

Mostly very dark greyish brown silt; micaceous; stickiness decreases upwards; with sherds, 

including a small concentration of rounded and rotten pieces at 18.15m a.s.l.; charcoal is present 

but its quantity decreases upwards; a big stone at the bottom hindered the digging of the core. 
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Table AII.29 

Core layer: SoM2011/06.F 17.20m a.s.l. ↔ 18.70m a.s.l. 

Dark greyish brown sandy silt; micaceous; with high rates of lamination; with charcoal and dark 

patches; very low content of sherds (Old Kingdom and Middle Kingdom mixed pottery); rare 

presence of clay nodules, limestone, sandstone, concretions, bones, quartz, and flint. 

Core layer: SoM2011/03.F 17.60m a.s.l. ↔ 18.65m a.s.l. 

Mainly very dark greyish brown stiff sand; a large piece of flint at the bottom; a siltier deposit 

rich in mica and with traces of charcoal up to 18.10m a.s.l.; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM2011/02.B 18.50m a.s.l. ↔ 19.20m a.s.l. 

Light yellowish brown soft sand; upward decreasing quantity of mica, concretions, pebbles and 

sherds up to 18.75m a.s.l., becoming sterile above it. 

Core layer: SoM2011/01.D 18.55m a.s.l. ↔ 20.65m a.s.l. 

Very dark greyish brown and very dark brown sticky and stiff clayish silt; micaceous; small 

number of sherds (two richer clusters at 18.80m a.s.l. and 20.00m a.s.l.), bones, concretions, 

charcoal, quartz, flints, limestone, granite, and clay nodules; a bead; slight increase in the 

quantity of bones and concretions above 19.50m. 

Core layer: SoM2011/04.F 19.15m a.s.l. ↔ 20.40m a.s.l. 

Mostly olive brown sandy silt; organically rich and micaceous; modestly sorted; becoming 

sandier upwards; dark greyish brown up to 19.70m a.s.l.; dark brown above 20.30m a.s.l.; some 

lamination; poor in clasts despite some rotten sherds in small number; intercalated sherd 

deposits of Old Kingdom and Middle Kingdom date. 

Core layer: SoM2011/05.E 19.20m a.s.l. ↔ 20.40m a.s.l. 

Pale olive fine sand; becoming light grey and pale yellow on top; micaceous; very 

homogeneous; sterile. 
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Table AII.30 

Core layer: SoM2011/03.G 18.65m a.s.l. ↔ 21.40m a.s.l. 

Essentially very dark brownish to very dark greyish sandy silt; stiff up to 19.85m a.s.l.; with a 

bottom 0.25m thick sterile, stiffer, smoother, and laminated deposit; with traces of mica and 

charcoal; sherds are more numerous between 19.85m a.s.l. and 20.50m a.s.l., together with some 

quartz and flint clasts; sherds were identified as being from the Middle Kingdom (probably 

early Middle Kingdom); some possible First Intermediate Period pieces exist at 19.75m a.s.l.; 

top layer. 

Core layer: SoM2011/06.G 18.70m a.s.l. ↔ 21.65m a.s.l. 

Sandy silt; dark greyish brown up to 18.85m a.s.l., then dark grey up to 19.35m a.s.l., and above 

it, very dark greyish brown; micaceous; with a pocket of very dark greyish brown silty sand 

between 19.35m a.s.l. and 19.50m a.s.l.; lamination is seen at 19.15m a.s.l.; small number of 

sherds below 19.65m a.s.l. (mainly from the Old Kingdom but with some Middle Kingdom 

pieces); above 19.65m a.s.l. the deposits are richer in sherds and charcoal; with bones, 

concretions, and charcoal; big quantities and several kind of fragments or very small pieces of 

stones; sherds present a mixture of Old Kingdom and mainly Middle Kingdom pottery, although 

Old Kingdom pieces are rare above 20.65m a.s.l.; New Kingdom and Late Period pottery is also 

found in the top 0.40m; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM2011/02.C 19.20m a.s.l. ↔ 21.75m a.s.l. 

Very dark greyish brown sandy silt; browner, stiffer and clayish in the bottom 0.30m; 

micaceous; with sherds which are more abundant at 19.80m a.s.l.; with charcoal; the ceramic 

fragments are identified as being from the First Intermediate Period below 20.70m a.s.l., then 

mixed First Intermediate Period with some Old Kingdom, and above 21.05m a.s.l. Middle 

Kingdom sherds only; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM2011/04.G 20.40m a.s.l. ↔ 22.50m a.s.l. 

Dark brown sandy silt; micaceous; abundance of sherds that are mostly from the Middle 

Kingdom, but with some exceptional ones being from either the Old Kingdom or the early Old 

Kingdom; a deposit at 21.15m a.s.l. is reddish and rich in rotten and smashed sherds; with 

charcoal, small stone pieces, concretions, and bones; very remixed and remobilized top layer. 

Core layer: SoM2011/05.F 20.40m a.s.l. ↔ 21.10m a.s.l. 

Very dark greyish brown sandy silt; with rare sherds, all from the Old Kingdom; some mica, 

charcoal, clay clumps, and limestone pieces; very remixed and remobilized top layer. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.30 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM2011/01.E 20.65m a.s.l. ↔ 21.45m a.s.l. 

Very dark greyish brown silt; soft at the bottom; light-toned and sandy at the top; with some 

bones, concretions, sherds, charcoal, quartz, and a flake of granite and another of sandstone; top 

layer. 

 

 

Table AII.31 

Core layer: SoM064.C 16.10m a.s.l. ↔ 16.75m a.s.l. 

Sand, essentially pale brown; with brief lamination, generally clayish lenses; very dark grey 

sand thin laminae at 16.50m a.s.l. and above it, compact and clayish sand; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM064.D 16.75m a.s.l. ↔ 18.00m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown silty sand; above 17.25m a.s.l. becomes randomly greyish brown or yellowish 

brown and less sandy and more silty upwards; with a very small number of sherds which are 

very eroded at the bottom; sherds are mostly identified in drill core record sheet as “Nile silt 

sherds”; common appearance of calcium carbonate flakes. 

 

 

Table AII.32 

Core layer: SoM064.E 18.00m a.s.l. ↔ 20.00m a.s.l. 

Mostly mixed yellowish brown and greyish brown very slightly silty sand; in the bottom 0.20m 

it is coarser and brownish yellow, and immediately above it, there is a 0.16m thick ashy deposit; 

laminated with some either grey or ashy lenses; sherds (Nile silt sherds) are common, even in 

bigger number immediately above the grey lenses; with some limestone chips, a pebble and a 

few calcium carbonates flakes. 

 

 

Table AII.33 

Core layer: SoM064.F 20.00m a.s.l. ↔ 21.20m a.s.l. 

Mostly grey crumbly clay; dark greyish brown silt at the bottom 0.30m; large presence of 

limestone chips in the clay deposits; top layer. 
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Table AII.34 

Core layer: SoM054.E 14.40m a.s.l. ↔ 17.35m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown sand; becoming grey upwards; some deposits are either coarse or fine; with 

pebbles above 16.60m a.s.l.; huge quantities (increasing upwards) of sherds, including large 

pieces (some decomposed) and glazed pottery; some white and black organic flecks and streaks. 

Core layer: SoM051.G 14.60m a.s.l. ↔ 14.90m a.s.l. 

Sequence showing sterile yellowish brown sand at the bottom; above it, the drill arrived empty, 

which suggest hard sediments (probably very coarse material or stones); on top it is composed 

of dark grey silty clay; charcoal and sherd flecks are present in the silty clay deposit. 

 

 

Table AII.35 

Core layer: SoM051.H 14.90m a.s.l. ↔ 18.20m a.s.l. 

Mostly sandy silt with silt pockets, up to 16.45m a.s.l., which colour evolves upwards from pale 

brown to light brownish grey, greyish brown, and finally brown; above 16.45m a.s.l. it is mostly 

composed of silt which colour evolves upwards from brown to dark brown, light brownish grey; 

with sherd flecks and pieces of pottery badly distributed; a pocket of pale brown sandy silt with 

a slightly larger number of pottery, including charred pieces and organic pottery, is seen 

between 17.35m a.s.l. and 17.75m a.s.l.; limestone flecks are common; charcoal show up as 

well, mainly close to the bottom and at the top.  

Core layer: SoM051.I 18.20m a.s.l. ↔ 19.20m a.s.l. 

Brown mixed loam; with palm roots; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM054.F 17.35m a.s.l. ↔ 18.00m a.s.l. 

Light brownish grey silt; some stiff grey clay deposits; white organic matter streaks; large 

quantities of sherds, including large pieces. 

Core layer: SoM054.G 18.00m a.s.l. ↔ 18.40m a.s.l. 

Light brownish grey fine sand; with large amount of big pieces of pottery. 

Core layer: SoM054.H 18.40m a.s.l. ↔ 19.20m a.s.l. 

Silty sand, mostly light grey up to 19.20m a.s.l.; with strong presence of organic remains 

(greyish green lumps and streaks) up to 19.20m a.s.l. and above it with some greyish and siltier 

sediments; few small sherds and few very small pottery pieces. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.35 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM054.I 19.20m a.s.l. ↔ 21.00m a.s.l. 

Mostly brown sandy silt; with some greyish and siltier sediments, pottery and charcoal exist up 

to 20.00m a.s.l.; top layer. 

 

 

 

Table AII.36 

Core layer: SoM013.G 17.25m a.s.l. ↔ 21.96m a.s.l. 

Mainly brown soft slightly clayish silt, with some yellowish brown deposits up to 18.60m a.s.l., 

been compact clayish silt above it; above 20.60m a.s.l. it is greyish brown; with sherds up to 

20.60m a.s.l., being sterile above it; a bone collected at 18.90m a.s.l.; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM025.E 17.75m a.s.l. ↔ 17.95m a.s.l. 

Grey sand; great quantity of sherds. 

Core layer: SoM025.F 17.95m a.s.l. ↔ 20.50m a.s.l. 

Mainly yellowish brown sandy silt; slightly less sandy and becoming browner upwards and up 

to 18.70m a.s.l.; with grey laminae at 18.25m a.s.l.; brownish yellow sand laminae above 

19.20m a.s.l.; sherds’ quantity decrease upwards and up to 18.70m a.s.l.; almost sterile between 

18.70m a.s.l. and 19.20m a.s.l., but above it sherds become more common; calcium carbonate 

flakes at 18.40m a.s.l.; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM032.F 18.05m a.s.l. ↔ 20.40m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown sandy silt up to 18.80m a.s.l. (becoming brown upwards); above 18.80m a.s.l. 

it is composed of mixed dark greyish brown slightly sandy loam; with sherds and a few 

limestone; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM018.G 18.40m a.s.l. ↔ 19.70m a.s.l. 

Dark brown stiff smooth clayish silt; some slightly gritty deposits; with higher content in sherds. 

Core layer: SoM018.H 19.70m a.s.l. ↔ 20.50m a.s.l. 

Brown gritty silt; with high content of medium sized sherds and stones; top layer, described on 

the drill core record sheet as “plough soil”. 
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Table AII.37 

Core layer: SoM040.F 15.20m a.s.l. ↔ 15.80m a.s.l. 

Mostly brown sandy silt; a very few greyish brown deposits; composed of very dark grey ash 

above 15.55m a.s.l.; a few sherds. 

Core layer: SoM040.G 15.80m a.s.l. ↔ 16.45m a.s.l. 

Clayish silt; greyish brown and with a few sherds at the bottom; sterile and dark grey above 

16m a.s.l.; considered in the Drill record sheet has possibly being mud-bricks. 

 

 

Table AII.38 

Core layer: SoM040.H 16.45m a.s.l. ↔ 18.20m a.s.l. 

Dark grey clay; sterile up to 16.65m a.s.l.; very few sherds above 16.65m a.s.l.; slight increase 

of sherds above 17.00m a.s.l.; considered in the Drill record sheet has possibly being mud-

bricks; top layer. 

 

 

Table AII.39 

Core layer: SoM052.B 8.35m a.s.l. ↔ 9.35m a.s.l. 

Dark grey sandy silt; with sherds, mostly eroded (especially at the bottom), which number and 

size increases upwards; rare calcium carbonate flecks; one pebble and a tooth seen at the 

bottom. 

Core layer: SoM052.C 9.35m a.s.l. ↔ 11.05m a.s.l. 

Mostly very dark grey silty sand; above 10.65 becomes dark grey silt and sandy silt; with large 

quantities of eroded sherds (increasing upwards); rare chert and flint flakes. 

Core layer: SoM053.A 9.20m a.s.l. ↔ 9.75m a.s.l. 

Very dark grey coarse sand; with some sherds, especially at the bottom. 

Core layer: SoM053.B 9.75m a.s.l. ↔ 10.90m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous layer; mainly very dark grey coarse sand; with intercalated deposits, which are 

well defined laminae at the bottom, composed of silty sand and sandy silt; very rare sherds 

flecks, almost sterile. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.39 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM053.C 10.90m a.s.l. ↔ 11.45m a.s.l. 

Very dark grey coarse sand; presence of Nile silt sherds and very few sherd flecks; with both 

lumps and chips of chalky limestone.  

Core layer: SoM063.B 9.25m a.s.l. ↔ 9.95m a.s.l. 

Mixed black and reddish yellow coarse sand and dark grey and black smooth clay; micaceous 

(some olive tinges); sherds appear in good quantity, including some large pieces; rare presence 

of both limestone and bones. 

Core layer: SoM063.C 9.95m a.s.l. ↔ 10.75m a.s.l. 

Black smooth sand mixed; with sherds; top 0.20m is composed of sterile black sand. 

Core layer: SoM2009/07.A 10.10m a.s.l. ↔ 11.50m a.s.l. 

Very dark grey and very dark greyish brown clayish sand; very micaceous; with overall 

presence of sherds, but with a higher proportion at the bottom half; with quartz pebbles, slag, 

sandy concretions, and bones (namely a bird’s scapula). 

Core layer: SoM2009/02.A 10.50m a.s.l. ↔ 13.15m a.s.l. 

Sequence composed upwards of badly sorted very dark greyish brown clayish sand up to 

11.30m a.s.l.; then dark brown and very dark greyish brown silty clay, becoming stiff and sandy 

at the top, between 11.30m a.s.l. and 11.85m a.s.l.; dark brown clayish sand with crushed fine 

grained yellow sandstone between 11.85m a.s.l. and 12.60m a.s.l.; finally, above 12.60m a.s.l. it 

presents dark brown sandy clay with a gastropod shell; mostly very micaceous; with a few 

sherds, mostly crushed, but with small sized ones above 12.60m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM055.A 11.85m a.s.l. ↔ 12.20m a.s.l. 

Smooth slightly sandy silt; sterile; with very few limestone flecks. 

 

 

Table AII.40 

Core layer: SoM034.A 10.70m a.s.l. ↔ 11.15m a.s.l. 

Sequence composed of dark grey to dark greyish brown gritty silty sand and sandy silt, 

followed above by dark grey stiff smooth silty clay; with a large amounts sherds; some 

flint; at the bottom a rock (probably) was hit, hindering the dig of the core. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.40 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM034.B 11.15m a.s.l. ↔ 11.85m a.s.l. 

Dark grey stiff smooth clay; with a few sherds; flakes of either limestone or shells; calcium 

carbonate flakes at the bottom. 

Core layer: SoM015.A 11.20m a.s.l. ↔ 11.55m a.s.l. 

Grey stiff smooth clay; with calcium carbonate, a small stone; almost sterile (a couple of tiny 

sherds which are probably contamination from upper layers). 

 

 

Table AII.41 

Core layer: SoM019.C 10.50m a.s.l. ↔ 11.15m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown stiff smooth slightly silty clay; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM019.D 11.15m a.s.l. ↔ 11.50m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown sandy silt; slightly sandy at the bottom; with a few sherds. 

Core layer: SoM019.E 11.50m a.s.l. ↔ 12.10m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown stiff clay; with a few sherds. 

Core layer: SoM063.D 10.75m a.s.l. ↔ 12.10m a.s.l. 

Mostly dark grey smooth clay; a few pockets have mixed coarse sand; at the bottom there is a 

0.20m deposit composed of dark grey smooth clayish sand with brown organic patches and one 

microlith; on top the clay becomes dark greyish brown and less smooth; micaceous; with sherds, 

which number increases upwards, and including some large pieces; the Drill record sheet reports 

above 11.35m a.s.l. some possible and frequent brick remains (red and black); below 11.35m 

a.s.l. level there are small limestone pieces and washed bits of calcium carbonate. 

Core layer: SoM017.B 11.30m a.s.l. ↔ 15.45m a.s.l. 

Mostly stiff and slightly gritty clay; some smoother deposits; dark grey up to 13.90m a.s.l., 

being grey above it; siltier deposits show up between 13.15m a.s.l. and 13.60m a.s.l., and also 

above 15.00m a.s.l.; with sherds, generally flakes and small sized, although not in large number, 

some sherds are degraded. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.41 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM024.B 11.55m a.s.l. ↔ 16.10m a.s.l. 

Dark grey stiff smooth clay; becomes grey above 15.50m a.s.l.; very smooth up to 12.95m a.s.l.; 

a slightly gritty lamina at 15.25m a.s.l.; sherds are rare but a few degraded pieces and a few 

flakes show up mostly above 14.75m a.s.l.; at 14.75m a.s.l. there is a pocket of small stones. 

Core layer: SoM2009/10.A 11.65m a.s.l. ↔ 11.80m a.s.l. 

Very dark greyish brown silty clay; some slightly sandy clusters; slightly micaceous; sterile; one 

piece of sandstone. 

Core layer: SoM060.A 12.60m a.s.l. ↔ 15.50m a.s.l. 

Compact and dense clay; very compact up to 14.70m a.s.l.; black below 13.65m a.s.l.; very dark 

grey between 13.65m a.s.l. and 14.70m a.s.l.; above 14.70m a.s.l. it is dark grey, but becoming 

dark greyish brown upwards; almost sterile with only one very small sherd which show up at 

12.95m a.s.l.; with a few small pieces and flakes of shells; a very small piece of limestone, rare 

clay nodules and a rare mica are seen below 14.05m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM062.A 13.15m a.s.l. ↔ 14.10m a.s.l. 

Dark grey compact clay; darker downwards, being almost black at the bottom; with mica, which 

content increases upwards; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM016.A 13.20m a.s.l. ↔ 13.80m a.s.l. 

Bluish grey stiff smooth clay; practically sterile, only with a very few sherds, that may be a 

contamination from above levels. 

Core layer: SoM023.A 14.30m a.s.l. ↔ 18.35m a.s.l. 

Clay; mainly greyish brown but dark grey up to 15.25m a.s.l.; stiff up to 16.40 a.s.l.; smooth 

above 15.25m a.s.l.; slightly silty between 15.25m a.s.l. and 16.40m a.s.l. and on the top 0.30m; 

sterile. 

Core layer: SoM027.A 14.30m a.s.l. ↔ 18.30m a.s.l. 

Clay; greyish brown, very stiff, smooth and gritty at the bottom, but becoming less stiff, less 

gritty, and darker towards the top; sherds, stones and calcium carbonate flakes show up below 

16.10m a.s.l., while above it the layer is sterile. 
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Table AII.42 

Core layer: SoM2009/10.B 11.80m a.s.l. ↔ 13.40m a.s.l. 

Mostly dark brown clayish sand; dark brown silty sand in the deepest 0.25m; micaceous up to 

12.55m a.s.l.; with a few sherds, including some crushed ones at the bottom; crushed sandstone 

at 12.20m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM2009/01.A 12.60m a.s.l. ↔ 13.50m a.s.l. 

Clayish sand; very dark greyish brown and with some sherds up to 12.95m a.s.l.; dark brown 

and with less sherd content above 12.95m a.s.l.; micaceous; with lumps at the bottom, either of 

clay or of sand; pieces of sandstone at the top; frequent presence of bones. 

 

 

Table AII.43 

Core layer: SoM014.B 10.75m a.s.l. ↔ 11.10m a.s.l. 

Laminated upward sequence composed of dark grey silt, greenish grey stiff silty clay, and on 

top, yellowish brown silty sand; with a few degraded sherds, which are higher in number and in 

better condition on top. 

Core layer: SoM014.C 11.10m a.s.l. ↔ 12.95m a.s.l. 

Mostly yellowish brown (becoming brown upwards) slightly sandy silt; becoming brown 

upwards; between 11.75m a.s.l. and 12.20m a.s.l. there is a brown coarser mixed deposit 

composed of sandy silt, silty sand, and sand (in the Drill record sheet it is not clear if these 

deposits present lamination); with large quantities of sherds, some of them degraded up to 

11.75m a.s.l., but above it their number diminishes and their size is smaller (some degraded); at 

12.20m a.s.l. some medium sized sherds were recognized as possibly being Old Kingdom 

Maidum ware. 

Core layer: SoM2009/07.B 11.50m a.s.l. ↔ 13.75m a.s.l. 

Mostly very dark grey and very dark greyish brown sandy clay; with occasional small bluish 

black lumps; at the very bottom presents a mixed thin layer with clay pockets; presence of mica, 

sometimes in large quantities; with a few sherds, mostly crushed; with quartz pebbles, slag, 

sandy concretions, and bones. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.43 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM015.B 11.55m a.s.l. ↔ 12.90m a.s.l. 

Laminated and mixed upwards sequence composed of mixed greyish brown clay and brownish 

yellow slightly silty sand in the bottom 0.25m, followed above by yellow and brownish yellow 

sand with clay lenses, brownish yellow silty sand with brown clay lenses, and on top either 

mixed or laminated yellowish brown sandy silt and yellowish brown sand; mostly sterile, 

despite a few sherds in the bottom deposit composed of mixed greyish brown clay and brownish 

yellow slightly silty sand. 

Core layer: SoM034.C 11.85m a.s.l. ↔ 14.40m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous layer; the deepest 0.25m are composed of dark grey gritty sandy silt with 

degraded sherds and at least one bone; from 12.10m a.s.l. up to 13.45 it is composed of 

intercalated silty clay and clayish silt deposits, either gritty, stiff, smooth, or even slightly sandy, 

and which are greyish brown at the bottom but becoming upwards dark greyish brown; ashy 

laminae are seen at 12.45m a.s.l. and at 13.40m a.s.l. there is a deposit of dark grey slightly 

sandy ashy silt with medium-sized sherds; above 13.45m a.s.l. it is mainly composed of greyish 

brown and yellowish brown smooth slightly sandy silt, despite a bottom deposit of yellowish 

brown smooth clay, and a top sequence on top revealing upwards greyish brown slightly sandy 

silty clay, then very dark grey ash, and finally brownish yellow smooth clay; sherds are 

common in the entire layer, being less degraded and less clustered  upwards; on the top a piece 

of pottery was identified as a being possible part of a bread mould; with some shell flakes, 

limestone and calcium carbonate flakes. 
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Table AII.44 

Core layer: SoM015.C 12.90m a.s.l. ↔ 15.75m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous layer mainly composed of mixed brown stiff smooth clay; becoming yellowish 

brown towards the top; these clay deposits present calcium carbonate flakes but are almost 

sterile; from 13.40m a.s.l. up to 13.80m a.s.l. presents mixed brown silty sand and brown stiff 

clay (not clear if there is lamination) with calcium carbonate flakes in the sand and with sherds 

including a large sized and some medium sized ones; between 14.20m a.s.l. and 14.45m a.s.l. 

there is a sterile mixed (not clear if shows lamination) deposit with dark grey loose ash, 

yellowish brown stiff slightly sandy clay, and calcium carbonate flakes; between 14.45m a.s.l. 

and 15.30m a.s.l. is overall laminated (sherd content increases upwards, being generally small 

sized, and at the bottom degraded), with frequent calcium carbonate flakes and presenting 

upwards greyish brown stiff clay (with a brown sandy clay lamina), laminated yellowish brown 

and brownish yellow clay, brown slightly sandy silt with both greyish brown clayish silt and 

calcium carbonate laminae, and on top yellowish brown stiff smooth clay with sand laminae; 

above 15.30m a.s.l. it is siltier, mixed, laminated and upwards composed of yellowish brown 

smooth clay (mixed with dark grey loose ash and silt), followed by laminae of brown silt and 

brownish yellow clay (with calcium carbonate flakes and sherds), and on top laminae of 

yellowish brown clayish silt and brown sandy silt (also with sherds). 

Core layer: SoM029.C 14.40m a.s.l. ↔ 16.00m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown very stiff smooth clay; with no sherds; with some limestone flakes. 

Core layer: SoM034.E 14.90m a.s.l. ↔ 16.50m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous layer composed of greyish brown stiff smooth clay at the bottom and at the top, 

and light brownish grey clay in the centre, being all sterile; those deposits are intercalated 

deposits of yellowish brown stiff smooth sandy silt, yellowish brown to brown sandy clayish 

silt, and greyish brown slightly sandy silt, which possess sherds, a chert flake, and calcium 

carbonate flakes; Lamination is seen at 15.90m a.s.l. (yellowish brown sandy clayish silt with 

yellow laminae). 

 

 

Table AII.45 

Core layer: SoM026.A 13.10m a.s.l. ↔ 13.30m a.s.l. 

Something hard, maybe a stone, a concentration of sherds, or hard sand was hit which hindered 

the digging of the core. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.45 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM026.B 13.30m a.s.l. ↔ 15.00m a.s.l. 

Mainly brown and yellowish brown soft sandy silt; the top 0.40m present greyish brown silty 

sand; dark grey ash and dark greyish brown ashy sand, with calcium carbonate and smaller 

content of sherds, show up between 13.30m a.s.l. and 13.50m a.s.l.; clay lamina at 14.40m a.s.l.; 

with a big quantity of sherds; some calcium carbonate flakes. 

Core layer: SoM2009/10.C 13.40m a.s.l. ↔ 15.15m a.s.l. 

Mostly very dark greyish brown clayish sand; dark brown at the bottom 0.30m; between 13.70m 

a.s.l. and 14.10m a.s.l. it presents very dark greyish brown sandy clay with some coarse sand 

pockets at the bottom; with very large quantities of sherds, mostly crushed ones; charcoal is 

common; mica is rare, mostly appearing at the top; some quartz pebbles at the top. 

Core layer: SoM2009/01.B 13.50m a.s.l. ↔ 14.60m a.s.l. 

Mainly very dark greyish brown clayish sand; up to 13.95m a.s.l. there are intercalated dark 

brown deposits, some clay and hard clay nodules and one a sandstone pebble; poorly 

micaceous; with large quantities, but decreasing upwards, of crushed sherds including both 

burnt black and red brown pieces; as referred on the Drill record sheet, a sherd at 14.05m a.s.l. 

seems to date from the early Old Kingdom. 

 

 

Table AII.46 

Core layer: SoM016.B 13.80m a.s.l. ↔ 14.00m a.s.l. 

Brown gritty silt; with degraded sherds. 

 

 

Table AII.47 

Core layer: SoM052.D 11.05m a.s.l. ↔ 13.65m a.s.l. 

Slightly silty sand; mostly greyish brown up to 11.90m a.s.l.; yellowish brown and rich in 

calcium carbonate above 11.90m a.s.l.; large quantities of eroded sherds. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.47 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM053.D 11.45m a.s.l. ↔ 14.05m a.s.l. 

Mostly slightly silty sand; very dark grey up to 12.05m a.s.l., and presenting above it alternated 

greyish brown and brown deposits (sometimes mixed); clay inclusions at 12.25m a.s.l.; between 

13.00m a.s.l. and 13.40m a.s.l. is composed of a heterogeneous deposit with greyish brown stiff 

silty clay, brown sand and greyish brown sandy silt; with sherds, mostly Nile silt ones, in the 

entire layer and sometimes in clusters; the sherds are eroded up to 13.10m a.s.l.; limestone 

flecks only show up in the sand deposit; rare calcium carbonate. 

Core layer: SoM063.E 12.10m a.s.l. ↔ 12.85m a.s.l. 

An upward sequence; the bottom 0.15m are a concentration of red and black materials which are 

described in the Drill record sheet as being possibly brick remains; above it, the sequence shows 

black clay, greyish brown silty clay, greyish brown clay, greyish brown silt, and on top, brown 

sandy silt; large quantities of sherds; a few calcium carbonate streaks; one flint at the top. 

Core layer: SoM063.F 12.85m a.s.l. ↔ 17.05m a.s.l. 

Mostly silty sand and medium sand; becoming slightly coarser upwards; below 15.00m a.s.l. the 

colour evolves upwards from yellowish brown, pale brown, to light yellowish brown; brown 

coarse sand between 15.00m a.s.l. and 15.50m a.s.l.; above 15.50m a.s.l. it is pale brown; 

pockets, not mixed, of greyish brown clay exist between 15.35m a.s.l. and 15.60m a.s.l. and also 

on top; with frequent sherds, flecks and large pieces of pottery; frequent calcium carbonate in all 

the layer; frequent limestone above 15.35m a.s.l.; a bone at 14.65m a.s.l. 

 

Table AII.48 

Core layer: SoM019.F 12.10m a.s.l. ↔ 12.65m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous layer mainly composed of brown sandy silt; cut by a brown sand deposit at the 

middle of the layer and by another one composed of pale yellow coarse sand at the top; 

immediately below the coarse sand the silt is yellow brown, stiff, and slightly sandy; with some 

sherds, including some medium-sized sherds. 

Core layer: SoM055.B 12.20m a.s.l. ↔ 12.70m a.s.l. 

Very dark grey sequence with mixed clusters composed of silty sand and clayish silt at the 

bottom (perhaps containing organic inclusions); upwards present coarse sand with clayish silt 

laminae and a small sherd; at the top is composed of stiff sandy silt becoming upwards silty 

sand, and presenting a small fleck (not clear if it is pottery or limestone). 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.48 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM029.A 12.85m a.s.l. ↔ 13.30m a.s.l. 

Sequence composed of brownish yellow smooth sand followed above by grey to light yellowish 

brown smooth silty sand; with very few degraded sherds; the drilling of the core was blocked by 

likely stones or hard sands. 

Core layer: SoM014.D 12.95m a.s.l. ↔ 14.20m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown sequence composed upwards of silt, silty sand, sand, silty sand, sandy silt (this 

one being brown), sand, and at the top, silty sand; with sherds, mostly small sized and with 

some degraded ones. 

Core layer: SoM2009/02.B 13.15m a.s.l. ↔ 14.40m a.s.l. 

Clayish sand; dark brown at the bottom but becoming brown upwards; very micaceous; very 

few sherds, mostly crushed; with sandy concretions, small quartz pebbles, and a gastropod shell. 

Core layer: SoM052.E 13.65m a.s.l. ↔ 14.20m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous layer with mixed and laminated deposits composed of brownish yellow coarse 

sand and yellowish brown sandy silt; with large amounts of sherds, some eroded; on top there 

are limestone lumps. 

Core layer: SoM016.C 14.00m a.s.l. ↔ 14.40m a.s.l. 

Brown gritty sandy silt; with degraded sherds. 

Core layer: SoM016.D 14.40m a.s.l. ↔ 15.50m a.s.l. 

Mostly brown smooth sand; gritty brown sand up to 14.55m a.s.l.; with degraded sherds. 

Core layer: SoM016.E 15.50m a.s.l. ↔ 16.00m a.s.l. 

Mostly yellowish brown gritty sandy silt; top 0.15m presents two sequential lamina, the one 

below composed of yellowish brown sand and the other one of dark yellowish brown slightly 

sandy silt; with degraded sherds. 

Core layer: SoM034.D 14.40m a.s.l. ↔ 14.90m a.s.l. 

Sequence composed of a bottom 0.15m thick deposit of brownish yellow coarse slightly silty 

sand, followed above by brownish yellow and yellowish brown smooth slightly silty sand; with 

degraded sherds; with a shell. 

Core layer: SoM026.C 15.00m a.s.l. ↔ 15.45m a.s.l. 

Laminated greyish brown sandy silt; with laminae of clay; with high content of sherds. 
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Table AII.49 

Core layer: SoM017.C 15.45m a.s.l. ↔ 16.55m a.s.l. 

Very heterogeneous layer with several laminated deposits; up to 15.60m a.s.l. it is composed of 

grey clay, becoming upwards less stiff, with grey sandy laminae, which on top become 

brownish yellow sand ones with higher sherd content (medium sized sherds); from 15.60m a.s.l. 

up to 15.85m a.s.l. there is an upwards coarsening sequence (greyish brown silt, followed above 

by greyish brown sandy silt, and pale brown sand on top) with lamination; between 15.85m 

a.s.l. and 16.40m a.s.l. there is a more homogeneous deposit composed of sterile greyish brown 

silty sand with clay laminae at 16m a.s.l.; the top 0.15m of the layer are composed both of 

greyish (several hues) stiff smooth clay (appearing as thin laminae and mixed flakes) and of 

yellowish brown sand at the bottom; sherds exist only up to 15.70m a.s.l., with the exception of 

one small one sherd in the top sand; calcium carbonate flakes are seen at the bottom. 

Core layer: SoM017.D 16.55m a.s.l. ↔ 17.70m a.s.l. 

An upwards coarsening sequence composed of greyish brown stiff smooth silty clay, greyish 

brown smooth silty clay with grey flecks, greyish brown slightly sandy silt, greyish brown silt, 

greyish brown silty sand, greyish brown slightly sandy silt, and on top light olive brown slightly 

silty sand; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM024.C 16.10m a.s.l. ↔ 16.55m a.s.l. 

An upward sequence composed of greyish brown slightly sandy silt, greyish brown slightly 

sandy clayish silt, and on top two thin sterile lenses of brown smooth sand and greyish brown 

stiff smooth clay; with very few sherds. 

Core layer: SoM024.D 16.55m a.s.l. ↔ 17.75m a.s.l. 

Mixed yellowish brown and greyish brown smooth slightly silty sand; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM030.A 17.15m a.s.l. ↔ 18.10m a.s.l. 

Mostly brownish yellow soft slightly silty sand; above 17.90m a.s.l. it is composed of yellowish 

brown sandy silt; sterile. 

 

 

Table AII.50 

Core layer: SoM019.G 12.65m a.s.l. ↔ 12.90m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown stiff smooth slightly gritty clay; with a few sherds. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.50 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM055.C 12.70m a.s.l. ↔ 18.20m a.s.l. 

Mostly dark greyish brown stiff smooth clayish silt and silty clay; very dark grey and very 

smooth up to 14.50m a.s.l.; dark yellowish brown between 15.80m a.s.l. and 16.95m a.s.l.; 

above 16.95m a.s.l. it is very stiff and presents some dark yellowish brown pockets; sandy silty 

clay laminae show up at 14.70m a.s.l., 15.90m a.s.l. and 16.70m a.s.l.; sterile; constant presence 

of very few limestone flecks except between 14.50m a.s.l. and 16.95m a.s.l.; in the laminated 

deposit at 15.90m a.s.l. there are a few flecks of both limestone and calcium carbonate. 

Core layer: SoM022.A 13.00m a.s.l. ↔ 17.70m a.s.l. 

Stiff smooth very slightly silty clay; dark grey at the bottom, evolving upwards to grey and after 

it to greyish brown; slightly siltier above 17.20m a.s.l.; rare presence of sherds and stones. 

Core layer: SoM061.A 13.15m a.s.l. ↔ 19.60m a.s.l. 

Very stiff smooth silty clay; less stiff above 18.85m a.s.l.; the colour evolves upwards from dark 

grey to grey, greyish brown, brown, and finally yellowish brown on top; only two sherds 

observed in the entire core, at 15.15m a.s.l. and at 17.60m a.s.l.; with very few limestone flecks 

in the entire core, but in bigger number, including lumps clusters, between 15.10m a.s.l. and 

15.95m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM029.B 13.30m a.s.l. ↔ 14.40m a.s.l. 

Mainly dark grey stiff slightly sandy silty clay; lightly toned and less clayish at the bottom; 

above 14.05m a.s.l. it is composed of grey stiff gritty clayish silt with calcium carbonate flecks; 

sandy laminae on top; with sherds. 

Core layer: SoM029.D 16.00m a.s.l. ↔ 19.10m a.s.l. 

Very stiff to stiff smooth silty clay; mainly greyish but becoming brown and then dark brown 

upwards; a grittier, siltier and sometimes darker deposit between 18.05m a.s.l. and 18.6m a.s.l.; 

sterile. 

Core layer: SoM2009/07.C 13.75m a.s.l. ↔ 16.00m a.s.l. 

Mainly dark brown sandy clay; very dark greyish brown between 14.50m a.s.l. and 14.80m 

a.s.l., and also between 15.20m a.s.l. and 15.45m a.s.l.; small amount of mica, especially above 

15m a.s.l.; big quantity of sherds, especially up to 14.40m a.s.l., mostly crushed but also with 

some large-sized pieces; some sherds present white details which differ from the commonly 

found ones, either red or black; with chert, quartz pebbles, sandy concretions, and bones. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.50 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM053.E 14.05m a.s.l. ↔ 18.10m a.s.l. 

Mostly stiff silty clay and smooth clayish silt; grey up to 15.10m a.s.l., then mainly greyish 

brown up to 16.40m a.s.l., and above dark greyish brown; brown sandy laminae with fragments 

of scallop shell between 15.05m a.s.l. and 15.50m a.s.l.; thin deposits composed of very dark 

grey silt, light grey clay and greyish brown smooth sandy silt at 16.35m a.s.l., including calcium 

carbonate; smooth slightly sandy silt between 16.95m a.s.l. and 17.30m a.s.l.; with sherds, 

usually small sized or flecks, in the entire layer but decreasing slightly in number upwards; 

limestone flecks are common up to 16.35m a.s.l.; a shell at the top. 

Core layer: SoM062.B 14.10m a.s.l. ↔ 16.20m a.s.l. 

A sequence composed of greyish brown compact silty clay with mica (mostly fine) and calcium 

carbonates up to 14.95m a.s.l.; between 14.95m a.s.l. and 15.80m a.s.l. it is composed of greyish 

brown compact slightly sandy silt, still with calcium carbonate flecks but with upwards 

decreasing mica; above 15.80m a.s.l. presents brown compact slightly gritty clayish silt, with 

flecks of limestone and rare flecks of calcium carbonate; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM052.F 14.20m a.s.l. ↔ 15.45m a.s.l. 

An upwards sequence composed of greyish brown and light grey stiff smooth silty clay at the 

bottom, followed by greyish brown gritty clayish silt with light grey laminae, and above 15.05m 

a.s.l. greyish brown slightly sandy clayish silt and silt; with large quantities of eroded sherds; 

with limestone flecks. 

Core layer: SoM014.E 14.20m a.s.l. ↔ 15.00m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown and brown sand; becoming brownish upwards; with sherds. 

Core layer: SoM014.F 15.00m a.s.l. ↔ 15.80m a.s.l. 

An upwards sequence composed of brown sand (with sherds), followed by yellowish brown 

mixed silt and sand, brownish yellow coarse sand (with sherds), greyish brown slightly silty 

sand, brownish yellow coarse sand, and on top, brown sandy silt. 

Core layer: SoM014.G 15.80m a.s.l. ↔ 17.30m a.s.l. 

Mostly ashy silt; brown gritty loose ashy silt mixed with ash clusters up to 16.40m a.s.l., but 

becoming dark grey, less loose upwards, and above greyish brown; above 16.40m a.s.l., there is 

a dark grey mixed upwards sequence composed of gritty silt, gritty ash and ashy silt; large 

quantities of sherds at the bottom which number decreases upwards, despite a few large sized 

ones on top; calcium carbonate at the bottom. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.50 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM2009/01.C 14.60m a.s.l. ↔ 16.60m a.s.l. 

Clayish sand; mostly very dark greyish brown, but dark brown above 16.20m a.s.l.; micaceous; 

low quantity of sherds, including some crushed ones; other inclusions are rare, namely charcoal 

or burnt sherds at 14.85m a.s.l., a flint at 15.25m a.s.l., and bones at 15.45m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM2009/01.D 16.60m a.s.l. ↔ 17.90m a.s.l. 

A sequence with upwards decreasing coarseness composed of dark brown sticky clayish silt at 

the bottom, then dark brown and very dark greyish brown sticky silty clay up to 17.35m a.s.l., 

and above it very dark greyish brown sticky clay with mixed red and black crumbly very fine 

sand; micaceous; with sherds, including bigger bits, crumbly broken pieces, and red pottery; 

sherds above 17.35m a.s.l. are crushed, burnt and in less quantity. 

Core layer: SoM2009/01.E 17.90m a.s.l. ↔ 18.75m a.s.l. 

A sequence with upwards increasing coarseness composed of dark brown clayish silt up to 

18.35m a.s.l., followed above by mostly very dark greyish brown (a dark brown deposit) clayish 

sand with sticky clay lumps; with sherds and mica, both with increasing quantities above 

18.35m a.s.l.; slag at 18.55m a.s.l.; a quite angular sand grain is described at 18.35m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM2009/10.D 15.15m a.s.l. ↔ 18.65m a.s.l. 

Clayish sand; partially very dark greyish brown; dark brown between 15.75m a.s.l. and 16.30m 

a.s.l. and between 16.80m a.s.l. and 18.05m a.s.l.); micaceous; low quantity of sherds, partly 

crushed, but with a slightly bigger number at 16.65m a.s.l.; with a bone at 15.65m a.s.l.; chert 

(probably) at 17.20m a.s.l.; above 18.00m a.s.l. there are clay lumps, bones, and sandstone. 

Core layer: SoM026.D 15.45m a.s.l. ↔ 17.60m a.s.l. 

Smooth clayish silt; either gritty or sandy; greyish brown, occasionally dark, up to 16.30m a.s.l., 

and brown above it; dark reddish grey sandy patches between 15.45m a.s.l. and 15.75m a.s.l.; 

clay laminae between 16.60m a.s.l. and 16.80m a.s.l.; with a good quantity of sherds; sporadic 

calcium carbonate flakes and flint. 

Core layer: SoM031.A 15.65m a.s.l. ↔ 17.60m a.s.l. 

Stiff smooth clay; mostly dark greyish brown; with a dark grey deposits at the bottom; 

becoming greyish brown at the top; practically sterile, despite very few sherd flecks at 15.95m 

a.s.l. which might be contamination from the upper layer; few small stones up to 16.25m a.s.l. 

and few stone flecks at 16.50m a.s.l. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.50 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM015.D 15.75m a.s.l. ↔ 17.85m a.s.l. 

Essentially composed of brown clayish silt; greyish brown above 17.10m a.s.l.; almost at the 

bottom there is a 0.15m thick deposit composed of brown smooth silt with calcium carbonate 

flakes; coarser and mixed deposits between 16.50m a.s.l. and 16.85m a.s.l. (greyish brown silt 

with dark grey calcium carbonate and ash, followed above by slightly sandy clayish silt with 

calcium carbonate flakes); high sherd content. 

Core layer: SoM016.F 16.00m a.s.l. ↔ 17.60m a.s.l. 

Brown slightly gritty clayish silt; becoming greyish, stiffer, and grittier upwards; large 

quantities of sherds; with some calcium carbonate and limestone flakes. 

Core layer: SoM034.F 16.50m a.s.l. ↔ 17.10m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown smooth sandy silt; sterile layer. 

Core layer: SoM034.G 17.10m a.s.l. ↔ 18.05m a.s.l. 

Soft slightly silty sand; grey up to 17.50m a.s.l. and greyish brown above; with sherds, 

including medium-sized pieces bellow 17.50m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM028.A 18.80m a.s.l. ↔ 18.90m a.s.l. 

Dark brown stiff silty clay; with dark patches; sterile; at the bottom the drill was blocked by a 

stone. 

 

 

Table AII.51 

Core layer: SoM2009/10.E 18.65m a.s.l. ↔ 20.15m a.s.l. 

Mostly dark brown silty sand; very dark greyish brown up to 19.45m a.s.l.; some clayish 

clusters at 19.80m a.s.l.; micaceous; few sherds at the bottom, including some crushed ones, but 

it number decreases sharply upwards; sandstone pebbles are common. 

Core layer: SoM2009/10.F 20.15m a.s.l. ↔ 21.50m a.s.l. 

Mixed and re-worked layer; dark brown clayish sand; micaceous; with sherds; top layer. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.51 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM2009/01.F 18.75m a.s.l. ↔ 21.50m a.s.l. 

Mixed and re-worked layer; mostly very dark greyish brown silty sand; very dark greyish brown 

clayish sand up to 19.35m a.s.l., and sticky below 18.95m a.s.l.; between 19.55m a.s.l. and 

20.10m a.s.l. it is dark brown and brown and quite lumpy; above 20.30m a.s.l., the very dark 

greyish brown silty sand is described as “Nile silty sand” in the Drill record sheet; very 

micaceous; top layer; with a good quantity of sherds, with a slight larger number below 20.30m 

a.s.l.; the sherds include Nile silt pottery at the top and lots of broken ones at the bottom; with 

bones; a 5mm sized quartz pebble at 19.80m a.s.l.; top layer. 

 

 

Table AII.52 

Core layer: SoM019.H 12.90m a.s.l. ↔ 14.55m a.s.l. 

Very heterogeneous layer presenting an upwards sequence composed of yellowish brown 

slightly sandy silt, brownish yellow coarse sand, greyish brown stiff slightly silty clay, greyish 

brown stiff silty clay, slightly sandy silt, greyish brown slightly silty clay, greyish brown 

slightly sandy clayish silt, greyish brown slightly sandy silt, brown clayish silt, and on top 

yellowish brown slightly gritty slightly sandy silt; with large content of sherds which are mostly 

degraded up to 13.40m a.s.l.; above 13.40m a.s.l. there are some stones flecks and the presence 

of calcium carbonate. 

Core layer: SoM019.I 14.55m a.s.l. ↔ 15.50m a.s.l. 

Mainly brown slightly gritty silty sand; above 14.95 and up to 15.15m a.s.l. is composed of 

yellowish brown slightly silty sand; between 15.15m a.s.l. and 15.50m a.s.l. the auger did not 

collect any sample, which may means either coarse materials or a very loose and gritty deposit, 

namely sands or gravels; with a few sherd flecks which number decreases upwards. 

Core layer: SoM019.J 15.50m a.s.l. ↔ 16.35m a.s.l. 

Mainly dark brown sandy silt; yellowish brown at the bottom; at the middle it is dark greyish 

brown and slightly sandy; with sherds, which are essentially flecks up to 16.10m a.s.l., but 

above there are a few small sized pieces. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.52 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM019.K 16.35m a.s.l. ↔ 16.85m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous layer, with an upwards sequence of thin deposits composed of yellowish brown 

stiff clay, brownish yellow sand, brownish yellow slightly silty sand, grey slightly silty sand, 

and on top, dark greyish brown stiff gritty slightly sandy silt; with a few sherds, including 

flecks. 

Core layer: SoM2009/02.C 14.40m a.s.l. ↔ 15.45m a.s.l. 

Sandy clay; mostly dark brown; gritty at the bottom and very gritty and silty at the top; badly 

sorted; micaceous; with large quantities of sherds, which are badly distributed both in number 

and quality (clusters of either gritty, crushed, rotten, or large-sized pieces); with a few pebbles, 

sandstone and limestone. 

Core layer: SoM2009/02.D 15.45m a.s.l. ↔ 16.45m a.s.l. 

Mainly heterogeneous silty clay; with either gritty, soft, or sandy deposits; the colour is either 

very dark greyish brown, dark greyish brown, dark brown or brown; with large quantities of 

sherds, which are badly distributed both in number and quality (clusters of either gritty, crushed, 

rotten, or large-sized pieces); with a few pebbles, sandstone and limestone; a gastropod shell at 

15.90m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM2009/02.E 16.45m a.s.l. ↔ 16.90m a.s.l. 

Clayish sand; mainly dark brown, but becoming very dark greyish brown at the top; the sand is 

sometimes very coarse, including some quartz pebbles; micaceous; with large quantities of 

sherds. 

Core layer: SoM062.C 16.20m a.s.l. ↔ 16.75m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown slightly silty sand; the top 0.05m are composed of brown slightly sandy silt; 

sterile. 

Core layer: SoM062.D 16.75m a.s.l. ↔ 17.15m a.s.l. 

Sequence of thin brown clayish deposits (clay, stiff sandy silt, stiff silt, and stiff silty clay) 

intercalated with laminated sandier ones (yellowish brown sand and pale brown coarse sand); 

sterile. 

Core layer: SoM062.E 17.15m a.s.l. ↔ 17.45m a.s.l. 

Brown stiff silty clay; sterile; with both limestone and calcium carbonate flecks. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.52 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM062.F 17.45m a.s.l. ↔ 18.25m a.s.l. 

An upward sequence composed of yellow coarse sand with yellowish brown stiff smooth clay 

lumps and some limestone flecks up to 17.70m a.s.l.; followed above by yellowish brown very 

sandy silt up to 18.00m a.s.l.; in the upper 0.25m present yellow coarse sand becoming brown 

compact sandy silt on top; sterile. 

 

 

 

 

Table AII.53 

Core layer: SoM052.G 15.45m a.s.l. ↔ 18.95m a.s.l. 

Mostly dark greyish brown very stiff smooth silty clay; becoming dark brown, less stiff, and 

crumblier above 18.45m a.s.l.; decreasing quantity of sherds upwards; almost sterile above 

16.60m a.s.l. despite a few pockets with some sherds; with limestone flecks in the entire layer; 

palm roots at 17.70m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM060.B 15.50m a.s.l. ↔ 16.60m a.s.l. 

Silty clay; dense and brown at the bottom; becoming greyish brown upwards; dark brown and 

crumbly at the top; sterile.  

Core layer: SoM2009/07.D 16.00m a.s.l. ↔ 18.00m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous layer composed of alternate deposits of silty clay and sandy clay; becoming 

sandier upwards; the colour ranges from dark brown to very dark greyish brown with no direct 

relation to any specific type of sediments; micaceous, being very rich in mica below 16.70m 

a.s.l.; with a few black clay clusters; some sherds, which quantity decreases above 16.55m a.s.l.; 

with quartz pebbles, sandy concretions, bones, slag.  

Core layer: SoM019.L 16.85m a.s.l. ↔ 17.55m a.s.l. 

Dark greyish brown and stiff sequence composed upwards of gritty clay up to 17.05m a.s.l., 

followed by a thin deposit of gritty clayish silt, and above it silty clay; with sherds; some stone 

flecks, and possible some nodules as well; with roots at the top. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.53 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM019.M 17.55m a.s.l. ↔ 19.10m a.s.l. 

Mostly dark brown clayish silt; dark greyish brown, smooth, slightly sandy, and with a few 

sherds up 18.10m a.s.l.; dark brown smooth slightly sandy silt between 18.10m a.sl. and 18.35m 

a.s.l.; above it the layer is composed of sterile dark brown stiff slightly clayish silt; sherd 

content decreases upwards and they cease to exist above 18.20m a.s.l.; some roots at 18.00m 

a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM2009/02.F 16.90m a.s.l. ↔ 17.90m a.s.l. 

Dark brown and very dark greyish brown clay; micaceous; with sherds; with numerous clusters 

of bones, rocks, and pebbles. 

Core layer: SoM063.G 17.05m a.s.l. ↔ 18.20m a.s.l. 

Sandy clay, mostly light brownish grey; greyish brown at the bottom and brown at the top; 

dense in the bottom 0.15m; with large quantities of sherds and limestone, but their average size 

diminish upwards; on top the sherds become worn, and the pieces of limestone become flecks; a 

few very small pebbles at 17.20m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM014.H 17.30m a.s.l. ↔ 19.30m a.s.l. 

Mostly composed of intercalated greyish brown stiff clay and greyish brown clayish silt; greyish 

brown sandy silt at the bottom 0.20m; at the top the clayish silt is brown and gritty; with sherds, 

which are mostly either flakes or large-sized; a blue painted sherd at 17.40m a.s.l.; with roots 

between 18.25m a.s.l. and 18.70m a.s.l.; in the Drill record sheet the level between 18.25m a.s.l. 

and 18.70m a.s.l. is identified as possibly representing “bricks”. 

Core layer: SoM031.B 17.60m a.s.l. ↔ 19.50m a.s.l. 

An upward sequence composed of greyish brown stiff very smooth clay with very few sherds up 

to 18.40m a.s.l.; followed above by grittier greyish brown clay with few sherds up to 18.90m 

a.s.l.; above 18.90m a.s.l. presents becomes dark greyish brown silty clay with some sherds. 

Core layer: SoM026.E 17.60m a.s.l. ↔ 18.90m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown clayish silt; almost sterile, but with a sharp increase of sherds content at the top 

0.40m. 

Core layer: SoM016.G 17.60m a.s.l. ↔ 19.35m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown stiff silty clay; becoming upwards dark brown and very stiff; the number of 

sherds decreases upwards, becoming these almost absent; the upper 0.25m shows dark brown 

stiff clayish silt with large content of sherds. 
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Table AII.53 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM017.E 17.70m a.s.l. ↔ 18.30m a.s.l. 

Brown and greyish brown smooth clayish silt with slightly sandy laminae up to 18.00m a.s.l.; 

above it is composed of greyish brown slightly sandy silt; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM022.B 17.70m a.s.l. ↔ 19.10m a.s.l. 

Sequence showing yellowish brown, very stiff to stiff, clayish silt up to 18.70m a.s.l., followed 

above by greyish brown stiff silty clay; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM024.E 17.75m a.s.l. ↔ 18.20m a.s.l. 

Mixed and lamination deposit composed of grey and brown stiff smooth slightly silty clay and 

grey stiff smooth clay alternating with grey sand; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM024.F 18.20m a.s.l. ↔ 19.20m a.s.l. 

Mainly dark yellowish brown and dark brown stiff slightly sandy silt; up to 18.55m a.s.l. it 

presents lamination and is composed of dark brown stiff smooth clayish silt; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM015.E 17.85m a.s.l. ↔ 18.60m a.s.l. 

Brown sticky slightly sandy silt; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM034.H 18.05m a.s.l. ↔ 19.70m a.s.l. 

Slightly sandy silt; greyish brown and soft at the bottom, and becoming upwards yellowish 

brown; loam on top; with sherds. 

Core layer: SoM053.F 18.10m a.s.l. ↔ 19.20m a.s.l. 

Stiff silt; brown, greyish brown and dark greyish brown at the bottom but becoming dark 

yellowish brown upwards; slightly sandy at the bottom; few clayish deposits; with few small 

sized eroded sherds which become flecks upwards; few limestone flecks; calcium carbonate 

flecks at the top. 

Core layer: SoM030.B 18.10m a.s.l. ↔ 19.50m a.s.l. 

Partly composed of yellowish brown slightly sandy clayish silt, which becomes brown above 

18.90m a.s.l.; at the bottom presents greyish brown clay; between 18.50m a.s.l. and 18.90m 

a.s.l. is composed of yellowish brown sandy silt; sherds show up only above 18.75m a.s.l. 
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Table AII.54 

Core layer: SoM2009/07.E 18.00m a.s.l. ↔ 18.55m a.s.l. 

Very dark greyish brown silty clay; micaceous; at the top it is stiff, has clay clumps, and 

presents a dark brown lamina at 18.50m a.s.l.; with a large quantity of sherds, some crushed, 

others burnt; with sandy concretions, slag, and both quartz and sandstone pebbles up to 18.55m 

a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM028.B 18.90m a.s.l. ↔ 19.40m a.s.l. 

Dark brown and brown stiff smooth clay; with sandy laminae; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM029.E 19.10m a.s.l. ↔ 19.60m a.s.l. 

Dark brown stiff clay; with a few sherds at the bottom. 

Core layer: SoM022.C 19.10m a.s.l. ↔ 19.60m a.s.l. 

Sequence composed of brown silt followed above by yellow very sandy silt; sterile. 

 

 

 

 

Table AII.55 

Core layer: SoM060.C 16.60m a.s.l. ↔ 18.00m a.s.l. 

Brown silt; sterile; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM2009/02.G 17.90m a.s.l. ↔ 19.70m a.s.l. 

Hard and compact very dark greyish brown clay; micaceous; sterile; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM055.D 18.20m a.s.l. ↔ 20.10m a.s.l. 

Mostly stiff smooth clayish silt; sometimes slightly crumbly; greyish brown and dark greyish 

brown up to 19.19m a.s.l. and dark brown above it; a few greyish brown stiff slightly sandy silt 

or light brownish grey stiff slightly crumbly silt pockets; sterile; with very few limestone flecks 

below 18.80m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM055.E 20.10m a.s.l. ↔ 20.50m a.s.l. 

Mixed loose greyish brown silt; described in the drill record sheet as “remains of canal 

dredging”; top layer. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.55 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM063.H 18.20m a.s.l. ↔ 19.80m a.s.l. 

Mostly mixed plough soil, described as brown clayish silt; brown and greyish brown silty clay 

up to 18.65m a.s.l.; with sherds, which are very numerous at the bottom (small sized) and at 

18.60m a.s.l. (medium sized sherds); frequent limestone flecks up to 18.60m a.s.l., and above it, 

roots are present; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM062.G 18.25m a.s.l. ↔ 19.50m a.s.l. 

Mostly brown crumbly silt; compact and clayish up to 18.60m a.s.l.; loose above 18.60m a.s.l.; 

with very few sherd flecks at the bottom; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM017.F 18.30m a.s.l. ↔ 20.40m a.s.l. 

Brown smooth silt; stiff below 18.60m a.s.l.; sterile; plough soil; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM027.B 18.30m a.s.l. ↔ 20.00m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown stiff silty clay; smoother and darker up to 18.70m a.s.l.; with a small pocket of 

sherds at 18.65m a.s.l.; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM023.B 18.35m a.s.l. ↔ 20.10m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown smooth slightly sandy silt; sterile; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM2009/07.F 18.55m a.s.l. ↔ 20.20m a.s.l. 

Very dark greyish brown silty clay; stiff, and with both some sand grains and large clay clumps 

at the bottom; micaceous, except at the bottom; with clay clusters; low quantity of sherds; plant 

remains; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM015.F 18.60m a.s.l. ↔ 20.20m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown sticky silt; sterile; plough soil; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM026.F 18.90m a.s.l. ↔ 20.10m a.s.l. 

Slightly sandy clayish silt; with large quantity of sherds; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM052.H 18.95m a.s.l. ↔ 20.00m a.s.l. 

Mostly dark brown clayish silt; up to 19.20m a.s.l. it is composed of dark brown slightly 

crumbly silty clay with limestone chips; with eroded Nile silt sherds; mixed soil; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM019.N 19.10m a.s.l. ↔ 19.70m a.s.l. 

Dark brown loose gritty silt; with sherds; plough soil; top layer. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.55 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM053.G 19.20m a.s.l. ↔ 20.00m a.s.l. 

Dark brown mixed stiff loam; sterile; plough soil; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM024.G 19.20m a.s.l. ↔ 20.40m a.s.l. 

Dark brown slightly sandy loam; plough soil; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM014.I 19.30m a.s.l. ↔ 20.70m a.s.l. 

Brown silt; with some sherds; plough soil; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM016.H 19.35m a.s.l. ↔ 20.40m a.s.l. 

Dark brown silt; with sherds; plough soil; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM028.C 19.40m a.s.l. ↔ 20.20m a.s.l. 

Dark brown stiff loam; with sherds; plough soil; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM030.C 19.50m a.s.l. ↔ 20.10m a.s.l. 

Mixed layer composed of dark brown stiff clay and loam; no reference to clasts, sherds or other 

inclusions in the Drill record sheet; plough soil; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM031.C 19.50m a.s.l. ↔ 20.10m a.s.l. 

Dark greyish brown clayish loam; with large amounts of sherds, chiefly at the upper part; 

plough soil; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM061.B 19.60m a.s.l. ↔ 20.50m a.s.l. 

Dark greyish brown mixed soft plough soil; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM029.F 19.60m a.s.l. ↔ 20.20m a.s.l. 

Dark brown loam; with stony laminae; plough soil; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM022.D 19.60m a.s.l. ↔ 20.10m a.s.l. 

Brown plough soil; no reference to sherds or stones; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM034.I 19.70m a.s.l. ↔ 20.70m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown loose sandy loam; with sherds; top layer. 
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Table AII.56 

Core layer: SoM2009/03.A 10.80m a.s.l. ↔ 12.00m a.s.l. 

Mostly black stiff clay and black stiff silty clay; becoming sandy, very dark grey, and with very 

few organic remains at the top; very micaceous at the bottom, but mica disappear upwards; 

almost sterile; with very rare crushed sherds at the bottom, but on top it number increases, being 

the sherds mainly crushed; limestone flakes at the top. 

Core layer: SoM2009/06.A 11.95m a.s.l. ↔ 13.30m a.s.l. 

Mostly badly sorted very dark greyish brown and very dark grey silty clay; between 12.25m 

a.s.l. and 12.75m a.s.l. is composed of sandy clay and very sandy clay; laminae and lumps of 

black clay are common; with sandy patches; very micaceous; with sherds, mostly small sized 

and crushed ones; with clasts, including sandstone and very few limestone pebbles. 

Core layer: SoM2009/06.B 13.30m a.s.l. ↔ 14.25m a.s.l. 

Mainly very dark greyish brown clay; a very dark grey deposit close to the bottom;  episodically 

very stiff; micaceous; low and decreasing upwards quantity of sherds, but with an increase of 

the number of bigger pieces, including black ones; with some limestone pebbles. 

Core layer: SoM2009/09.A 12.35m a.s.l. ↔ 13.70m a.s.l. 

Silty clay; very dark grey and sterile up to 13.10m a.s.l.; becoming very dark greyish brown 

with clay lumps and very few crushed sherds above 13.10m a.s.l.; few micas above 12.80m 

a.s.l. but becoming micaceous also above 13.10m a.s.l. 

 

 

Table AII.57 

Core layer: SoM2009/05.B 13.40m a.s.l. ↔ 15.60m a.s.l. 

Mostly composed of dark greyish brown sandy clay; up to 14.10m a.s.l. presents clayish sand 

which is very dark greyish brown at the bottom but becoming upwards dark brown; very dark 

greyish brown and with sand clusters between 14.10m a.s.l. and 14.60m a.s.l.; very stiff above 

14.60m a.s.l.; a micaceous deposit exist at 13.85m a.s.l.; with sherds, including some large ones, 

which appear in large quantity between 14.10m a.s.l. and 14.60m a.s.l.; up to 14.60m a.s.l. with 

sandy concretions, quartz pebbles, crushed limestone, slag, bones and shell fragments, including 

gastropod ones.  

(cont.) 
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Table AII.57 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM2009/04.A 16.25m a.s.l. ↔ 16.80m a.s.l. 

Mostly composed of dark greyish brown sand; up to 16.55m a.s.l. presents laminae (0.01m to 

0.03m thick) composed of yellow clayish sand and yellow sand, with some sub rounded grains; 

above 16.55m a.s.l. it presents mixed clusters of yellow sand, dark brown sand, and dark brown 

silty sand; with small number of small sized sherds, including some black ones; very few 

limestone pebbles. 

Core layer: SoM2009/04.B 16.80m a.s.l. ↔ 18.10m a.s.l. 

Silty sand; the colour evolves upwards from very dark greyish brown to very dark grey; dark 

yellowish brown on top; with big quantities of sherds (medium-sized at the bottom and 

becoming crushed fragments at the top), which number diminish upwards; some sherds at 

17.75m a.s.l. are distinctively darker and probably burnt; with a few limestone pebbles, 

sandstone pieces, large quartz pebbles, and black rock fragments (slag?); some plant remains at 

the bottom. 

 

 

Table AII.58 

Core layer: SoM2009/03.B 12.00m a.s.l. ↔ 13.50m a.s.l. 

Intercalated deposits composed of clayish sand and silty clay; mostly very dark grey; gritty, 

micaceous, and organic richer at the top; large quantity of sherds, including medium-sized 

fragments; crushed limestone pieces and sand grains (mainly sub-angular ones) at the bottom; 

with some chert; shell fragments, some identified as gastropod ones, are common above 12.85m 

a.s.l. 

 

 

Table AII.59 

Core layer: SoM2009/09.B 13.70m a.s.l. ↔ 15.45m a.s.l. 

Mainly very dark greyish silty clay; very dark grey up to 14.20m a.s.l.; very dark greyish sandy 

clay and clayish sand between 14.20m a.s.l. up to 14.55m a.s.l.; clay lumps and sandy clusters 

appear in large number up to 14.20m a.s.l., and in a lesser number above 14.55m a.s.l.; with 

some badly distributed crushed sherds; one cluster of crushed limestone pebbles below 14.20m 

a.s.l.; shells, including gastropod ones are rare and mainly at the top. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.59 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM2009/06.C 14.25m a.s.l. ↔ 15.95m a.s.l. 

Mostly clay and silty clay; alternately very dark greyish brown, dark greyish brown and dark 

brown; some stiff or very stiff deposits; with clusters, usually brown, both of sand and of sandy 

clay, which number increases above 15.25m a.s.l.; with sherds, mainly crushed, and badly 

distributed (some deposits are almost sterile); with mica; with both fragments and pebbles of 

sandstone; a few fragments of shells; a cluster of white pebbles is seen at 15.10m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM2009/05.C 15.60m a.s.l. ↔ 16.95m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous layer composed of a mixture of very dark grey clay and dark greyish brown sand 

deposits; the top 0.25m present yellowish brown clayish sand and very dark greyish brown silty 

clay with clusters of yellow sand; sterile. 

 

 

Table AII.60 

Core layer: SoM2009/06.D 15.95m a.s.l. ↔ 17.10m a.s.l. 

Mostly brown sand; the sand is clayish and very clayish (the clay appears in clusters and not 

mixed) up to 16.30m a.s.l.; the sand is silty above 16.30m a.s.l.; a yellowish brown sand deposit 

at 16.50m a.s.l.; dark greyish brown clayish sand at the top; with very few sherds, which 

number increases slightly above 16.30m a.s.l.; some quartz pebbles; with very few organic 

content above 16.30m a.s.l. which increases slightly upwards; plant remains at the top. 

 

 

Table AII.61 

Core layer: SoM2009/04.C 18.10m a.s.l. ↔ 19.10m a.s.l. 

Sand; yellowish brown up to 18.60m a.s.l. and pale brown above it; a pale brown clayish sand 

deposit at 18.85m a.s.l.; with sub-rounded sand grains and with some very coarse ones; sterile; 

with some large quartz pebbles. 

Core layer: SoM2009/04.D 19.10m a.s.l. ↔ 20.50m a.s.l. 

Silty sand; mainly yellowish brown; pale brown at the bottom; the majority of the sand grains 

are sub-rounded; sterile; with some small sandstone pebbles; top layer. 
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Table AII.62 

Core layer: SoM2009/03.C 13.50m a.s.l. ↔ 16.30m a.s.l. 

Very stiff and stiff clay; with variable colours namely very dark grey, very dark greyish brown, 

dark grey and dark brown; mostly micaceous; almost sterile, with only a few sherds (mostly 

crushed) at the bottom and between 14.50m a.s.l. and 15.35m a.s.l.; with rare sandstone pebbles 

at the bottom; with very few pebbles above 15.00m a.s.l. both of limestone (including shaped 

ones) and of unidentified hard rocks; small straw bits show up above 14.80m a.s.l.; a gastropod 

shell fragment at 15.85m a.s.l.  

Core layer: SoM2009/03.D 16.30m a.s.l. ↔ 19.00m a.s.l. 

Very dark greyish brown silty clay up to 17.50m a.s.l., and above it very dark greyish brown 

slightly gritty clay; dark brown between 16.80m a.s.l. and 17.50m a.s.l.; micaceous up to 

17.65m a.s.l. with few sherds; with roots and straws; leaves at the top; with shells, including 

gastropod ones; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM2009/09.C 15.45m a.s.l. ↔ 18.10m a.s.l. 

Mainly dark brown silty clay up to 16.80m a.s.l., followed above by dark brown clay; some very 

dark greyish brown deposits up to 16.80m a.s.l.; with clay clumps; micaceous; very few sherds, 

which are crushed at the bottom; with plant remains and roots above 16.80m a.s.l.; gastropod 

shells at the bottom. 

Core layer: SoM2009/09.D 18.10m a.s.l. ↔ 19.50m a.s.l. 

Very dark greyish brown clay; slightly micaceous; with very few crushed sherds; with plant 

remains; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM2009/05.D 16.95m a.s.l. ↔ 18.50m a.s.l. 

Mostly very dark greyish brown clay; stiff silty clay above 17.75m a.s.l.; at 17.65m a.s.l. there 

is a c.0.02m yellow sand lamina; a few sherds, mostly small sized and crushed; very few 

limestone pebbles; with both quartz pebbles and coarse sand grains above 17.75m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM2009/05.E 18.50m a.s.l. ↔ 19.50m a.s.l. 

Described in the Drill record sheet as “artificial”; top layer. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.62 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM2009/06.E 17.10m a.s.l. ↔ 19.60m a.s.l. 

An upwards finer sequence composed mostly of very dark greyish brown clay; very sandy at the 

bottom; becoming upwards silty clay with sand pockets and sandy patches up to 17.60m a.s.l.; 

from 17.60m a.s.l. up to 18.10m a.s.l. it is composed of very dark greyish brown and dark 

brown very stiff silty clay with some sand pockets; above 18.10m a.s.l. becomes very dark 

greyish brown very stiff clay; with sherds, generally crushed; with quartz pebbles; up to 18.10m 

a.s.l. there are sandstone (lumps and pebbles), crushed limestone bits, black pebbles, and some 

micas; with plant remains; top layer. 

 

 

 

Table AII.63 

Core layer: SoM045.A 11.65m a.s.l. ↔ 12.90m a.s.l. 

Mostly pale brown coarse sand; some brownish yellow, dark grey and greyish brown pockets; 

with very dark grey ashy sand deposits; very few sherds. 

Core layer: SoM2004/04.A 12.05m a.s.l. ↔ 12.85m a.s.l. 

Sequence of coarse sands; dark greyish brown coarse sand at the bottom, then a laminated 

deposit with olive brown and very dark greyish brown very coarse sand, followed above by a 

mixed deposit with an upward sequence (very dark grey sticky coarse sand, very dark greyish 

brown silty coarse sand, and dark olive brown coarse sand), and finally very dark greyish brown 

coarse sand on top; very few mica and organic content, but increasing slightly above 12.50m 

a.s.l.; very micaceous at the top; with sandy concretions, decreasing in number upwards; small 

number of sherds, including one blue-incised, one black burnished on outside, and some Nile 

silt sherds; with small pebbles and desert quartz up to 12.55m a.s.l.; few pieces of limestone, 

slag, and flint; sherds are suggested to belong to the end of the Old Kingdom. 

Core layer: SoM2004/04.B 12.85m a.s.l. ↔ 13.30m a.s.l. 

Mostly mixed soft sand; very dark greyish brown becoming upwards dark greyish brown; 

distinct pockets of clay, sticky soft sand, and crumbly soft sand; very low organic content; 

becoming upwards very micaceous; a few sherds, limestone chips, sandy concretions; one desert 

marl fine walled. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.63 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM048.A [c.13.75m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.14.35m a.s.l.] 

Sand; coarseness decreasing upwards; yellow coarse sand up to [c.13.95m a.s.l.], becoming 

above brownish yellow, then yellowish brown sand and finally mixed grey and yellow silty 

sand; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM047.A [c.14.00m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.14.45m a.s.l.] 

Rubbish accumulation, including limestone at the bottom, followed above by sherds (maybe 

brick pieces) up to [c.14.25m a.s.l.]; dark grey sand above [c.14.25m a.s.l.]. 

 

Table AII.64 

Core layer: SoM2004/04.C 13.30m a.s.l. ↔ 16.30m a.s.l. 

Mostly mixed very dark greyish brown layer; presents an upward sequence composed of soft 

silty sand, soft sand, and sandy silt; few dark olive brown and very dark grey deposits; some 

clay lumps; some crumbly soft sands; variable organic content; very micaceous; very few sherds 

(some sterile levels), including handmade and wheel made Nile silt pottery, one wheel made 

(body-closed form) post New Kingdom sherd (at 15.00m a.s.l.), and one possible Old Kingdom 

incised line rim (at 16.05m a.s.l.); limestone practically absent, showing up only at the bottom 

and at the top; with concretions (rhizocretions, sandy concretions, and rootlet concretions) 

which number increase upwards while becoming black sandy ones; charcoal and roots at the 

top. 

Core layer: SoM044.A [c.14.45m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.16.15m a.s.l.] 

Mostly dark grey silty sand; a greyish brown deposit at the middle of the core height; a 

brownish yellow compact sandy clay deposit between [c.14.80m a.s.l.] and [c.15.05m a.s.l.]; 

sterile. 

Core layer: SoM044.B [c.16.15m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.17.10m a.s.l.] 

Mostly dark grey silty sand; yellow brown at the bottom; yellow at the top; with sherds; below 

[c.16.80m a.s.l.] presents some silt deposits, concentration of sherds (which are in big number 

and eroded at the bottom), and a limestone lump. 

Core layer: SoM043.A 15.00m a.s.l. ↔ 16.25m a.s.l. 

Mostly greyish brown coarse silty sand; less coarse at the bottom; with sherds; a big stone at the 

bottom, maybe granite, hindered the digging of the core. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.64 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM041.A 15.40m a.s.l. ↔ 15.70m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown stiff clay; becoming upwards greyish brown silty clay; a few sherds and 

limestone flecks. 

Core layer: SoM041.B 15.70m a.s.l. ↔ 17.10m a.s.l. 

Sand; dark greyish brown at the bottom, becoming upwards greyish brown, and on top light 

yellowish brown; brown silty sand between 16.55m a.s.l. and 16.85m a.s.l.; sherds in large 

number; a few limestone chips above 16.85m a.s.l.; one river pebble. 

Core layer: SoM046.A 16.05m a.s.l. ↔ 17.90m a.s.l. 

Silty sand; mostly yellowish brown; brown at the bottom; greyish brown pockets; greyish brown 

above 17.55m a.s.l. as well; a thick deposit of very dark grey ash between 17.35m a.s.l. and 

17.55m a.s.l.; lots of sherds, but only very few ones above the ash deposit; some flecks and 

chips of limestone; one fish bone at 16.25m a.s.l.; two empty cores, which may mean 

concentration of large pieces of rubbish. 

 

 

Table AII.65 

Core layer: SoM045.B 12.90m a.s.l. ↔ 13.90m a.s.l. 

Upward sequence of mixed pale brown and dark grey ashy sand up to 13.25m a.s.l., followed by 

dark grey ash, and above 13.65m a.s.l. pale brown clay; with sherds, which appear in large 

quantities in the dark grey ash deposit; calcium carbonate flecks in the clay deposits. 

Core layer: SoM045.C 13.90m a.s.l. ↔ 14.85m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous layer; mixed greyish brown and yellowish brown silty sand with small quantity 

of sherds up to 14.30m a.s.l.; above 14.30m a.s.l. presents a sherd-rich upward sequence of 

laminated brownish yellow sand with sherds concentrated in dark grey laminae), then brownish 

yellow clayish silt, dark grey silt, dark grey sandy silt with a pebble (maybe a river one), and on 

top dark grey silty sand. 

Core layer: SoM047.B [c.14.45m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.15.10m a.s.l.] 

Dark grey silty sand; pebbles at the bottom; very few sherds at the bottom, increasing strongly 

in number upwards; a shell at the top. 
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Table AII.66 

Core layer: SoM045.D 14.85m a.s.l. ↔ 16.55m a.s.l. 

Mainly silty sand; brownish yellow at the bottom; becoming yellowish brown upwards; a clay 

deposit at the bottom; clay laminae at 15.25m a.s.l.; an upwards thin sequence between 15.35m 

a.s.l. and 15.35m a.s.l. is composed of dark grey ashy silty sand, brownish yellow sand and 

brown silty sand; a sandy clay deposit at 15.95m a.s.l.; very few eroded sherds and sherd flecks; 

small bone fragments, calcium carbonate flecks at the bottom. 

Core layer: SoM045.E 16.55m a.s.l. ↔ 18.00m a.s.l. 

Very compact and mostly brownish yellow layer composed of thin deposit of sandy clay at the 

bottom, then very sandy silt up to 17.50m a.s.l., and above it, slightly sandy silt; ashy laminae at 

17.05m a.s.l.; very low quantity (slight increase towards the top) of small-sized sherds.  

Core layer: SoM047.C [c.15.10m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.17.15m a.s.l.] 

Mostly greyish brown or dark greyish brown sandy silt; brownish yellow, dark grey and 

yellowish brown pockets below [c.16.20m a.s.l.]; the top 0.10m are composed of silt; dark grey 

ash laminae at [c.16.35m a.s.l.] together with sherds, pebbles and calcium carbonate; with 

sherds, sometimes appearing as pockets; a cluster of limestone flecks. 

Core layer: SoM047.D [c.17.15m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.19.00m a.s.l.] 

Mostly yellowish brown compact sandy silt; dark grey laminae below [c.17.50m a.s.l.]; with 

sherds, but very few ones above [c.17.80m a.s.l.]; above [c.17.80m a.s.l.] very few limestone 

flecks, but increasing upwards in number; oyster shells at [c.17.65m a.s.l.] in a slightly clayish 

deposit. 

Core layer: SoM047.E [c.19.00m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.21.00m a.s.l.] 

Mostly sandy loam; yellowish brown up to [c.19.95m a.s.l.] and brown above it; above 

[c.20.40m a.s.l.] it is composed of yellowish brown sandy silt; with good quantities of sherds, 

red brick, and limestone (both flecks and pieces); the deposit between [c.20.30m a.s.l.] and 

[c.20.40m a.s.l.] is a red brick; at [c.19.20m a.s.l.] probably a piece of alabaster; top layer. 
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Table AII.67 

Core layer: SoM170.A 16.85m a.s.l. ↔ 17.00m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown silty clay; with sherds and charcoal.  

Core layer: SoM170.B 17.00m a.s.l. ↔ 17.60m a.s.l. 

Silty sand; mainly brown; greyish brown at the bottom; micaceous; abundant sherds (mostly 

large sized) and charcoal; large limestone piece at 17.25m a.s.l.  

Core layer: SoM170.C 17.60m a.s.l. ↔ 18.60m a.s.l. 

Clayish silt; compact at the bottom and at the top; mainly light brownish grey, but with some 

pale yellow stains at 18.20m a.s.l.; sherds are abundant up to 18.20m a.s.l., but above they show 

up rarely and mainly as large pieces; charcoal show up at 17.90m a.s.l. and at 18.45m a.s.l. 

(including large pieces). 

Core layer: SoM170.D 18.60m a.s.l. ↔ 20.50m a.s.l. 

Sandy silt; light brownish grey on the bottom, and becoming upwards dark greyish brown; 

between 19.15m a.s.l. and 19.60m a.s.l. it is friable and light yellowish brown; a 0.10m thick 

lamina composed of dark reddish brown silt appears at 19.30m a.s.l.; with grey clay lumps; 

sherds are present in the most of the layer, and moreover above 19.60m a.s.l. they are very 

abundant and identified as Nile silt sherds; large charcoal stains appear below 19.15m a.s.l.; top 

layer. 

Core layer: SoM163.A 19.35m a.s.l. ↔ 19.45m a.s.l. 

Piece of limestone; impeded the continuation of the drilling. 

Core layer: SoM163.B 19.45m a.s.l. ↔ 21.50m a.s.l. 

Mostly friable brown silt; sandy laminae between 20.35m a.s.l. and 20.75m a.s.l. that upwards 

are composed of brown sandy silt, strong brown gritty sand (oxidized sand?), and reddish brown 

gritty sandy silt; micaceous, despite the very low quantity of it below 20.35m a.s.l.; with sherds 

in the entire layer, badly distributed, very heterogeneous in sizes, but increasing upwards in 

number above 20.35m a.s.l. (on top they are very abundant; large quantities of charcoal; very 

rare bones content up to 20.35m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM163.C 21.50m a.s.l. ↔ 22.00m a.s.l. 

Brown friable sandy silt; good quantity of sherds (large ceramics pieces), charcoal and 

limestone; top layer. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.67 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM171.A [c.19.55m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.19.70m a.s.l.] 

Solid burnt clay; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM171.B [c.19.70m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.20.50m a.s.l.] 

Slightly sandy silt, mostly friable; sandier and burnt at the bottom; with large pieces of 

ceramics; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM173.A 21.00m a.s.l. ↔ 21.25m a.s.l. 

Mostly composed of dark greyish brown silty sand; becomes dark brown upwards; with sherds 

and broken brick remains, showing up as laminae; on the top there is a thin sterile deposit of 

dark brown compact silt with a 0.03m lamina of charcoal. 

Core layer: SoM173.B 21.25m a.s.l. ↔ 23.00m a.s.l. 

Reddish brown sandy silt; with charcoal and dense sherd content up to 21.50m a.s.l.; burnt both 

sherds and brick remains above 21.80m a.s.l.; top layer. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table AII.68 

Core layer: SoM048.B [c.14.35m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.14.80m a.s.l.] 

Grey silty clay; sterile.  

Core layer: SoM048.C [c.14.80m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.17.00m a.s.l.] 

Stiff smooth clay; presents a mixture of colours, namely grey, greyish brown and a unique 

deposit of yellowish brown; very stiff and homogeneously greyish brown above [c.16.05m 

a.s.l.], and grey in the top 0.20m; very few sherds, essentially eroded and small-sized; with few 

limestone flecks; wood remains, probably roots.  
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Table AII.69 

Core layer: SoM043.B 16.25m a.s.l. ↔ 16.80m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown silty sand; almost sterile; very few sherds and some charcoal at the bottom.  

Core layer: SoM043.C 16.80m a.s.l. ↔ 18.10m a.s.l. 

Sequence of greyish brown silty sand up to 17.40m a.s.l., followed above by brown silt up to 

17.65m a.s.l., and on top compact yellowish brown silty clay; several yellow coarse sand (less 

coarse upwards) deposits cut the layer,; very few sherds between 17.65m a.s.l. and 17.90m a.s.l., 

being sterile in the rest of the layer.  

Core layer: SoM044.C [c.17.10m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.17.65m a.s.l.] 

Mostly pale brown coarse sand; yellow at the top; a 0.12m thick brownish yellow compact 

sandy clay bottom layer; with large quantity of sherds; a pebble at the top. 

 

 

Table AII.70 

Core layer: SoM048.D [c.17.00m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.17.80m a.s.l.] 

Mainly composed of sterile greyish brown silty sand; with a brownish yellow clayish silt 

deposit; a glassed faience waste.  

Core layer: SoM041.C 17.10m a.s.l. ↔ 18.40m a.s.l. 

Mostly pale brown silty or lightly silty sand; sandy silt on top; mixture of colours (brown, 

brownish yellow and dark greyish brown) above 18.00m a.s.l.; a thin silt lamina at the bottom; 

small quantities of sherds, but with a concentration of it at the bottom.  

Core layer: SoM044.D [c.17.65m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.19.35m a.s.l.] 

Mostly silty sand; becoming compact sandy silt above [c.18.80m a.s.l.]; colour change upwards 

from brownish yellow, to yellowish brown, brown, and on top yellowish brown again; big 

number of sherds at the bottom, but decreasing upwards and becoming very rare above 

[c.18.05m a.s.l.]; one limestone pebble [c.18.15m a.s.l.]. 

Core layer: SoM046.B 17.90m a.s.l. ↔ 18.45m a.s.l. 

Mostly brownish yellow silty sand; dark brown and brown laminae; pale brown silt below 

18.10m a.s.l.; very few sherds below 18.10m a.s.l., but with a quantity increase above it. 
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Table AII.71 

Core layer: SoM2004/04.D 16.30m a.s.l. ↔ 18.40m a.s.l. 

Mostly composed of very dark greyish brown either sticky, stiff or very stiff clay; very dark 

greyish brown sandy clay both in the bottom and in the top; micaceous; very small organic 

content which becomes almost absent upwards; very few sherds and pottery flecks, being 

mostly Nile silt pottery, some decayed one, and only appearing in larger quantity at the bottom 

0.15m; some stones, including quartz pebbles, black stones and sandstone which are absent in 

the less coarser deposits and which number increases upwards; some shells, that are mostly 

identified as gastropod 17.50m a.s.l. are; rootlets at 17.60m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM2004/04.E 18.40m a.s.l. ↔ 19.50m a.s.l. 

Stiff clay; very dark greyish brown at the bottom; dark greyish brown and mixed above 18.75m 

a.s.l.; with very few sherds, sandstone, and limestone; a gastropod shell at the bottom; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM048.E [c.17.80m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.18.50m a.s.l.] 

Mainly brown stiff clayish silt; yellowish brown stiff silt at the bottom; practically sterile, only 

with very few sherds and limestone flecks at the top. 

Core layer: SoM048.F [c.18.50m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.20.50m a.s.l.] 

Yellowish brown slightly sandy silt; smooth and brown at the bottom; with some sherds; top 

layer. 

Core layer: SoM045.F 18.00m a.s.l. ↔ 19.65m a.s.l. 

Two similar sequences; a thin bottom deposit of brownish yellow very compact slightly clayish 

silt, followed by yellowish brown very compact slightly sandy silt up to 18.80m a.s.l.; above it, 

another thin deposit of yellow brown slightly clayish silt, followed by brownish yellow compact 

very sandy silt; sterile; few very small limestone flecks between 18.25m a.s.l. and 18.80m a.s.l. 

Core layer: SoM045.G 19.65m a.s.l. ↔ 21.00m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown compact sandy silt; a few sherds; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM043.D 18.10m a.s.l. ↔ 18.60m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown compact silty clay; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM043.E 18.60m a.s.l. ↔ 20.40m a.s.l. 

Mostly yellowish brown compact sandy silt; yellowish brown compact silty sand at the bottom 

0.15m; with sherds and unidentified pieces of rubbish; top layer. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.71 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM041.D 18.40m a.s.l. ↔ 18.90m a.s.l. 

Upward sequence composed of brown sandy clay, pale brown sandy clay, brown slightly sandy 

silt, and on top greyish brown partly compact silt; large quantities of sherds and limestone. 

Core layer: SoM041.E 18.90m a.s.l. ↔ 20.70m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown compact sandy silt; becoming upwards dark brown; good quantity of sherds 

and of both flecks and chips of limestone; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM046.C 18.45m a.s.l. ↔ 19.55m a.s.l. 

Mixed sequence composed of greyish brown and brownish yellow gritty silt, followed above by 

greyish brown silty sand, brownish yellow gritty sandy clay, and brownish yellow sandy silt 

(light brownish grey on top); large quantity of sherds; limestone flecks and chips, including a 

concentration of limestone lumps at 19.20m a.s.l. in the brownish yellow gritty sandy clay 

deposit. 

Core layer: SoM046.D 19.55m a.s.l. ↔ 20.70m a.s.l. 

Yellowish brown compact silt; huge quantities of sherds, red-brick pieces, and limestone chips; 

with river pebbles; an oyster shell; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM042.A [c.19.00m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.21.00m a.s.l.] 

Mostly brown compact sandy silt; sherds in clusters up to [c.19.75m a.s.l.], but above they 

number increases and are better distributed; limestone flecks in big number up to [c.19.95m 

a.s.l.]; at the bottom, a block or a concentration of limestone pieces impeded the continuation of 

the drilling; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM044.E [c.19.35m a.s.l.] ↔ [c.20.50m a.s.l.] 

Yellowish brown compact silt; large amount of sherds in clusters; top layer. 

 

 

Table AII.72 

Core layer: SoM162.A 19.00m a.s.l. ↔ 20.10m a.s.l. 

Brown silt; becoming friable on top; micaceous; no sherds; limestone fleck at 19.20m a.s.l.; 

above 19.55m a.s.l. some white and yellow flecks seem to result from decomposed limestone. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.72 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM162.B 20.10m a.s.l. ↔ 22.05m a.s.l. 

Brown, mostly clayish silt; the bottom is less clayish; between 21.70m a.s.l. and 21.90m a.s.l. is 

composed of silty clay; with only one sherd, a large Nile silt piece at 20.35m a.s.l.; bellow 

21.10m a.s.l. some gritty pale yellow flecks seem to result from decomposed limestone.  

Core layer: SoM162.C 22.05m a.s.l. ↔ 22.80m a.s.l. 

Brown friable smooth silt; with dark brown lumps; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM162.D 22.80m a.s.l. ↔ 23.30m a.s.l. 

Grey friable sandy silt; micaceous; with large pieces of pottery. 

Core layer: SoM162.E 23.30m a.s.l. ↔ 24.20m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown friable slightly sandy silt; sterile; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM172.A 20.30m a.s.l. ↔ 20.95m a.s.l. 

A coarsening upward sequence up to 20.60m a.s.l. composed of clayish silt, olive very compact 

slightly sandy silt, pale yellow compact slightly sandy silt, and brown sandy silt; above 20.60m 

a.s.l. is composed of dark red sandy silt; with clay lumps; sterile. 

Core layer: SoM172.B 20.95m a.s.l. ↔ 24.00m a.s.l. 

Burnt essentially dark red sandy soil; sterile; top layer. 

 

 

Table AII.73 

Core layer: SoM050.B 8.20m a.s.l. ↔ 9.15m a.s.l. 

Several grey stiff smooth deposits composed of slightly sandy silt, clayish silt or silty clay; 

sterile; one stone lump, maybe granite.  

Core layer: SoM050.C 9.15m a.s.l. ↔ 10.20m a.s.l. 

Greyish brown very stiff clay; sterile; with few limestone flecks and lumps.   

Core layer: SoM065.B 10.55m a.s.l. ↔ 11.40m a.s.l. 

Sandy silt and silty sand; mostly light yellowish brown; with some laminae of coarse sand, and 

pockets of slightly gritty smooth compact clay; sterile; very few limestone flecks at the bottom.   

(cont.) 
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Table AII.73 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM065.C 11.40m a.s.l. ↔ 12.30m a.s.l. 

Mostly light brownish grey compact gritty silt; some deposits are either more clayish or more 

sandy; rare presence of sherds and limestone flecks.   

 

 

Table AII.74 

Core layer: SoM050.D 10.20m a.s.l. ↔ 11.20m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous layer; mostly composed of yellowish brown and light brownish grey either silty 

clay or sandy clayish silt; with brown sand laminae; at the bottom there is a silty sand deposit; 

sterile; presence of calcium carbonate and flecks of limestone.  

Core layer: SoM065.D 12.30m a.s.l. ↔ 13.40m a.s.l. 

Heterogeneous layer; with lamination; up to 12.70m a.s.l. presents mixed (laminae and pockets) 

of light brownish grey compact coarse sand and silty sand; above 12.70m a.s.l. presents mixed 

(laminae and pockets) of pale brown coarse sand, and of stiff smooth clay and silty clay, stiff 

smooth gritty sandy clay, and silty sand (mostly being greyish brown); rare sherds and 

limestone flecks.    

 

 

Table AII.75 

Core layer: SoM050.E 11.20m a.s.l. ↔ 14.30m a.s.l. 

Mainly stiff clayish silt or silty clay; mostly light brownish grey up to 12.70m a.s.l. and greyish 

brown above it; with a good quantity of sherds despite some sterile pockets; the sherds are 

eroded up to 13.70m a.s.l.; at 12.10m a.s.l., an obstruction of the drill may have been caused by 

a concentration of sherds; limestone and calcium carbonate are rare up 13.50m a.s.l. but are 

common above it. 

Core layer: SoM049.A 12.15m a.s.l. ↔ 14.10m a.s.l. 

Very dark grey silty clay; on the top, two thin deposits composed respectively of dark greyish 

brown slightly sandy silt (deeper one) and greyish brown stiff slightly silty clay; occasional 

appearance of sherds, mostly eroded; a few limestone flecks and a few small pebbles; one bone 

at the bottom; calcium carbonate flecks at the top. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.75 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM065.E 13.40m a.s.l. ↔ 14.60m a.s.l. 

Sequence of sediments; the bottom 0.20m reveal an upwards sequence of gritty sandy silt, sandy 

silt and coarse sand, all pale brown, and with a concentration of Nile silt sherds; from 13.60m 

a.s.l. up to 14.10m a.s.l. the sediments are sterile and composed of pale brown slightly sandy 

silt; above 14.10m a.s.l. is composed of sterile pale brown coarse sand, getting greyish brown at 

the top; one limestone chip. 

Core layer: SoM065.F 14.60m a.s.l. ↔ 17.65m a.s.l. 

Mainly composed of sandy ash; become upwards more heterogeneous; below 16.20m a.s.l. very 

dark bluish grey sandy ash (yellowish brown and less ashy on top) is cut by 3 greyish brown 

deposits composed of slightly silty sand, silty sand and clay; above 16.20m a.s.l. the deposits 

are more mixed (especially on top) and very dark grey sandy ash intercalates with yellowish 

brown stiff sandy clayish silt, brown silty sand and dark greyish brown sandy silt; with almost 

constant presence of sherds, which quantity increases upwards. 

 

 

Table AII.76 

Core layer: SoM049.B 14.10m a.s.l. ↔ 15.55m a.s.l. 

Mostly brownish yellow silty sand; smooth between 14.70m a.s.l. and 15.00m a.s.l.; brown 

slightly sandy silt up to 14.70; with large quantities of eroded Nile silt sherds; a few lumps and 

flecks of limestone; rare calcium carbonate flecks and bones. 

Core layer: SoM049.C 15.55m a.s.l. ↔ 19.00m a.s.l. 

Mostly stiff or smooth either clayish silt, silty clay or clay; brown up to 17.75m a.s.l., becoming 

upwards yellowish brown, then greyish brown and finally dark greyish brown; sand laminae at 

the bottom; yellowish brown slightly sandy silt deposit between 16.50m a.s.l. and 16.85m a.s.l.; 

a pocket of brown stiff smooth silty sand at 16.95m a.s.l.; occasional presence of sherd pockets 

(mostly eroded), sherd flecks, and limestone (limestone presence increases upwards); rare 

appearance of calcium carbonate flecks, stone lumps and white stone flecks; a pebble; roots 

show up at the top. 

Core layer: SoM049.D 19.00m a.s.l. ↔ 20.00m a.s.l. 

Mixed plough soil; dark brown loam; top layer. 

(cont.) 
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Table AII.76 (cont.) 

Core layer: SoM050.F 14.30m a.s.l. ↔ 18.70m a.s.l. 

Mostly greyish brown and dark brown sandy silt; dark greyish brown stiff sandy silt up to 

14.70m a.s.l.; dark brown smooth sandy silt between 14.70m a.s.l. and 15.45m a.s.l.; on top,  

pale brown sandy silt above 17.70m a.s.l.; a few clayish silt pockets above 17.15m a.s.l.; with 

good quantity of sherds (mostly Nile silt ones), including some concentrations, and increasing in 

number above 17.85m a.s.l.; few limestone chips at the bottom; some calcium carbonate flecks 

up to 17.15m a.s.l. and above it some bones. 

Core layer: SoM050.G 18.70m a.s.l. ↔ 20.00m a.s.l. 

Mostly very mixed plough soil; bottom 0.30m composed of brown loamy silt with some Nile 

silt sherds and roots; solid brickwork visible close by in the edge of the field; top layer. 

Core layer: SoM065.G 17.65m a.s.l. ↔ 18.90m a.s.l. 

Mostly gritty and sandy silt; the colour evolves upwards from yellowish brown, to brown and 

above to dark greyish brown; some deposits are composed of very sandy silt; a few pockets 

have a stronger clayish content; the quantity of sherds (partly very eroded) and rubbish (flakes 

of calcium carbonate, flint and limestone; lumps of calcite) increases slightly upwards. 

Core layer: SoM065.H 18.90m a.s.l. ↔ 21.90m a.s.l. 

Mostly sandy silt; up to 20.10m a.s.l. it is very sandy, and the colour progress upwards from 

light olive brown to greyish brown; above 20.10m a.s.l. it is composed of sandy silt, which is 

dark greyish brown but becoming a mixing of yellowish brown and greyish brown hues; with 

few to very few sherds; rare presence of bones, calcium carbonate and limestone. 

Core layer: SoM065.I 21.90m a.s.l. ↔ 22.50m a.s.l. 

Soil composed of very dry fine dusty silt; with Nile silt sherds and limestone chips; top layer. 
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APPENDIX III – DIGITAL DATABASE: DESCRIPTION OF COL UMNS 

The data of the boreholes investigated in this research was gathered on one only Microsoft 

Excel® spreadsheet (vide IV.4.4). Lines in the spreadsheet represent the boreholes and cores 

with each line corresponding to a single core in a specific borehole, while columns represent 

the different characteristics of each core (Figure 24).  

The list of different columns and their characteristics are briefly presented in Tables II 

to VII and in sub-chapter IV.4.5. In Appendix III, the information and specific data contained 

in each column is described in detail, complementing the references made in the text (vide 

IV.5). They are presented in the order shown in Tables II to VII (vide IV.4.5), which follow 

the same order in the Microsoft Excel® spreadsheet. 

 

Borehole_ID 

Identification of the borehole (Table II). Until 2003, the boreholes were identified by a single 

number (e.g. 67), following a chronological ascending order. In 2003, the letters ‘HFZ’ 

combined with the year identification and a number were used (e.g. HFZ 03/04). From 2004, 

only the year and a number were applied (e.g. 2009/01). Those identifications were generally 

maintained with small changes: an acronym ‘SoM’ (Survey of Memphis) was added in the 

beginning of all boreholes identification; three digits were always used for the boreholes dug 

before 2003 (e.g. SoM009). 

 

Core_no 

Identification of a core in a borehole (Table II). Expressed as a single number with two digits, 

which follow a downward ascending order. Core 01 is the first to be taken and closer to the 

surface. 

 

UTM-36R_E 

Longitudinal location of the borehole (Table II), using the UTM projection system (vide 

IV.4.2). Expressed by a number with 6 digits plus decimal mark and 3 millesimal digits. The 

symbol ‘E’ (easting) is not applied. When location was unknown, the acronym ‘OD’ (out of 

data) was used. 

 

UTM-36R_N 

Latitudinal location of the borehole (Table II), using the UTM projection system (vide 

IV.4.2). Expressed by a number with 7 digits plus decimal mark and 3 millesimal digits. The 
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symbol ‘N’ (northing) is not applied. When location was unknown, the acronym ‘OD’ was 

used. 

 

WGS84_Long 

Longitudinal location of the borehole (Table II), using the WGS 84 standard coordinate 

system (vide IV.4.2). Expressed by a number with 2 digits plus decimal mark and 13 digits up 

to the tenth of the trillionth. The symbol of the units (degree, minute and second of arc) is not 

applied. When location was unknown, the acronym ‘OD’ was used. A online toolbox (C. 

Taylor 2003) was used to convert the coordinates. This information was added to facilitate the 

location of the borehole in some maps or GIS tools in which the UTM system is not applied. 

 

WGS84_Lat 

Latitudinal location of the borehole (Table II), using the WGS 84 standard coordinate system 

(vide IV.4.2). Expressed as WGS84_Long. 

 

UTM-36R_E_rwk 

Reworked longitudinal location of the borehole (Table II), using the UTM projection system 

(vide IV.4.2) and expressed as UTM-36R_E. The coordinates were obtained in Google 

Earth™ program (vide IV.4.2). Only boreholes both represented in those maps and analysed 

by the author have their location reworked. When boreholes location was not reworked the 

acronym ‘OD’ was used. 

 

UTM-36R_N_rwk 

Reworked latitudinal location of the borehole (Table II), using the UTM projection system 

(vide IV.4.2) and expressed as on UTM-36R_N. The coordinates were obtained as in UTM-

36R_E_rwk. 

 

HeightASL_surf 

Height a.s.l. in metres at the ground surface of the borehole (Table II; vide IV.4.2). Expressed 

by a number up to the thousandth of a metre. When height was unknown, the acronym ‘OD’ 

was used. 
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HeightCore_bot 

Height below the surface, in metres, of the bottom of the core (Table II; vide IV.4.2). 

Expressed by a number (null or negative) up to the thousandth of a metre. 

 

HeightCore_top 

Height below the surface, in metres, of the top of the core (Table II; vide IV.4.2). Expressed 

as on HeightCore_bot. Note that this value is equal to the one on HeightCore_bot of the core 

above. 

 

HeightCore_mid 

Height below the surface, in metres, of the centre of each core (Table II; vide IV.4.2). It 

resulted by applying to HeightCore_bot and HeightCore_top the Median function of 

Microsoft Excel® (median is the number in the middle of a set of numbers). Expressed as on 

HeightCore_bot. 

 

HeightCore_ASL 

Height a.s.l. in metres of the centre of each core (Table II; vide IV.4.2). It resulted from the 

value of HeightCore_mid subtracted from HeightASL_surf. Expressed as on HeightAS_ surf. 

 

Matrix_description 

A descriptive field with no limited number of variables (Table III; vide IV.4.1). The text was 

an exact reproduction of the original descriptive expressions used in record sheets regarding 

soil classifications and textures, as well as grain size nomenclatures. In general, the 

descriptions seem to had been adapted from the Udden-Wentworth grain size classification 

(Boggs Jr. 2006: 52–53; Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 12; Nichols 2009: 7), the United 

Kingdom soil science classification (Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 12) and the International 

Organization for Standardization (ISO) soil classification (ISO 2002). Expressions regarding 

texture, compaction and density of the sediments were commonly added (vide Texture). When 

none description was given the acronym ‘OD’ was used. 

 

Texture 

A descriptive field with no limited number of variables (Table III; vide IV.4.1). It records the 

expressions regarding texture, compaction and density of the sediments used in 

Matrix_description, but here they appear isolated. The text was an exact reproduction of the 
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original descriptions used in record sheets. When none description was given, the acronym 

‘OD’ was used. 

 

Phi 

Grain size of the core sample, using the Udden-Wentworth grain size classification (Boggs Jr. 

2006: 52–53; Goldberg & Macphail 2006: 12; Nichols 2009: 7) (Table III; vide IV.4.1). The 

value of Phi results from a logarithm applied to the grain diameter. This feature was estimated 

and recorded for boreholes taken only after 2003. When the Phi was not given, the acronym 

‘OD’ was used. 

 

Phi_rwk 

Reworked grain size of the core sample using the Phi scale of the Udden-Wentworth grain 

size classification (Table III; vide IV.4.1). The expressions and values on Matrix_description 

and Phi were converted (vide Appendix IV) to this logarithm scale in order to establish a 

limited set of variables and a uniform classification of grain sizes for all boreholes expressed 

by integer numbers. Values in Phi with decimal places (e.g. 2.5) were rounded to the unit. The 

values of the logarithm scale used in this study range between -2 (finer) and 9 (coarser). When 

the grain size was impossible to be interpreted, the acronym ‘OD’ was used. 

 

MatrixColour 

A descriptive field with no limited number of variables (Table III; vide IV.4.1). The values 

entered in the spreadsheet were an exact reproduction of the original descriptions in record 

sheets regarding the average colour of the core sediments. Either they appeared as text, likely 

adapted by the Color Names of the Munsell® Soil Color Charts (Munsell Soil Color Chart, 

Year 2000 Revised Washable Edition 2000), or as a Munsell® Notation of Color 

nomenclature (e.g. 2.5YR5/1), the last most commonly after 2003. When colour was not 

described, the acronym ‘OD’ was used. 

 

MatrixColour_rwk 

Reworked average colour of core sediments (Table III; vide IV.4.1). The expressions and 

values on MatrixColour were converted (vide Appendix V), in order to establish a uniform 

classification of core sediments colours for all boreholes. The nomenclature system used is 

the Munsell® Color Names (Munsell Soil Color Chart, Year 2000 Revised Washable Edition 

2000). Munsell® Notation of Color was not used given its accuracy, excessive to this type of 
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descriptions and studies. It use might had led to difficulties in correlation of cores and their 

sediments. When colour was not described, the acronym ‘OD’ was used. 

 

Sorting 

Proportion of different size classes comprising the grain population of the core (Goldberg & 

Macphail 2006: 16–17) (Table III; vide IV.4.1). This feature was recorded only after the 

season of 2003. A simple scale of four individual digits was used, corresponding to: 1 – very 

well sorted; 2 – well sorted; 3 – moderately sorted; 4 – poorly sorted. When sorting was not 

described, the acronym ‘OD’ was used. 

 

Organic_pct 

Proportion of organic matter in the core sample, expressed in percentage of organic matter in 

relation to the total sedimentary content (Table III; vide IV.4.1). Only natural numbers (e.g. 1, 

2, 3, etc.) were used, and generally the values bigger than 10% are rounded to a multiple of 5. 

In the database, the symbol % is not represented.  When the value was not given, the acronym 

‘OD’ was used. This feature was recorded only after the season of 2003. 

 

Lamination 

Visual presence of lamination (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary system: 

‘Y’ when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the information was not given.   

 

Lumps 

Visual presence of masses of an indeterminate substance visible in the matrix (Table IV; vide 

IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when 

not; ‘OD’ when the information was not given.  

 

White_patches 

Visual presence of bands of indeterminate white coloured substances (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). 

Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ 

when the information was not given.   
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Dark_patches 

Visual presence of bands of indeterminate blackish coloured substances (Table IV; vide 

IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when 

not; ‘OD’ when the information was not given.   

 

Mica 

Visual presence of mica (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ 

when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the information was not given. 

 

Sherds 

Visual presence of all types of ceramics and pottery (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed 

through a binary system: ‘Y’ when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the 

information was not given. 

 

Stones 

Visual presence of indistinguishable stones (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed through a 

binary system: ‘Y’ when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the information 

was not given. 

 

Limestone 

Visual presence of limestone (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ 

when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the information was not given. 

 

Granite 

Visual presence of granite (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ 

when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the information was not given. 

 

Quartzite 

Visual presence of quartzite (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ 

when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the information was not given. 

 

Sandstone 

Visual presence of sandstone (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ 

when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the information was not given. 
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Diorite 

Visual presence of diorite (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ 

when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the information was not given. 

 

Feldspar 

Visual presence of feldspar (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ 

when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the information was not given. 

 

Chalk 

Visual presence of chalk (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ 

when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the information was not given. 

 

Flint 

Visual presence of flint (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ when 

was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the information was not given. 

 

Quartz 

Visual presence of sand grains (quartz) larger than 4mm (Phi -2) (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). 

Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ 

when the information was not given. 

 

Charcoal 

Visual presence of all types of charcoal and indeterminate burnt materials (Table IV; vide 

IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when 

not; ‘OD’ when the information was not given. 

 

Concretions 

Visual presence of rootlet concretions and rhizocretions (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed 

through a binary system: ‘Y’ when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the 

information was not given. 
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CaCO3 

Visual presence of calcium carbonates (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary 

system: ‘Y’ when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the information was 

not given. 

  

Clay_nodules 

Visual presence of clay nodules (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary system: 

‘Y’ when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the information was not given. 

 

Shells 

Visual presence of shells (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ 

when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the information was not given. 

 

Plants 

Visual presence of vegetable remains including roots and wood (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). 

Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ 

when the information was not given. 

 

Bones 

Visual presence of animal and fish bones (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary 

system: ‘Y’ when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the information was 

not given. 

 

Glass 

Visual presence of glassy materials, including faience but excluding pottery (Table IV; vide 

IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when 

not; ‘OD’ when the information was not given. 

 

Metal 

Visual presence of fragments distinguished as a metallic substance, including slag (Table IV; 

vide IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ when was observed in the core; ‘N’ 

when not; ‘OD’ when the information was not given. 
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Beads 

Visual presence of beads (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ 

when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the information was not given. 

 

Bricks 

Visual presence of fragments distinguished as brick (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed 

through a binary system: ‘Y’ when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the 

information was not given. 

 

Mortar 

Visual presence of fragments distinguished as a type of mortar (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). 

Expressed through a binary system: ‘Y’ when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ 

when the information was not given. 

 

Unknown 

Visual presence of fragments of indistinguishable material (Table IV; vide IV.4.1). Expressed 

through a binary system: ‘Y’ when was observed in the core; ‘N’ when not; ‘OD’ when the 

information was not given. 

 

Sherds_qt 

Relative quantity of sherds in the core sample (Table V; vide IV.4.1). The determinatives 

(quantifiers) in the record sheets were adapted to a simple scale of six digits from 0 to 5, 

corresponding 0 to no presence of sherds and 5 to a large quantity of sherds. When the 

quantity was unknown, the acronym ‘OD’ was used. This column was only set for boreholes 

dug before 2004, and thus on other boreholes the acronym ‘n.a.’ (non-applicable) was entered.  

 

Clasts_pct 

Proportion of clasts, in the core sample, expressed in percentage of clasts in relation to the 

total sedimentary content (Table V; vide IV.4.1). This feature was recorded only after the 

season of 2003, and was generally connected to the percentage of sherds in the core. Given 

that the observation is macroscopic and thus estimated, only natural numbers were used, and 

generally the values bigger than 10% are rounded to a multiple of 5. In the database fields, the 

symbol % is not represented.  When the value was not given, the acronym ‘OD’ was used. 

Note that before 2004, the quantities of most elements were not recorded with the exception 
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of sherds. In 2004 and 2009, quantities of some type of elements present in selected sieved 

samples started to be recorded. In 2011 those quantities were carefully recorded: the total 

number in the large fraction; the percentage of each element in the small fraction in relation to 

the total content of the same fraction. Due to all these different methods, different strategies 

for analysis of quantities of sherds and other elements were adopted for this study (vide 

IV.5.4). These strategies are reflected in the several columns created in the database, 

especially regarding sherd content. 

 

Sherds_LF 

Number of sherd fragments observed in the sieved large fraction of the core sample (Table V; 

vide IV.4.1). Expressed using natural numbers. When the value was not given, the acronym 

‘OD’ was used. This column was only set for boreholes dug after 2004, and thus on other 

boreholes the acronym ‘n.a.’ was used. 

 

Sherds_SF 

Proportion of sherds in the sieved small fraction of the core sample (Table V; vide IV.4.1). 

Expressed in percentage of sherds in relation to the total content of the small fraction. Only 

natural numbers were used; in the database fields, the symbol % is not represented. When the 

value was not given, the acronym ‘OD’ was used. This column was only set for boreholes dug 

after 2004, and thus on other boreholes the acronym ‘n.a.’ was used. 

 

Notes 

Any additional note regarding the sample which was not depicted on the other columns and 

that might be significant for the interpretation of the core (Table VI). Descriptive field with no 

restricted number of variables, exactly reproducing texts, expressions and symbols written in 

record sheets, borehole logs and maps. When not given, the acronym ‘OD’ was used. 

 

Period 

Date attributed to sherds found in the core (Table VI; vide IV.4.3). Acronyms commonly used 

for historical periods or dynasties in Egypt were adopted (e.g. ‘OK’ for Old Kingdom, ‘XX 

Dyn.’). When the information was not given, the acronym ‘OD’ was used. 
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Site 

Any additional information regarding the location of the borehole (Table VI; vide IV.3, 

IV.4.2). Descriptive field with no restricted number of variables, exactly reproducing texts, 

expressions and symbols written in record sheets, borehole logs and maps. Usually refers to 

sites codes attributed by the diggers or excavation teams. When the information was not 

given, the acronym ‘OD’ was used. 

 

Date 

Exact date in which the borehole was dug (Table VI; vide IV.3). When date was not given, 

the acronym ‘OD’ was used. 

 

Season 

Year or fieldwork season during which the borehole was dug (Table VI; vide IV.3). 

 

JB_interpretation 

Interpretations of some cores were made in the past by Judith Bunbury (Table VI; vide IV.3, 

IV.4.4). These interpretations were written in the original borehole logs. In this column that 

information was exactly reproduced. When not given, the acronym ‘OD’ was used. 

 

Description 

Exact reproduction of the information given for each core and written in the original record 

sheets, borehole logs and maps (Table VI; vide IV.3, IV.4.4). The acronym ‘OD’ was used 

when there was nothing to add. 

 

Description_bh 

Exact reproduction of additional information given for each borehole and written in the 

original record sheets, borehole logs and maps (Table VI; vide IV.3, IV.4.4). Usually it is 

composed by notes regarding the location of the borehole. The acronym ‘OD’ was used when 

there was nothing to add. 

 

Notes_coord 

Additional notes describing doubts or inconsistences in the location of the boreholes (Table 

VI; vide IV.4.2, IV.4.4). In some documents (i.e. maps and borehole logs) the location of the 

borehole is not the same as in the record sheets. The author also found lists of borehole 
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locations, which in some cases are not coherent. Thus, this column presents alternative exact 

locations and their description, according to what was found in original documents. 
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APPENDIX IV – DIGITAL DATABASE: CONVERSIONS OF PHI_RWK 

List of expressions in the original data record sheets (column Matrix_description of the digital 

database; vide Appendix III) converted in values of the Phi scale of the Udden-Wentworth 

grain size classification (column Phi_rwk of the digital database) (vide IV.4.5, Table III, 

Appendix III). The expressions and values on Matrix_description and Phi were converted to 

the Phi scale in order to establish a limited set of variables and a uniform classification of 

grain sizes for all boreholes expressed by integer numbers. Values in Phi with decimal places 

(e.g. 2.5) were rounded to the unit. The values of the logarithm scale used in this study range 

between -2 (finer) and 9 (coarser). 

 

Phi 9   

Clay Mixed Stiff Very Smooth Clay 

Mixed Very Stiff Very Smooth Clay Quite Stiff Clay 

Smooth Very Firm Clay Smooth Very Stiff Clay 

Stiff Very Smooth Clay Very Compact Clay 

Very Compact Stiff Smooth Clay Very Consolidated Clay 

Very Dense Clay Very Smooth Very Firm Clay 

Very Smooth Very Firm Plastic Clay Very Stiff Clay 

Very Stiff Compact Clay Very Stiff Slightly Gritty Clay 

Very Stiff Slightly Gritty Smooth Clay Very Stiff Smooth Clay 

Very Stiff Smooth Gritty Clay Very Stiff Smooth Thick Clay 

Very Stiff Smooth Very Slightly Gritty Clay Very Stiff Very Slightly Gritty Clay 

Very Stiff Very Smooth Clay Very Stiff Very Smooth Slightly Gritty Clay 

Phi 8.5 – Clay  

 

Phi 8   

Brick - Clay Brick - Stiff Clay 

Clay Clay / Bright Sand 

Clayey Sand Compact Clay 

Crumbly Clay Dense Clay 

Gritty Clay Hard Clay 

Mixed Stiff Smooth Clay Sandy Silt ?and? Clay 

Semi-compact Clay Slightly Crumbly Very Stiff Smooth Clay 

Slightly Gritty Clay Slightly Gritty Smooth Clay 

(cont.) 
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Phi 8 (cont.)    

Slightly Gritty Smooth Compact Clay Slightly Silty Clay 

Smooth Clay Smooth Firm Clay 

Smooth Slightly Gritty Clay Smooth Slightly Silty Clay 

Smooth Stiff Clay Smooth Very Slightly Silty Clay 

Soft Clay Soft Sand / Clay patches 

Solid Burnt Clay Sticky Clay 

Stiff Clay Stiff Gritty Clay 

Stiff Slightly Gritty Clay Stiff Slightly Silty Clay 

Stiff Smooth Clay Stiff Smooth Compact Clay 

Stiff Smooth Gritty Clay Stiff Smooth Mixed Slightly Silty Clay 

Stiff Smooth Slightly Gritty Clay Stiff Smooth Slightly Silty Clay 

Stiff Smooth Sticky Clay Stiff Smooth Very Slightly Silty Clay 

Stiff Very Slightly Gritty Clay Thick Clay 

Top Soil - Clay Top Soil - Mixed Clay 

Top Soil - Stiff Clay Very Slightly Gritty Clay 

Very Stiff Gritty Clay Phi 7.5 – Sandy Clay 

Phi 7.5 – Silty Clay Phi 7.5 – Stiff Silty Clay 

Phi 8.5 – Clay Phi 8.5 – Sandy Clay 

Phi 8.5 – Silty Clay Phi 8.5 – Very Stiff Silty Clay 

Phi 8/1 – Mixed Clayey Sand  

 

Phi 7   

Compact Silt Clay Compact Silty Clay 

Compact Smooth Silty Clay Compact Stiff Smooth Silty Clay 

Crumbly Silty Clay Dense Silty Clay 

Firm Silty Clay Gritty Silty Clay 

Mixed Silty Clay Semi-compact Silty Clay 

Silt-Clay Silty Clay 

Slightly Crumbly Silty Clay Slightly Gritty Silty Clay 

Slightly Gritty Smooth Silty Clay Smooth Firm Silty Clay 

Smooth Silty Clay Smooth Very Slightly Sandy Clay 

Smooth Very Slightly Sandy Silty Clay Soft Smooth Silty Clay 

Stiff Crumbly Clay Stiff Gritty Silty Clay 

Stiff Silt-Clay Stiff Silty Clay 

(cont.) 
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Phi 7 (cont.)    

Stiff Slightly Gritty Silty Clay Stiff Slightly Sandy Clay 

Stiff Slightly Sandy Silty Clay Stiff Smooth Firm Silty Clay 

Stiff Smooth Silty Clay Stiff Smooth Slightly Gritty Silty Clay 

Stiff Very Smooth Silty Clay Top Soil - Stiff Silty Clay 

Very Compact Smooth Silty Clay Very Slightly Gritty Silty Clay 

Very Slightly Sandy Silty Clay Very Smooth Firm Silty Clay 

Very Smooth Silty Clay Very Smooth Very Firm Silty Clay 

Very Stiff Silty Clay Very Stiff Smooth Silty Clay 

Very Stiff Smooth Slightly Sandy Clay Very Stiff Very Smooth Silty Clay 

Very Stiff Very Smooth Slightly Sandy Clay Phi 6.5 – Silty Clay 

Phi 7.5 – Clay Phi 7.5 – Sand Clay 

Phi 7.5 – Sandy Clay Phi 7.5 – Silty Clay 

Phi 7.5 – Silty Sandy Clay Phi 7.5 – Stiff Gritty Silty Clay 

Phi 7.5 – Stiff Silty Clay Phi 7.5 – Very Stiff Sandy Clay 

 

Phi 6   

Clay / Silt Clayey Silt 

Clayish Silt Clay-Silt 

Compact Clayish Silt Compact Crumbly Clayish Silt 

Compact Gritty Clayish Silt Compact Sandy Clay 

Compact Slightly Crumbly Clayish Silt Compact Slightly Gritty Clayish Silt 

Compact Slightly Sandy Clay Compact Slightly Sandy Clay 

Crumbly Clayish Silt Dense Clay / Silt 

Dense Sandy Clay Firm Clayey Silt 

Friable Clayish Silt Friable Stiff Smooth Clayish Silt 

Gritty Clayish Silt Gritty Sandy Clay 

Mixed Broken Sandy Clay Mixed Clay / Silt 

Mixed Clayish Silt Mixed Sandy Clay 

Ploughsoil Clayish Silt Ploughsoil Stiff Clay Loam 

Ploughsoil Stiff Clayish Silt Ploughsoil Stiff Smooth Clayish Silt 

Sandy Clay Sandy Silty Clay 

Slightly Gritty Clayish Silt Slightly Loose Smooth Clayish Silt 

Slightly Sandy Clay Slightly Sandy Silty Clay 

Smooth Clayey Silt Smooth Clayish Silt 

(cont.) 
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Phi 6 (cont.)    

Smooth Compact Clayey Silt Smooth Compact Clayish Silt 

Smooth Firm Clayey Silt Smooth Gritty Clayish Silt 

Smooth Sandier Silty Clay Smooth Sandy Clay 

Smooth Slightly Gritty Clayish Silt Smooth Stiff Clayish Silt 

Smooth Stiff Slightly Gritty Clayish Silt Smooth Very Firm Clayey Silt 

Soft Clayish Silt Soft Slightly Clayish Silt 

Soft Smooth Clayish Silt Stiff Clayey Silt 

Stiff Clayish Silt Stiff Crumbly Clayish Silt 

Stiff Gritty Clayish Silt Stiff Slightly Crumbly Clayish Silt 

Stiff Slightly Gritty Clayish Silt Stiff Smooth Clay / Silt 

Stiff Smooth Clayey Silt Stiff Smooth Clayish Silt 

Stiff Smooth Damp Clayish Silt Stiff Smooth Gritty Sandy Clay 

Stiff Smooth Sandy Clay Stiff Smooth Slightly Gritty Clayey Silt 

Stiff Smooth Sticky Clayish Silt Stiff Very Slightly Sandy Clayish Silt 

Stiff Very Smooth Clayish Silt Stiffer Smooth Clayish Silt 

Top Soil - Clayish Silt Top Soil - Stiff Clayish Silt 

Top Soil - Stiff Smooth Clayish Silt Very Slightly Gritty Clayish Silt 

Very Smooth Clayish Silt Very Smooth Firm Clayey Silt 

Very Smooth Very Firm Clayey Silt Very Smooth Very Firm Clayish Silt 

Very Stiff Clayish Silt Very Stiff Slightly Gritty Clayish Silt 

Very Stiff Smooth Clayey Silt Very Stiff Smooth Clayish Silt 

Very Stiff Smooth Sandy Clay Very Stiff Very Smooth Clayish Silt 

Phi 5.5 – Sandy Clay Phi 5.5 – Stiff Sandy Silty Clay 

Phi 6.5 – Silty Clay Phi 6.5 – Very Stiff Silty Clay 

Stiff Very Smooth Very Slightly Sandy Clayish Silt 

 

Phi 5   

Ashy Stiff Silt Clayey Loam 

Clayey Silty Sand Clayish Loam 

Compact Smooth Silt Friable Smooth Silt 

Gritty Sandy Clayish Silt Loose Soft Silt 

Mixed Smooth Silt Mixed Stiff Smooth Silt 

Ploughsoil Clayish Loam Sandy Clayey Silt 

Sandy Clayish Silt Sandy Silt/Clay 

(cont.) 
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Phi 5 (cont.)    

Slightly Clayey Silt Slightly Clayish Silt 

Slightly Sandy Clayish Silt Slightly Sandy Gritty Clayish Silt 

Smooth Compact Slightly Gritty Silt Smooth Compact Very Slightly Gritty Silt 

Smooth Firm Silt Smooth Plastic Firm Silt 

Smooth Silt Smooth Slightly Gritty Silt 

Smooth Slightly Sandy Clayish Silt Smooth Sticky Firm Silt 

Smooth Sticky Silt Smooth Stiff Silt 

Smooth Very Compact Very Slightly Gritty Silt Smooth Very Firm Silt 

Soft Silt Soft Sticky Silt 

Sticky Silt Stiff Compact Silt 

Stiff Gritty Silt Stiff Sandy Clayish Silt 

Stiff Silt Stiff Slightly Clayish Silt 

Stiff Slightly Crumbly Silt Stiff Slightly Gritty Silt 

Stiff Slightly Sandy Clayish Silt Stiff Smooth Compact Silt 

Stiff Smooth Gritty Silt Stiff Smooth Sandy Clayish Silt 

Stiff Smooth Silt Stiff Smooth Slightly Gritty Silt 

Stiff Smooth Slightly Sandy Clayish Silt Stiff Smooth Sticky Silt 

Stiff Smooth Very Slightly Gritty Silt Stiff Soft Sticky Silt 

Stiff Very Slightly Gritty Silt Stiff Very Smooth Silt 

Stiff Very Smooth Slightly Gritty Silt Stiff Very Smooth Slightly Sandy Clayish Silt 

Top Soil - Clayey Loam Top Soil - Clayish Loam 

Top Soil - Stiff Clayey Loam Top Soil - Stiff Clayish Loam 

Top Soil - Stiff Smooth Silt Very Compact Silt 

Very Compact Slightly Clayish Silt Very Compact Slightly Gritty Silt 

Very Slightly Clayey Silt Very Slightly Sandy Clayish Silt 

Very Smooth Sticky Firm Silt Very Smooth Very Firm Silt 

Very Stiff Gritty Silt Very Stiff Gritty Silt 

Very Stiff Slightly Gritty Silt Very Stiff Smooth Compact Silt 

Very Stiff Smooth Silt Very Stiff Very Slightly Gritty Silt 

Very Stiff Very Smooth Silt Phi 4.5 – Clayey Sand 

Phi 4.5 – Sand Phi 4.5 – Sandy Clay 

Phi 4/5 – Clayey Silt Phi 5.5 – Clayey Silt 

Phi 5.5 – Sandy Clay Phi 5.5 – Silty Clay 
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Phi 4   

Ashy Silt Ashy Slightly Sandy Silt 

Chunky Gritty Silt Clayish Sandy Silt 

Compact Clayish Sandy Silt Compact Crumbly Silt 

Compact Gritty Silt Compact Loam 

Compact Silt Compact Slightly Sandy Silt 

Compact Sticky Very Slightly Sandy Silt Crumbly Gritty Silt 

Crumbly Silt Damp Silt 

Firm Slightly Sandy Silt Firm Very Slightly Sandy Silt 

Friable Silt Friable Slightly Sandy Silt 

Gritty Ashy Silt Gritty Loose Ashy Silt 

Gritty Silt Loam 

Loamy Silt Loose Ash / Silt 

Loose Crumbly Silt Loose Gritty Silt 

Loose Very Slightly Sandy Silt Mixed Compact Gritty Silt 

Mixed Damp Silt Mixed Silt 

Mixed Silty Ash Mixed Slightly Sandy Silt 

Ploughsoil Loam Ploughsoil Stiff Loam 

Sandier Silt Semi-compact Silt 

Silt Silty Top Soil 

Slightly Clayish Sandy Silt Slightly Crumbly Silt 

Slightly Gritty Silt Slightly Gritty Slightly Sandy Silt 

Slightly Sandy Silt Slightly Sandy Silt/Loam 

Slightly Sandy Silty Clay Smooth Fine Slightly Sandy Silt 

Smooth Fine Very Slightly Sandy Silt Smooth Slightly Sandy Silt 

Smooth Slightly Sandy Silty Smooth Stiff Slightly Sandy Silt 

Smooth Very Slightly Sandy Silt Smooth Very Stiff Slightly Sandy Silt 

Soft Compact Sticky Slightly Sandy Silt Soft Compact Sticky Very Slightly Sandy Silt 

Soft Firm Slightly Sandy Silt Soft Slightly Sandy Silt 

Soft Smooth Slightly Sandy Silt Soft Smooth Very Slightly Sandy Silt 

Soft Sticky Slightly Sandy Silt Softer Slightly Sandy Silt 

Sticky Slightly Sandy Silt Stiff Compact Slightly Sandy Silt 

Stiff Compact Very Slightly Sandy Silt Stiff Crumbly Silty Loam 

Stiff Gritty Slightly Sandy Silt Stiff Silty Loam 

Stiff Slightly Sandy Silt Stiff Smooth Slightly Sandy Silt 

(cont.) 
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Phi 4 (cont.)    

Stiff Smooth Sticky Slightly Sandy Silt Stiff Smooth Very Slightly Sandy Silt 

Stiff Very Slightly Sandy Loam Stiff Very Slightly Sandy Silt 

Stiffer Sandier Silt Stiffer Slightly Sandy Silt 

Top Soil - Compact Loam Top Soil - Compact Silty Loam 

Top Soil - Crumbly Loam Top Soil - Loam 

Top Soil - Loose Silt Top Soil - Rubble 

Top Soil - Silt Very Clayey Sand 

Very Compact Slightly Sandy Silt Very Slightly Gritty Silt 

Very Slightly Sandy Silt Very Smooth Sandy Silt 

Very Smooth Soft Slightly Sandy Silt Very Smooth Very Slightly Sandy Silt 

Very Smooth Very Stiff Slightly Sandy Silt Very Stiff Slightly Sandy Silt 

Very Stiff Smooth Clayish Sandy Silt Very Stiff Smooth Compact Slightly Sandy Silt 

Very Stiff Smooth Slightly Sandy Silt Very Stiff Very Slightly Sandy Silt 

Very Very Slightly Sandy Silt  

Very Smooth Very Stiff Very Slightly Sandy Silt 

Very Stiff Very Smooth Very Slightly Sandy Silt 

Phi 3.5 – Clayey Sand Phi 3.5 – Sandy Silt 

Phi 3.5 – Silty Sand Phi 4/5 – Clayey Silt 

Phi 4.5 – Gritty Sandy Clay Phi 4.5 – Sandy Clay 

 

Phi 3   

Ashy Sandy Silt Burnt Sandy Silt 

Burnt Sandy Soil Compact Gritty Sandy Silt 

Compact Sandy Loam Compact Sandy Silt 

Compact Slightly Crumbly Sandy Silt Compact Very Sandy Silt 

Crumbly Sandy Silt Crumbly Stony Loam 

Fine Sandy Silt Friable Sandy Silt 

Gritty Fine Sandy Silt Gritty Sandy Silt 

Loose Sandy Loam Mixed Compact Sandy Silt 

Mixed Damp Sandy Silt Mixed Sandy Silt 

Mixed Very Sandy Silt Ploughsoil Slightly Sandy Loam 

Sandy Loam Sandy Silt 

Sandy Soil Slightly Crumbly Sandy Silt 

(cont.) 
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Phi 3 (cont.)    

Slightly Gritty Sandy Silt Slightly Sandy Loam 

Smooth Compact Very Sandy Silt Smooth Sandy Silt 

Smooth Sticky Sandy Silt Smooth Stiff Sandy Silt 

Soft Compact Sandy Silt Soft Loose Sandy Silt 

Soft Sandy Silt Soft Smooth Sandy Silt 

Soft Sticky Sandy Silt Soft Very Sandy Silt 

Softer Sandy Silt Sticky Sandy Silt 

Stiff Compact Sandy Silt Stiff Gritty Sandy Silt 

Stiff Sandy Silt Stiff Slightly Gritty Sandy Silt 

Stiff Smooth Sandy Silt Stiff Smooth Slightly Gritty Sandy Silt 

Top Soil - Compact Sandy Loam Top Soil - Crumbly Sandy Loam 

Top Soil - Crumbly Stony Silt Top Soil - Sandy Loam 

Top Soil - Sandy Silt Top Soil - Sandy Silty 

Top Soil - Slightly Sandy Loam Top Soil - Very Sandy Silt 

Top Soil Loose Fine Sandy Loam Top Soil Sandy Silt 

Very Compact Very Sandy Silt Very Gritty Sandy Silt 

Very Sandy Clay Very Sandy Silt 

Very Soft Fine Sandy Silt Very Stiff Sandy Silt 

Very Stiff Smooth Sandy Silt Phi 2.5 – Clayey Sand 

Phi 2.5 – Crumbly Silt Phi 2.5 – Sand + Clay 

Phi 2.5 – Sandy Clay Phi 2.5 – Sandy Silt 

Phi 2/3 – Clayey Sand Phi 3.5 – Clayey Sand 

Phi 3.5 – Sandy Mud Phi 3/4 – Sandy Clay 

 

Phi 2   

Ashy Silty Sand Burnt Silty Sand 

Clayey Sand Clayish Sand 

Coarse Sandy Silt Cohesive Silty Sand 

Cohesive Slightly Silty Sand Compact Clayish Sand 

Compact Cohesive Smooth Silty Sand Compact Gritty Silty Sand 

Compact Medium-Fine Sand Compact Silt-Sand 

Compact Silty Sand Compact Slightly Silty Sand 

Compact Very Slightly Silty Sand Crumbly Silty Sand 

Crumbly Very Fine Sand Damp Silty Sand 

(cont.) 
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Phi 2 (cont.)    

Damp Slightly Silty Sand Fine Sand 

Fine Sand / Silt Fine Silty Sand 

Gritty Fine Sand Gritty Sand-Silt 

Gritty Silty Sand Loamy Sand 

Loose Fine Sand Loose Gritty Silty Fine Sand 

Loose Gritty Silty Sand Loose Smooth Sand 

Medium Fine Sand Medium-Fine Sand 

Mixed Fine Sand Mixed Loamy Sand 

Mixed Medium-Fine Sand Mixed Silty Sand 

Mixed Slightly Silty Sand Mixed Soft Gritty Sand 

Ploughsoil Slightly Silty Sand Sand 

Sand / Silt Sandy Clay 

Sandy Silt Sandy Silty Clay 

Silt-Sand Silty Fine Sand 

Silty Sand Silty Sand - Tafla 

Slightly Fine Sand Slightly Gritty Silty Sand 

Slightly Silty Fine Sand Slightly Silty Sand 

Slightly Silty Sand - Tafla Smooth Clayish Sand 

Smooth Loose Gritty Silty Fine Sand Smooth Med-Fine Sand 

Smooth Medium Fine Sand Smooth Sand 

Smooth Silty Sand Smooth Slightly Silty Sand 

Smooth Very Slightly Silty Sand Soft Compact Sand 

Soft Fine Sand Soft Fine Slightly Silty Sand 

Soft Loose Sand Soft Loose Silty Sand 

Soft Loose Slightly Silty Sand Soft Sand 

Soft Silty Sand Soft Slightly Gritty Silty Sand 

Soft Slightly Silty Sand Soft Slightly Sticky Silty Sand 

Soft Smooth Silty Sand Soft Smooth Slightly Silty Sand 

Soft Very Slightly Silty Sand Sticky Hard Fine Sand 

Sticky Plastic Sand Sticky Silty Sand 

Sticky Slightly Silty Sand Stiff Fine Sand 

Stiff Gritty Silty Sand Stiff Mixed Loamy Silty Sand 

Stiff Mixed Silty Sand Stiff Sand / Silt 

Stiff Silty Sand Stiff Smooth Sand 

(cont.) 
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Phi 2 (cont.)    

Stiff Smooth Silty Sand Stiff Smooth Slightly Sticky Sand 

Stiff Smooth Very Slightly Silty Sand Stiff Very Slightly Silty Sand 

Top Soil - Mixed Silty Sand Top Soil - Slightly Remixed Silty Sand 

Very Fine Sand Very Slightly Silty Fine Sand 

Very Smooth Slightly Silty Sand Very Stiff Silty Sand 

Phi 2.5 – Clay Sand Phi 2.5 – Clayey Sand 

Phi 2.5 – Crumbly Fine Sand Phi 2.5 – Crumbly Sand 

Phi 2.5 – Crumbly Silty Sand Phi 2.5 – Fine Sand 

Phi 2.5 – more wet / sticky dark Phi 2.5 – Sand 

Phi 2.5 – Sandy Clay Phi 2.5 – Sandy Clayey Sand 

Phi 2.5 – Sandy Silty Sand Phi 2.5 – Silty Sand 

Phi 2.5 – Soft Crumbly Sand Phi 2.5 – Soft Sand 

Phi 2.5 – Soft Sand, Some Clay Phi 2.5 – Soft Sticky Sand 

Phi 2.5 – Stiff Sand Phi 2.5 – Very Fine Silty Sand 

Phi 2/3 – Clayey Sand Phi 1.5 – Clayey Sand 

Phi 1.5 – Coarse Sand, Silt Phi 1.5 – Fine Sand 

Phi 1.5 – Mixed Clayey Sand Phi 1.5 – Sand / Mud 

Phi 1.5 – Silty Sand Phi 1/2 – Clayey Sand 

 

Phi 1   

Ashy Sand Bright Sand 

Burnt Sand Clayey Coarse Sand 

Coarse Silty Sand Compact Coarse Silty Sand 

Compact Gritty Sand Compact Medium Coarse Sand 

Compact Sand Damp Coarse Silty Sand 

Damp Sand Damp Very Slightly Silty Sand 

Finer Sand Grit 

Gritty Ashy Sand Gritty Sand 

Loose Medium Coarse Sand Loose Sand 

Med Coarse Sand Med-Coarse Sand 

Medium Coarse Sand Medium Grained Sand 

Medium Sand Medium-Coarse Sand 

Medium-Coarse Silty Sand Mixed Clay / Bright Sand 

(cont.) 
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Phi 1 (cont.)    

Mixed Sand Mixed Sandy Ash 

Sand Sandy Ash 

Silty Medium Sand Slightly Finer Sand 

Slightly Silty Med-Coarse Sand Soft Loose Med Coarse Sand 

Soft Medium Coarse Sand Soft Medium Sand 

Soft Medium-Coarse Sand Sticky Sand 

Stiff Sand Stiff Sand - Tafla 

Top Soil - Compact Sand Top Soil - Sand 

Very Loose Sand Very Slightly Silty Sand 

Phi 8/1 – Mixed Clayey Sand Phi 1.5 – Chunky Sand 

Phi 1.5 – Mixed Sand Phi 1.5 – Sand 

Phi 1.5 – Silty Sand Phi 1.5 – V. Coarse Sand 

Phi 1.5 – Very Sandy Phi 1/2 – Sand 

 

Phi 0   

Bright Coarse Sand Coarse Aeolian Sand 

Coarse Gritty Sand Coarse Loose Gritty Sand 

Coarse Loose Sand Coarse Sand 

Coarse Slightly Silty Sand Coarse Very Slightly Silty Sand 

Compact Coarse Sand Damp Coarse Sand 

Damp Coarse Slightly Silty Sand Grained Coarse Sand 

Gritty Coarse Sand Gritty Stony Sand 

Loose Coarse Sand Loose Very Slightly Silty Coarse Sand 

Mixed Coarse Sand Mixed Damp Coarse Sand 

Sand / Rock Silty Coarse Sand 

Slightly Silty Coarse Aeolian Sand Slightly Silty Coarse Sand 

Smooth Coarse Sand Smooth Silty Coarse Sand 

Soft Coarse Sand Soft Loose Coarse Sand 

Stiff Coarse Sand Stony Sand 

Top Soil - Coarse Sand Top Soil - Loose Coarse Sand 

Very Slightly Silty Coarse Sand Phi 0.5 – Sand 
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Phi -1   

Damp Very Coarse Sand Hard Sand 

Quite Coarse Sand Very Coarse Loose Sand 

Very Coarse Sand Very Hard Sand 

Very Hard Sand - Tafla Very Very Coarse Sand 

 

Phi -2   

Brick Brick / Ceramics 

Fine Gravel Fired Brick 

Grained Coarse Pebbles Gravel 

Limestone Mixed Compact Crumbly Siltstone 

Sandy Rock Sandy Rock - Tafla 

Sandy Stone - Tafla Sherds - Ns pot 

Sherds - Tafla Siltstone 

Solid Limestone Stone 

Stones Stones + Sherds 

Tafla Top Soil - Building Rubble 

Top Soil - Rubble Very Coarse Gravelly Sand 
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APPENDIX V – DIGITAL DATABASE: CONVERSIONS OF MATRIXCOLOUR_RWK 

List of expressions in the data record sheets describing the average colour of the core 

sediments (column MatrixColour of the digital database; vide Appendix III) reworked and 

converted in the colour nomenclature system of the Munsell® Color Names (Munsell Soil 

Color Chart, Year 2000 Revised Washable Edition 2000) (vide IV.4.5, Table III, Appendix 

III). The new converted values are the headings of the following list and are presented in the 

column MatrixColour_rwk on the database. Note that the Munsell® Notation of Color values 

(e.g., 7.5YR5.2) was not used because such precision is unnecessary and excessive in this 

study (Munsell Soil Color Chart, Year 2000 Revised Washable Edition 2000). 

 

greenish grey 

greenish-grey grey / green grey / green-grey 

mid grey to grey/green mid grey-green mid-grey green 

 

light greenish grey 

very pale green grey very pale green-grey  

 

dark greenish grey 

dark green-grey dark grey-green dark slightly greenish grey 

 

very dark greenish grey 

very dark blueish-green grey very dark grey / green very dark grey/green-brown 

 

greenish black 

GLEY1/2.5/10Y GLEY1/2.5/5GY  

 

greyish green 

dark green   

 

bluish grey 

blue / grey blue grey blue-grey 

blueish grey grey / blue grey blue 
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light bluish grey 

mid-pale blue-grey pale blue pale blue-grey 

pale grey / blue-grey   

 

dark bluish grey 

blue dark brown blue-dark grey dark blue / brown 

dark blue brown dark blue grey dark blue-grey 

dark blueish grey dark grey / blue grey dark grey / blue-grey 

dark grey / grey blue dark grey / very dark blue grey dark grey / very dark blue 

 

very dark bluish grey 

bluish-very dark grey very dark blue grey very dark blue-grey 

very dark blue-grey / brown very dark blue-grey / grey very dark bluish grey 

very dark bluish-grey very dark grey / blue very dark grey / blue grey 

very dark grey / blue-grey very dark grey / bluish black very dark grey blue-grey 

very dark very blue-grey dark brown / very dark blue grey 

 

red 

red   

 

dark red 

strong-red   

 

reddish yellow 

pale red-yellow red + yellow reddish yellow brown 

reddish-yellow red-yellow red-yellow / brown 

yellow & red   

 

reddish brown 

brownish-red red-brown reddish-brown 

slightly red-brown   
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light reddish brown 

pale red-brown pale red brown  

 

dark reddish brown 

dark brown-red dark red-brown  

 

dark reddish grey 

reddish dark grey-brown slightly reddish dark brown-grey 

 

reddish black 

2.5YR/2/1   

 

white 

white very pale brown / white very pale grey 

very pale grey / white grey   

 

yellow 

brown yellow / yellow brown-yellow / yellow orange-yellow 

strong yellow yellow yellow / brown-yellow 

 

pale yellow 

grey / yellow grey grey yellow grey-yellow 

light yellow light yellow grey mid yellow grey 

pale (white) yellow pale brown / pale yellow pale grey / yellow 

pale grey yellow pale grey-yellow pale yellow 

pale yellow / brown pale yellow / grey pale yellow grey 

slightly grey yellow strong yellow / pale grey very pale brown yellow 

very pale brown-yellow very pale grey / pale yellow very pale grey / yellow 

very pale grey yellow very pale yellow very pale yellow / white 

very pale yellow brown very pale yellow grey very pale yellow-brown 

yellow / very pale grey yellow / white yellow grey 

yellow-grey yellowish-grey 

(cont.) 
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pale yellow (cont.) 

pale brown yellow / pale grey yellow  

very pale brown yellow / grey yellow  

very pale brown yellow / very pale yellow grey  

very pale greenish-yellow / white  

 

brownish yellow 

10YR6/6 bright brownish-yellow brown / yellow 

brown yellow brown yellow / pale brown brownish yellow 

brown-yellow brown-yellow / pale brown mid brown / yellow 

brown-yellow / yellow brown brown-yellow / yellow-brown mid brown yellow 

mid brown-yellow yellow / brown yellow / yellow-brown 

brown grey (clay) / brown yellow (sand)  

 

yellowish brown 

10YR5/3.5 10YR5/4 brown / brown yellow 

brown / yellow brown brown / yellow-brown brown-yellow / brown 

mid yellow brown mid yellow-brown mid yellow-brown / brown 

mid yellowish-brown uniform yellowish brown yellow brown 

yellow brown + brown yellow-brown yellow-brown / brown 

yellowish brown yellow brown / brown yellow 

yellowish-brown yellow-brown / brown yellow 

 

light yellowish brown 

10YR6/4 brown-grey + grey-yellow pale brown / brown yellow 

pale brown / brown-yellow pale brown / yellow pale brown yellow 

pale brown yellow / yellow pale brown yellowish pale brownish-yellow 

pale brown-yellow pale brown / pale brown yellow pale yellow / yellow-brown 

pale yellow brown pale yellow-brown pale yellowish brown 

pale yellowish-brown pale brown yellow / yellow brown 

yellow / grey-brown pale yellow / pale brown yellow 

yellow + grey brown pale yellow / pale yellow-brown 

yellow + grey-brown pale yellow brown / brown yellow 

uniform pale yellowish brown pale yellow grey / brown yellow 

yellow brown / pale brown yellow 
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dark yellowish brown 

10YR4/4 10YR4/7 black / yellow 

dark brown / yellow dark brown / yellow brown dark brown yellow 

dark brown-yellow dark yellow / brown dark yellow brown 

dark yellow brown / brown dark yellow-brown dark yellow-brown / brown 

dark-mid yellow-brown   

    

brown 

10YR/4/3 10YR3.5/3 10YR4/2.5 

10YR4/3 10YR5/3 brown 

brown / brown grey brown / grey brown brown / grey-brown 

brown grey / brown yellow brown-grey + yellow-brown dark grey / yellow brown 

dark grey + brown-yellow grey brown / brown yellow grey brown / yellow brown 

grey brown + yellow brown grey-brown / yellow-brown grey-brown + yellow-brown 

mid brown mid brown / grey brown mid brown / grey-brown 

mid-brown uniform mid-brown yellow brown / brown grey 

yellow brown / grey brown yellow brown / grey-brown yellow-brown / grey 

yellow-brown / grey-brown yellow-brown + grey  

mid yellow-brown / grey-brown  

 

very pale brown 

very pale brown mixed very pale brown and darker grey 

very pale brown grey mixed very pale brown and grey 

very pale brown-grey pale brown / very pale brown 

very pale brownish grey pale brown grey / very pale brown yellow 

very pale grey / brown very pale brown / brown yellow 

very pale grey / grey brown very pale brown brown yellow 

very pale grey brown very pale yellow brown / brown 

 

pale brown 

10YR6/3 brown-grey + pale brown brown-yellow / grey 

grey / brown yellow grey / brown-yellow grey + brown-yellow 

light brown mid brown / pale brown yellow 

mid grey / brown-yellow mid-pale grey brown / yellow brown 

(cont.) 
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pale brown (cont.) 

pale brown pale brown yellow / brown grey 

pale grey / yellow-brown pale brown-yellow / brown-grey 

pale yellow brown / brown pale grey brown / brown yellow 

pale-brown pale grey brown / yellow brown 

yellow-grey-brown pale yellow-brown / grey brown 

 

strong brown 

brownish orange orange brown orange-brown 

 

dark brown 

10YR/3/3 10YR/3/3-2 10YR3.5/3 

10YR3/2.5 10YR3/3 dark brown 

dark brown / dark grey dark brown grey / yellow brown 

dark brown / very dark dark grey brown / yellow brown 

mid-dark brown dark grey-brown / yellow-brown 

very dark grey / dark yellow brown  

 

very dark brown 

black-brown dark brown-black very dark brown 

 

olive 

dark yellow grey dark yellowish-grey grey/green-brown 

grey-grey/green-yellowish silver-green  

mid brown / grey green / yellowish  

 

olive yellow 

dark yellow   

 

olive brown 

2.5Y/3/2 , 2.5Y/5-4/3   
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light olive brown 

brown grey / yellow brown brown-grey / brown-yellow brown-grey / yellow-brown 

mid brown-grey / yellow brown  

 

dark olive brown 

2.5Y/3/2-3 2.5Y/3/3 very dark yellow brown 

 

olive grey 

dark grey-green-brown mid brown-grey / green  

 

light olive grey 

grey / yellow grey   

 

dark olive grey 

5Y/3/2   

 

light brownish grey 

brown grey + pale grey brown, light grey greyer pale yellowish-brown 

light brown / grey light grey brown light grey-brown 

pale brown / brownish-grey pale brown / grey pale brown / grey-brown 

pale brown / pale grey pale brown grey pale brown-grey 

pale brownish-grey pale grey / brown pale grey brown 

pale grey-brown pale greyish brown pale brown / pale brown-grey 

pale brown / pale grey-brown pale yellow brown / grey 

 

greyish brown 

brown / brown grey brown / brown-grey brown / grey 

brown + grey brown grey brown grey / grey brown 

brown grey + grey brown brown yellow / grey brown brown-grey 

brown-grey / grey brown-grey / grey-brown brown-grey + pale brown 

brownish grey brownish-grey dark / mid brown grey 

dark brown / grey brown grey / brown grey / grey-brown 

(cont.) 
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greyish brown (cont.) 

grey / yellow-brown grey brown grey brown / brown 

grey brown / brown grey grey-brown grey-brown + brown grey 

grey-brown + yellow greyish brown greyish-brown 

mid brown / grey mid brown grey mid brown-grey 

mid brownish-grey mid grey / brown mid grey / yellow-brown 

mid grey brown mid grey to grey/brown mid grey-brown 

mid grey-brown / brown mid-brown / grey mid-dark grey / grey brown 

mid-grey-brown mid brown grey / grey brown mixed grey + brown 

mid grey-brown / brown-grey yellow brown / grey brown  

slightly red-brown / grey brown 

 

dark greyish brown 

10YR/3/3 10YR/4/3-2 10YR3.5/2 

10YR3/1 / 4/2 10YR3/2.5 10YR4/2 

10YR4-3/2 2.5Y/4/2 2.5Y/4/2-3 

2.5Y/4-3/2 2.5Y4/2 brown / dark grey 

brown-grey / dark grey dark brown / grey brown dark brown / grey-brown 

dark brown grey dark brown grey / brown dark brown grey / dark grey 

dark brown grey / grey dark brown/grey-grey dark brown-grey 

dark brown-grey / brown dark brown-grey / grey dark brownish-grey 

dark brown grey / brown grey dark brown grey / grey brown dark brown-grey / grey-brown 

dark grey / dark brown dark grey / brown dark grey / brown grey 

dark grey / brown-grey dark grey / grey brown dark grey / grey-brown 

dark grey + brown dark grey brown dark grey-brown 

dark grey brown / brown dark grey brown / brown grey dark grey-brown / brown-grey 

dark greyish-brown dark grey / dark brown yellow mid-dark brown grey 

mid-dark grey / brown grey mid-dark grey brown mid-dark brown / brown grey 

mid-dark brown / grey brown yellow-brown  

dark brown grey (clay) / brown yellow (sand) 

dark yellow brown / brown grey 

dark yellow brown / grey brown 

mid brown-grey / dark brown grey 
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very dark greyish brown 

10YR/3/2 10YR/3/2-1 10YR/3/2-3 

10YR3/1.5 10YR3/2 10YR3/2.5 

2.5Y/3/2 2.5Y/3/2 , 2.5Y/5-4/3 2.5Y/3/2-3 

2.5Y3/2 dark brown / very dark grey very dark brown grey 

very dark brown-grey very dark grey / brown very dark grey / dark brown 

very dark brown / grey-brown very dark brown grey / brown  

very dark brown grey / dark brown 

very dark grey brown / brown grey 

very dark grey-brown / brown-grey 

 

grey 

dark / pale grey dark grey dark grey / pale grey 

grey grey / brown grey grey / brown-grey 

grey / pale yellow greyish mid / dark grey 

mid / pale grey mid grey mid-dark grey 

mid-grey mixed very pale brown and darker grey 

 

light grey 

light grey pale grey pale-grey 

mixed very pale brown and grey  

 

dark grey 

10YR3.5/1 dark brown / dark grey dark brown grey / grey 

dark grey dark grey / grey dark grey brown / grey 

grey / dark grey / dark grey grey-dark grey 

mid to deep grey mid-dark grey  

 

very dark grey 

10YR/3/1 10YR/3/2-1 10YR3/1 

10YR3/1 / 4/2 10YR3/1.2 10YR3/1.5 

10YR3/1/3/2 2.5Y/3/1 2.5Y/3/2-1 

2.5Y3/1 5Y/3/1 7.5YR/3/ 

(cont.) 
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very dark grey (cont.) 

black / grey grey black grey-very dark grey 

very dark very dark brown grey / grey very dark grey 

very dark grey / black very dark grey / brown grey very dark grey brown 

 

black 

10YR2.5/1 2.5Y/2.5/1 2.5Y2.5/1 

5Y/2.5/1 5Y/2.5/2 5Y2.5/1 

black very very dark grey very very dark grey / black 

 

mixed 

mixed mixture red and black 

pale yellow / grey-brown / red-brown  
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APPENDIX VI – MAPS AND SECTIONS 

List of maps and sections (vide IV.4.6): 

Map M01 – early Old Kingdom 

Map M02 – late Old Kingdom 

Map M03 – First Intermediate Period / early Middle Kingdom 

Map M04 – Middle Kingdom 

Map M05 – late Middle Kingdom / Second Intermediate Period 

Map M06 – New Kingdom 

Map M07 – Third Intermediate Period 

Map M08 – Late Period 

Map M09 – Ptolemaic Period 

Map M10 – Roman Period 

Section S01 

Section S02 

Section S03 

Section S04 

Section S05 

Section S06 

Section S07 

Section S08 

Section S09 

Section S10 

Section S11 

Section S12 

Section S13 

Section S14 

Section S15 

Section S16 

Section S17 

 

 
























































